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Abstract
This thesis exam ines representations o f  tourism  in postcolonial island literatures. Focusing on 
w orks by C aribbean, Pacific, and Sri Lankan writers, it argues that even as they foreground the 
exploitative dim ensions o f  m ass tourism  developm ent, they also provide insights into how more 
culturally and environm entally  sensitive tourism  practices m ight em erge. As such, they offer 
im portant contributions to enhancing island tourism  sustainability. In constructing this 
argum ent, I locate my textual readings in the context o f  interdisciplinary tourism  studies, an 
ex p an siv e  field w hich em braces sociological, anthropological, geographical, econom ic, and 
political science disciplines. I draw  on this research to show  how  it can deepen understandings 
o f  tourism ’s role w ithin postcolonial island texts, and to  explore the extent to w hich im aginative 
depictions o f  the industry offer fresh perspectives on m ainstream  tourism  studies debates.
The thesis focuses on islands as a m eans o f  exploring the tensions between their 
stereotypically  ‘parad isal’ attraction to generations o f  ‘w estern’ visitors, and their social, 
cultural, and environm ental vulnerability to unsustainable tourism  practices. This allows the 
relationship betw een the industry’s discursive and m aterial operations to be approached in 
nuanced depth. It also highlights tensions between theories o f  cultural and environm ental 
sustainability, w hich are often heightened in island contexts. D raw ing on recent intersections 
betw een postcolonialism  and ecocriticism  as well as cultural approaches to globalisation, the 
thesis seeks to further conversations betw een aesthetics, social science, and ecological research, 
while also attending to the formal com plexities o f  the texts addressed.
Follow ing the first chapter, w hich exam ines tourism ’s effects on island ecologies and the 
contributions postcolonial island literatures can make to interdisciplinary debates, the thesis is 
divided into three central chapters. Chapter 2 deals with tourism  and nature, C hapter 3 addresses 
tourism  and culture, and C hapter 4 brings social and environm ental concerns together in its 
analysis o f  sex tourism  and em bodied experience. Em bracing w ritings from a w ide variety o f  
islands — including Antigua, Barbados, Trinidad, St Lucia, Samoa, New  Zealand, H aw ai‘i, and 
Sri Lanka — it asserts the im portance o f  com paring portrayals o f  island tourism within a 
postcolonial fram ew ork. It concludes by outlining the relevance o f  future research for poverty 
alleviation, crisis m anagem ent, and understanding m arginalised g roups’ negotiations o f  the 
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N ative H aw aiian poet, critic, and political activist H aunani-K ay Trask  ends her essay ‘“Lovely
Hula H ands” : C orporate Tourism  and the Prostitution o f  H aw aiian C ulture’ (1991) with the
follow ing injunction: ‘I f  you are thinking o f  visiting m y hom eland, please do not. We do not
w ant or need any m ore tourists, and we certainly do not like them ’ (1999: 31). The essay is one
o f  a num ber o f  articles addressing the effects o f  w hat Trask term s ‘A m erican colonialism ’ (3)
on the H aw aiian archipelago in her collection From a N ative Daughter: Colonialism and
Sovereignty in H aw ai'i (1999). Throughout this volum e, Trask argues that tourism  plays a key
role in m aintaining the ‘ongoing  colonial relationship’ (102 -3 ; original em phasis) betw een the
U nited States and H aw ai‘i, sum m arising the industry’s effects on the archipelago as follows:
The overpow ering im pact o f  mass tourism  on island cultures is best studied in H aw ai‘i, 
w here the m ultibillion dollar industry has resulted in grotesque com m ercialization o f  
H aw aiian culture, creation o f  a racially-stratified, poorly paid servant class o f  industry 
w orkers, transform ation o f  w hole sections o f  the m ajor islands into high-rise cities, 
contam ination and depletion o f  water sources, intense crow ding [...], increase in crimes 
against property and violent crime against tourists, and increasing dependency on 
m ultinational investm ents, particularly from Japan.
(50)
This condenses som e o f  the social, political, econom ic, cultural, and environm ental problems 
m ass tourism  fuels, particularly in island contexts. T rask ’s rejection o f  the industry seems 
categorical: it is no more than ‘the latest degradation’ in the sequence o f  ‘agonies’ stem m ing 
from H a w a ii’s first encounter w ith European explorers and colonists in 1778 (3^4).
D espite this seem ingly unequivocal perspective, how ever, closer exam ination o f  T rask’s 
characterisation o f  tourism reveals some intriguing tensions. For instance, she states that her 
‘use o f  the word tourism  in the H aw ai'i context [sic] refers to a m ass-based, corporately 
controlled industry’ (139; original em phasis). H er objections here are targeted less at tourists 
and tourism  p e r  se  than at the ecologically unsustainable practices o f  m ultinational companies. 
In T rask’s view , the success o f  these com panies’ operations relies on tactics o f ‘slick predation’ 
(90); native H aw aiians are ‘[pjreyed upon by corporate tourism , caught in a political system 
w here we have no separate legal status’ (16). C orporate tourism  is therefore central to 
hegem onic processes o f  continuing colonial oppression. H owever, it is not only the colonised, 
native H aw aiians who fall ‘prey’ to this system. Trask proceeds to state that:
2the tourist poster im age o f  my hom eland as a racial paradise [ ...]  is a fam iliar global 
com m odity. N o m atter how  false and p reda tory  this im age rem ains, hordes o f  tourists 
from the E uro-A m erican  and Japanese First W orlds believe enough tourist propaganda 
to spend m illions on a rom anticized ‘Pacific Island’ holiday.
(18; my em phasis)
If  tourism  m ultinationals ‘prey’ on tourists and natives alike, is it possible to read T rask’s 
request that tourists avoid H aw ai‘i as being delivered partly in the spirit o f  mutual resistance 
and coalition? Does it have the potential to unite people it seem ingly divides? Trask is 
continually critical o f  how , ‘[tjhroughout the Pacific Basin, First W orld tourists play out [...] 
racist fan ta s ie s ]  o f  an “ island vacation’” , especially as ‘[w jhen they leave, tourists have learned 
nothing o f  our people and our p lace’ (61). Yet the inference that a productive coalition between 
tourists and natives m ight be achieved if it was m ore firm ly grounded in principles o f  mutual 
respect raises som e im portant questions. Could a situation be envisaged in w hich island tourism 
is not interpreted as neocolonial? And do the am biguities involved in T rask’s characterisation o f  
tourism  them selves function as spaces from w hich less exploitative, m ore sustainable forms o f 
tourism  m ight em erge?
I have chosen to begin w ith an extrem e exam ple o f  anti-tourism  sentim ent to suggest that 
even the m ost trenchant critiques o f  the phenom enon do not preclude space for more positive 
tourism  futures to be posited. Tourism  is now the w orld’s largest industry, ‘accounting for about 
one tenth o f  global G DP, em ploym ent and capital fo rm ation’, and alm ost certain to continue 
expanding in forthcom ing decades (M cElroy 2003: 231).' The need to understand its present 
role in states w hich, like H aw ai‘i, are deeply engaged w ith the phenom enon is crucial if  more 
sustainable cultural, environm ental, and econom ic futures are to be theorised worldwide. This 
thesis focuses specifically on representations o f  tourism  in postcolonial island literatures. As 
T rask’s assertion that ‘[t]he overpow ering impact o f  m ass tourism  on island cultures is best
1 The expansive definition o f tourism provided by the World Tourism Organisation, which includes 
varieties o f  non-recreational travel, reads as follows: ‘Tourism comprises the activities o f  persons 
travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not more than one consecutive year 
for leisure, business or other purposes’ (cited in Holden 2000: 3). In line with this, I use ‘tourism ’ to 
signify a wide array o f  travel practices, placing particular emphasis on the most exploitative effects o f  the 
kind o f mass-based, corporate-driven variety discussed by Trask. My understanding o f  ‘mass tourism ’ 
coincides with Paul Kingsbury’s description o f  the phenomenon’s key features: it is ‘commercial, 
seasonal and typically located along coastal areas; it involves a high volume o f  tourists who generally 
adhere to their own cultural norms; and it relies upon high-density and standardized accommodation to 
produce a homogenized product and experience’ (2006: 111). W hilst various typologies o f  tourism have 
been proposed since the early 1970s (see Holden 2000: 40-7  for a succinct overview), these have tended 
to simplify touristic identities, which often involve multiple and shifting subject positions. The main 
distinctions drawn within this thesis relate to its structural emphasis on nature, culture, and embodied 
experience. Hence, ecotourism practices receive more detailed attention in Chapter 2, cultural tourism in 
Chapter 3, and sex tourism in Chapter 4. Such categories are, however, used as shorthand for complex 
ensembles o f  tourism practices that are not easily subsumed by single definitions.
studied in H a w a i'i’ im plies, tourism  has especially dram atic effects in insular contexts as 
lim ited space, resources, and econom ic options have led to num erous exam ples o f  exploitative 
overdevelopm ent. This is not to say that these processes are experienced less acutely in non- 
insular contexts. Like the form s o f  exoticism  that characterise tourism  m arketing o f  non- 
‘w estern’ regions w orldw ide, the frequently noted paradox that tourism  tends to corrupt the very 
objects it m arkets as ‘pristine’, ‘undiscovered’, and culturally  ‘au then tic’ is a global 
phenom enon. H ow ever, sim ilarities betw een the w ays in w hich postcolonial islands are 
packaged in paradisal term s, the perceived vulnerability o f  both their cultures and natural 
environm ents, and the distinct visibility o f  tourism ’s effects in these contexts make them 
particularly urgent sites o f  analysis.2
T ourism ’s centrality to the w orkings o f  many postcolonial island states underscores the 
im portance o f  gain ing a nuanced understanding o f  how this influential industry shapes the social 
and cultural m ilieux o f  their literary texts. A lthough tourism  is now  a central concern in 
anthropological, sociological, geographical, and econom ic disciplines, relatively little work has 
been done on the conjunctions between postcolonialism  and tourism  theory, and few 
com m entators address how  aesthetic treatm ents o f  tourism  m ight offer fresh insights into the 
industry’s pervasive effects.3 Is there nothing, then, that postcolonial w riters’ portrayals o f 
tourism  can add to existing debates? This question form s the basis o f  my thesis. Its principal 
argum ent is that, even as postcolonial island writers depict the m ost destructive and exploitative 
aspects o f  m ass tourism  since its explosion in the 1960s, they also foreground the potential for 
more balanced m odes o f  touristic developm ent and cross-cultural exchange to occur. As such, 
their works collectively contribute blueprints tow ards sustainable tourism  futures.
3
2 This in turn has the potential to shed light on similar processes in mainland destinations. Whilst a 
broader comparison o f tourism ’s effects in islands and continents is beyond the scope o f  this thesis, the 
Conclusion notes how the insights generated here might be put in dialogue with mainland considerations.
3 O f the dizzying array o f  books produced across interdisciplinary tourism studies, only three advertise 
the terms ‘tourism ’ and ‘postcolonialism’ (or ‘postcolonial’) in their titles: C. Michael Hall and Hazel 
Tucker’s edited collection Tourism and Postcolonialism: Contested Discourse, Identities and  
Representations (2004), Anita W aters’s Planning the Past: Heritage Tourism and Post-Colonial Politics 
at Port Royal (2006), and Tini W inter’s Post-Conflict Heritage, Postcolonial Tourism: Tourism, Politics 
and Development at Angkor (2007). Hall and Tucker’s collection is the first and most comprehensive 
attempt to tackle this conjunction through a set o f empirically grounded essays. However, whilst it builds 
usefully at times on insights derived from postcolonial theorists with literary and cultural studies 
specialisms, examination o f  how aesthetic work might contribute key perspectives on the real-life social 
processes it discusses (and vice versa) is outside its remit. The volum e’s predominant focus on social 
issues also means that, with the exception o f  John Akam a’s essay on Kenyan safari tourism (2004: 140- 
52), the opportunity to address meeting points between culture and nature in postcolonial contexts is also 
largely missed.
In dem onstrating  this, I situate my readings in the context o f  interdisciplinary tourism 
studies. It has taken som e tim e for tourism  to achieve w idespread recognition as a pressing area 
o f  academ ic study. A s late as 1989, com m entators such as C ynthia Enloe continued to complain 
that the fact ‘[t]hat tourism  is not discussed as seriously by conventional political com m entators 
as oil or w eaponry may tell us more about the ideological construction o f  “seriousness” than 
about the politics o f  tourism ’ (1989: 40).4 Yet despite initially having to fight to be taken 
seriously, the institution o f  the fie ld’s first interdisciplinary journal, Annals o f  Tourism Research 
(1974-present), and the publication o f  Dean M acC annell’s path-breaking sociological 
m onograph, The Tourist: A New Theory o f  the Leisure C lass (1976), precipitated a rapid 
expansion o f  tourism  studies reflective o f  the industry’s own explosive growth. The highly 
im aginative theoretical and em pirical w ork produced across this dynam ic field, particularly as 
researchers have addressed issues o f  cultural and environm ental change in the era o f 
globalisation, centrally  inform s the textual readings in this thesis. H ow ever, my aim is not just 
to address the ways in w hich literature com plem ents or departs from m ainstream  tourism 
theory. I also em phasise how  the work o f  creative w riters operates in powerfully anticipatory 
and transform ative w ays, contributing to the social futures o f  the com m unities depicted by 
creating space for m ore ecologically sustainable practices to emerge.
One o f  the principal problem s 1 address centres on the potential for this to occur in the 
current neoliberal econom ic clim ate which, along with various forms o f  local governm ent 
corruption, circum scribes the im plem entation o f  fairer and m ore sustainable tourism  strategies 
in econom ically underprivileged regions. Is it possible to  argue that, w hen read com paratively, 
postcolonial island w riters’ representations o f  tourism  offer w ays o f  negotiating these 
circum scriptions from  within the current capital-driven global paradigm ? Rather than 
reinforcing binary relationships between touristic ‘priv ilege’ and native ‘im poverishm ent’ and 
‘dependency’, I suggest that the texts addressed here present tourism ’s actors as participants in 
the sam e system  o f  desire, exchange, and circum scription that characterises contem porary mass 
tourism ’s operations. This allow s them to subvert and pow erfully disrupt the industry’s most 
prescriptive logic, along with aspects o f  the social, econom ic, and political contexts by which it 
is shaped. It is from this perspective that I argue in favour o f  the transform ative role that 
postcolonial island literatures can play in furthering tourism sustainability.
4
4 This is all the more ironic given that tourism now *surpass[es] both international oil and arms sales’ 
(Apostolopoulos and Gayle 2002: 5).
M y geographical focus is prim arily on the insular Pacific and C aribbean, regions that are 
severely threatened by the kind o f  environm ental destruction, overdevelopm ent, and cultural 
fetishisation described by T rask .5 Despite the im m ensely varied cultural and environm ental 
circum stances w ith in  and betw een these archipelagos, representations o f  tourism  in writings 
from both regions often interrogate sim ilar concerns. This is not least because they are viewed 
‘from a W estern touristic perspective, [...] as two o f  the w orld ’s forem ost “exotic” sites’ 
(H uggan 2001: 10). A ccordingly, this thesis engages w ith how  these archipelagos have been 
constituted as such historically , and why they continue to exert strong appeal on the 
im aginations o f  tourists. Further, in com paring such culturally  and biogeographically diverse 
areas, it builds on E lizabeth D eL oughrey’s contention that bringing together various Pacific and 
C aribbean ‘island discourses -  always in relation to their respective continents -  generates’ an 
analytical m ethod that ‘seeks to  underm ine colonial discourses o f  island isolation and to fashion 
broader, anti-colonial alliances across both regions’ (2001: 4 6 -7 ).
The C aribbean exam ples in this thesis are draw n prim arily from w ork by writers from 
A ntigua, St Lucia, Trinidad, and Barbados, w hilst those from  the Pacific include texts by 
Tongan, Sam oan, H aw aiian, and N ew  Zealand writers. M ost o f  these are relatively small 
islands, exoticised as tropical paradises in tourism  m arketing. H ow ever, the last two offer 
som ew hat different perspectives as both are settler colonies w hose ‘econom ies [...] have more in 
com m on w ith continental societies than w ith other Pacific Island societies’ (Rallu and Ahlburg 
1999: 267), and w hose indigenous populations (on w hich I focus) are variously marginalised. 
H aw ai‘i in particular attracts sustained attention throughout the thesis. Partly due to fears 
regarding total assim ilation o f  the native population, w hose ‘a lo h a’ culture has been ironically 
co-opted and fetishised by one o f  the w orld’s m ost pervasive tourism  m arkets, it functions as a 
bridge betw een the highly creolised yet culturally fragm ented Caribbean, and the indigenous 
traditions and transform ations o f  the insular Pacific. The links betw een tourism  and Am erican 
colonialism  in H aw ai'i, which are further related to form s o f  m ilitarisation and economic 
hegem ony (T eaiw a 1999), provide im portant com parative insights into how  sim ilar processes
5 In terms o f  industry influence, Kingsbury notes that: ‘The Caribbean tourism industry provides at least a 
quarter o f  the region’s GDP and total jobs’ (Kingsbury 2006: 114). Meanwhile, the Pacific islands, part o f  
what ‘will soon be the most dynamic and fastest-growing region in the world’s international travel trade’ 
(Apostolopoulos and Gayle 2002: 5), may only attract ‘0.15 per cent o f  the world international tourist 
arrivals’ but ‘this small number [is] enough for tourism to be the mainstay o f  the region’s economy and to 
support 1,500 tourism businesses’ (ESCAP 2003: 1). Indeed, ‘tourism revenues account for almost half o f 
GDP in most South Pacific destinations’ (Apostolopoulos and Gayle 2002: 5), and the $1.5 billion 
generated by Pacific island tourism (excluding Hawai‘i) roughly equals ‘the total foreign aid figure 
allocated to the region’ (Sasidharan and Thapa 2002: 99).
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affect o ther Pacific islands faced with encroaching A m ericanisation. These also relate to the 
w ays in w hich, according to St Lucian w riter D erek W alcott, the C aribbean has com e to be 
portrayed ‘in our tourist brochures’ as ‘a blue pool into w hich the republic dangles the extended 
foot o f  F lorida’ (1998a: 81). H aw ai‘i is therefore particularly  helpful in illum inating how  such 
pressures are negotiated by intensely m arginalised com m unities, w ith tourism  offering 
opportunities in som e cases for cultural grow th and renew al, despite its exploitative dimensions.
D ifferent experiences o f  colonialism  also characterise tou rism ’s function in the officially 
bicultural island o f  A otearoa New Zealand. W hereas H aw ai'i is positioned prim arily as a 
receiving state, N ew  Zealand, w ith its ‘com parably diversified econom y’ (Rallu and Ahlburg 
1999: 267), is often considered in touristic term s alongside o ther ‘lucrative origin and 
investm ent m arkets in N orth A m erica, A ustralia, [...] Japan, and Europe’ (A postolopoulos and 
Gayle 2002: 6). A s M ichael Fagence observes, ‘N ew  Zealand scarcely fits the tourism model o f  
the South Sea Islands; despite its geographical location and attractiveness for and performance 
in tourism , it is m ore sim ilar to the Pacific Rim than to Pacific Basin countries’ (1999: 394). Its 
geographical size and non-tropical status also set it apart from  m ost o f  the other islands in the 
thesis, raising questions about the im portance o f  the paradise island trope to the kind o f 
concerns represented in its local literatures, and w hether tourism ’s cultural and environmental 
effects are m ore easily absorbed in larger islands. H istorically, N ew  Zealand has also played a 
m ore direct role as colonial centre and adm inistrator to  num erous South Pacific islands than 
H aw ai‘i (linked in part to histories o f  British, rather than A m erican, im perialism  in the region),6 
suggesting another im portant point o f  differentiation. N evertheless, I follow  M ichelle K eow n’s 
lead in her recent book, Pacific Island Writings: The Postcolonial Literatures o f  Aotearoa/New  
Zealand and Oceania  (2007), in designating N ew  Zealand ‘a “Pacific Island” nation [...] 
because A otearoa/N ew  Zealand was first settled by Polynesians who have close racial, 
m ythological, and linguistic affiliations to the peoples o f  other Polynesian nations such as 
Samoa, Tonga, and the C ook Islands’ (2007: 16).
Together, H aw ai‘i and N ew  Zealand help test the lim it points o f  D eLoughrey’s theory o f  
inter-island alliance.7 Despite ongoing identifications betw een native H aw aiians and indigenous
6 Keown states that, ‘[sjince the arrival o f  its European settler population’, New Zealand (like ‘Australia 
[...], Spain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United States’) has ‘operated as a colonialist force 
within the Pacific’ (2007: 17).
7 DeLoughrey’s own comparative study o f Caribbean and Pacific island literatures refers extensively to 
both New Zealand and Hawai'i as a means o f  fostering ‘dialogues across O ceania’ that foreground ‘how 
indigenous epistemologies may be usefully engaged at the center rather than endpoint o f Pacific,
6
islanders across the Pacific, the cultural transform ation resulting from  H a w a ii’s US annexation 
and consequent ‘am algam ation’ has at tim es rendered it beyond resuscitation in the eyes o f  
other indigenous Pacific com m unities. A s Eric W addell com m ents, ‘[f]or m any o f  us H aw ai‘i is 
no longer part o f  the P acific’ (1993: 29). This sense o f  regional detachm ent also characterises 
certain aspects o f  New  Zealand experience; in this case how ever, ‘there is a striking difference 
o f  vision in the way that literary configurations o f  O ceania include New Zealand, but 
configurations o f  N ew  Zealand rarely include the rest o f  the P acific’ (K ennedy 2006: 6). This is 
intriguing as, w hilst m any native H aw aiians argue for inclusion in Pacific island paradigm s,8 
M aori com m unities have more am bivalent relationships to such interconnections and the shared 
cultural heritages they signal. Thus, M elissa K ennedy argues that, w ithin the islands, ‘[t]he 
dualism  inherent in N ew  Zealand biculturalism , w hich places M aori in the position o f 
indigenous, original hosts, sets Pacific Islanders on the other side o f  that undifferentiated 
Pakeha [white N ew  Zealander] other, as im m igrants and overstayers rather than as relatives and 
guests’ (2006: 7). Y et despite varying degrees o f  alienation, both H aw ai‘i and N ew  Zealand are 
considered part o f  the Pacific literary com pass, w hich Paul Sharrad defines as em bracing ‘the 
Island populations o f  the Pacific O cean, from Guam  in the north to N ew  Zealand in the south, 
Papua New  G uinea in the w est to French Polynesia and R apanui/Easter Island in the east’ 
(2003: 3). Their inclusion in this thesis acts as a m eans both o f  accounting for how different 
form s o f  internal colonialism  contribute to indigenous com m unities’ negotiations o f  the tourism 
industry, and o f  probing some o f  the particularities associated w ith tourism ’s operations in 
island states with very different histories, biogeographies, and clim ates.
C oncerns w ith size and tourism  absorption are also relevant to  my secondary site o f  
analysis, Sri Lanka, w hich is not only double the area o f  the H aw aiian archipelago, but also 
m aintains a far greater population than any o f  the other islands in this thesis (c. 21 million in 
2005, m aking it the seventh m ost inhabited island w orldw ide).9 1 include Sri Lanka partly in 
order to test the conclusions draw n with respect to the archipelagic cultures and environm ents o f  
my tw o prim ary regions. A lthough the island shares greater cultural, natural, and social histories
postcolonial, and cultural studies’ (2007b: 161-2). Susan N ajita’s Decolonizing Cultures in the Pacific: 
Reading History and Trauma in Contemporary Fiction (2006) also includes New Zealand and Hawai‘i 
amongst its three primary sites o f  study (along with Samoa), adopting an ‘island-centered’ approach 
‘concerned with indigenous nationalisms and claims to land, and with postcoloniality’ (2006: 8).
8 See H au‘ofa (2000: 122) for discussion o f  the tensions associated with asserting Pacific island identity, 
which raises further questions about the status o f  native Hawaiians and New Zealand Maori.
9 As Rabindranath Gunasekera and Janet Momsen observe, Sri Lanka is ‘one o f  the most densely 
populated countries in the world (294 people per sq km) and yet it has a landscape o f great variety -  from 
uncrowded tropical beaches to cool misty mountains covered in tea plantations’ (2007: 84).
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with nearby continental India than neighbouring arch ipelagos,10 there are certain sim ilarities 
betw een Sri Lanka and m any Pacific and Caribbean states. Environm entally, for instance, the 
W estern Ghats/Sri Lanka region is classed, along with Polynesia/M icronesia, New  Zealand, and 
the C aribbean Islands, as one o f  the w orld ’s tw enty-five biodiversity ‘ho tspots’ ( ‘areas featuring 
exceptional concentrations o f  endem ic species and experiencing exceptional loss o f  habitat’, 
w hich are seen as ‘conservation priorities’ [M yers et al. 2000: 853]). A nd culturally, travel, 
m igration, and diaspora have played sim ilarly im portant roles in developing Sri Lanka’s m ulti­
ethnic heritage as in the C aribbean and Pacific archipelagos (a point I w ill elaborate on shortly). 
W here Sri Lanka differs signally from my other island exam ples, how ever, is in its status as a 
preem inent site o f  tourism  under the sign o f  disaster.
The form s o f  disaster currently afflicting Sri Lanka include firstly m ore than three decades 
o f  civil war. Stoked by conflicting sovereignty claim s betw een the m ajority Sinhalese and 
m inority Tamil populations, this has claim ed over 75,000 lives since hostilities began in 1983 
( ‘Sri Lanka [L T T E ]’). Secondly, the state is undergoing long-term  econom ic crisis, partly 
precipitated by entry into structural adjustm ent program s with the W orld Bank and IMF in the 
late 1970s, and further exacerbated by the war. A s is also the case w ith several other islands 
addressed in this thesis, structural adjustm ent involved the prom ise o f  favourable loans for 
im poverished countries on the condition that they adopted neoliberal econom ic polic ies." These 
ultim ately led to rising unem ploym ent, cutbacks in education and public services, decreased 
provisions for the poor, and currency devaluation. Both the war, w hich led to  sharp declines in 
tourist a rriva ls ,12 and chronic poverty contributed to a third catastrophe: the rapid expansion o f
10 In term s o f  nearby insular states, the series o f  atolls constituting the M aldives is separated by a distance 
o f  435 miles to the south-west o f  Sri Lanka.
11 This is an especially prevalent problem in the Caribbean. As Thomas Klak and Garth Myers note, ‘[a] 
collapse in traditional export markets and an overexposure to foreign indebtedness brought economic 
decline and swelling poverty to the Caribbean in the 1980s. Caribbean governments responded to these 
events[,] with some prodding from the IMF, the World Bank, and W estern governments, with a rapid 
economic opening and incentives to attract foreign capital to produce for export’. However, rather than 
helping ease fiscal pressures in island states, this has led to a situation in which ‘the foreign debt o f  the 
great majority o f  Caribbean governments is now worse than ever’ (1998: 108). See Chapter 4 for further 
discussion o f  this with respect to tourism development and prostitution discourse.
12 These fell from 407,000 in 1982 to 185,000 in 1989 (Beddoe 1998: 46). Prior to the war, Sri Lanka had 
been a tourism success story, ‘far outstrip[ing] the world growth rate in international tourism ’ from 1977- 
82 (Crick 1994: 37). This is partly because it developed its industry at a later time than several other 
postcolonial island states, learning from their experiences. In this context, it is interesting that when, in 
the late 1960s, M inister o f State J.R. Jayewardene ‘established the legislative and planning foundations’ 
for a centralised national tourism industry, he was very much influenced by American interests and the 
success H aw ai‘i was already experiencing in attracting tourists. Crick states that: ‘The Ceylon Tourism 
Plan was drawn up by Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., a firm o f hotel and travel consultants based in Hawaii’; 
the resulting “ ‘10 Year” blueprint [...] was part o f  a package o f  assistance given by the United States to 
Ceylon through the Agency for International Development’ (27).
child sex tourism . A s tourism  ethnographer M alcolm  C rick observes, Sri L anka has com e to be 
view ed in the ‘international p ress’ at least ‘as a “haven for perverts’” (1994: 199), with 
thousands o f  children now  engaging in sexual exchanges on a daily basis. The situation has 
been enhanced by the governm ent’s long-standing refusal to recognise this phenom enon, partly 
as resulting sanctions would underm ine one o f  the few stable ( if  reprehensible) sources o f 
tourist currency. Finally, these social crises w ere further com pounded by the devastating effects 
o f  natural disaster in the form o f  the 2004 tsunam i, w hich ‘destroyed three-quarters o f  Sri 
Lanka’s coastline, killed about 35,000 people in the country and displaced a further tw o and a 
h a lf  m illion’ (Salgado 2007: 1). The island’s tourism  m arket is hence understandably volatile, 
perm itting niches for such m orally disturbing activities as w ar tourism , disaster tourism , and sex 
tourism . In addition, ecological exploitation is rife, w ith num erous signature species such as 
elephants and sea turtles severely endangered, along w ith their w ider environm ents.
G iven my em phasis on future tourism  viability in postcolonial island states, Sri Lanka’s 
experience o f  com pound disaster presents an im portant challenge to  the kind o f  sustainability 
debates addressed in the rest o f  the thesis. Yet it also provides w ays o f  conceptualising how 
m ass tourism  as a globa l phenom enon draw s very different islands together in ways that can 
help augm ent strategies for negotiating d isasters’ debilitating effects, as well as day-to-day 
poverty and exploitation. This in turn centrally rejects conceptual dissociations o f  island hosts 
and m etropolitan guests. With this geographical com pass in place, the follow ing sections o f  the 
chapter are structured in order to address three main questions w hich provide a platform for 
subsequent textual analyses. Firstly, w hat are the effects o f  tourism  on island ecologies? 
Secondly, how can the work o f  postcolonial island w riters add to interdisciplinary tourism 
debates? A nd thirdly, w hat role does the im aginary play in relation to anticipating touristic 
phenom ena and transform ing the basis for future developm ents?
I: Tourism , Sustainability, and Island Ecologies
‘Islands and island m icrostates’, Yorghos A postolopoulos and Dennis Gayle suggest, ‘present a 
special case in developm ent, largely due to the unique characteristics o f  their econom ies, natural 
resources, and, in many cases, cultures. [ ...]  Even where econom ically and ecologically 
sustainable developm ent options exist, they may conflict with island cu ltures’ (2002: 7). Their 
observations touch on som e o f  the m ost important considerations o f  island tourism  developm ent 
strategies. For instance, in what ways might the supposedly ‘unspoilt" natural environments
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m arketed to  tourists be protected w hen m ass tourism itse lf threatens ecological stability? And 
how  can island cultures uphold their traditions and retain ‘au then tic ity ’ w hen faced w ith the 
com m oditising pressures o f  such a pow erful agent o f  global capitalism  as m ass tou rism ?13 As 
island nations turn increasingly to tourism  as a source o f  capital (the Caribbean is already 
considered ‘the m ost tourism -dependent region o f  the w orld ’ [G ossling 2003: 4]), such 
questions are invested w ith great urgency. Indeed, they underw rite both W alcott’s concern that 
the C aribbean archipelago will becom e unavoidably hom ogenised into ‘a hundred H avanas and 
m in i-M iam is’ (1998b: 24), and the prediction o f  one o f  Sam oan w riter A lbert W endt’s 
characters that the South Pacific islands will becom e ‘like H aw aii and Tahiti [...] con-men 
paradises for stripping tourists naked’ (1979: 189). This section approaches these points by 
looking first at how  interdisciplinary tourism  studies debates are dram atised in island contexts, 
establishing som e o f  the thesis’s key terms. It then explores the extent to w hich islands have 
been view ed as paradigm s o f  fragility, with cultural practices and natural environm ents often 
being treated in coterm inous ways. It ends by show ing how a com parative study o f  tourism ’s 
effects on postcolonial island ecologies offers a fram ew ork from w hich the cultural and 
environm ental dim ensions o f  literary portrayals  o f  the industry can be productively analysed.
E cological Sustainability and Touristic Transformations
The referential range o f  the adjectival term  ‘sustainable’ increased m arkedly following the 
Second W orld W ar. OED  suggests that its only non-obsolete connotation prior to the twentieth 
century was: ‘C apable o f  being upheld or defended’. Yet by the 1930s, the term  was beginning 
to be adapted in econom ic and ecological discourse to signify, as Law rence Buell puts it, ‘a 
m ode o f  subsistence [...] that can be m aintained w ithout detrim ent to  the ecosystem ’ (2005: 
148). A lthough OED  cites the entry for ‘sustainable’ in The M cG raw  H ill D ictionary o f  Modern 
Economics (1965) as its earliest exam ple o f  the term  being used in the sense, ‘[cjapable o f  being 
m aintained at a certain rate or level’, Buell credits A m erican ecologist Aldo Leopold with 
setting this precedent through his use o f  the phrase ‘sustainable y ie ld ’ around thirty years
13 I use the term commoditisation throughout this thesis in ways that partly embrace notions o f  
commodification (‘[t]he action o f turning something into, or treating something as, a [...] commodity; 
commercialization o f  an activity, etc., that is not by nature com mercial’ [OED]). However, 
commoditisation also foregrounds the process by which products become undifferentiated within the 
marketplace, ironically destabilising the cultural specificities often demanded by tourism consumers. 
Commoditisation is commonly used in tourism studies scholarship, with OED  citing a 1994 example 
from the journal Tourism Management to illustrate the term ’s meaning.
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previously (2005: 148). This additional m eaning in turn engendered the noun ‘sustainability’ 
(1972), the adverb ‘susta inably’ (1981), and the concept o f  ‘sustainable developm ent’ (1972). 
O riginally endow ed w ith m ore econom ic than ecological significance, the term  has become 
central to  discourses on hum an-environm ent interactions over the last three decades.
OED  cites the W orld Conservation S trategy  o f  1980 as the first publication to invest the 
term  ‘sustainab le’ w ith a specifically ecological connotation, relating to ‘form s o f  human 
econom ic activity  and culture that do not lead to  environm ental degradation’. In this light it is 
notable that the historical explosion o f  mass tourism , itse lf linked to the increase in widely 
affordable air travel in the 1960s, coincides closely w ith the m odes o f  consum ption that 
provoked revised ideas regarding sustainability. It is also telling  that the notion o f  ‘sustainable 
tourism ’, first found in a 1987 dissertation abstract and included as a subcategory o f  the OED  
draft addition for ‘sustainab le’, appears in the sam e year as the W orld Com m ission on 
Environm ent and D evelopm ent’s w idely cited ‘Brundtland R eport’. Entitled Our Common 
Future, the report helped institute w hat Trevor Sofield calls a ‘paradigm  shift’ in developm ent 
debates. Sofield notes how  it ‘encom passes both biophysical and sociocultural spheres’ o f  
sustainability, setting out the tw in principles o f  ‘conservation o f  biological diversity and [...] 
inter-generational equity, m eaning developm ent that “m eets the needs o f  the present generation 
w ithout com prom ising the ability o f  future generations to m eet their ow n needs’” (2003: 5). The 
ideological goal o f  ‘sustainable tourism ’ is consequently oriented by a sim ilar dedication to the 
cultural and environm ental futures o f  tourist destinations. However, as A postolopoulos and 
G ayle rightly note, conflicts between cultural traditions and environm ental conservation 
strategies often produce problem s for sustainable tourism  developm ent in island contexts (2002: 
7). These are enhanced by ideological frictions generated in relation to neoliberal economic 
sustainability m odels (discussed further in C hapter 2).
A rguing from a C aribbean perspective, Thom as Klak and Dennis Conway state that 
‘sustainability goes beyond long-term  em ploym ent prospects and environm ental management. It 
includes efforts to shift control and responsibility over developm ent initiatives back to the 
islands, com m unities, and people whose lives depend on them ’ (1998: 257). U nderstanding the 
ways in w hich postcolonial writers address the possibility o f  achieving this requires detailed 
consideration o f  how  tourism ’s effects on insular cultures and environm ents can be analysed 
com paratively. I f  there is such a thing as environm ental sustainability, does it make sense also 
to speak o f  cultural sustainability, and how m ight the tw o differ conceptually? This thesis
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includes separate chapters on ‘nature’ and ‘cu lture’ in order to differentiate betw een tourism ’s 
effects on both, even as my textual analyses consistently  em phasise degrees o f  mutual 
entanglem ent. In order to  register this latter consideration, I use the term  ‘eco logy’ specifically 
when addressing cu ltu re-natu re  intersections as it refers both to ‘the relations o f  living 
organism s to  their surroundings, their habits and m odes o f  life’ (OED  1), and to the political 
context o f  ecological issues (OED  2). The first definition allow s cultural and environm ental 
concerns to be understood as anthropocentric aspects o f  a w ider biogeographical system . The 
second recognises that hum an intervention, control, and ethics are constitutive o f  islands’ 
political ecologies, and that the  discursive notion o f  ‘eco logy’ is itse lf m ediated by human 
experience. M y assessm ents o f  tourism ’s effects on island environm ents, along with my 
readings o f  literary portrayals o f  the industry, are shaped by an appreciation o f  this dialectical 
construction o f  ‘eco logy’, w hich encom passes hum an actions w hilst being, in a discursive 
sense, sim ultaneously determ ined by them. This follows B uell’s ecocritical assertion that the 
m ost helpful form s o f  ‘hum anistic environm ental criticism ’ are ‘those that com e closest to 
speaking both  to hum anity’s m ost essential needs and to  the state and fate o f  the earth and its 
nonhum an creatures independent o f  those needs, as well as to the balancing if  not also the 
reconciliation o f  the tw o ’ (Buell 2005: 127; original em phasis).
As T rask’s com m ents m ake clear in relation to H aw ai‘i, the vast pow er w ielded by the 
industry allow s it to  intervene in island ecologies in m yriad destructive and unsustainable ways. 
This produces m ultiple sustainability battlegrounds on w hich econom ic, environm ental, 
cultural, and political interests are contended by groups w ith varying degrees o f  power. Despite 
possessing extrem ely diverse biogeographies, the ‘bounded’ topography o f  islands generates in 
most cases intensely concentrated areas o f  contestation. For exam ple, touristic demand for 
beach access ensures that coastal zones are continually subject to clashes over land. This has 
provoked com m entators to characterise these areas in quasi-m ilitaristic term s, as in Polly 
Pattu llo’s suggestion that Caribbean tourism ‘raises questions about sovereignty (when beaches 
and valleys becom e foreign  fie ld s ) ’ (1996: 4; my em phasis). The strategic im portance o f  islands 
for m ilitary purposes underscores such assertions’ relevance. Significantly, though, Pattullo 
does not ju s t com pare  tourist-saturated landscapes to ‘foreign fie lds’; rather, her description 
highlights how  tourism  is a pow erfully transformative ecological ag en t.14
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14 Similar processes are evident in the Pacific; as Trask comments emotively, Hawaiian tourism has 
brought intense ‘physical transformation to the lush and sacred islands o f  our ancestors’ (1999: 3).
Pattullo states that: ‘The sort o f  tourism  that now  dom inates the C aribbean’ -  that is, mass- 
based corporate tourism  -  ‘has redefined its physical landscapes’ (1996: 105). Yet, in 
accounting for the industry ’s effects on island cultures and environm ents, it is w orth noting that 
touristic discourse is both intensely persistent and highly creative in its invention o f  ecologies. 
Indeed, Louis T urner and John A sh conclude their polem ical early account o f  touristic 
interactions in postcolonial regions — w hich they collectively term  the ‘pleasure periphery’ -  by 
arguing that ‘[t]he tourist is involved in nothing less than the rew riting o f  the econom ic and 
political geography o f  the w orld ’ (1975: 251). M ore specifically, M im i Sheller argues that the 
Caribbean has been ‘invented’ as a ‘tropical p layground’ for tourism  (2004: 29). Such 
transform ations are both physically enacted and  d iscursively em bedded. Frank Fonda Taylor 
gives the follow ing exam ple o f  how  this process was already operational in nineteenth-century 
Jam aica, as an influx o f  ‘health tourists’ caused a range o f  peaks on the island to be renamed. 
O riginally called the ‘H ellshire Hills because o f  their proxim ity to extensive m alarial sw am ps’, 
these were transform ed, through touristic intercession, into the ‘H ealthshire H ills’ (1993: 13).15 
Hence, not only do medical advances change perceptions o f  natural environm ents, but tourism 
also executes potent discursive interventions into landscapes, radically  altering local meanings. 
It is w orth noting, how ever, that such touristic transform ations are not only reliant, as Carolyn 
C artier observes, on ‘the culture and econom y o f those w ho pass th rough’. Rather, as w hat she 
term s ‘touristed landscapes’ are ‘about [the] com plexity o f  different people doing different 
th ings’, it is necessary to  account for how such zones are ‘toured and lived’ sim ultaneously 
(2005: 3). C artier em phasises the need for cultural geographers to address how touristic 
constructions o f  place are produced through various interfaces w ith local approaches to land use 
and environm ental epistem ologies, even as these frequently produce points o f  friction and 
contestation. This thesis therefore focuses on how postcolonial perceptions o f  tourism 
contribute to  continuing negotiations o f  local and global ecological ideologies in island states.
In addition to this deeply entw ined history o f  intervention into both biogeographical and 
im agined environm ents, tourism  has also had pronounced effects on cultural relations. Focusing 
specifically on tourist behaviour, Edward Bruner has adapted M ary Louise Pratt’s well-known 
concept o f  colonial ‘contact zones’ (a model o f  cross-cultural encounter characterised by 
‘conditions o f  coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict’ [1992: 6]) to describe what
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15 Similarly, M. Jacqui Alexander notes with respect to the Bahamas that ‘Paradise Island’ is now ‘the 
name given to what was previously, and most unattractively, called Hog Island’ (2005: 56).
he calls touristic ‘borderzones’. He defines the borderzone as an im provisational or theatrical 
‘point o f  conjuncture’ w here tourists engage in perform ative interactions w ith native peoples 
w hich transcend the ‘localized event’ by taking ‘account o f  global and international flow s’, 
creating a ‘cultural im aginary’ (2005: 15-16). Rejecting the m ore strictly hierarchical power 
relations inherent in contact zones, and positing both natives and tourists as ‘actors’ in what he 
calls a ‘touristic d ram a’ (16), B runer shows how  tourism  operates in contingent and 
m ultidirectional w ays. A lthough undeniably constituted by pow er inequalities that could be 
characterised as neocolonial, interpretations o f  tourism  w hich see it, like Trask does, as an 
adjunct to im perialist oppression threaten to sm other the tensions, am biguities, and uncertainties 
inherent in touristic encounters. Indeed, M arie-Franfoise Lanfant goes so far as to argue that: ‘It 
w ould be pointless to seize upon [tourism ] as if  it were a hegem onic and im perialist power 
perpetuating disguised neo-colonialism ’ (1995: 5). G iven that m any islands are ringed by 
‘borderzones’ w hich represent spaces o f  ‘intense crow ding’ (A postolopoulos and Gayle 2002: 
6), contestation, and im aginative significance, the kinds o f  cultural interactions that occur in 
these areas, along w ith the varying pow er relations that attend them , are central to the depictions 
o f  tourism  explored here.
In discussing tourism ’s ‘effects’ on island ecologies, rather than its ‘im pact’, my argum ent 
is influenced by M ichel P icard’s rejection o f  the latter term  as entailing  ‘som ething o f  a ballistic 
vision, w hich am ounts to perceiving the host society as a target hit by a missile, like an inert 
object, passively subjected to exogenous factors o f  change’ (1995: 46). For Picard, another 
insular tourism  theorist w ho has produced sem inal studies on Bali in particular, ‘it is not only 
the landscape and the local colour but also the cultural tradition o f  a society [...] w hich are being 
severed from their context, serialized and com bined with a view  to com posing a tourist product’ 
(46). C rucially, this operation is exacted not ju s t by exogenous forces, but also by the host 
society itself: ‘native populations are not passive objects o f  the tourist gaze, but active subjects 
who construct representations o f  their culture to attract tou rists’ (46). Hence, the Balinese are 
bound up in a ‘dialogic process’ o f  incessant ‘cultural invention’, in w hich ‘tourism should be 
view ed as an integral part o f  Balinese culture’ (47). Picard refuses to see native cultures or the 
environm ents w ith which they interact as static objects o f  touristic com m oditisation. He thereby 
constructs an im portant alternative to paradigm atic views o f  island ecologies as fragile or deeply 
vulnerable entities, assum ptions based on m isleading conflations between topographical 
boundedness and cultural closure. A s archaeologist Patrick K irch argues, the fact that
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’boundedness’ has often been ‘confused w ith c losure’ rests on the false assum ption ‘that 
because islands are discrete and isolated, their societies have developed as closed system s’ 
(1986: 2). A s I shall discuss, it is the very participation o f  islands in w ide circuits o f  social, 
cultural, and biological exchange (o f  which tourism  is ju s t one significant com ponent) that 
m akes them  particularly  suitable sites for com parative analysis. In this light it is intriguing that, 
while K irch questions the syllogistic logic that links island ‘iso lation’ to notions o f  ‘closure’, 
rejecting the latter term , he does not challenge the discursive validity  o f  describing islands as 
‘iso lated’. W hat factors underpin such naturalised conceptions o f  islands as paradigm s o f 
isolation and how  do they inflect sustainability debates?
Island Vulnerability and the ‘Threat’ o f  Tourism
One key tension that em erges when approaching questions o f  island sustainability centres on 
how  culture and nature are frequently conflated and characterised in like term s. Both are seen as 
inherently frag ile , and it is this concept’s discursive construction, along with its links to 
discourses o f  ‘sm allness’, ‘dependency’, and ‘isolation’, that requires attention here. Islands 
represent som e o f  the m ost environm entally diverse spaces w orldw ide and also some o f  the 
most threatened. As G reg G arrard notes, islands ‘have a  far higher proportion o f  endemic 
species than m ain lands’, but these ‘tend to be exceptionally vulnerable to extinction’ (2007: 12). 
Such ‘vulnerability’ is heightened by hum an interventions. Islands have been ‘ecological crime 
scenes for m illennia’ (11), Garrard argues, exploited to varying degrees o f  intensity by 
indigenous com m unities (all originally colonists o f  sorts), imperial adm inistrations, and modern 
industrial practices. Yet, according to Richard Grove, such ecological destruction in island 
contexts paradoxically helped instigate early environm entalism . Grove asserts that ‘the full 
flow ering o f  w hat one m ight term  the Edenic island discourse during the m id-seventeenth 
century closely coincided with the realisation that the econom ic dem ands o f  colonial rule on 
previously uninhabited oceanic island colonies threatened their im m inent and com prehensive 
degradation’ (1995: 5). Hence, colonial islands ‘directly stim ulated the em ergence o f  a detached 
self-consciousness and a critical view  o f  European origins and behaviour’ (8), precipitating the 
developm ent o f  early environm ental theory and ‘awareness o f  the efficacy o f  man as an
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environm ental agen t’ (4 7 5 -6 ) .16 In this light, it is significant that m odern m ass tourism  has also 
contributed m arkedly to ecological sustainability debates, partly because it replays aspects o f 
colonial econom ies that often destroyed the environm ents in w hich they invested. The intricate 
links betw een ‘w estern ’ colonial island use and environm entalist thought are significantly 
im plicated in sim ilarly paradoxical discourses o f  isolationism  in island contexts.
Som ew hat like tourists them selves, island com m unities have historically been com m itted 
proponents o f  travel, trade, and cultural exchange -  a point m ade by both Caribbean and Pacific 
com m entators. For instance, arguing against conceptions o f  the C aribbean islands as static, 
inw ard-looking, and unproductive, cultural theorist A ntonio Bem 'tez-Rojo suggests that ‘[t]he 
A ntilleans’ insularity does not impel them toward isolation, but on the contrary, toward travel, 
toward exploration, tow ard the search for fluvial and m arine rou tes’ (1992: 2 5 ).17 This bears 
certain relations to  Pacific anthropologist and creative w riter Epeli H au ‘o fa’s argum ent that the 
‘peoples o f  O ceania [ ...]  did not conceive o f  their world in [ ...]  m icroscopic proportions. Their 
universe com prised not only land surfaces, but the surrounding ocean as far as they could 
traverse and exploit i f  (1993: 7). Despite the different archipelagic contexts and experiences 
referenced, as well as their divergent disciplinary perspectives, both com m entators highlight 
com plex histories o f  w hat could be term ed ‘non-insular insularism ’ in the Caribbean and the 
Pacific, that is, a kind o f  insularism  conceived in contradistinction to  its connotations o f  
detachm ent, insulation (OED  3 .a), isolation, and self-containm ent (OED  4 .a). It is therefore 
doubly ironic that islands and island societies continue to be fetishised as rem ote, timeless, and 
unchanging, especially in tourism  m arketing. On one level, this effaces the conditions o f  
creolisation and cultural exchange that have becom e increasingly recognised as characteristic o f  
archipelagic regions w orldw ide, prom oting instead a chim erical cultural ‘essence’ that is 
constructed in highly rom anticised term s. On another level, it insists on interpreting insular 
regions as som ehow  detached from the historical foundations and contem porary conditions o f  
global m odernity  tow ards w hich they have m ade w holly constitutive contribu tions.18
16 For a postcolonial critique o f  Grove’s theory, see Mukherjee (forthcoming: Chapter 2). Mukherjee is 
especially critical o f  G rove’s failure to discuss subaltern environmentalist histories. However, Garrard 
views G rove’s theory as ‘a counterweight to the tendency to identify environmentalism with Romantic 
pieties’ or ‘with indigenous knowledge as such’ (2007: 20).
17 This position is reinforced by Dennis Conway’s argument that, ‘as socio-political economic systems, 
all Caribbean nations and territories are open systems. There is external throughput o f technology, capital, 
information, exports, imports, and people, ensuring that island societies are continually receiving, 
assimilating, interacting with and in part rejecting external impulses’ (1998: 53-4).
18 As DeLoughrey puts it, ‘tropical island cultures have helped constitute the very metropoles that have 
deemed them peripheral to modernity’ (2007b: 4).
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D eLoughrey is particularly  insightful on these points as her w ork disentangles the ways in
w hich such tropes and ironies becam e discursively em bedded and naturalised. She notes that the
m yriad popular narratives w hich took their cue from Daniel D efoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719)
‘produced a contradictory binary’ built on the suggestion that ‘islands are sim ultaneously
isolated yet deeply susceptible to  m igration and settlem ent’, a fact borne out by their ‘consistent
visitation by colonials, shipw reck, anthropology and tou rism ’ (2004: 300—1).19 DeLoughrey
argues that contem porary island tourism  has not only inherited the legacy o f  such specious
dichotom ies but ‘has taken this isolation axiom  to hyperbolic levels’ (300). She em phasises the
discursive assum ptions upon w hich island tourism is ironically based, observing that:
in this paradigm , the tourist departs from his or her m odern, tem perate continent (or 
British archipelago), travels to the tropics in com fort and ease, arrives at a ‘rem ote’ 
island conveniently inhabited by ‘natives’ who are som ehow  isolated from the same 
forces o f  m odernity and globalisation that m ark the tourist.
(300-1)
Such ironies are not restricted from extending into contem porary social science discourse. For 
instance, the political ecologist Stefan G ossling states that: ‘In the tw enty-first century, most 
islands have becom e part o f  the globalized w orld econom y, prim arily  through involvement in 
tourism ’ (2003: 4; my em phasis). Like Kirch, G ossling argues for an increasingly nuanced form 
o f  island studies which does not associate the discreteness o f  island geographies with social, 
political, and cultural ‘closure’. However, it is arguable that, in em phasising mass tourism ’s 
contem porary econom ic effects, his statem ent echoes the history o f  discursive effacem ent 
described by D eLoughrey, ignoring the com plex circuits o f  trade and transcultural interaction 
that have characterised many island regions for centuries. W hat is dangerous about the 
perpetuation o f  such assum ptions is their potential to intervene negatively in the way islands 
continue to be theorised, characterised, and imagined by otherw ise sensitive com m entators. This 
feeds directly into the discursive conflations associated with stereotypes o f  island fragility.
The transform ations associated with mass tourism ’s effects on island ecologies often 
prom pt discussions o f  their vulnerability. For instance, Paul Kingsbury states o f  the Caribbean 
that, ‘[w]hile tourism -related ecological problem s are not restricted to ’ its islands, ‘evidence 
indicates that they are often more severe because o f  their inherent vulnerability (e.g., reefs, 
rainforests, m arine life, closed ecosystem s, limited resources and fragile coastal areas) to tourist
19 Drawing on Alfred Crosby’s ecological observations regarding how perceived distance from mainland 
areas was necessary to gain military and ‘epidemiological’ advantage for European colonists, 
DeLoughrey also asserts that: ‘In the grammar o f  empire, remoteness and isolation  function as synonyms 
for island space and were considered vital to successful colonization’ (2007b: 8; original emphasis).
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developm ent’ (2006: 113). These sentim ents are characteristic  o f  m uch small island 
com m entary; how ever, there are som e problem s in considering islands as ‘inherently’ 
vulnerable or ‘frag ile’. U sing David Q uam m en’s description o f  M adagascar in The Song o f  the 
D odo  (1996) as an exam ple, G arrard observes how  islands are often presented as ‘paradigm s o f 
vulnerability' (2007: 13; original em phasis). Im portantly, he questions w hether such paradigm s 
hold w eight, suggesting that Q uam m en’s ‘argum ent about vulnerability , although solidly 
grounded in island biogeography, appeals at least as m uch to w hat we can im agine’ (13-14; 
original em phasis). G arrard em phasises the hazard inherent in allow ing figurative tropes to 
im pinge on supposedly objective discursive space. W hilst he acknow ledges that ‘insularity 
exaggerates evolutionary processes [...] and that islands are ecologically vulnerable’ (18), he 
also argues that there is no ‘undisturbed natural harm ony’ (21) w hich hum an intervention 
disrupts: ecological processes are m ore dynam ic, robust and context-specific than such 
m ythologies allow. Hence, he asserts that ‘the island as paradigm  o f  fragility is no longer 
sustainable’ (21; original em phasis).
E xpanding on the ecological contradictions identified by G arrard, it is w orrying that, in 
d iscussions o f  tou rism ’s effects on insular ecologies, this discredited paradigm  o f  fragility -  a 
term that suggests a perilous liability to  ‘break’, ‘shatter’, or ‘perish ’ (OED  l.a ) -  is immensely 
influential. Often activated as a means o f  opposing unsustainable tourism  expansion and 
industrial developm ent in w ays that ironically hom ogenise diverse islands’ environmental 
specificities, the paradigm  also encroaches uncritically onto descriptions o f  insular cultures. The 
dangers posed to both dom ains are thus discursively conflated, reducing the credibility o f  
argum ents that seek to protect ‘endangered’ ecological system s w herever they are imagined to 
exist. A case in point is D avid Harrison and M artin P rice’s introduction to People and Tourism 
in Fragile Environments (1996). This defends the usefulness o f  the category o f  fragility in 
relation to the array o f ‘fragile ecosystem s’ identified at the UN conference on environm ent and 
developm ent in 1992 (em bracing ‘deserts, sem i-arid lands, m ountains, wetlands, small islands, 
and certain coastal areas’ [1996: 3]). Yet in so doing, H arrison and Price progressively adm it 
that ecological ‘fragility’ is difficult to define (3); that there are differences between ‘inherently’ 
fragile ecosystem s and those threatened prim arily by hum an activity (3); and that ‘fragility is a 
relative concep t’ that m ust include both ‘biophysical’ and ‘hum an constituents o f  these 
environm ents’ (5). Should any doubt remain about the need to treat this term with caution (if  not 
outright suspicion), they then concede that: ‘If arriving at a definition o f  a fragile physical
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environm ent is difficult, it is well nigh im possible to define a fragile com m unity’ (5). Despite 
this, the vo lum e’s contributors labour nobly to assure readers that fragility retains relevance as 
an ecological m arker, applicable in both cultural and environm ental contexts. It is notable, 
how ever, that only one chapter o f  the book deals w ith island tourism  (focusing on the arctic 
archipelago o f  Svalbard) -  testam ent to the term ’s dubious value from insular perspectives at 
least.
Blanket em ploym ent o f  fragility as an analytic category also creates problem s beyond the
sphere o f  cultural and environm ental differentiation. For instance, D eLoughrey notes that
econom ists W illiam  Easterly and A art Kraay argue that ‘the conflation o f  “ fragile” econom ies
and political system s w ith the small (island) environm ent has been inaccurate’ (2004: 308).
Q uoting their assertion that ‘small states have on average higher income and productivity levels
than large states, and grow  no m ore slowly than large sta tes’, DeLoughrey concludes that ‘the
dism issive econom ic categorisation o f  “ fragile”, “ isolated” , and small (island) states sounds
rem arkably like the colonial and biogeographical stud ies’ that inform her w ider deconstruction
o f  isolationist discourse (308).20 Here, the paradigm o f  island fragility is shown to be partly
constructed in relation to the very colonial histories against w hich anti-tourism  cam paigners
frequently situate their argum ents. The view  that dependency on capital flows from larger states
/
is characteristic o f  island econom ies was propounded m ost influentially when Geoffrey Bertram 
and Ray W atters (1985) classified Pacific island ‘m icrostate’ econom ies using the now 
notorious term ‘M IR A B ’ (an acronym  for M igration, Rem ittances, Aid, and Bureaucracy), 
providing a model that has resonances w ith other postcolonial island econom ies w orldw ide.21 
M ore recently, A postolopoulos and Gayle (2002) suggest that tourism  may be in the process o f  
replacing m igration in this form ulation as m any islands make the transition from MIRAB to 
TO U RA B econom ies. This leads to the problem, identified in the titu lar pun o f  Pattullo’s book 
on C aribbean tourism , o f  governm ents turning to tourism  as a ‘last resort’. Thus Graham Dann
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20 Conway supports this by asserting that: ‘All too commonly, microstates are dismissed as powerless in 
today’s globalizing (macro) world, solely by allusion to the scale and size o f  these societies’ (2006: 51). 
He proceeds to state that, ‘[wjhile development options for small islands are limited, the opportunities for 
successful physical planning may be greater in Caribbean systems than in larger developing nations. This 
is due to the small scale o f  the society and the closeness o f  all involved parties, from local communities, 
NGOs, and planning officials, to the political center o f  decision making. All are more responsive to 
democratic and popular pressures because o f the small scale o f  the society and the interweaving o f 
personal representation with institutional responsibilities’ (61).
1 Conway notes how this has been adapted in the Caribbean context as MIRAGE, which includes 
references to Government and Education (1998: 54). He observes that, ‘[although  people’s access to 
education should be revered as a progressive development achievement, dependent islanders are 
“educated to em igrate’” (62), contributing to ‘a brain drain that has long been posited as a Caribbean 
m alaise’ (52).
stated som brely in the early 1990s that ‘[f]or m any island m icrostates [ .. .]  there are seem ingly 
no alternatives to  the panacea o f  tourism  beyond those o f  destitution, debt, and despair’ (1992: 
158). Yet, given the challenges to such m orose prophecies evinced respectively by DeLoughrey 
and Easterly and K raay, it is im portant that paradigm atic generalisations w hich present all 
(sm all) islands as inherently fragile and therefore corruptible are resisted w hen addressing 
tourism ’s various ecological ‘th rea ts’. In line w ith this discursive dism antlem ent, the textual 
readings in the follow ing chapters are oriented partly by an attem pt to understand how 
postcolonial island w riters’ portrayals o f  tourism  problem atise the paradoxical em ploym ent o f  
tropes o f  fragility and isolation, offering more nuanced presentations o f  the industry’s 
m ultifaceted effects in different insular contexts.
Analysing Tourism and Island Ecologies Com paratively
One o f  the dangers in com paring both individual islands and geographically distinct 
archipelagos is over-generalisation, which accom panies tendencies to gloss over very different 
cultural and environm ental specificities. This occurs even in the w ork o f  com m entators who 
argue for greater interrogation o f  islands across various disciplinary contexts. For instance, in 
his book, A Green H istory o f  the W orld  (1991), C live Ponting reads the exhaustion o f  limited 
local resources by Easter Island 's inhabitants as a parable for how the earth itself represents a 
threatened ‘island’ ecosystem . However, Garrard view s this attem pt to fit a very specific 
exam ple to a m uch m ore com plex and varied form as m isleading (2007: 15-16). G arrard’s 
persuasive point is that the geographical specificity and ‘historical contingency o f  
environm entalism ’ (2007: 20) in different insular contexts dem and analysis o f  islands’ ever- 
changing ecological particularities according to a sim ilarly flexible and adaptive set o f  
questions.22 H ence his claim, conveyed from the interface betw een aesthetic and environmental 
perspectives, that ‘ecocriticism  m ight shift from the evaluation o f  texts in term s o f their 
correspondence to a pre-established ecological yardstick to the analysis o f  the com plex and 
alw ays contradictory process by w hich we struggle to im agine and articulate our duties 
concerning islands’ (21—2). My own intention in addressing a w ide array o f  islands functions 
partly as an antidote to isolationist discourses that buttress over-arching paradigm s o f  fragility.
22 DeLoughrey et al. also highlight how comparative over-generalisation is not limited to cultural and 
humanities studies, particularly as some o f  the most widely accepted theories o f biogeographical island 
development ‘sound more like poetic imagination than science’ (2005: 13).
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However, this raises the question o f  how  com parative criticism  m ight operate w ithout effacing 
specificities or relying on the kind o f  m isleadingly paradigm atic ‘ecological yardsticks’ 
described by Garrard.
One potentially valid m ethod o f  inquiry would be to take the exact opposite approach to 
transnational, inter-regional com parison, and confine analysis to ju s t one or tw o islands. This 
w ould create space to delve w ith considerable cultural, h istorical, and geographical depth into a 
selected case study, before gesturing tow ards som e broader conclusions. The tactic has 
traditionally  had strong advocates, such as the historian O.H .K . Spate who characterised the 
insular Pacific in the late 1970s as ‘splendidly splittable into Ph.D  top ics’ (cited in Kirch 1986: 
2). Such a blithe attitude tow ards oceanic subdivision tends now  to betray serious 
m ethodological pitfalls. N um erous postcolonial island w riters have raised suspicions regarding 
the validity o f  analysing archipelagos in term s o f  discrete structural units. In his important 
essay, ‘Tow ards a N ew  O ceania’ (1976), W endt states that he will leave ‘objective analysis’ o f  
the O ceanic region ‘to the sociologist and all the other ‘ologists [s/c] who have plagued Oceania 
since she captivated the im agination o f  the Papalagi [white people, European colonists]’ (1996: 
641). In qualifying W endt’s anim us, it seem s no coincidence that this piece is contem poraneous 
with Spate’s com m ent on the ‘splendidly splittable’ nature o f  Pacific islands. W endt roundly 
rejects ‘so narrow  a v ision’, asserting that ‘only the im agination in free fligh t’ can begin ‘to 
grasp’ so ‘vast’ and ‘fabulously varied’ a region (641). H au‘o fa’s sim ilarly influential piece, 
‘O ur Sea o f  Islands’ (1993), builds on W endt’s points by discussing how  his own thinking and 
teaching in the 1980s reflected the clim ate o f  regional despondency associated w ith economic 
debt, ‘social fragm entation and political instability’ (1993: 5). He suggests that, because his 
regional considerations w ere ‘so bound to the notion o f  “sm allness” ’, he could only see a 
‘hopeless’ future for archipelagic Pacific states (5). Yet for him , this line o f  thinking represents 
a form o f  ‘neocolonialism ’ w hich has m ade Pacific peoples ‘believe that they have no choice 
but to depend’ (5).
H au‘ofa counters such logic by asserting that ‘the idea o f  sm allness is relative’ (6),23 
elucidating connections betw een contem porary dependency theory and those ‘w estern’ 
im perialist cartographical strategies o f  the nineteenth century which ‘erected boundaries that led
23 David Timothy Duval also states from a Caribbean perspective that: ‘Somewhat ironically, the notion 
o f  “smallness”, in reference to the economic position o f  island states in general, and the extent to which 
the Caribbean functions as a peripheral destination to global flows o f  economic activity, actually bears 
little resemblance to the degree to which the region is situated as a key vacation destination for literally 
millions o f  foreign travellers’ (2004: 3).
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to the contraction o f  O ceania, transform ing a once boundless w orld into the Pacific island states 
[ ...]  that we know  today’ (10). People w ere thus ‘confined’ and ‘isolated from each o ther’ (10) 
in a process that produced a profound legacy o f  psychological as well as geographical 
circum scription and ‘belittlem ent’ (3). W hat had for m illennia thrived as a ‘sea o f  islands’ 
intricately interconnected by culture and trade was conceptually  transform ed into mere ‘islands 
in a far sea’ (7). By reclaim ing the form er notion, H au‘ofa foregrounds the kind o f  Oceanic 
federalism  that he hopes will foster alliances betw een Pacific islanders from the ‘tangata 
whenua  o f  A otearoa’ in the south to the ‘native H aw ai‘ians’ in the north (11). Confirm ing this, 
K eown points out that a  ‘sense o f  a  shared experience o f  colonialism  and neo-colonialism 
am ong Pacific Island cultures has intensified in recent decades, particularly since the founding 
o f  the University o f  the South Pacific’ (2005: 4) w hich co-published H au‘ofa’s essay. Such 
observations reinforce the im portance o f  avoiding dam aging reproductions o f  imperialist 
containm ent strategies w hen analysing tourism ’s operations in island regions.
Island theorists also em phasise distinct benefits to addressing insular patterning 
com paratively. B enitez-Rojo refers to fractal m odels and chaos theory in his conceptualisation 
o f  the C aribbean archipelago as a ‘sociocultural flu id ity’ w ithin w hich ‘the features o f  an island 
that “repeats” i ts e lf  can be observed, ‘unfolding and bifurcating until it reaches all the seas and 
lands o f  the earth ’ (1992: 3). L ikew ise, D eLoughrey asserts that ‘no island is an isolated isle’ 
(2001: 3). Instead, she contends that ‘a historiography that considers chains o f  islands in 
fluctuating relationship to  their surrounding seas, islands and continents [...] provides a more 
appropriate m etaphor for reading island cu ltures’ (3 ).24 This includes the kind o f  conceptual 
correlations that underw rite H au‘o fa’s decision to begin ‘O ur Sea o f  Islands’ by quoting from 
W alcott’s seminal poem ‘The Sea is H istory’ (1979), and his assertion that the ‘rapid expansion 
o f  the w orld econom y since the post-W orld W ar II years’ did not ju s t intensify ‘Third World 
dependency’ but also ‘had a liberating effect on the lives o f  ordinary people in Oceania, as it did
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24 DeLoughrey expands on this methodologically in her recent monograph, asserting that the ‘rationale for 
[...] inter-island com parison’, embracing both Caribbean and Pacific archipelagos, centres on the need ‘to 
move beyond restrictive national, colonial, and regional frameworks and to foreground shared histories, 
particularly as they are shaped by geography’ (2007b: 3). She sees the relationship as constituted by ‘the 
transoceanic im aginary’, which represents ‘a powerful metaphor to signal the cultural transition to new 
island landscapes, complicating the notion o f static roots and offering a fluid paradigm o f migratory 
routes’ (23). At the same time, it also ‘allows for the emergence o f  historical and social contrast, such as 
the tension between diaspora and indigeneity, which highlights the distinctiveness between and within the 
regions’ literary production’ (24).
in the C aribbean islands’ (1993: 10).25 There is also arguably m uch to gain through 
transnational solidarity  in term s o f  uniting small populations and sharing strategies o f  resistance 
and negotiation. In the current globalised clim ate, w here issues o f  political im portance to less 
pow erful groups are all too often m arginalised by the dom inant e lite ’s pursuit o f  capital and 
control, strategic collaboration betw een different island com m unities offers one way o f 
increasing the visibility  and accepted relevance o f  shared concerns. This is reinforced from a 
tourism  studies perspective, as social theorists generally  agree that the m ost productive means 
o f  understanding tourism  in the age o f  globalisation is through transnational com parison.
John Urry states that: ‘The internationalisation o f  tourism  m eans that we cannot explain 
tourist patterns in any particular society w ithout analysing developm ents taking place in other 
countries’ (2002: 45). S im ilarly, Lanfant et al. argue that: ‘Tourism  transcends individual 
societies and has becom e an international fact’. Hence, ‘there are m any sim ilarities in tourist 
developm ent’ in localities throughout the world, ‘ow ing to the trans-geographic, cross-cultural 
character o f  international tourism ’ (1995: viii). Further, com m enting specifically on the 
im portance o f  com paring tourism  developm ent across ‘the w orld’s [...] m ajor insular regions’, 
A postolopoulos and Gayle criticise previous investigations w hich ‘have focused on certain 
islands or groups o f  islands, attem pting to reach general conclusions from case studies’ (2002: 
8 -9). In this light, it seem s not ju s t helpful but necessary to put representations o f  tourism  from 
different regional literatures in dialogue so as to develop a better picture o f  the industry’s global 
contours and operations. Yet this still does not fully account for how  an analytical balance 
m ight be struck betw een cultural and environm ental particularities, and cross-regional concerns.
Tow ards the end o f  his career, one o f  the key Pacific island theorists o f  the last few 
decades, G reg D ening, acknow ledged his indebtedness to how M arshall Sahlin’s 
anthropological research into the ‘structural relationship betw een island environm ents and [...] 
Polynesian political relationships | ...J gave order to an understanding o f  the cultural evolution o f  
the Sea o f  Islands’ (2003: 206). Such w ork inspired his search for ‘a way o f  w riting island 
history that played with both the totally particular and the universal’ (206). Significantly, he 
concludes by stating: ‘I am still looking for that way, but I am more confident than ever that it is 
to be found in story and theatre’ (206). In negotiating the general and the particular, my aim is 
to attend to these seem ingly opposed dem ands sim ultaneously, building on D ening’s conviction
25 This investment in cross-regional comparison is linked to the fact that ‘H au‘ofa’s early anthropological 
work was conducted in Trinidad and he has maintained an important conceptual connection between both 
island regions’ (DeLoughrey 2007b: 25).
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in the resources im aginative w orks offer for achieving this. I also follow  D eLoughrey’s lead 
regarding the potential o f  putting diverse regions in dialogue as she argues that: ‘The 
transform ative and m etaphoric pow er o f  literary creation enables the possibility o f  new island 
m ap s’ (2001: 39). This is not to lose sight o f  G arrard’s intim ation that the different island 
tourism  configurations portrayed by postcolonial w riters com prise a set o f  highly individuated 
cultural and environm ental com m entaries. Rather, it is to suggest that, in the context o f  
globalised m ass tourism  at least, insular particularity can be brought into sharper focus through 
com parative assessm ent.
II. Tourism Theory and Postcolonial Island Literatures
H aving outlined som e o f  tourism ’s effects on island ecologies, the follow ing section addresses 
w hat postcolonial island literatures m ight add to the various debates that energise mainstream 
tourism  studies. This involves exam ining som e o f  the ways in w hich issues o f  colonialism  and 
postcolonialism  have been dealt w ith across the field, and assessing the extent to which 
com parative literary analysis can be reconciled w ith m ore em pirically oriented debates. 
A ttending to the discursive m achinery that has contributed to ‘w estern ’ conceptions o f  islands 
as Edenic or utopian spaces, it begins by discussing tourism ’s role in endorsing these myths. In 
the process o f  probing the links between ‘w estern’ colonial histories and contem porary forms o f  
island travel, it also interrogates the place o f  narratives w ithin interdisciplinary tourism  debates. 
This highlights som e o f  the productive interactions that arise from placing readings o f  
im aginative texts in dialogue w ith sociological, econom ic, anthropological, and geographical 
approaches to tourism . The section proceeds by addressing how  recent exchanges between 
postcolonialism  and ecocriticism  -  fields which, like tourism  studies, have strongly 
interdisciplinary and interventionist aspirations -  can help enhance critical perspectives on 
insular cultures and ecologies. A s such, it offers a platform  from w hich to explore the function 
o f  the im aginary in forging m ore sustainable island tourism  futures in the final section o f  the 
chapter.
Islands o f  the Mind: Colonialism and Brochure D iscourse
Why do islands constitute sites o f  such fascination for tourists? What underpins their 
superficially ‘paradisal’ appeal? A cursory perusal o f  current tourist brochures shows that
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tropical islands throughout the world are m arketed according to  sim ilarly cliched images o f  sea, 
sun, sand, sw aying palm s, and sexual perm issiveness. C om m enting on the collective impact o f  
such representations, M im i Sheller w itheringly states that ‘a m ore generic, global, and empty 
signifier o f  the tropical island could hardly be im agined’ (2003: 36 ).26 For lan Gregory 
Strachan, the ‘version o f  parad ise’ which forms a hom ogenised ‘w orld ’ o f  ‘blue-green waters 
[...], lush green landscapes’, and ‘sm iling black “natives” [...] ready to serve’ is the product o f 
what he term s ‘brochure d iscourse’ (2002: 1). This denotes the array o f  tourism  m arketing 
stereotypes that ‘m aps and com m odifies’ destinations ‘for the world consum er’, involving 
representations o f  ‘w hat local governm ents believe their foreign clientele w ant to see’ which 
possess ‘as m uch authenticity for indigenous residents as [...] a stage prop or m ovie backdrop’ 
(2002: l ) .27 It is precisely this tendency for islands’ rich and varied histories to be elided in 
brochure discourse that angered W alcott when he criticised the ‘high-pitched repetition o f  the 
sam e im ages [ ...]  that cannot distinguish one island from the o ther’ (1998a: 81) in his Nobel 
acceptance speech o f  1992. A lthough W alcott’s prim ary target here is Am erican 
neocolonialism , his com m ents (along w ith Sheller’s and S trachan’s) foreground how 
contem porary touristic constructions o f  islands tap into deeper colonial legacies o f  discursive 
m asking.
L ike W alcott, Trask also bem oans the tendency o f  citizens from the w orld’s w ealthiest 
nations to believe ‘tourist propaganda’ and ‘spend m illions on a rom anticized “Pacific Island” 
holiday’ (1999: 41). In her view, tourists buy into a form o f  discursive im perialism  that creates 
‘Pacific archipelagos [ ...]  filled w ith tiny fantasy islands m ore reflective o f  a “ state o f  m ind” 
than an actual geographic and cultural p lace’ (41). However, her rhetoric does not adm it the fact 
that tourism  m arketers’ constructions o f  tropical islands do not sim ply ‘dupe’ tourists into 
desiring unrealistic chim eras but actively extend the w ays in w hich islands have played key 
roles, for several successive centuries, in colonial discourses and projected fantasies. Thus, in 
her analysis o f  w hat she term s ‘m ilitourism ’ in the Pacific — ‘a phenom enon by which military 
or param ilitary force ensures the smooth running o f  the tourist industry, and the tourist industry
26 Huggan links this to the Pacific when he argues that a principal form o f  ‘ecological reclamation’ in 
‘[mjodern Caribbean w riting’ involves rejecting ‘the Caribbean “ island paradise” — that tiresome trope 
that has historically overdetermined European aesthetic appreciations o f  the Caribbean, and that has 
exerted a similar stranglehold over its romantic-primitivist correlate, the South Seas’ (2007: 76).
27 Strachan is referring here to the Caribbean which, with its marked history o f  slavery and contemporary 
tourism dependence, has attracted some o f  the most severe attacks regarding constructions o f  natives as 
‘ready to serve’ tourists. The observations readily extend, though, to other highly touristed island states, 
particularly H aw ai‘i (as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4).
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m asks the m ilitary force behind it’ -  Teresia T eaiw a argues that: ‘The opportunity for rest and 
recreation that the Pacific Islands have afforded foreign sailors, w halers, and traders over the 
last five hundred years has been sophistically com m odified for tourists in the late tw entieth 
cen tu ry ’ (1999: 251). Island tourism  relates genealogically  to the ‘nesom ania’ that ‘was a 
tradem ark o f  European m aritim e em pires’, inspiring ‘[cjountless explorers’ to direct ‘their 
efforts tow ards the discovery o f  the “A ntilles’” : ‘utopian counter-lands or ante-islands’ 
(D eLoughrey 2007b: 6). A s D eLoughrey notes, islands ‘have [...] provided the botanical, 
anthropological, biological, environm ental, and ideological space for European laboratories, 
experim entation, and developm ent’ (2004: 300). It is therefore appropriate to interpret 
contem porary island tourism  as a capital-oriented product o f  previous ‘w estern ’ colonial island 
projects, bound up discursively w ith the fetishisation and creative m anipulation o f  island space.
In Consuming the Caribbean: From Arawaks to Zombies (2003), Sheller argues that:
the accum ulation o f  contem porary ‘W estern’ scientific know ledge, cultural innovation, 
and capital continues to be made viable by far-reaching global circuits o f  knowledge- 
production prem ised on the consum ption o f  the landscapes, plants, foods, bodies, and 
cultures o f  the C aribbean and other ‘non-W estern’ places.
(2003: 21 -2 )
For her, tourism  represents one o f  the most recent exam ples o f  a series o f  ‘im aginative and 
material structures’ that have continued ‘uninterrupted for five cen turies’ and ‘enabled [...] 
unequal transform ations o f  one person’s sweat and blood into ano ther’s sugar, one person’s 
provision ground into another’s playground’ (13). It is worth noting that Sheller is cautious 
about reifying ‘the im agined com m unity o f  the W est’ (1) throughout her study, as she asserts 
that ‘m obilities o f  consum ption’ make it problem atic to im agine “ ‘the W est’” as ‘separate from 
the C aribbean’ (34-5). S im ilar com m ents have been made regarding other postcolonial island 
regions. For exam ple, V anessa Agnew  argues that ‘the European discovery o f  the Pacific 
islands, the founding o f  anthropology as an academ ic discipline and the inception o f  a biological 
notion o f  race w ere interconnected’ (2003: 8 1).28 I will therefore be sim ilarly guarded in my use 
o f  the ‘w est’ as a  conceptual category, heeding w arnings from critics o f  modernity and 
postcolonialism  such as John Frow  (‘the “W est” [...] is not a stable geographical or cultural
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28 Likewise, Qadri Ismail argues (albeit with a distinctly blinkered notion o f ‘anthropology’ in mind) that: 
‘Anthropology sees Sri Lanka as non-Western, as outside it in more than one sense; what happens the re­
in a word, carnage — is not to be found in the contemporary W est’. For Ismail, though, ‘Sri Lanka poses 
an intellectual and political problem -  and a serious one, at that -  for the theory o f (representative) 
democracy, for its justification o f  majority rule as ethical. This, o f  course, is not something that makes the 
place radically different from the W est’ (2005: 19).
location but a geopolitical m yth’ [1997: 2]) and N eil Lazarus ( ‘ [t]he concept o f  “the w est” [ ...]  
has no coherent or credible referent. It is an ideological category m asquerading as a geographic 
one’ [2002: 44]). 1 am interested less in analysing how  non-‘w estern’ w riters’ portrayals o f  
tourism  differ from those o f  ‘w estern’ writers than in addressing the ways in which island 
w riters’ w orks allow  links to be draw n betw een postcolonialism  and tourism  theory 
respectively. This requires attention to how  ‘w estern ’ colonial discourse foreshadows the 
continuing inequalities that inhabit cross-cultural island encounters while sim ultaneously 
recognising that the increasingly globalised context o f  contem porary m ass tourism  destabilises 
hierarchical pow er distributions in heterogeneous ways.
In addressing the intersections betw een colonial histories and tourism  form ations in the
globalised present, how ever, it is im portant to m aintain careful differentiation between various
histories and form s o f  colonialism , along w ith the im perial pow er structures related to these.
D eLoughrey is particularly wary about using the term  ‘postco lonial’ to  describe the Caribbean
and the Pacific. In her introduction to  Routes and Roots: N avigating Caribbean and Pacific
Island Literatures (2007), she explains how, although it is ‘deeply inform ed by postcolonial
studies’, the p ro ject’s breadth ‘m eans that it cannot be categorized easily under a postcolonial
rubric’ (2007b: 5). She argues that:
The Caribbean and Pacific Islands do not fit neatly into a postcolonial paradigm because 
they do not share sim ultaneous colonial histories even though they have been (and still 
are) occupied at different points by Christian, Spanish, French, British, and American 
capitalist em pires. [...] These challenges to any hom ogenizing fram ew ork o f  comparison 
point to the need for a dynam ic m ethodology that engages the intersections o f  tim e-space 
w ithout fixing or freezing either.
(5 -6 )
For D eLoughrey, Barbadian poet and historian Kam au B rathw aite’s notion o f ‘tidalectics’ -  ‘an 
“alter/native” historiography to linear models o f  colonial p rogress’ that captures the cyclical 
relationship betw een land and sea (2) -  offers a preferable epistem ology for inter-island 
com parison. From my perspective, however, accounting for differences in colonial histories 
seem s a positive challenge rather than a m om ent o f  w ithdraw al for postcolonial studies, not 
least in its increasing critical engagem ent with islands.
W hile tidalectic m odels represent useful and com plem entary m ethods for analysing the 
specificities o f  island experience, I foreground the term ‘postcolonial’ to  em phasise firstly (and 
conventionally) the im portance o f  various colonial histories which, although often tem porally 
and spatially specific, continue to inflect the pow er relations associated with islands’ cultural,
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environm ental, political, and econom ic engagem ents w ith globalised m odernity. Secondly, it 
underscores a sense o f  oppositionality to the ongoing (neo)colonialism  interw oven in such 
engagem ents, placing islands that m ight otherw ise be easily divided in collaborative dialogue, 
and helping to refine understandings o f  the processes o f  exploitation  (conceptual and material) 
that attend global tourism  in its m anifold configurations.29 It therefore provides another way o f 
enhancing D eL oughrey’s efforts to com plicate over-arching divisions betw een the diaspora 
theory applied prim arily to the C aribbean, and the indigenous form ations o f  the Pacific.30 This 
also applies to the postcolonial island literatures exam ined here. A s cultural productions by 
authors exhibiting (in m any cases) a high degree o f  diasporic affiliation which are often 
consum ed by m etropolitan audiences outside the insular regions they address, these should not 
in them selves be considered in wholly particularist term s. W hilst this is clearly relevant to 
C aribbean w riting, it is also significant for much Pacific cultural production; as Keown points 
out, the w idespread, post-W orld W ar 11 m ovem ent o f  w riters from ‘the less affluent island 
nations o f  the Pacific’ to  ‘m etropolitan centres such as A otearoa/N ew  Zealand, Australia, 
H aw ai‘i, and the “m ainland” U S ’ for the purposes o f  further education especially has 
‘contributed to  the strongly “diasporic” focus o f  m uch Pacific w riting [...], and to the 
perpetually am orphous nature o f  literary netw orks w ithin the w atery dom ain o f  O ceania’ (2007; 
6).31
R einforcing this, there are o f  course num erous island tropes w ithin ‘w estern’ colonial 
discourse that belie regional specificities. One key construction centres on how islands are 
projected as both utopian and dystopian sites. D eLoughrey notes how  the Pacific is seen to 
encapsulate the ‘variant poles o f  island utopia (the “noble savage”) and dystopia (nuclear
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29 Elleke Boehm er’s summary o f  neocolonialism coincides with my use o f  the term throughout this thesis, 
particularly (though not exclusively) in the sense o f  US economic and ideological dominance. She 
observes that, emerging ‘from economic theory’ in the 1960s (and hence coterminous with mass tourism 
expansion), ‘neo-colonialism signifies the continuing economic control by the W est o f  the once-colonized 
world under the guise o f  political independence, and the betrayal o f  the ideals o f  postcolonial liberation’ 
(2005: 9). As noted with respect to IMF and World Bank interventions in postcolonial island economies, 
‘[n]eo-colonial formations grew particularly pronounced from the 1970s as recession and the burgeoning 
o f Third World debt tightened the grip o f rich North countries on the South. With the [...] triumphal 
development o f  a single world economic system ’ (discussed in relation to sustainable development in 
Chapter 2), ‘the “rise” o f  the new imperialism, a further manifestation o f  capitalist modernity, has in the 
new twenty-first century become hegemonic, certainly global’ (2005: 9-10).
30 This point, emphasised throughout the following chapters, is one that postcolonial studies must analyse 
in more critical depth. The way in which theoretical overlaps between categories like the indigenous and 
the diasporic can be clearly identified through their interfaces with economically powerful (if highly 
decentralised) industries like tourism suggests that further investigation has the potential to challenge and 
refine some o f  postcolonialism’s main conceptual categories and disciplinary contours.
31 This also holds resonance for the Sri Lankan writings analysed in Chapter 4, all o f  which are produced 
by diasporic writers (Shyam Selvadurai, Chandani Lokuge, and Romesh Gunesekera).
eschatology)’ (2004: 303), while Strachan correspondingly show s how  the Caribbean islands 
have been interpreted historically as both Edenic paradises and plantation w astelands (2002: 1— 
16).32 These dialectics are selectively activated in brochure discourse, w hich m arkets island 
destinations as antidotes to industrial m odernity. In F row ’s view, the ‘logic o f  tourism ’ involves 
‘a relentless extension o f  com m odity relations and the consequent inequalities o f  power 
betw een centre and periphery, First and Third W orlds, developed and underdeveloped regions’ 
(1997: 101). It is energised by a kind o f  centrifugal contradiction that exalts ‘the non-modern 
[...] the natural, the non-W estern, the traditional, the exotic, the prim itive, the different’ (101; 
original em phasis) in order to ‘o ther’ regions -  like the C aribbean and the Pacific -  that have 
been central to the production o f  industrial m odernity. It also effaces political tensions — such as 
dem ands for indigenous sovereignty in H aw ai‘i or the  violent ethnic tensions betw een Sri 
L anka’s Tamil and Sinhalese populations — in prom oting tourist paradises. A cknow ledging the 
prevalence o f  this, and despite contextual differences, many postcolonial island writers have 
expressed a desire to  forge new  cultures, as W endt puts it, ‘free from  the taint o f  colonialism ’ 
(1996: 644). Yet, given the prevalence o f  ‘m ilitouristic’ configurations and their ties to 
contem porary neocolonial pow ers (be they corporate-controlled or A m erican-sanctioned), can 
such a vision be im plem ented?
Reiner Jaakson notes that the em ergence o f m odern mass tourism  in the 1950s ‘coincided 
roughly w ith the beginning o f  decolonisation and, starting in the 1960s, with postcolonialism ’ 
(2004: 173). It is, o f  course, highly debatable w hether these two term s can be linked in such a 
straightforw ard fashion, not least because the industry’s m eteoric rise to prom inence in the post­
war period o f  decolonisation, especially in tropical island states, was connected politically to the 
com plex and persistent influence o f  colonial tourism  policy. In regions such as the Caribbean, 
the advent o f  m ass tourism  corresponded with the decline o f  colonial plantations, which were 
rendered less profitable as the UK in particular w ithdrew  support for the system (with sugar 
production suffering m ost acutely). It m ight be thought that m ass tou rism ’s explosion occurred 
at a fortuitous tim e for newly independent states, affording opportunities to generate and control 
high levels o f  foreign exchange as plantation econom ies becam e less profitable. However, post­
independence governm ents’ freedom to im plem ent tourism  developm ent strategies was 
underm ined both by instances o f  internal corruption and by tourism  policies which were
32 This binarism partly reinforces why I position Sri Lanka less as a counter-example than as accentuated 
counterpart to Pacific and Caribbean concerns in Chapter 4, with the island’s construction as an 
apocalyptic site o f  compound disaster coalescing disturbingly with paradisal forms o f  tourist fetishisation.
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am ongst the last, and subsequently  m ost prevalent, legacies left by departing colonial 
adm inistrations.
The link betw een A m erican-influenced ‘developm ent’ policies and tourism  strategy in 
postcolonial island states is w ell illum inated in the C aribbean. Tom  Barry, Beth W ood, and Deb 
Preusch note that, during the Second W orld W ar, ‘G reat Britain accepted 50 old destroyers from 
the United States in exchange for 99-year leases on seven com m onw ealth  islands to build 
m ilitary bases’ (1984: 210). A t the same tim e, C hurchill and Roosevelt devised the ‘A tlantic 
C harter’ to deal w ith ‘the long-term  econom ic future o f  the A m erican and British islands’ 
(Turner and A sh 1975: 102). One serious consideration was tourism , leading them  to organise a 
conference in 1946 for tourist authorities across the region to meet. This evolved in the 1950s 
into the C aribbean Travel A ssociation, w hich is still active in m arketing the Caribbean today. 
Hence, the genesis o f  the C aribbean’s contem porary m ass tourism  industry is strongly 
connected to  pre-independence, colonial policies. This partly explains D erek W alcott’s 
criticism s, in his poem  ‘The Star-A pple K ingdom ’ (1979), o f  the ‘seven Prime M inisters’ who 
‘cut u p ’ the C aribbean and ‘sold it at a m arkup to the conglom erates, /  the same conglom erates 
who had rented the w ater spouts /  for ninety-nine years in exchange for fifty sh ips’ (1986: 390). 
D em onstrating tourism ’s deep entanglem ents w ith the spread o f  tw entieth-century Am erican 
dem ocratic policy in M aking the W orld Safe fo r  Tourism  (2001), Patricia G oldstone notes how 
the ‘conglom erates’ W alcott has in m ind include com panies such as A m erican Express, which 
‘launched a m assive publicity cam paign to invest in tourism ’ in 1945 (2001: 34). A nnexing its 
prom otion o f  international tourism  to the political agenda o f  the post-w ar European Recovery 
Program  (otherw ise know n as the M arshall Plan), and bandying pro-dem ocratic slogans such as 
“ ‘[w]hen dollar shortages are choking the arteries o f  international com m erce, the American 
tourist plays a vital role in the econom ies o f  all free nations’” (34), the com pany made such vast 
profits from the industry that G oldstone wonders w hether its self-interested pursuits represent 
anything m ore than ‘a form o f  neocolonialism ’ (44).
O ne result o f  m ultinational conglom erates’ control, both in the C aribbean and throughout 
other newly decolonised regions that held im m ediate interest as tourist destinations, was the 
institution o f  an industrial system  that allowed m uch o f  the incom e generated by tourism 
(ironically classed as an export industry) to  be siphoned out o f  host states. This process is 
know n as ‘leakage’, and estim ates suggest that it can reach levels as high as ninety percent 
(K em padoo 2004: 21). Just as plantation econom ies greatly benefited im perialist regimes, so
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tourism  rem aps aspects o f  these asym m etrical econom ic flows. Such legacies were com pounded
by the exploitative term s in w hich m oney was loaned to  new ly independent states by neoliberal
econom ic institutions such as the W orld Bank (originally the ‘International Bank for
Reconstruction and D evelopm ent’). G oldstone is again particularly  enlightening on tourism ’s
early involvem ent with the m echanics o f  this process, asserting that:
D evelopm ent econom ics came into being as a m eans o f  dealing w ith the often uneasy 
transition period from colony to country and was adopted as a policy guide by the United 
N ations, the w orld forum  for decolonized countries. A t the United N ations, developm ent 
econom ics becam e a platform  for the W orld Bank, w hich in conjunction with the 
International M onetary Fund (IM F) cam e to  stress m arket-oriented policies to boost 
foreign exchange and developm ent in less-developed countries (LD Cs), with particular 
em phasis on how such service-sector exports as tourism  could be an im portant source o f 
revenue.
(2001: 46 -7 )
The continuing effects o f  such econom ic ‘developm ent’ legacies should be considered when 
assessing the neocolonial dim ensions o f  tourism  in postcolonial island states, even in the 
context o f  m ore fluid globalised pow er relations. In many instances the lack o f  econom ic and 
political parity experienced by small islands in com parison to larger and m ore powerful nations 
m akes it difficult for them  to exercise full autonom y w hen confronted by tourist developers’ 
dem ands for land and services (w ith sim ilar experiences characterising indigenous 
com m unities’ disputes w ith capital-driven developm ent in settler colony contexts). As Enloe 
pithily stated at the end o f  the 1980s, ‘[t]he international politics o f  debt and the international 
pursuit o f  pleasure have becom e tightly knotted’ (1989: 32). This situation derives from post­
war econom ic policy, and extends to the current operations o f  global tourism .
Tourism Studies, Ecocriticism, Postcolonialism
G iven the interconnections described above, it is unsurprising that the sim ilarities between mass 
tourism  and colonialism  have long been noted by tourism  theorists. For exam ple, Turner and 
A sh’s book, The Golden Hordes: International Tourism and the Pleasure Periphery  (1975), 
explores how, as soon as package tourism was extended beyond Europe in the nineteenth 
century, tourism  becam e ‘an agency for the consolidation o f  E m pire’ (1975: 58). They also 
warn that the econom ic lure o f  contem porary mass tourism to newly decolonised ‘Third World 
countries’ m eans that ‘m any are w elcom ing back their old m asters w ith open arm s’ (15). Two 
years later, D ennison N ash expanded on this point by arguing that ‘pow er over touristic and
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related developm ents abroad [...] m akes a m etropolitan center im perialistic and tourism  a form 
o f  im perialism ’ (1989: 39). Yet, although such conclusions have since been cited frequently, 
they have only been gradually enlarged upon, and not all o f  this augm entation has been entirely 
helpful.
In the introduction to their edited volum e, Tourism and Postcolonialism : Contested  
Discourses, Identities and Representations (2004), C. M ichael Hall and Hazel Tucker observe 
that there has been a failure to acknow ledge ‘the potential contribution that tourism  studies can 
m ake to understanding the postcolonial experience [...] despite the centrality  o f  tourism  to the 
processes o f  transnational m obilities and m igrations, and g lobalisation’ (2004: 2). M oreover, 
‘the condition o f  postcoloniality  and the pow er relationships that it situates have not received 
anyw here near the level o f  overt recognition or interrogation in tourism  studies that it deserves’ 
(6).33 These are both com pelling points. It is therefore surprising that Hall and Tucker also 
assert that ‘the extent to w hich pow er is able to be exercised, and hence developm ent is 
controlled in any nation or destination by an external agency, is som ew hat problem atic as a 
m ore com plex notion o f  globalization has replaced sim plistic ideas o f  im perialism ’ (6).34 This 
sentim ent seem s indebted to the w ork o f  theorists such as Arjun A ppadurai, who argues that 
‘[t]he new global cultural econom y has to be seen as a com plex, overlapping, disjunctive order 
that cannot any longer be understood in term s o f  existing center-periphery m odels’ (1996: 32). 
However, w hilst recent trends in globalisation have allowed, in A ppadurai’s words, more people 
w orldw ide ‘to contest and som etim es even subvert the im agined w orlds o f  the official m ind and 
o f  the entrepreneurial m entality that surround them ’ (33), I am particularly wary o f remarks that 
dism iss im perialism  as ‘sim plistic’ and superseded. The continued operation o f  neocolonial 
ideologies w ithin a globalised fram ew ork makes it d ifficult to delink the tw o system s in this 
manner.
The contiguities between colonialism  and mass tourism  have been subject to intense 
attention from com m entators in regions such as the C aribbean ever since the first wave o f
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33 In his monograph, Post-Conflict Heritage, Postcolonial Tourism: Tourism, Politics and Development at 
Angkor (2007), Tim W inter also opens by arguing ‘that scholars o f  tourism and heritage need to pay 
greater attention to the cultural politics o f  development and postcolonial theory than they have done 
previously’ (2007: 3). In this light it is puzzling that the only work o f  postcolonial theory Winter cites in 
the course o f  the book is Edward Said’s founding text, Orientalism (1978).
34 This point is lifted verbatim from Hall’s essay ‘Making the Pacific: Globalization, Modernity and 
M yth’ (1998: 147).
‘health tou rists’ arrived in the latter ha lf o f  nineteenth cen tu ry .35 N evertheless, the political 
im perative to  understand m ore fully how  tourism  is being interpreted in form erly colonised and 
econom ically underprivileged states has been brought into sharp re lie f by increases in terrorist 
action over the last few  decades. Turner and A sh recognised this w hen they argued (with 
conspicuous prescience given m ore recent events in Bali and Egypt) that, ‘[a]s the disaffected 
find reform s increasingly resisted, they turn to terrorism , looking particularly for symbols o f 
foreign im perialism  as their targets [...]. Tom orrow , w e shall see [...] terrorism  spreading to 
many o f  the Third W orld’s tourist destinations, only the hotels and the tourists will be targets’ 
(1975: 208). This position is rehearsed in sim ilar term s alm ost th irty  years later by Jaakson as he 
notes that, ‘[i]n a w orld divided betw een rich and poor, tourism  is a pow erful symbol o f  wealth 
and privilege, w hich explains in part why in num erous countries in recent years tourists have 
becom e targets o f  terro rism ’. He sees this ‘disturbing trend ’ as ‘a com ponent o f  neocolonial 
tourism ’ (2004: 170). The perception o f  tourism  as neocolonialism  is a key point on which 
postcolonial literatures can offer distinctly different perspectives to those em ployed, generally 
speaking, in m ainstream  tourism  studies. The portrayals o f  tourism  in these texts consistently 
operate as pow erfully indexical sites from w hich analyses o f  an increasingly globalised 
industry’s colonial affinities can be drawn.
In this light, it is notable that com m entators have recently foregrounded the urgent need to 
attend to the roles o f  ‘stories’ or ‘narratives’ in tourism  studies. Increasing em phasis is now 
being placed on establish ing m eaningful dialogue betw een em pirical research and forms o f  
narration. For exam ple, in her exam ination o f  ‘touristed landscapes’, C artier links narrative 
strategy to understandings o f  m aterial environm ents as she asks: ‘w hat places [...] generate 
significant desire, w hat are their m aterial landscape qualities, and how  should we theorise and 
narrate their conditions?’ (2005:1). She proceeds to assert that tourism ’s status as the w orld’s 
largest industry ‘im plicates a full range o f  questions about culture and political economy in an 
era o f  globalization, and so must em brace issues beyond its traditionally  more empirical areas o f  
inquiry’ (2). H er essay addresses how we can analyse ‘landscape as a m ulti-sensory, located 
subjectivity, including m em ories about i f ,  and how it can be ‘understood through perspectives 
on nature-society  relations’ (2-3). This reflects B runer’s assertion that tourist sites ‘are not 
passive for they are given m eaning and are constituted by the narratives that envelop them [...].
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35 Taylor’s To Hell with Paradise: A History o f  the Jamaican Tourist Industry (1993) offers some 
particularly enlightening insights into early opinions and commentaries.
These sites rem ind us to  be cautious about m onolithic interpretations that are static and 
ahistorical, that hom ogenise m eaning’ (2005: 12). He also states that tourist sites give ‘rise to 
conflicting stories as one story arises in response to another in [...] dialogic narration’ (26). Such 
considerations are strongly influenced by a m arked increase in geographical attention to the 
deeply entangled relationship betw een ‘space’ (as a topographical site) and ‘place’ (as a socially 
constructed centre o f  value, located in space). This research area has considerable im plications, 
not only for how  specific landscapes or tourist sites are analysed, but also for how 
environm ental depictions are interpreted in literary texts. These concerns are acutely felt in 
postcolonial island contexts, as the intersection betw een spatial disputes and culturally specific 
place-attachm ents is o f  critical im portance.
Buell notes that the fact ‘ [t]hat the concept o f  place [...] gestures in at least three directions
at once -  tow ard environm ental m ateriality, tow ard social perception or construction, and
tow ard individual affect or bond — m akes it an additionally rich and tangled arena for
environm ental c ritic ism ’ (2005: 63). This point is central to the follow ing analyses, which build
on D eLoughrey et a l.’s assertion that ‘writers have often articulated a poetic relation with land
that is consistent w ith the highest aim s o f  sustainability’ (2005: 3 -4 )  in order to argue that a
m ore thorough understanding o f  how tourism  is portrayed w ithin literary w orks can enhance the
developing language o f  sociological tourism  narrations in both cultural and environm ental
senses. The idea is further augm ented when jux taposed  alongside Julia O ’Connell D avidson’s
calls for a dialogue betw een tourism  theory and local place narratives that does not ‘overlook
the realities o f  m any people’s lived experience’. D iscussing the reductive binaries (especially
involving concepts o f  evil and innocence) w hich at tim es beset debates on children’s
involvem ent in sex tourism , she explains how her aim is
to persuade readers o f  the need for stories that recognise the very real differences between 
hum an beings in term s o f their capacity for self-protection and autonom y, and the extent 
and severity o f  the abuse and exploitation to w hich people [ ...]  can be subject within the 
global sex trade, but that do not insist on a cast-list consisting only o f  paedophile 
m onsters and innocent children, or o f  slaves, sinners and saviours.
(2 0 0 5 :3 -4 )
Influenced by such points, my own readings highlight the ways in w hich representations o f  
tourism  in postcolonial island literatures collectively constitute a rich repository o f stories that 
do not ju st ‘recognise’ but pointedly foreground inter-subjective differences. In turn, these share 
im portant connections w ith the ecological concerns that have com e under increasing scrutiny 
from literary analysts w orking w ithin the expanding field o f  ecocriticism .
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In his introduction to the collection o f  ecocritical essays, W riting the Environment (1998),
Richard K erridge exam ines why critics have not been m ore forthcom ing in addressing how
literary texts m ight provide insights into contem porary environm ental problem s. He suggests
that the aesthetic dom ain in general has com e to be seen as ‘a refuge from the harsher,
depersonalized cultures o f  technology and business’, and that literary texts are often interpreted
as offering m erely ‘personal’ view points that ‘exclude the large-scale perspectives, political
generalities, narrative tim e-scales and scientific vocabularies used in environm ental debate’
(1998: 6). In countering  these assum ptions, K erridge argues that the task  o f  ecocriticism  is to
identify how  aesthetic productions ‘[djram atize the occurrence o f  large events in individual
lives’ (6), and ‘to evaluate texts in term s o f  their coherence and usefulness as responses to
environm ental cris is’ (5 ).36 Likewise, Buell states that:
For technological breakthroughs, legislative reform s, and paper covenants about 
environm ental w elfare to take effect, or even to be generated in the first place, requires a 
clim ate o f  transform ed environm ental values, perception, and will. To that end, the power 
o f  story, image, and artistic perform ance and the resources o f  aesthetics, ethics, and 
cultural theory are crucial.
(2005: vi)
Follow ing the logic o f  these argum ents, I approach mass tourism  as a social phenom enon that 
acts as vector o f  globalisation and capitalist m odernity, bringing about w idespread and often 
unsustainable change to island ecologies. Situating my w ork in the context o f  recent debates 
regarding the intersections between postcolonialism  and ecocriticism ,37 I draw on insights from 
both fields to  show  (as Buell does) how im aginative w ork can play a crucial conceptual role in 
understanding the m aterial changes needed for more sustainable futures to em erge.38
As I noted earlier, this thesis interrogates the possibility o f  theorising such sustainability in 
the context o f  globalised, capital-driven markets. This is not to naturalise the operations o f  late 
capitalism  or accept them as inevitable but to suggest that one way o f  achieving more equitable 
social and environm ental futures -  particularly in the short-term  -  is through negotiation rather 
than outright rejection o f  these forces. In this sense, my critical position is aligned more closely 
with the kind o f  ‘eco-m aterialist’ approach espoused by Pablo M ukherjee than those forms o f
36 It is notable that ‘crisis’ is foregrounded here over other environmental processes; whilst this thesis is 
sensitive throughout to moments o f  crisis, it also emphasises the potential for postcolonial island 
literatures to contribute to more quotidian transformations.
37 This is explored in all o f  the following chapters (especially Chapter 2). Publications dealing with the 
conjunction include Young (1999), O ’Brien (2001), Huggan (2004), Nixon (2005), DeLoughrey, Gosson, 
and Handley (2005), Huggan and Tiffin (2007), Cilano and DeLoughrey (2007), and Mukherjee (2007).
38 This coincides with Huggan and Tiffin’s description o f  postcolonialism and ecocriticism as ‘utopian 
discourses aimed at providing conceptual possibilities for a material transformation o f  the world’ (2007: 
10; original emphases).
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‘ecosocialism ’ w hich argue that ‘confining capitalism  to history and freeing hum anity from 
hierarchy and alienation will result in hum an society’s behaving respectfully toward the rest o f  
nature’ (Johns 2003: 136).39 Like ecosocialism , M ukherjee’s notion o f  eco-m aterialism  has a 
strongly M arxist genealogy, draw ing on w ork by R aym ond W illiam s and Sebastiano Tim panaro 
to suggest that m aterialist th inking is incom plete in the absence o f  an environm ental dim ension
-  a variation on the ecocritical truism  o f  no culture w ithout nature. H ow ever, whereas 
ecosocialism  is m otivated by a clear (although arguably dogm atic) political agenda, eco- 
m aterialism  as M ukherjee conceives it represents m ore o f  a politically attentive aesthetic 
approach  (M ukherjee forthcom ing: C hapter 3).
On one level, this builds on som e o f  ecocriticism ’s m ost conspicuous failings, not least its 
at tim es unw itting ‘naturalization  o f  a w estern w hite m ale subject in his claim s to a new 
environm ental and epistem ological territo ry ’ (C ilano and D eLoughrey 2007: 73; original 
em phasis). It insists instead on the need to factor political, cultural, and econom ic specificities 
into environm entally oriented debates w ithout necessarily placing texts in instrum ental service 
o f  a particular ideology. In addition, it problem atises tendencies in Anglo-Am erican 
ecocriticism  to universalise questions o f  ecological conservation, especially in relation to ‘the 
unexam ined claim  o f  equivalence am ong all “ecological beings” [...], irrespective o f  material 
circumstances, and the perem ptory conviction [...] that global ethical considerations should 
override local cultural concerns’ (Huggan 2004: 720; my em phasis). As a reading practice, eco- 
m aterialism  proceeds through the historicised interpretation o f  stories w hich exam ine how 
uneven processes o f  globalisation affect culture and nature sim ultaneously. It also addresses the 
m aterial conditions that both enable and help shape textual production. On another level, 
operating m ore directly within a postcolonial fram ew ork,40 the textual readings that emerge are
36
39 Ecosocialism offers one long-term vision o f  fairer social and environmental futures. However, its 
politicised agenda, centred on replacing  capitalism with socialist alternatives, fails to address short-term 
challenges in rigorous depth. As David Johns points out in his review o f  leading ecosocialist Robert 
K ovel’s The Enemy o f  Nature: The End o f  Capitalism or the End o f  the World  (2002), ecosocialism 
presents compelling arguments based on ‘a strong spiritual sense that life is about things other than 
making money, that nature has intrinsic value’, and that it is feasible to ‘create a livelihood outside profit- 
driven m arkets’ (2003: 135). However, speaking from a conservationist perspective, Johns criticises the 
way ecosocialist discussion o f ‘near term political tasks is focused exclusively on relationships internal to 
human society’ and is ‘silent as to how nurturing ecosocialism will help in the here and now to slow 
destruction o f  the natural w orld’ (136). In turn, its social vision could be seen as similarly flawed, lacking 
for Johns the ideological coherence o f  Marxist thought as it identifies ‘no single agent that will lead the 
way, like the working class o f  19th and 20th century Marxism’ (135).
40 I am aligning m yself here partly with a form o f what Huggan classes as ‘materialist-inspired 
postcolonial criticism ’, which is ‘more self-consciously interventionist in its approach to current social 
and political debates’ than the ‘textualist’ precursors against which it defines itself (2008: 10; Huggan 
cites M ukherjee 2007 as exemplifying this). However, rather than taking sides in postcolonialism’s well-
oriented partly around exam ining the cultural and political conditions through which contested -  
and at tim es conflictual -  notions o f  social and environm ental ju stice  can be theorised. This is 
especially pressing in contexts w here globalisation has intensified colonial tensions between 
‘shared space and unshared values’, foregrounding ‘the difficulty o f  finding an international 
language o f  adjudication in the context o f  continuing struggles over political sovereignty and 
hum an/environm ental rig h ts’ (H uggan 2008: 11). A broadly eco-m aterialist approach therefore 
inspires interpretations o f  postcolonial island w riters’ portrayals o f  tourism  that are sensitive to 
cultural and historical specificities, their im brications w ith m aterial ecologies, and the collective 
contribution such texts o ffer to conceptualising less exploitative industry futures.
A nother connection betw een ecocriticism  and the focus o f  this thesis relates to how the 
form er recognises the tendency o f  environm entalism  to get ‘pushed in the space we call 
“ leisure”, in betw een the things that pressure us and exist on a scale we can cope w ith’ 
(K erridge 1998: 2). In this sense, it reflects how  tourism  has in the past been pigeon-holed as a 
com ponent o f  ‘leisure stud ies’. N eedless to say, a phenom enon that precipitates the arrival o f 
visitors from the w orld ’s w ealthiest nations in quantities that outnum ber local populations many 
tim es over can hardly be m arginalised as ‘leisure’ in the eyes o f  island citizens. Kerridge also 
argues that ‘[en v iro n m en ta l disputes are bound up w ith questions o f  neo-colonialism , the 
political pow er o f  m ultinational corporations and the industrialization o f  countries’ (5), all o f 
w hich are also im plicated in tourism ’s m ore exploitative dim ensions. This further enhances 
D eLoughrey et a l.'s  assertion that both postcolonial theory and ecocriticism  would benefit from 
closer dialogue, particularly as the form er ‘has given little attention to environm ental factors’, 
despite recognising ‘that deep explorations o f  place are vital strategies to  recover autonom y’, 
and the latter displays the ‘opposite tendency to understate the social and historical specificities 
o f  p lace’ (2005: 5).
Ecocriticism ’s negotiation o f  non-literary environm ental research also suggests tem plates 
for theorising  the relationship between analyses o f  tourism  in postcolonial literatures and the 
concerns o f  interdisciplinary tourism studies. For Kerridge, ecocriticism  represents 
‘environm entalism ’s overdue move beyond science, geography and social science into “the 
hum anities’” (1998: 5). The contribution o f  literature to m ainstream  tourism  studies might be 
situated in sim ilar term s. One method o f  visualising this interrelationship is through reference to
trodden and now rather weary Marxist/poststructuralist debate, I am more interested in exploring 
methodologically how tensions between discursive analysis and material intervention are to be 
productively approached, especially in terms o f  the field’s interdisciplinary aspirations.
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John T rib e ’s pictorial attem pt to ‘dem onstrate developm ents and know ledge creation in the 
fields o f  tou rism ’ (see Fig. 1), in w hich the outer circle o f  his diagram  ‘represents the 
disciplinary tools o f  analysis’ (2003: 49).41 Tribe conveniently  leaves one segm ent o f  this circle
-  nom inally designated ‘discipline “n” ’ -  free in deference to ‘other key d iscip lines’ (49) which 
as yet do not w arrant a segm ent o f  their own. This invites the suggestion that literature (or 
aesthetic analysis m ore broadly) has a strong claim  to fill the ‘m issing’ segm ent, allow ing critics 
to w ork across different disciplinary paradigm s w hilst at the sam e tim e show ing how 
exam inations o f  literary productions can provide fresh insights into the kind o f  theoretical 
problem s w hich shape the field as a whole.
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TF1: Tourism  Business Studies
TF2: U nified Fram ew ork o f ‘other’ fields
(Tribe 2003: 50)
A lthough pictorial m odels like this can help chart the kinds o f  interdisciplinary relations
em braced by tourism  studies, they do not how ever provide answ ers to questions such as the
follow ing, posed by Crick:
W hat exactly should the relationships be between different social sciences such as 
anthropology, econom ics, geography, political science, psychology, and sociology in 
regard to the com prehension o f  such a com plex industry, given that these disciplines 
have such different theoretical interests, as well as different m ethodologies?
(1994: 1)
41 There is a hint o f  arbitrariness in the disciplines Tribe chooses to include in his diagram (why, for 
instance, is there no place for anthropology, which makes highly influential contributions to the field?), 
which arguably limits its broader relevance and application.
Perhaps no single paradigm  can provide a satisfactory answ er to this question, especially as 
individual disciplinary boundaries are in them selves conspicuously porous constructs. However, 
one o f  the m ost potent qualities o f  literary depictions o f  tourism  — and, like Tribe, Crick also 
om its any m ention o f  literature -  centres on how  the aesthetic dom ain creates space for m ultiple 
disciplinary considerations to find confluence. This is not to suggest that literature in som e way 
supersedes or unproblem atically  unites different academ ic disciplines. Rather, the way in which 
their varying interests are portrayed within im aginative productions not only illuminates 
em pirical and theoretical discussions but can also shape their future developm ent. One exam ple 
o f  how  this m ight occur can be given in reference to A m anda S tronza’s review o f 
anthropological approaches to tourism  from  2001. Identifying native conceptions o f  tourists as a 
m ajor area for further attention, Stronza notes that, ‘[a lth o u g h  a vast literature exists on the 
subject o f  local responses to  social changes w rought by tourists, relatively few studies have 
explored the attitudes and ideas o f  local residents tow ard ou tsiders’ (2001: 272). She then cites 
the publication o f  Jam aica K incaid’s A Small P lace  as taking ‘an im portant step toward filling 
the g ap ’ (272). W hat are the im plications o f  reading a literary w ork such as this as 
anthropological evidence, especially w hen the ‘local residen t’ in question (K incaid) is a migrant 
returnee? Do such texts dram atise other disciplinary concerns in sim ilar w ays? These questions 
dem and attention to how  specific textual devices and depictions o f  tourism  recast the debates 
foregrounded in S tronza’s article, w hich in turn requires specific m ethodological grounding.
III. The Function of the Imaginary
In their introduction to Tourism and Postcolonialism , Hall and Tucker explain that the 
collection’s aim  is to show ‘how tourism  [...]  m ay shed som e insights on the postcolonial’ 
(2004: 2), anticipating ‘a more theoretically inform ed tourism  studies [ ...]  grounded in 
em pirical research’ (18). In turn, one objective o f  this thesis is to highlight how postcolonial 
island literatures can ‘shed some insights’ on interdisciplinary tourism  studies. But while it is 
becom ing clear what such writings can offer discursively (perspectives on colonial legacies and 
non-‘w estern ’ environm entalism s; the ‘stories’ called for in the social sciences), it is also 
im portant to consider how  they m ight contribute to more sustainable tourism  transform ations in 
reality. This is an increasingly important question, particularly from the viewpoint o f  
environm entally oriented criticism. For example, one o f  the four ‘overlapping them es’ 
addressed in D eLoughrey et a / . ’s collection is ‘how C aribbean aesthetics might usefully
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articulate a m eans to preserve sustainability in the w ake o f  tourism  and g lobalization’ (2005: 2). 
This procedure foregrounds some com plex questions. A re representations o f  tourism  in 
postcolonial literatures m erely ‘com plem entary’ to social science insights, or are there more 
com plex w ays in w hich they can contribute to m ainstream  tourism  studies debates? How does 
the im aginary function in these contexts? And w hat tensions and synergies exist between 
literary intervention and critical m ediation?
Reading Strategies and Social Imaginaries
Portrayals o f  tourism  in individual literary texts or (less com m only) across specific postcolonial 
w riters’ works have been subject to a gradual i f  sporadic increase in critical attention over the 
past decade or so. H ow ever, relatively little com parative attention has been paid to the com plex 
heterogeneity o f  these representations w hen taken together. One exception to this is Ian Gregory 
S trachan’s book Paradise and Plantation: Tourism and Culture in the Anglophone Caribbean 
(2002). A fter tracing the historical em ergence o f  paradise and plantation tropes in the region, its 
second h a lf aims to ‘appraise w hat the C aribbean intellectual, specifically the Caribbean writer 
o f  the postcolonial period, has contributed to the discourse on paradise and how the Caribbean 
w riter perceives this no tion’ (2002: 149). Strachan ju stifies the relevance o f  this focus by 
referring to im aginative w ork ’s contribution to  w ider social and discursive form ations, arguing 
that ‘[t]he literary artist harnesses accessible im aginative tools so as to  hold a m irror up to lived 
experience or to forge the way to a new experience. The w riter is able to express realities that 
take the social scientist longer to record’ (149—50). He touches here on tw o im portant ideas: the 
transform ative possibilities o f  literature and the potential o f  writers to play anticipatory roles in 
relation to m ore em pirical research. However, although his textual criticism  usefully charts the 
w ays in which Caribbean authors’ portrayals o f  tourism  subvert paradisal myths and paradigms, 
he spends hardly any tim e explaining why the pre-em pting o f  social science is im portant or how  
literary texts m ight help transform  the touristic paradigm s they depict.
A fter asserting that, even as they attem pt to dism antle im perialist discursive legacies, ‘all
the w riters’ he discusses are to some extent ‘guilty o f  the sins [they] condem n’ (260), Strachan
concludes his study with the following statement:
C learly, novelists, playwrights, and poets from the C aribbean do not wield the same 
am ount o f  influence as do the m ultinational corporations that manage Caribbean 
tourism . [...] Thus it is unlikely that brochure discourse will be threatened on a large
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scale by the creative productions o f  the C aribbean’s authors and artists and intellectuals, 
so long as they are acting alone.
(267)
Sceptical as S trachan at tim es appears o f  the potential for aesthetic w orks and critical discourse 
to  have m eaningful m aterial effects, he does imply here that a broadly com parative approach 
could help ‘th rea ten’ the predom inance o f  exploitative, corporate-driven tourism  practices. This 
is provided that it identifies points o f  reinforcem ent betw een intellectual response, political 
im perative, and grassroots social activism  (none o f  which are m utually exclusive). Indeed, he 
proceeds to conclude that, ‘[a]s the deleterious effects o f  mass tourism  becom e m ore apparent to 
those countries that rely heavily on tourism  for econom ic viability, the works o f  these writers 
[...] m ay provide direction for broad-based local and international efforts to prom ote the region 
as a vacation haven w ithout creating unrealistic expectations’ (268). My aim in building on 
these insights is to draw  out som e o f  the m eans by w hich postcolonial island literatures can 
contribute effectively to such m ovem ents.
If  tourism  is constitutively bound up in processes o f  globalisation w hilst at the same time 
participating in various situated histories and legacies o f  colonialism , its representation must be 
approached in a w ay that is m ethodologically attentive to  how it functions w ith respect to these 
forces. A t the sam e tim e, it is also im portant to find a way o f  understanding how subjects in 
positions o f  relative social, political, and econom ic disem pow erm ent still have the potential -  
signally enhanced in island cases through transnational affiliations and networks o f  resistance — 
to challenge the industry and attain greater autonom y. One m anner o f  achieving this is through 
addressing the function o f  the im aginary in these contexts.42 To do this, I will examine 
theoretical w ork conducted from an anthropological perspective by Arjun Appadurai and from a 
literary perspective by Ato Q uayson. Both em phasise the im portance o f  the im agination in 
approaching processes o f  social change and transform ation. Taken together, they illuminate 
ways o f  analysing portrayals o f  globalised tourism  practices in postcolonial island contexts that 
relate to w ider interdisciplinary fram eworks and concerns.
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42 Drawing on Sandra H arding’s definition o f  methodology as ‘a theory and analysis o f  how research does 
or should proceed’ (cited in Smith 1999: 143), Linda Tuhiwai Smith notes in her influential book 
Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (1999) that methodology ‘frames the 
questions being asked, determines the set o f  instruments to be employed and shapes the analyses’ (1999: 
143). My attention to the function o f  the imaginary is organised with similar points in mind, contributing 
to wider methodological debates in both postcolonial and environmental studies regarding not only 
‘politics and strategic goals’ (as Smith states in relation to ‘indigenous research’ frameworks [143]), but 
also how these relate to modes o f  aesthetic analysis specifically.
In the opening to  his sem inal book, M odernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions o f  
G lobalization  (1996), A ppadurai explains how its principal argum ent is form ulated in reaction 
to the legacy o f  ‘grand W estern social sc ience’, w hich theorised a ‘break betw een tradition and 
m odern ity’ (1996: 2 -3 ). T aking issue w ith how  this body o f  thought ‘typologized’ differences 
betw een ‘ostensibly traditional and m odem  societies’ in a m anner w hich distorted ‘the 
m eanings o f  change and the politics o f  pastness’, A ppadurai outlines a very different ‘theory o f 
rupture that takes m edia  and m igration as its tw o m ajor, and interconnected, diacritics and 
explores their jo in t effect on the work o f  the imagination  as a constitutive feature o f  modern 
sub jectiv ity ’ (3; original em phasis). U sing Benedict A nderson’s theory o f  imagined 
com m unities as a departure point, Appadurai argues against seeing the im agination as confined 
w ithin the m inds o f  individuals or indeed locked inside the ‘boundaries o f  the nation’ (8). 
Rather, it is now  ‘a property o f  collectives’ or ‘sodalities’ w hich them selves are ‘often 
transnational’ (8). Such cross-regional appeal also befits the kind o f  connections existing 
betw een different island com m unities as they contend w ith m ass tourism  dem ands.
The im agination as Appadurai conceives it is im portantly distinguished from forms o f
‘fan tasy’. W hereas ‘the idea o f  fantasy [...] has a private, even individualistic sound about it’,
and ‘carries [...] the inescapable connotation o f  thought divorced from projects and actions’,
im agination ‘has a projective sense about it, the sense o f  being a prelude to  some sort o f
expression, w hether aesthetic or otherw ise’ (7). A ppadurai proceeds to state that:
Fantasy can dissipate (because its logic is so often autotelic), but the imagination, 
especially w hen collective, can becom e the fuel for action. It is the imagination, in its 
collective form s, that creates ideas o f  neighbourhood and nationhood, o f  moral 
econom ies and unjust rule, o f  higher wages and foreign labor prospects. The 
im agination is today a staging ground for action, and not only for escape.
(7)
W hile this reclaim s a conception o f  the im agination as distinct from escapism , it does not 
rom anticise its potential for liberation. As Appadurai also observes, the work o f  the imagination 
‘is neither purely em ancipatory nor entirely disciplined but is a space o f  contestation in which 
individuals and groups seek to annex the global into their own practices o f  the m odern’ (4). Yet 
its centrality to collective representation, its capacity to reflect on and critique forms o f  justice 
and ‘moral econom ies’, and the underlying sense o f  ‘contestation’ it conveys suggest it has a 
defining role to play in confronting the discursive apparatus that buttresses material processes o f  
tourism -related exploitation. In this context, Bruner notably argues that: ‘In replicating the 
colonial experience, tourism  is conservative and even reactionary, frequently retelling outmoded
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stories, reproducing stereotypes, replicating fantasy, or sim ulating  a discarded historical v ision’ 
(2005: 21). By com parison, the w ork o f  the im agination for A ppadurai is ‘projective’ rather 
than ‘reactionary ’, representing the kind o f  antidotal force necessary to  confront the negative 
aspects o f  the stereotypical touristic ‘v ision ’ described by Bruner.
S ignificantly, given literature’s often privileged status as a cultural form, A ppadurai’s 
theory o f  the im agination is rooted in everyday experience. He asserts that ‘the im agination [...] 
has broken out o f  the special expressive space o f  art, myth, and ritual and has now  becom e part 
o f  the quotidian m ental w ork o f  ordinary people in m any societies’ (5). He questions the 
capacity o f  contem porary aesthetic and political elites to  exact processes o f  ‘social engineering’, 
arguing that it is no longer through their actions but rather through ‘everyday cultural practice’ 
that ‘the w ork o f  the im agination is transform ed’ (9).43 For A ppadurai, this process is inspired 
by the ram ifications o f  vastly increased patterns o f  m igration and m ass m ediation throughout 
the globalised w orld, w hich influence his em inently dem otic notion o f  the im agination in its 
collective form. A rguing that ‘even the m eanest and m ost hopeless o f  lives, the m ost brutal and 
dehum anizing o f  circum stances, the harshest o f  lived inequalities are now open to the play o f 
the im agination’, he states that people in these subject-positions ‘no longer see their lives as 
m ere outcom es o f  the givenness o f  things, but often as the ironic com prom ise between what 
they could im agine and w hat social life will perm it’ (54). The collective force o f  this often 
m arkedly circum scribed mode o f  im agining involves a negotiation o f  various media, in 
reference to  w hich w ider social change is generated. Yet, despite arguing against privileging 
w hat have traditionally  been seen as ‘h igh’ cultural products, A ppadurai nevertheless reserves a 
place for the aesthetic in theorising the w ider w ork o f  the im agination. Indeed, he sees it as 
playing a key role in influencing im aginative approaches to, and projective transform ations of, 
social phenom ena. As he puts it, ‘[fjiction, like myth, is part o f  the conceptual repertoire o f  
contem porary societies. Readers o f  novels and poem s can be m oved to intense action [ ...]  and 
their authors often contribute to  the construction o f  social and moral maps for their readers’ 
(58). W hat ram ifications does this point, relatively underexplored in A ppadurai’s book, hold for
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43 This dovetails with A rif D irlik’s thoughts on the relationship between globalisation and social activism. 
He states that: ‘In their simultaneous attachment to places and local cultures [...] and their critical 
engagement with the global, [...] social movements offer the most hopeful arena for a defence o f  place 
and a more balanced perspective between the global and the local. They suggest ways o f  [...] seeing 
communities as anchoring points for reconceiving and reconstructing the world from the perspective of 
place-based cultural, ecological, and economic practices’ (cited in Keown 2007: 224).
investigating how  literature can inform  the future sustainability  strategies discussed here? To 
w hat extent is it also bound up in globalised netw orks o f  liberation and social change?
G raham  H uggan claim s that, from the perspective o f  postcolonial studies, ‘the value o f  
literature’ has becom e ‘increasingly contested[,] [...] condem ned as the relic o f  earlier, now 
outm oded form s o f  putatively anti-colonial textual criticism , or dam ned with faint praise as the 
enabling forerunner o f  current, updated m odels o f  transnational cultural stud ies’ (2008: 12). 
Such trends m ake explaining how  literary w orks m ight contribute to w ider, interdisciplinary 
debates all the m ore pressing. One way o f  addressing this is through reference to Q uayson’s 
w ork on the links betw een social and textual analysis in his book, Calibrations: Reading fo r  the 
Social (2003). Q uayson’s introduction outlines a m ethod o f  close reading w hich ‘oscillates 
rapidly’ betw een the ‘lite rary -aesthetic’, social, cultural, and political dom ains in order ‘to 
explore [their] m utually illum inating heterogeneity [...] w hen taken together’ (2003: xi). The 
purpose o f  this practice is ‘to  read fo r  the social rather than through it [ .. .]  using the literary as a 
m eans tow ard social enlightenm ent’ (xv; original em phasis). This approach com plem ents 
A ppadurai’s thoughts on the w ork o f  im agination by exploring the nuanced function o f  literary 
w orks w ithin w ider constellations o f  thought, action, and transform ation.
B uilding on various considerations o f  literature’s role in shaping conceptions o f  external
reality, Q uayson addresses in particular its relationship to ‘the socia l’ (as distinct from
‘society’), w hich he defines as ‘an articulated encapsulation o f  transform ation, processes, and
contradictions analogous to what we find in the literary dom ain’ (xv). Unlike Strachan, who
suggests that w riters harness ‘accessible im aginative tools so as to hold a m irror up to lived
experience’ (2002: 150), Q uayson states that:
In reading for the social across the literary I do not intend to imply any simple notion o f 
literature as a mirror. I suggest that literature be seen as a variegated series o f  thresholds 
and levels, all o f  w hich determ ine the production o f  the social as a dimension within the 
interaction o f  the constitutive thresholds o f  literary structure.
(xvi; original emphasis)
U nderstanding literature’s role in the production o f  social form ations is central to how 
Q uayson’s ‘calib rated’ reading practice offers the m eans ‘to wrest som ething from the aesthetic 
dom ain for the analysis and better understanding o f  the socia l’ (xv). In this light, it is interesting 
that, in her sociological w ork on South Asian sex tourism , L isa Law draws on Homi Bhabha’s 
assertion that the question o f  ‘“ [w]hat is to be done?” m ust acknow ledge the force o f  writing, its 
m etaphoricity and its rhetorical discourse, as a productive m atrix which defines the “social” and 
makes it available as an objective o f  and for, action’ (cited in Law 2000: 121). This identifies
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the need for an interdisciplinary interface w ithin the tourism  studies field w hich insists on the 
productive integration o f  literary insights w ith m ore em pirically oriented research. Such points 
also enhance conceptions o f  the role im aginative literature m ight play w ith respect to the 
collective w ork o f  the im agination theorised by Appadurai.
C onsidering several critical responses to  Calibrations, Q uayson cites A ppadurai’s 
‘anthropological c ritique’ o f  the argum ent that ‘society directly  influence[s] the structures o f  the 
literary aesthetic field or vice versa’ (2005: 126) as a key precursor o f  his own ideas.44 Echoes 
can be found for exam ple in the way that Q uayson com plicates S trachan’s assertion that writers 
have the capability  ‘to express realities that take the social scientist longer to record’ by arguing 
that ‘the social that is being read for across the literary is part o f  an anticipatory project’ in 
which ‘the insights derived from local texts may also be translated into different contexts and 
tim es’ (2003: xxxi). This suggests that literary w orks encapsulate a projective dimension 
com parable to that harnessed by the collective im agination. They also help create (or ‘project’) 
the contextual and discursive space for som e o f  the observations generated in the social 
sciences. A s Q uayson suggests, ‘[i]t is not so much that the real engenders representation and 
acquires priority over it o r vice versa, as that reality itse lf acquires its texture only by way o f the 
repetitions o f  its various representations in reality ’ (xxii). There is, o f  course, a danger that such 
‘repetitions’ could produce as m uch cliche as insight. H ow ever, consideration o f  the links 
betw een the ‘space o f  contestation’ that constitutes A ppadurai’s notion o f  the im agination and 
the sim ilar kinds o f  processual tensions and thresholds Q uayson detects in the literary-aesthetic 
dom ain raises a m ore em pow ering point. This centres on how both form s o f  imaginative work 
are conceived as pow erfully transformative entities.
C om m enting likewise on the interrelations between A ppadurai’s and Q uayson’s works, 
H uggan notes that ‘both point to the capacity o f  literature, not only to imagine the ways in 
w hich reality has been, or m ight be, interpreted, but also to affect the ways in which reality is 
produced' (H uggan 2008: 13; original emphasis). Extending this observation, I want to suggest 
that the role o f  literature in ‘producing reality’ — often in conjunction with other cultural works
— can be usefully approached through notions o f  social imaginaries, which provide conceptual 
grounding for the question o f what is being ‘transform ed’ in A ppadurai’s and Q uayson’s
44 Indeed, Quayson’s book is published in the same University o f  M innesota series ( ‘Public W orlds’) as 
Appadurai’s monograph. In his article, ‘Incessant Particularities: Calibrations as Close Reading’ (2005), 
Quayson clarifies that his aim in Calibrations is to ‘elaborate a method that would not ascribe to either 
literature or society any prior and supervening causality’ (2005: 126).
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theories. A pproaching this requires a distinction betw een the im agination as defined by 
A ppadurai, and the im aginary as a sociological concept that sim ultaneously bears relations to 
the literary dom ain, augm enting in turn Q uayson’s m ethods o f  reading literature and the social.
Perhaps the m ost influential -  and still one o f  the m ost illum inating -  conceptions o f  social
im aginaries is offered by Cornelius C astoriadis (one o f  Q uayson’s self-professed ‘intellectual
a llies’ [2005: 126]) in The Im aginary Institution o f  Society  (1975). The notion o f  the imaginary
C astoriadis interrogates in this book differs from earlier, subject-oriented m odels associated
m ost prom inently  with the psychoanalytic w ork o f  Jacques Lacan. W hereas the Lacanian
im aginary relates prim arily to how individuals construct notions o f  coherence from lived
experiences o f  fragm entation, Castoriadis considers it m ore broadly in relation to forms o f
collective im agining as he exam ines distinctions betw een the ‘fic tive’ and the ‘real’.
C onsidering how ‘reality ’ is conceived in relation to the im aginary, Castoriadis states that:
Those w ho speak o f  ‘im aginary’, understanding by this [...] the reflection o f  the 
‘fic tive’, do no m ore than repeat [...] the affirm ation [...] that this world be an image o f  
som ething. The im aginary o f  w hich I am speaking is not an im age of. It is the unceasing 
and essentially  undetermined (social-h istorical and psychical) creation o f  
figures/form s/im ages, on the basis o f  w hich alone there can ever be a question o f  
‘som eth ing’. W hat we call ‘reality ’ and ‘rationality’ are its works.
(1998: 3; original emphasis)
For C astoriadis, rather than the im aginary being sim ply conflated w ith fictional productions, it 
is a processual phenom enon, exacted at the level o f  society and inspired by the collective 
im agination o f  all its m em bers. This is central to  the production o f  the structures that enable 
com m unity life, w hich include political, legal, and religious institutions, as well as ‘the 
constitution o f  m otives and needs’, and ‘the existence o f  sym bolism , tradition, and m yth’ 
(Thom pson 1982: 664). Like A ppadurai’s notion o f  the im agination as ‘a staging ground for 
action’ (1996: 7), social im aginaries can be sim ilarly contested dom ains, but are less projective 
in orientation. As Charles Taylor puts it, ‘[t]he social im aginary is not a set o f  ideas; rather, it is 
w hat enables, through m aking sense of, the practices o f  socie ty ’ (2004: 1-2). Constitutive rather 
than reflective o f  reality, the im aginary is a space in w hich the social dom ain comes into view.
One interesting aspect o f  how social im aginaries relate to the w ork o f  the collective
im agination in a globalised era is that the im aginary also represents an im portant category in
theorising creative w riting’s relationship w ith reality. For instance, in the opening to The Fictive
and the Im aginary (1993), W olfgang Iser states that:
The literary text is a mixture o f  reality and fictions, and as such it brings about an 
interaction betw een the given and the imagined. Because this interaction produces far
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m ore than ju s t a contrast betw een the tw o, w e m ight do better to discard the old 
opposition  o f  fiction and reality altogether, and to  replace this duality with a triad: the 
real, the fictive, and [...] the im aginary. It is out o f  this triad that the text arises.
(1993: 1)
A nticipating som e o f  Q uayson’s points, Iser sees the em ergence o f  the im aginary through ‘the 
act o f  fic tionaliz ing’ as constituted by ‘a  crossing o f  boundaries’ w hich ‘am ounts to nothing 
short o f  transgression’ (3). Fiction provides the im aginary -  conceived by Iser as a ‘diffuse’ or 
‘protean’ array o f  ‘fleeting im pressions’ -  ‘w ith the determ inacy that it would not otherwise 
possess’, ju s t as it sim ultaneously ‘outstrips the determ inacy o f  the real’ (3). In this boundary- 
crossing procedure, the im aginary ‘assum es an appearance o f  reality in the way it intrudes into 
and acts upon the given w orld’ (3). Juxtaposing the im aginary as an entity that disrupts the real 
through the ‘transgressive’ act o f  w riting (Iser) alongside the im aginary as social formation 
(Castoriadis), a further justification o f  the correspondence betw een literary production and 
social process becom es m anifest. If  the tw o are understood to be at som e level entwined (reality 
com ing into v iew  through form s o f  representation, as Q uayson puts it), aesthetic products and, 
crucially, the insights they generate into the phenom ena they represent have im portant bearings 
on how social im aginaries are transform ed.
Looking specifically at how representations o f  a particular phenom enon like tourism 
function in relation to these im aginaries (which, m ultiple and intersecting, could be said to link 
islands together through shared experiences o f  globalised tourist m odernity’s demands) 
foregrounds the relevance o f  com parative analysis to w ider com m unity negotiations o f  this 
intensely decentralised industry. Deane Curtin asserts that, ‘[e sp ec ia lly  in a world o f  
globalization, w here it can seem , quite unreasonably, that large, anonym ous forces take control 
and make individual intention superfluous, we need the reassurance o f  w orking together in a 
public space, for the com m on good o f  the larger com m unity’ (2005: 197). As his own work 
recognises, im aginative texts offer one significant resource from w hich such ‘reassurances’ can 
be draw n.45 C om paring portrayals o f  island tourism can therefore not only enhance perspectives 
on the industry’s function w ithin aesthetic works, but also foreground the ways in which literary 
texts act as stim uli to social activism w hilst sim ultaneously constituting forms o f  social activism 
or im aginative intervention them selves. This makes such readings relevant on another level to
45 Curtin argues in the opening to Environmental Ethics fo r  a Postcolonial World (2005) that ‘[t]ruly 
engaging questions o f  environmental justice over the next half century is really a project o f  the moral 
imagination. Right thinking needs to be complemented by moral empathy. This is why I frequently have 
recourse to works o f  literature’ (2005: x; original emphasis).
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policy form ation, foregrounding cultural, environm ental, and econom ic sustainability tensions 
not from a top-dow n, theoretical perspective, but from the entrenched interaction o f  the literary- 
aesthetic dom ain w ith everyday social processes. One o f  the central functions o f  critical 
m editation in this respect is to show why it is im perative for m ainstream  tourism  researchers (be 
they sociologists, anthropologists, econom ists, geographers, or political scientists) to examine 
the entangled relationships between their respective disciplines and the insights derived from 
the intersection betw een aesthetic analysis and social critique. A s I discuss further in the 
C onclusion, a key m echanism  through w hich the readings produced here can enable progressive 
change is already in place in the form  o f  tourism  stud ies’ ow n institutional m ethods for 
conveying recom m endations w ithin political spheres. C ontributing m eaningfully to such 
dialogues represents one o f  the m ost im portant challenges that more rigorously interdisciplinary 
configurations o f  postcolonial studies m ust now confront.
A Note on Thesis Structure
The rest o f  the thesis is split into three main chapters, each w ith several distinct subsections. 
Chapter 2, ‘Tourism  and N ature’, focuses on representations o f  the industry’s environmental 
effects. The chapter has three sections, addressing a num ber o f  C aribbean and Pacific island 
texts that suggest different but m utually enlightening political and ideological imperatives 
regarding m ore environm entally sustainable tourism  futures. The first section deals with tourism 
and social constructions o f  island landscapes, concentrating on the Caribbean. It adopts a 
discursive approach to dem onstrate how postcolonial w riters counter paradisal myths and 
postcard im ages o f  islands. By contrast, the second section exam ines representations o f  the 
political conflicts that arise as natural environm ents are contested by groups invested with 
varying degrees o f  pow er, focusing on settler colonies in the Pacific. The method here is 
dialectical, addressing tensions w ithin and between tourism  developers and indigenous groups, 
and assessing how  differing ideologies o f  developm ent com plicate sustainability debates. The 
third section brings Caribbean and Pacific concerns into com parative dialogue, using the 
aestheticisation o f  real-life opposition to exploitative tourism  developm ent as a platform from 
w hich to highlight points o f  mutual reinforcem ent between discursive and dialectical 
approaches.
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C hapter 3, ‘Tourism  and C ulture’, shifts the object o f  analysis to tourism ’s cultural effects 
w hile still acknow ledging significant m om ents o f  environm ental im brication. The first section 
addresses the interface betw een tourism  and culture portrayed in C aribbean and Pacific texts 
spanning the period from  1960 to the late 1980s. O scillating betw een both regions, it explores 
the relationship betw een the com m oditisation o f  culture on one hand and the indigenisation o f  
m odernity on the o ther in postcolonial island contexts, challenging distinctions between 
diasporic and indigenous experiences in the C aribbean and the Pacific respectively. The second 
section builds on these points by focusing on m ore recent w ritings from  H aw ai‘i, positioning the 
archipelago as a bridge betw een Pacific and C aribbean concerns regarding cultural change, 
colonialism , and com m oditisation. Part o f  A m erica yet external to the m ainland, H a w a ii’s 
native population has been largely annihilated or assim ilated. Despite (or perhaps because of) 
this, its indigenous culture is am ongst the m ost touristically fetishised worldwide. Often 
considered a m odel o f  unsustainable tourism  developm ent by C aribbean as well as other Pacific 
island states, H aw ai‘i is a com plex exam ple o f  the circum scriptions, contradictions, and 
possibilities attending cultural sustainability in touristic contexts w orldw ide.
Chapter 4, ‘Sex, Tourism , and Em bodied E xperience’, situates representations o f  tourism, 
the body, and sexual exchange as m eeting points betw een the previous two chapters’ interests. 
The first section builds on issues o f  terrorism  and disaster articulated in relation to H aw ai'i as a 
m eans o f  approaching the problem s faced by islands facing m ultiple crises. In so doing, it brings 
Sri Lanka -  an island w hich houses a notorious child sex tourism  industry and is situated at the 
nexus o f  num erous ‘tainted paradise’ discourses -  into view  as a secondary site o f  analysis. 
Shifting from the insular Pacific and Caribbean to Sri Lanka provides a way o f exam ining how 
the sustainability questions raised in relation to these archipelagic regions are refracted by 
com pound experiences o f  disaster. The section discusses how  representations o f  a 
conspicuously anthropocentric phenom enon (sex tourism ) can shed light on, and should not be 
considered separate from, w ider ecological sustainability debates. Follow ing this, the second 
section reactivates more m acroscopic form s o f  analysis in order to address the sexualisation o f 
island destinations in relation to tourism . Integrating the previous section’s observations into the 
thesis’s w ider com parative fram ework, it brings the Pacific and the Caribbean back into 
dialogue alongside the different, but not entirely contrastive, exam ple o f  Sri Lanka.
The thesis concludes w ith further reflections on the m ethodological ram ifications o f  the 
central chapters’ textual readings, particularly in term s o f  how the discursive imperatives
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generated by literary com parison m ight be integrated w ith w ider social, political, and econom ic 
considerations. This involves accounting rigorously for claim s m ade regarding the 
transform ative pow er o f  im aginative work, suggesting that m ore sustained attention needs to be 
given to the place o f  the aesthetic -  and the function o f  the im aginary m ore broadly -  within 
interdisciplinary configurations. It ends by providing a b rie f reassessm ent o f  the conceptual 
status o f  tourism  sustainability  in postcolonial island contexts.
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Chapter 2: Tourism and Nature
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R ecent research into tou rism ’s effects on island ecologies has led to som e extrem ely w orrying
observations. For instance, G ossling’s em pirical study on ‘hum an-environm ent relations’ in
Zanzibar (a  T anzanian archipelago located on the east A frican coast) supports suggestions that
tourism  is acting as ‘an agent o f  m odernization, w hich decontextualizes and dissolves the
relationships individuals have with society and nature, and increases the separation from
structures that are the base o f  sustainable hum an-environm ental re la tions’ (2002: 550). He notes
that the ironic situation in w hich tourism increases environm ental aw areness while facilitating
the ‘consum ption and depletion o f  natural resources, both directly  and indirectly, locally and
globally’ (554) show s no sign o f  abating. One reason for this, G ossling suggests, is that tourism
is a ‘self-reinforcing process’ (553) w hich not only generates incom e for local hosts through the
im plem entation o f  unsustainable practices but also increases hosts’ desire to travel. At the same
time, local com m unities that are increasingly orientated around tourism  becom e divorced from
traditional sustainability  ethics. In this light, he concludes bleakly that:
a cosm opolitan configuration o f  the se lf through tourism  m ight off-set the individual 
perception o f  being responsible for unsustainable environm ental change. Sustainable 
tourism  — the notion that its developm ent can be m anaged in an environm entally neutral 
way — m ight thus be a contradiction in term s.
(554)
This is interesting not least because m any o f  the w riters in this thesis em brace various 
‘cosm opolitan configurationfs]’ -  especially through their experiences o f  work and travel -  yet 
still dem onstrate deep engagem ents w ith the kind o f  issues that m otivate environmental 
sustainability planning. Their depictions o f  local com m unity practices in particular expose the 
tensions inherent in G 5ssling’s conclusion, and speak to  w ider environm ental concerns within 
tourism  studies regarding how ‘sustainability [...] is not easy to translate into specific actions 
that individuals or governm ents can undertake’ (M cLaren 2003: 100). My aim in this chapter is 
to assess the extent to w hich postcolonial portrayals o f  tourism  in island environm ents support 
G ossling’s argum ent.
I. Visual Perception and Touristed Landscapes: Towards an Ethics o f Seeing
It has become commonplace in discussions o f space, place, and natural environments to 
understand them as inextricably tied to human activities and ideologies. As Rob Shields 
explains:
Sites are never simply locations. Rather, they are sites for someone and o f something. 
The cultural context o f  images and myths adds a socially constructed level of meaning 
to the genus loci, the classics’ ‘unique sense o f place’, said to derive from the forms of 
the physical environment in a given site. [...] Understandings and concepts o f space 
cannot be divorced from the real fabric o f how people live their lives.
(1991:6-7)
Since the publication of Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels’s seminal volume on landscape
iconography, in which they claim that landscape should be understood ‘as a cultural symbol or
im age’ that can, like a text, be read (1988: 1), landscape commentators have become highly
attentive to meanings endowed through human activity and representations. Helen Tiffin
addresses these considerations well from an ecocritical perspective when she argues that:
While the ontological existence o f nature-in-itself is an indisputable fact, the term 
‘landscape’ both denotes and connotes more than simply ‘land’ or ‘earth’. An observer, 
an attitude to land, a point o f view are implied, such that ‘landscape’ is necessarily a 
product o f  a combination o f relationships between living beings and their surroundings. 
In the case o f human beings, ‘landscape’ becomes a form o f interaction between people 
and their place, in large part a symbolic order expressed through representation.
(2005:199)
Guided by these arguments, this section addresses how tourism has affected real and imagined 
island landscapes from the position that no landscape can be considered wholly ‘natural’. 
Rather, the ways in which different landscapes are constituted is considered dependent on the 
modes and levels o f human interaction they experience.1
This point also applies to notions of the environment explored throughout this thesis. As 
Michael Allaby recognises, ‘environment’ comprises ‘[t]he complete range o f external 
conditions, physical and biological, in which an organism lives’, and includes ‘social, cultural 
and (for humans) economic and political considerations, as well as the more usually understood 
features such as soil, climate, and food supply’ (cited in Holden 2000: 23). O f course, whilst 
this presents environments as exterior to living organisms, these still constitute parts o f each 
others’ environments (which can in turn be divided — albeit never exclusively -  into natural, 
built, and cultural varieties [Holden 2000: 24]). My conception o f environment coincides
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This is not to  say that landscape can be w holly reduced to  textual representation; rather, as D eLoughrey 
notes, it should be in terpre ted  m ore as ‘process [...] than a passive tem plate , w ith the natural 
env ironm ent [...] constitu ted  and constitu tive o f  hum an h is to ry ’ (2004: 299).
largely with my discussion o f landscape: its discursive mediation along with its instrumental use 
by human communities implicates culture in ‘natural’ processes, with the dynamic material as 
well as textual entanglements that result enabling human activities, including aesthetic 
production (Mukherjee forthcoming: Chapter 3). This in turn raises the question o f ‘nature’, a 
particularly problematic category as it is not only frequently cited (along with culture) as ‘one of 
the most complex words in the language’, but it is also evident that ‘the one thing that is not 
“natural” is nature [itjse lf (Soper 1995: 1; 7). In this light, my approach to nature draws on Phil 
Macnaghten and John Urry’s influential claim that ‘there is no singular “nature” as such, only a 
diversity o f contested natures [...] constituted through a variety o f socio-cultural processes’ 
(1998: 1). It is the ideological basis o f these contestations that interests me especially, and I 
approach ‘nature’ in ways that correspond with M ukherjee’s rejection o f how ‘deep ecological 
thinking’ (as evidenced, for instance, in Leopold’s work) conflates nature ‘with the ever- 
shrinking wilderness’, creating a ‘model relationship between humans and “nature”’ that is 
‘almost always on an exclusive one-on-one basis’ (Mukherjee forthcoming: Chapter 1). These 
concerns are particularly relevant to the discussion o f ecotourism in this chapter’s second 
section. This is not least because, according to Erlet Cater, ecotourism is a ‘western construct’ 
whose ‘ethnocentric bias [...] ignores the fact that there are “multiple natures” constructed 
variously by different societies’ (2006: 32). Such practices tend to fetishise a specific notion of 
nature, reflecting the ‘wilderness’ ideals exhibited in brochure discourse and detaching natural 
processes from local communities’ cultural mediations.
In light o f these observations, it deeply ironic that part o f tropical islands’ allure to tourists 
depends upon conceptualisations o f their natural environments as ‘pristine’, ‘untouched’, or 
‘virgin’ territories. The ideological construction o f paradise as ‘a peaceful unspoilt place’ (OED 
3.a.) is vital to the marketing o f islands, even as tourism transforms these environments. My 
focus in this section is on how such cliches are discursively refashioned in Jamaica Kincaid’s 
and Derek W alcott’s portrayals of touristed landscapes in their respective homelands (Antigua 
and St Lucia). In so doing, I deal less with actual ecological circumstances (examined more 
thoroughly in sections two and three) than with the cultural and ideological processes that 
surround their representation. I also highlight points of differentiation between culture and 
nature as a means o f countering those stereotypes -  deeply embedded in ‘western’ colonial
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discourse -  that associate non-‘western’ or ‘primitive’ humans with proximity to nature.2 As 
such, my argument centres as much on modes o f  visualisation as on subjects o f  the tourist, 
native, and writerly gaze, pinpointing aspects o f  what might be described as a postcolonial ethic 
o f seeing in touristed island environments.
Mythologizing Place and Gazing on Paradise
The fetishisation o f  tropical islands in brochure discourse endows them with a quality that 
Shields refers to as ‘place mythology’. He suggests that, ‘regardless o f  their character in reality 
[...] [a] set o f core images forms a widely disseminated and commonly held set o f images o f a 
place or space’. In this way, an array o f place-images contributes collectively to the formation 
o f a ‘place-myth’ (1991: 60). These myths have ‘both a constancy and a shifting quality’ as ‘the 
core images change slowly over time, are displaced by radical changes in the nature of a place, 
and as various images simply lose their connotative power [...] while others are invented, 
disseminated, and become accepted in common parlance’ (61). This holds both positive and 
negative implications for postcolonial refashionings o f islands as idyllic spaces. On one hand, 
the dense repetition o f paradisal tropes in brochure discourse, their connection to the 
construction o f islands in ‘western’ colonial history and thought, and the weighty interest that 
tourism corporations have in maintaining these place-myths make them extremely difficult to 
dislodge. On the other hand, increasing environmental awareness coupled with marginalised 
peoples’ rising success in attaining global recognition suggest that, if such discursive 
confrontations’ importance is foregrounded through comparative analysis, it can destabilise 
touristic island place-myths’ most damaging assumptions. In order to assess how postcolonial 
island writers contribute to this process, I will discuss Kincaid’s and W alcott’s portrayals of 
tourism in the context o f three key ideas: Cartier’s notion o f ‘touristed' landscapes, Urry’s 
conceptualisation o f the tourist gaze, and the semantically attentive spatial theory of Michel de 
Certeau. By putting these ideas in dialogue it is possible to assimilate a powerful geographical
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2 This is problem atic  not least because the ‘shift in em phasis from  an thropocentric to  environm ent-based 
(ecocentric) ph ilosophies and prac tices’ in the tw entieth century ‘generally  failed to  benefit those very 
peoples w hose precolonized apprehension o f  being-in-the-w orld had no t only been system atically 
denigrated  by E uropeans, but had consistently provided justifica tion  for W estern conquest, the 
“ prim itive” being d istinguished from  the “civ ilized” precisely by its proxim ity to  the natural w orld ’ 
(H uggan and Tiffin 2007: 3).
and sociological vocabulary for analysing landscape representations that highlights some o f the 
ways in which Kincaid’s and W alcott’s works provide new insights into these theories.
Writing from a geographical perspective, Cartier states that touristed landscapes ‘represent 
an array o f experiences and goals acted out by diverse people in locales that are subject to 
tourism but which are also places o f historic and integral meaning, where “ leisure/tourism” [...] 
economies are also local economies, and where people are engaged in diverse aspects o f 
everyday life’ (2005: 3). The concentration o f human activity in island borderzones means that 
many of their locations can, to varying extents, be interpreted as touristed landscapes. Amongst 
the most contested and congested o f these are beaches which, as liminal zones linking land and 
sea, represent for Cartier ‘arguably the most seductively powerful, yet accessible, natural site’ 
(14).3 Intriguingly, she compares the ‘seductive’ quality o f beaches to that of islands, stating 
that:
If  the beachscape is the ultimately seductive natural environment, then the island, the 
oceanic island, is that essence reduced, concentrated, in mythic form. [...] In the tourist 
imagination, the island is the ultimate beach (even as the geomorphology o f so many 
island coasts precludes substantial beach formation). The seduction o f the island 
landscape, even more than the beachscape, is much more about myth than reality.
(15)
Although there are pitfalls in conceptualising such supposedly homogenous entities as ‘the 
tourist imagination’, the manner in which island place-myths are emphasised over lived reality 
in brochure discourse supports Cartier’s assertions. As Walcott says in his Nobel acceptance 
speech, ‘[tjhe Caribbean is not an idyll, not to its natives’ (1998a: 83) -  a salutary reminder if 
one were needed that ‘concepts o f space cannot be divorced from the real fabric o f how people 
live their lives’ (Shields 1991: 7). Yet, despite this, island portrayals in brochure discourse 
consistently second local lived experience o f landscapes to visitors’ fantasies; it is rare for 
natives to intrude on the images of empty sands that saturate tourism marketing literature.4
Sheller’s historicised research on the deployment o f paradisal tropes in representations of 
the Caribbean leads her to conclude that ‘[djepictions o f Caribbean “Edenism” [...] underwrite 
performances o f touristic “hedonism” by naturalising the region’s landscape and its inhabitants 
as avatars o f primitivism, luxuriant corruption, sensual stimulation, ease and availability’ (2004:
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3 C artie r’s sta tem ent is reinforced by D ening’s influential w ork on beaches, especially in Pacific island 
contexts. D ening sees the beach as ‘the true in-betw een space. A m ong the peoples o f  O ceania about 
w hom  I w rite [...] it is a  sacred, a tapu space, an unresolved space w here things can happen, w here things 
can be m ade to happen. It is a space o f  transform ation. It is a space o f  crossings’ (2004: 16-17).
4 F or a system atic survey o f  exoticist place-m yths in tourism  m arketing, see E chtner and Prasad (2003).
23).5 This discursive construction o f island space implicates non-human nature in cultural
processes while simultaneously ‘naturalising’ natives, packaging them as objects within
paradisal backdrops. This is buttressed by the centrality o f visual economies to tourist practice,6
a phenomenon that has been analysed most influentially in Urry’s sociological work on ‘the
tourist gaze’. Considering factors which endow particular sites and sights with semiotic import
for tourists, Urry suggests that: ‘Places are chosen to be gazed upon because there is an
anticipation, especially through daydreaming and fantasy, o f  intense pleasures, either on a
different scale or involving different senses from those customarily encountered’ (2002: 3).
Acknowledging that there is ‘no single tourist gaze’ or ‘universal experience that is true for all
tourists at all tim es’ (1), he emphasises nonetheless that ‘daydreaming is not a purely individual
activity: it is socially organised through television, advertising, literature, cinema, photography
and so on’ (74). In concurrence, Chris Rojek adds that: ‘Metaphorical, allegorical and false
information remains a resource in the pattern o f tourist culture as an object o f reverie, dreaming
and speculation’ (1997: 53). Thus, although the practice o f ‘sightseeing’ or tourist gazing
appears to be a primarily visual activity, its operation is dependent on the interrelationship
between sensory perception (primarily sight) and the social structures o f the imagination, which
is culturally interpellated. As Huggan puts it,
[tjourist gazes are filters o f touristic perception -  they provide a medium for what 
tourists see, but also a guideline as to how they ought to see. So while tourist gazes are 
instruments o f vision, they may also function as screening devices that restrict or impair 
vision.
(2001: 180; original emphasis)
Such arguments are of central relevance to the appropriation and disruption of stereotypical 
tourist gazes in Kincaid’s A Small Place (1988) and W alcott’s Omeros (1990). Approaches to 
these texts can benefit further, however, from concurrent reference to de Certeau’s consideration 
o f the ‘semantics’ o f landscape interpretation and spatial perception.
In The Practice o f  Everyday Life (1984), de Certeau draws on Jean-Franfois Augoyard in 
noting that ‘the “tropes” catalogued by rhetoric furnish models [...] for the analysis o f ways of 
appropriating places’ (1984: 100). This observation underpins his reading o f space and place, as 
he explores how ‘the long poem o f walking manipulates spatial organizations’ (101) within
5 1 expand on the sexualised  dim ensions o f  this in C hapter 4.
6 As C hristopher Pinney notes, the term  ‘visual econom ies’ is used by D eborah Poole in her w ork on 
A ndean photography  in preference to ‘visual cu ltu re’, w hich carries the ‘supposition o f  consensus and 
hom ogeneity ’ (2003: 8). Exploring ‘the inequalities that characterize representational dom ains’, this 
lexical cho ice  stresses ‘unequal flow s and exchanges’ while insisting that ‘the globality  o f  image flow s’ 
exceed ‘the locality  that the term  “culture” m ight im ply’ (8).
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cityscapes. The tropes that attract de Certeau in particular are synecdoche and asyndeton. In
figurative terms, synecdoche involves the metaphorical substitution o f a part for the whole (or
vice versa), and is applied by Augoyard to the ‘spatial elements’ (98) that represent other places.
Conversely asyndeton, as de Certeau explains, refers to the grammatical ‘suppression of linking
words such as conjunctions and adverbs, either within a sentence or between sentences’, and
relates to a process o f perception which ‘opens gaps in the spatial continuum, and retains only
selected parts’ (101). Comparing these tropes, de Certeau states that:
Synecdoche makes more dense: it amplifies the detail and miniaturizes the whole. 
Asyndeton cuts out: it undoes continuity and undercuts its plausibility. A space treated 
in this way and shaped by practices is transformed into enlarged singularities and 
separate islands.
(101)
These ideas have significant implications for interpreting literary depictions o f touristed island 
landscapes.
Barry Curtis and Claire Pajaczkowska argue that there is an overwhelming touristic
preference for asyndetic landscapes constructed o f ‘legible’, synecdochic sights. As they put it:
The operation o f the ‘asyndetonal’ abolishes the dead time of the commute, arranging 
attractions in close proximity. In ideal tourist space there is a surreal contingency which 
is almost dreamlike [...]. Tourist hell occurs where meaning fails to congeal in specific 
sites and remains illegibly diffuse, or where the spaces between sites overwhelm the 
visitor with their insignificance.
(1994:206)
Again, such homogenisation o f tourist motivations suggests that spatial reactions are 
unproblematically polarised, and fails to account for tourists who relish the unexpected. As 
Cartier points out, while ‘[t]he basis for [spatial] seduction lies in multiple positions of 
legibility’, it is arguable that ‘[sjeduction’s psychological orientation also asks us to consider 
contradictions o f tourist imagining, anticipation, and memory, which suggest its tensions and 
illegibility’ (2005: 5). However, Curtis and Pajaczkowska’s observations nevertheless 
correspond well with the kind of ‘dreamlike’, contingent environments promoted by the 
juxtaposition o f attractions in holiday brochures. These suppress the syndetic reality of island 
landscapes by editing out their less touristically pleasing components.
Returning to de Certeau’s claim that places portrayed asyndetically are ‘transformed into 
enlarged singularities and separate islands’, I will show how one key aspect o f the appropriation 
of touristic modes o f seeing in Omeros and A Small Place centres on their counter-discursive 
enlargements o f synecdochic landscape ‘singularities’. These undermine asyndetic attempts to 
‘separate’ them from their physical contexts and make isolated ‘islands’ (in these cases, islands-
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within-islands) o f interconnected space. Urry’s assertion that ‘[t]he typical tourist experience is 
[...] to see named  scenes through & frame, such as the hotel window, the car windscreen or the 
window o f the coach’ (2002: 90; original emphasis) inspires the specific examples chosen to 
illustrate this. I compare Kincaid’s and W alcott’s respective depictions o f ‘framed’ scenes, 
looking first at how island landscapes are seen from taxi windows, then contrasting this with 
stationary views through hotel windows and camera lenses.
Viewing Touristed Island Landscapes on the Move
A Small Place has occasioned much controversy since its publication. Much of this centres on 
the nature o f the narrative voice and its relation to Kincaid herself, particularly as she wrote this 
short but excoriating polemic after a visit to Antigua following two decades’ absence.7 Dianne 
Simmons reports that ‘[t]he essay was judged too “angry” for the New Yorker’ (1994: 136), 
which had previously published several o f Kincaid’s short stories, and it continues to draw 
similar reactions from critics who otherwise deal sensitively with the text’s complexities and 
seeming contradictions. For instance, Jane King concludes an essay by stating that ‘it is anger 
and insult and little else which Kincaid offers her native Caribbean’ (2002: 907) in this text, 
comparing Kincaid’s seemingly despairing vision to that o f  V.S. Naipaul. However, my analysis 
o f this jeremiad, which presents one o f the most definitive indictments o f mass tourism’s 
neocolonial complicities, emphasises its ironically evasive characteristics and its strategic 
deployment o f invective to relativise, rather than simply reject, the bases of touristic practice.
A Small Place opens by describing the arrival in Antigua o f a tourist who shares numerous 
potential affinities with metropolitan readers. The first paragraph, which begins: ‘If you go to 
Antigua as a tourist, this is what you will see’ (1988: 3) and details this second person’s 
imagined impressions o f the island, includes five instances o f the verb ‘to see’. This activates a 
visual economy that presumes a largely ‘western’ or Eurocentric tourist gaze. Landing at the 
‘V.C. Bird International Airport’, the narrator suggests that you might ‘wonder why a Prime 
Minister would want an airport named after him ’ and not a school, hospital or public monument 
(3). You can only wonder this, the narrator proceeds, because ‘you have not yet seen a school in 
Antigua, you have not yet seen the hospital in Antigua, you have not yet seen a public 
monument in Antigua’ (3). The rhetorical repetition o f ‘seen’ in this (asyndetic) sentence
7 K incaid em igrated  to the U nited  States in 1967; A Small Place w as published in 1988.
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implies a strong sensitivity not only to its ocular connotations but also to what is ‘seen’ in the 
imagination, how ‘seeing’ implies apprehension or understanding, and the process o f learning 
by reading (OED  4.c.). Kincaid draws on all these senses in describing features o f the Antiguan 
landscape that both attract and fail to attract tourists’ attention in A Small Place's opening 
pages, especially as the taxi passes a school and a hospital on the way to a hotel.
Emerging from the airport feeling ‘cleansed [...]  blessed [...]  free’ (5), Kincaid’s tourist- 
reader boards the taxi and spends most of the journey ‘looking out the window (because you 
want to get your m oney’s worth)’ (6). The narrator then ironically suggests that, while the 
tourist attempts to get maximum value from consuming the journey’s moving landscape, the 
banality o f  touristic observation prevents him or her from reading its semiotic markers 
correctly. For instance, the dilapidated state o f the local school and hospital fails to incite 
interest, much less outrage or fear (in case ‘a blood vessel in your neck should break’ [8]). 
Neither does ‘the sight o f  [...] brand-new cars driven by people who may or may not have really 
passed their driving test [...]  stir up these thoughts in you’ (7). Instead, the tourist is soon ‘tired 
of all this looking’, and languorously begins to anticipate arrival at the hotel. The only time 
when the landscape resolves into a legible synecdoche is when the syndetic flux is momentarily 
arrested (or, like a photograph, clipped), and the tourist is able to appreciate the ‘splendid view 
of St. John’s harbour’ commanded by the American Embassy (10), which is misread as 
signifying the ‘big favour’ his or her ‘powerful country’ granted Antigua through colonisation 
(10-11). Following de Certeau, two key things emerge from these examples. Firstly, whilst 
Kincaid presents a rapidly changing set o f synecdochic landscape features, the meanings 
condensed within them are not apparent to non-natives who do not see them properly. Secondly, 
because these do not resolve into legibility for Kincaid’s tourist, the richly connotative, socio­
political syndetic landscape bisected by the taxi is rendered dreamily asyndetic by an 
imagination saturated with tropical island place-myths.
There is, however, a further irony which shows Kincaid to be deeply attentive to 
contrasting touristic imaginations and motivations. That is, if  ‘you’, the tourist-reader, do not 
‘dreamily’ misread the environments through which you travel, you are permitted to align 
yourself with Kincaid and sidestep the trajectory o f her polemic. Kincaid presents a very subtle, 
continually shifting portrayal o f  tourist behaviour — self-reflexively accentuated by the fact that 
she is also a tourist in her homeland — which acts as an index o f neocolonial complicity while 
simultaneously allowing individual readers (who may also be tourists) to differentiate
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themselves from such archetypes. Her use o f the second person ‘you’ implicates the reader as a 
tourist who is either European or North American, who is, ‘to be frank, white’ (4), and who 
lives in a ‘large and modern and prosperous city’ (15). Yet, as Moira Ferguson notes, the 
conditional term ‘i f  in the opening sentence ‘carries a weighty suggestion’; the tourists Kincaid 
directs her invective towards, Ferguson argues, are those who epitomise ‘human callousness, no 
better than the slave owners o f old’ (1994: 81). Indeed, Kincaid’s conditional language is 
supported by a subtle differentiation o f tourist types in her opening: ‘You may be the sort o f  
tourist who would wonder why a Prime Minister would want an airport named after him’ (3; my 
emphasis). Beginning by using the indefinite article to describe her tourist-reader, Kincaid 
alternates between definite and indefinite articles four further times in the text’s first paragraph. 
‘You are a tourist’ she asserts, but her shifting article use alongside her employment o f 
conditional terms undercuts essentialised homogenisations o f touristic identity. This also partly 
destabilises the syllogistic logic of the text’s proceeding arguments. In maintaining a gap 
between the touristic phenomena she roundly criticises and the mental perspectives o f its 
individual practitioners, Kincaid enables the possibility o f negotiating the points in her text 
when her invective seems most inescapable. This creates space for more acceptable forms of 
tourism to be posited.
Because most tourist motivations and perceptions are complexly constituted and often 
contradictory, the effect o f the narrative here is to render touristic experience distinctly relative. 
Although the tourist archetype seems to be a polar construct, the fact that readers will identify 
with some aspects o f the tourist’s behaviour but not others injects a strong sense o f contingency. 
Tourist-readers are continually asked to reconsider which yardsticks they use to assess their own 
level o f  complicity with the modes of misreading expounded by Kincaid’s narrator. This reflects 
the manner in which the Antiguan landscape is a richly indexical palimpsest which should also 
be treated as contingent and open to conflicting interpretations rather than overdetermined by 
touristic cliche. Her narrative of the taxi ride also functions to support de Certeau’s theory of 
movement as a subversive form o f spatial construction. In place o f ‘the technological system of 
a coherent and totalizing space’, de Certeau suggests that the interrelated synecdoches and 
asyndetons deployed by the mobile individual ‘substitute trajectories that have a mythical 
structure’, constituting ‘an allusive and fragmentary story’ (1984: 102). Following this logic, 
stories such as those referred to by Kincaid’s narrator from the taxi’s mobile perspective 
punctuate ‘totalizing’ representations o f space and counter the seemingly panoptic but
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ideologically selective place-myths o f brochure discourse.8 Patrick Holland and Graham 
Huggan argue that, while A Small Place shows Kincaid to be ‘deeply committed to the drive for 
social change’, in drawing on travel narrative conventions, it *remain[s] complicit with the 
tourism [it] denounce[s]’ (1998: 52). I would qualify this conclusion by emphasising how this 
‘complicity’ with touristic modes o f viewing is very carefully and self-knowingly modulated. It 
is precisely by maintaining a deep sensitivity towards modes o f touristic activity and the almost 
unavoidable sense o f complicity that any visitor from abroad (including returning migrants) 
shares with aspects o f touristic behaviour and psychology that A Small Place constructs a 
position from which less ‘em pty’ or mindless forms o f observation can be advocated, indeed 
urged. In attending to the vivid (if  often distressing) historical and cultural markers that 
proliferate throughout Antigua’s syndetic space during this taxi journey, Kincaid offers a 
reading o f landscape that negotiates the apparent ‘emptiness’ o f  the synchronic moment, 
endowing seemingly banal sites with significance and highlighting the importance of cultural 
factors to environmental interpretations.
As in A Small Place , W alcott’s narrator in Omeros shares some distinctly self-reflexive,
biographical affinities with the author. Both Kincaid and Walcott understand that, even as they
return to their native lands, their activities coincide, to some extent, with modes o f tourism.
Indeed, Walcott actually suggests that a revision o f self-perception on this basis eventually
caused him to change his previously negative view o f tourism. As he relates in a 1986 interview
with Edward Hirsch: ‘Once I saw tourism as a terrible danger to a culture. Now I don’t, maybe
because I come down here so often that perhaps literally I’m a tourist m yself coming from
America’ (1996: 112).9 In this context, the taxi ride the narrator takes back to his St Lucian
hotel in the opening to Book Six (which charts his return to the Caribbean following an
extended ‘tour’ o f Europe and North America) is particularly intriguing. Observing St Lucia’s
touristed landscape from the taxi’s window, the narrator describes how:
I saw the coastal villages receding as
the highway’s tongue translated bush into forest,
the wild savannah into moderate pastures,
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8 This is extended in Stephanie B lack’s film Life and Debt (2001), w hich features K incaid reading 
passages from  A Small Place as it in terrogates the negative aspects o f  g lobalisation  and neoliberalism  in 
Jam aica. T he film  effectively  jux taposes im ages o f  poverty alongside the kind o f  paradisal snapshots 
com m on to tourism  m arketing, w ith K incaid’s com m entary helping to d isrupt asyndetic representations o f  
the island. H ow ever, this appropriation o f  K incaid also risks eliding the very specificity o f  island 
experience that the film  attem pts to foreground, especially as Jam aica is m uch larger than A ntigua and 
has a m ore diversified  econom y.
9 It is significant, g iven his ecological sym pathies, that W alcott does not say he no longer sees tourism as 
‘a  terrib le d an g er’ to  nature. This is explored further in the third section o f  this chapter and in C hapter 4.
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that other life going in its “change for the best,” 
its peace paralyzed in a postcard, a concrete 
future ahead o f  it all, in the cinder-blocks
o f  hotel development with the obsolete 
craft o f the carpenter, as I sensed, in the neat 
marinas, the fisherm an’s phantom.
(1 9 9 0 :2 2 7 )
Walcott conducts a skilful, counter-discursive reversal o f perceptions o f progress here which 
shares affinities with Kincaid’s stylistic manoeuvres. Even as he expresses nostalgia for the 
passing crafts o f  the past, he does not essentialise a view o f the natural landscape as paradisal 
and unchanging. Instead, he uses the taxi’s rapid movement to map the kind of linguistic 
‘translation’ inherent in colonial perceptions o f Caribbean landscapes onto the physical changes 
presented by a modernity characterised by increasing tourism infrastructure. Rather than 
‘developing’ the island, though, the narrator interprets the tourism industry’s operations in terms 
of ‘paralysis’: a ‘concrete / future’ that undermines the nuanced variety o f physical features 
formerly evident in St Lucia. Complementing this, the negative aspects o f tourism 
development’s effects on local human labour patterns and relations with the wider environment 
are symbolised through the fate of one of the poem’s protagonists, Hector, whose death is 
recounted in the section immediately preceding this scene.
In Omei-os's opening, both Hector and his rival for Helen’s love, Achille, are employed as 
fishermen. However, whereas the latter continues to ply this trade throughout the poem, Hector 
is seduced by the lure o f tourist lucre and trades his former vocation for ‘The Comet, a sixteen- 
seater passenger-van’ (117) which he uses to ferry tourists across the island. There is a self­
reflexive, poetic justice in Hector’s fate, as his desire to make money prompts him to drive at 
uncontrollable and ultimately fatal speeds. Thus, when his driver comments that Hector “ ‘had a 
nice woman. Maybe he died for her’” , the narrator silently adds ‘[fjor her and tourism’, 
concluding that: ‘He’d paid the penalty o f giving up the sea / as graceless and treacherous as it 
had seemed, / for the taxi business’ (230-1). As a former fisherman. Hector embodies the 
switch in patterns o f Caribbean employment that has seen many workers move from agricultural 
careers to employment in the service industry, and tourism in particular, which is reflected in 
Walcott’s syndetic depiction o f landscape here. Just as tourism degrades the natural 
environments it celebrates, Hector emblematises the process o f (self) ‘development’ that 
ultimately consumes the very thing it aims to promote.
These observations suggest that W alcott’s narrator conforms broadly to anti-tourism 
ideologies. Natalie Melas claims that W alcott’s observations on landscape commoditisation and 
homogenisation in this part o f  the poem foreground his alienated realisation that ‘[w]here there 
ought to be the density o f historical memory, there is someone else’s souvenir’ (152). In this 
light, it is interesting that Walcott has been criticised for adopting a romanticising perspective, 
detached from the everyday problems affecting local people.10 This has some significant generic 
ramifications. For example, although Paula Burnett describes Omeros as mock-Homeric rather 
than Homeric in design, she also sees the kind o f concern with the collective conventional of 
epics as ‘absolutely central’ to W alcott’s poem, along with a preoccupation regarding ‘the 
relation o f the poet to his society’ (2001: 161). Yet for Strachan, Walcott is found wanting on 
precisely this point. Strachan argues that, in valorising peasant life and ignoring the fact that the 
‘poor o f the Caribbean [are] cramming into city slums’, Walcott delivers a ‘model o f liberation’ 
that is ‘far too individualistic in nature’ and ‘evades socioeconomic and political realities’. 
Indeed, he suggests that one o f the few portrayals of successful group activism in W alcott's 
work, involving the Rastafarians who attempt to create Eden in the Jamaican mountains in his 
musical O Babylon! (1976), is ‘achieved by moving [...] away [...] from the rest o f society’ and 
its ‘social, economic, and political problems’ (2002: 210). It is therefore ironic that Walcott’s 
returnee narrator in Omeros offers his thoughts on tourism-related development as he moves 
towards the built-up areas and problems identified by Strachan.11
One remarkable feature o f  this section o f the poem is the way it turns touristic critique on 
the poetic voice itself. Comparing ‘the obsolete / craft o f  the carpenter’ to his own ‘craft’, which 
‘required the same / crouching care’ (1990: 227), the narrator poses a series o f rhetorical 
questions that challenges Omeros's touristic and neocolonial complicities:
Didn’t I want the poor 
to stay in the same light so that I could transfix 
them in amber, the afterglow o f an empire.
[...]
Had they waited for me
to develop my craft? Why hallow that pretence 
of preserving what they left, the hypocrisy 
of loving them from hotels [...]?
[...]
Art is History’s nostalgia, it prefers a thatched
10 The th ird  section  o f  th is chapter elaborates on this w ith reference to  W alco tt’s m uch-publicised 
opposition to  tourism  developm ent betw een St L ucia’s iconic tw in volcanic peaks, the Pitons.
11 T ellingly, despite w riting  a chapter-long critique o f  W alco tt’s touristic  com plicities, S trachan makes no 
extended engagem ent w ith Omeros.
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roof to a concrete factory, and the huge church 
above a bleached village.
Commenting perceptively on this section, Melas suggests that, ‘haunted in a particularly acute 
and complicit way by the colonial past’, Walcott implies here that his own art is ‘inimical to 
change’. He therefore ‘quite openly poses his virtuosic epic poem o f the tourist era as a manifest 
anachronism’ (2005: 150). There is an even darker implication if  a double meaning is read in 
the question: ‘Had they waited for me / to develop my craft?’ The verbs in these lines bind 
tourism, colonial ideology, and poetic vocation together as the narrator subtly implies that ‘the 
poor’ o f St Lucia have worked as waiters (‘waited’) for the benefit o f his own poetical ‘self­
development’. The narrator’s ‘craft’, like the hotels he ‘hypocritically’ loves them from, seems 
to serve the interests o f an elite minority, ‘transfixing’ local inhabitants in circuits of 
impoverishment and underdevelopment. Yet this is a conspicuously negative conclusion to 
draw, particularly as it represents only part o f the work performed by this important section in 
the wider context o f  Omeros. For Walcott does not just portray the ‘thatched / ro o f; both in this 
example and throughout Omeros he is also highly attentive to phenomena which might be 
considered less aesthetically pleasing, such as the ‘cinder-blocks / o f hotel development’.
W alcott’s syndetic depiction o f the touristed landscape in this scene undermines his 
narrator’s complaint that St Lucia’s ‘gold sea’ has become ‘flat as a credit-card, extending its 
line / to a beach that now looked just like everywhere else, / like Greece or Hawaii’ (229). This 
critique is laced with destabilising irony as, firstly, the ‘credit card’ simile is profoundly anti­
romantic, and secondly the resemblance between modern touristic Greece and St Lucia further 
heightens the changing yet comparably epic milieu o f both, with Caribbean and Mediterranean 
linked by Homeric and touristic similarities. By juxtaposing this form o f modern, touristic 
homogeneity alongside a ‘nostalgic’ poetical aesthetic which makes a ‘paradise’ o f  local 
‘poverty’, W alcott’s narrator is not presenting a simple dialectic between the Arcadian vision of 
timeless, pre-modern St Lucia and its uniformly bleak, contemporary neocolonial outlook. 
Rather he offers a landscape that is endowed with synchronic meaning and implicated in 
continual processes o f social, cultural, and economic change. The poem interrogates the ways in 
which an increasingly globalised island both retains and disposes o f aspects o f its colonial 
history while participating in the production o f fresh possibilities. Tourism is not merely a 
neocolonial continuation of past practices but a vector of change that simultaneously acts as a
(227 - 8 )
subject o f  cultural and environmental analysis. It bears relations to forms of colonial 
subjugation even as it provides a conduit for new forms o f individual autonomy to emerge. This 
entails a complex and multilayered vision o f St Lucian modernity in which the pace o f 
environmental change is reflected by the mobile observations o f landscape generated from the 
perspective o f that fast-paced, double-edged emblem o f modernity and change, the taxi.
On one level, W alcott’s taxi represents a nieeting-point between changing forms o f local 
employment and the infrastructure tourism entails. On another level, its dynamic presence in 
Walcott’s syndetic, poetical landscape functions as a metaphor for St Lucia’s evolving, 
‘glocalized’ m odernity.12 It is an example o f how processes o f localisation and globalisation are 
condensed as the specificities o f St Lucian life inflect the local operation o f transnational 
industries such as tourism, portrayed by Walcott as participating in (amongst other things) the 
epical economies o f Homeric Greece and the insular environment o f the postcolonial Caribbean. 
The narrator displays a subtle awareness o f the taxi’s complexly polyvalent role when he states 
that: ‘My craft required [...] the same crabbed, natural devotion / o f  the hand that stencilled a 
flowered window-fram e’ (227). ‘Craft’ can be read here both as his poetry and as the dynamic 
vehicle he is in the process of depicting. In this sense, his vehicle o f representation (writing) and 
the vehicle he portrays (the taxi) become co-constitutive, offering synergetic perspectives on the 
touristed St Lucian landscape. Within this relationship, neither written representation of touristic 
phenomena nor the environmentally embedded reality o f tourist modernity precedes the other. 
Walcott’s negotiation o f mendacious forms o f tourist marketing which cloak his narrator’s 
concerns beneath the asyndetic ‘paralysis’ o f picture-postcard aesthetics is energised by a 
strategic ambivalence in which artistic production and touristic reality propel each other.
Such ambivalence is brought into sharp relief by the coincidental feelings the blind 
Homeric muse Seven Seas shares with Walcott’s narrator in Book Seven. He warns 
‘bewilderingly that man was an endangered / species now, a spectre, [...] and that once men 
were satisfied / with destroying men they would move on to Nature’ (300). This consideration 
causes him ‘[i]n fury’ to sail ‘south, away from the trawlers / who were dredging the banks’
(300), and to think about relocating elsewhere (his reflections being delivered again here from a 
mobile perspective):
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12 The neologism  ‘g localization’ w as originally developed in Japanese business discourse in the 1980s 
and w as later appropriated  for use in the social sciences by R oland R obertson (1995).
He might have to leave 
the village for good, its hotels and marinas,
the ice-packed shrimps o f pink tourists; and find someplace, 
some cove he could settle 
[■••]
far from the discos, the transports, the greed, the noise.
(301)
The metaphorical description o f tourists as shrimps has a worrying proleptic quality, 
positioning tourist bodies as grotesquely parodic ciphers o f a nature that is rapidly being 
polluted and unsustainably consumed; ‘the shrimp were finished’ (301), he thinks to himself. 
Yet, unlike the narrator o f W alcott’s autobiographical poem, Another Life (1973), who 
despondently intones: ‘Hotel, hotel, hotel, hotel, hotel and a club: The Bitter End’ (1986: 
292), Seven Seas deems the ‘end’ to be not necessarily nigh, finding ‘no cove he liked as 
much as his own village’ and therefore choosing to return to it, ‘whatever the future brought’ 
(1990: 301). His decision is perhaps based partly on the recognition that the destruction of 
‘man’ and ‘nature’ are not easily separable: tourists transform into shrimps while the trawlers 
he despises are anthropomorphised by the pronoun ‘who’. But on a structural level it also 
represents W alcott’s ultimate assertion that, rather than deserting the Caribbean, the ‘muse’ 
o f poetry continues to play a vital role in representing its contemporary touristed landscapes. 
In extrapolating an ethic o f sustainable tourism practice from poems like Omeros, it is 
important to recognise that ‘A rt’ is not only ‘History’s nostalgia’ but also its anticipation. 
Walcott states in ‘The Antilles’ (1992) that poetry ‘conjugates both tenses simultaneously: 
both past and present’ (1998a: 69-70); in my reading, it also conjugates the future.
Both W alcott’s and Kincaid’s texts deconstruct the referential credibility o f 
representations o f island environments in brochure discourse, and destabilise asyndetic 
cliches by channelling the kind o f subversive energies de Certeau associates with mobile 
perspectives on landscapes. They emphasise tourism’s participation in a long continuum of 
Caribbean globalisation, puncturing place-myths and creating discursive spaces from which 
the industry’s various regional operations can be valorised and critiqued simultaneously. 
Their works harness the ambivalence that inhabits relationships between colonial histories, 
touristic practices, and modes o f writing in ways that foreground the uneven processes of 
globalisation and modernisation of which tourism is symptomatic. Shields asserts that 
‘images o f particular environments or places serve both referential [...] and anticipatory 
functions (serving as a guide to future encounters at or in given sites and places)’ (1991: 14;
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original emphasis). Referring once more then to Quayson’s contention that ‘reality itself 
acquires its texture only by way o f the repetitions o f its various representations in reality’ 
(2003: xxii), W alcott’s and Kincaid’s portrayals o f touristed landscapes contribute to 
changing the ‘texture’ o f touristic ‘reality’ in their respective islands, providing very 
different ‘guides to future encounters’ than those conventionally accessed by tourists. 
Moreover, whilst I have noted similarities between their approaches, the specific tensions 
between the texts (K incaid's polemically relativises the tourist gaze, W alcott’s probes the 
neocolonial complicities o f tourism and artistic production, and both expose different 
colonial histories) guard against replacing one ensemble o f cliches with another, 
emphasising island specificity. Such tensions reflect those that attend the manifold and 
heterogeneous processes o f touristic transformation at work within different Caribbean 
island landscapes. The counter-discursive roles these texts perform, which include 
historicising decontextualised environments and reconfiguring the structures o f anticipation 
that implicate both tourists and natives, constitute part o f a broader ethics o f  seeing. Yet this 
in turn raises the question o f how such revisions o f environmental perception might be 
enhanced through depictions o f supposedly less subversive stationary gazes. This can be 
approached by examining the link between negative characterisations o f postcard aesthetics 
and portrayals o f another quintessential tourist activity, photography.
Tourism Photography, Pictorial Discourse, and Stationary Views
Numerous tourism commentators have noted the industry’s close connections with photography. 
For instance, Carol Crawshaw and John Urry observe that: ‘The invention o f the camera, the 
manufacture o f  the ubiquitous box camera, the development o f daylight loading film and the 
mass-production o f picture postcards, have all coincided with the democratisation o f travel and 
the expansion o f tourism’ (1997: 180). And in her seminal series o f essays, On Photography 
(1977), Susan Sontag argues that photographs ‘help people to take possession o f a space in 
which they are insecure. Thus, photography develops in tandem with one of the most 
characteristic o f modern activities: tourism’ (2001: 9). The notion o f ‘taking possession off...] 
space’ is especially notable in the context of tourism’s neocolonial affinities for, just as tourism 
infrastructure annexes specific locations or places for development, tourist photography also 
involves the isolation and eventual development of discrete images which are powerfully
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constitutive o f landscape perceptions. Sheller states that, as photography became increasingly 
widespread in the latter half o f  the nineteenth century, a new form o f island appropriation was 
instituted beyond the literary sphere: ‘The Caribbean became not only “printable” but also 
“kodakable”’ (2003: 66). Hence, when Walcott’s friend and fellow Nobel laureate Joseph 
Brodsky suggests that, in the era o f mass tourism, ‘Cogito ergo sum  gives way to Kodak ergo 
sum ’ (cited in Chi 1997: 90), the quip is less flippant than it might appear as photography 
centrally shapes perceptions o f  other people’s lives, alongside those of tourist-photographers 
themselves. Hence Sontag’s characterisation of the photographer as ‘supertourist, an extension 
o f the anthropologist, visiting natives and bringing back news o f their exotic doings and strange 
gear’ (2001: 41-2).
The overdetermining influence of photographic representation is evident when Walcott 
speculates that ‘visitors to the Caribbean must feel that they are inhabiting a succession of 
postcards’ (1998a: 72). This speaks to the common difficulty tourists experience in attaining 
exotic snapshots as they pursue well-trodden paths. Tourism in this sense is constituted by a 
relatively contradictory set o f hermeneutic circles. Photography is a means o f capturing the pre­
imagined images that often inspire vacations in the first place (Urry 2002: 129). This holds 
problematic implications for tourists. Frow notes that, through their socially conditioned gaze, 
‘things are read as signs o f themselves’ and places are ‘suffused with ideality’, giving them a 
‘figural rather than literal’ status -  ‘[h]ence the structural role o f  disappointment in the tourist 
experience, since access to a type can always be frustrated’ (1997: 67). If Sontag is correct in 
stating that photographs represent an ‘ethics o f seeing’ (2001: 3), then the particular ‘ethic’ 
instituted by the hermeneutic circles o f brochure discourse is characterised by structural 
simplification. As place-images condition the collective gaze, they diminish the possibility of 
‘seeing against the grain’ or experiencing sites and sights contingently. The critical consensus is 
that photographs are not the neutral representations o f reality; rather, as Elizabeth Edwards 
observes in an essay on postcard discourse, ‘[t]he power o f the still photograph lies in its spatio- 
temporal dislocation o f nature, and the consequent decontextualization o f those that exist within 
it, arrested in the flow o f  life and experience and transposed to other contexts’ (1996: 200). This 
reflects the asyndetic characterisation of touristed landscapes examined above.
In light o f these observations, it is especially interesting that Omeros begins with tourists 
taking pictures: “ ‘This is how, one sunrise, we cut down them canoes.” / Philoctete smiles for 
the tourists, who try taking / his soul with their cameras’ (3). Melas makes two insightful
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comments on this opening. Firstly, she suggests that these tourists ‘occupy the very place o f a 
classical epic’s invocation to the M use’; their gaze determines and ‘fundamentally alters the 
nature and the stakes o f representation’ (2005: 153).13 Secondly, she notes how this scene 
involves ‘a transaction between tourist and local which turns a story and a scar into profit’. This 
is ‘an instance o f commodification in action, but a highly ambiguous one in many respects, not 
least o f which is that the story Philoctete will not tell (how the wound was cured) is precisely 
his story as it unfolds in the poem’ (153). Melas is right to focus on this section’s ambiguity as 
it suggests that the poem ’s own scheme o f representation is positioned in direct contrast with 
that o f  commoditised tourist photography. Drawing on photography as a metonym for cultural 
and environmental commoditisation in the mass tourism era, the poem explores from the outset 
the implications o f  the cliched anthropological observation that, in certain cultures, photographs 
are suspected o f divesting subjects o f their souls.14 W alcott’s depictions o f tourist photography 
in Omeros suggest that the same can be said o f syndetic, picture postcard representation and the 
brochure discourse it plays a central role in constituting. Photography’s apparent neutrality 
becomes especially dangerous when it divorces image from context, literally making paradise 
either o f poverty or o f  landscapes which are vulnerable to tourism-related degradation. By 
framing and fragmenting environments, the images that proliferate in tropical island marketing 
eclipse the stories that threaten to undermine their credibility. Again, it is important in this sense 
to highlight points o f differentiation between culture and nature, as it is all too easy for local 
people to be objectified, aligned with the non-human ‘backdrop’. Omeros 's  depictions o f tourist 
photography are oriented partly in an effort to counter such tactics.
Walcott’s strategic revisions can be helpfully contextualised alongside Roland Barthes’s 
conception o f how photographs generate interest-value in Camera Lucida (1980). Like de 
Certeau’s spatial theory, this has a strong semantic base. Barthes conjectures that the co­
presence o f two ‘elem ents’, studium  and punctum, causes photographs to provoke particular 
interest in the observer. The first term describes the ‘application to a thing, taste for someone, a 
kind o f general, enthusiastic commitment [...] without special acuity’ (2000: 26): it denotes a 
culturally conditioned field o f interest through which photographs can be generically classed. 
Thus, the palms, beaches, azure seas, and dazzling sunsets repeated incessantly in tropical island 
marketing tap into a studium  that both constitutes and is constituted by touristic sensibilities or
13 Isabella Z oppi argues, how ever, that O m eros is in fact positioned as the poem ’s m use (1999: 511).
14 Sontag states that, ‘[a]s everyone know s, prim itive people fear that the cam era w ill rob them o f  some 
part o f  their b e in g ’ (2001: 158).
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‘taste’. Barthes’s second term , punctum, is more subversive: it is unsought for and is not directly 
conditioned by cultural affiliations. Rather, it ‘rises from the scene, shoots out o f it like an 
arrow, and pierces’ the viewer; it ‘disturb[s]’, ‘pricks’ and ‘bruises’; it is ‘poignant’; and it 
endows a photograph with sudden and powerful value (26-7). Barthes sees pornography as 
characteristically ‘unary’ (41), consisting only o f a very predictable and functional studium. The 
place-images involved in tropical island marketing work in much the same way, seducing 
through simplification. The same is not true, however, for holiday photographs -  such as those 
taken by the tourists in O m eros's opening — even if the intention to contain a desirable site 
coincides with tourism marketing practices. Walcott bisects such studium-oriented 
performances with the poetic equivalent of a profoundly destabilising punctum. The ambiguity 
Melas notes regarding Philoctete’s refusal to share the story o f his scar with tourists forms the 
punctum  o f  their photographs. In elaborating on precisely this story over the course of Omeros, 
Walcott offers a textual method o f negating bland commoditisation while at the same time 
enhancing future interpretations o f photographs taken on the island.
This point is compounded in the circular scene towards the end o f the poem when Achille
reacts angrily to the tourists who attempt to photograph him as he returns from working at sea:
By the bay’s cobalt, to that inaudible thud
that hits the forehead with its stunning width and hue,
the rage o f Achille at being misunderstood
by a camera for the spelling on his canoe
was the same process by which men are simplified.
(298)
Tourist photographers o f this sort literally focus on subjects who are converted by their actions 
into ‘being[s] misunderstood’, reducing the epical quality o f individuals into snapshots, and 
transforming the cultural realities o f  island life into souvenirs. Hence, as ‘the tourists came 
flying to them to capture the scene’, causing Achille to howl like ‘a warrior losing his only soul 
/ to the click o f a Cyclops’ (299) and ‘hurl an imagined lance’, a literal example emerges of this 
potential photograph’s punctum  ‘piercing’ the studium 's fabric and exposing the hermeneutic 
circles pursued by certain tourists as demeaning and false. Further, as this episode arrives at the 
end of the text, counterpointing Philoctete’s quiet subversion in the opening, it also acts as a 
kind o f readerly punctum. The implication is that, now the stories which destabilise facile 
constructions o f ‘paradise’ have been conveyed, all remaining sympathies towards the more 
appropriative aspects o f  the tourist gaze should have also been pricked by Achille’s lance. Such
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sympathies have been shown in the course o f this complex poem to be as bankrupt as the 
chimerical pastoral idyll which tourist cameras strive to capture. Rather than adopting an 
unambiguously anti-photographic position, the ‘ethics o f seeing’ Omeros sponsors attends to the 
myriad punctums that infiltrate everyday life. In allowing stories to puncture place-myths and 
accepting the ambiguity inherent in even the most cliched attempts to objectify tropical island 
nature asyndetically, the poem also suggests that tourist photography and the mode of 
observation it metonymically represents can be integrated into richer forms o f tourist 
perception.
There is, however, still the problem o f tourist photography’s neocolonial affinities, and its 
appropriation o f the exotic in tropical island contexts. As Sontag puts it, ‘[t]he photographer is 
always trying to colonize new experiences or find new ways to look at familiar subjects -  to 
fight against boredom’ (2001: 41—2). Sontag’s emphasis on ‘boredom’ is intriguing not least in 
the light o f A Small P lace's emphasis on how tourists are motivated to travel by a desire to 
escape ‘a life o f overwhelming and crushing banality and boredom’ (1988: 18). Yet, despite its 
exploration o f various modes o f touristic seeing, there is no reference to photography in 
Kincaid’s text. To what extent, then, is the visual discourse she employs inflected by similar 
concerns to those found regarding tourism photography in Omeros? And how might it 
contribute to transforming stationary perceptions o f natural and built environments, as well as 
their inhabitants? I am particularly interested here in whether Kincaid manipulates forms of 
pictorial discourse in ways that are analogous to Sontag’s description of photography’s capacity 
to ‘alter and enlarge our notions o f what is worth looking at and what we have a right to 
observe’ (2001: 3). This self-referential notion o f enlargement is critical, as it suggests a means 
of reconfiguring how the world is both viewed and evaluated.
One example of how Kincaid draws on forms of stationary gazing to institute a 
complementary ethics o f  seeing involves the use o f photographic conventions to problematise 
this mode o f visual perception. This occurs in the synecdochic zone o f the hotel, following the 
tourist’s taxi-ride. Immediately before ‘you’, the tourist, arrive at your hotel, Kincaid deftly 
elides your taxi-bound anticipation and ‘longing’ with lived experience: ‘you are tired now of 
all this looking, and you want to reach your destination [...]. You long to refresh yourself; you 
long to eat some nice lobster, some nice local food. You take a bath, you brush your teeth’ (12). 
The ellipsis here not only asyndetically removes the gap between anticipation and actual 
experience but also reflects their interchangeability when tourism privileges the completion of
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hermeneutic circuits o f  desire, or the inhabitation o f a pre-imagined studium. This is followed 
by the intensely visual vista o f beach landscape which is framed, quasi-photographically, by a 
hotel window:
as you get dressed, you look out the window. [...] Oh, what beauty! Oh, what beauty! 
You have never seen anything like this. You are so excited. [...] You see a beautiful boy 
skimming the water, godlike, on a Windsurfer. You see an incredibly unattractive, fat, 
pastrylike-fleshed woman enjoying a walk on the beautiful sand, with a man, an 
incredibly unattractive, fat, pastrylike-fleshed man; you see the pleasure they’re taking 
in their surroundings. Still standing, looking out the window, you see yourself lying on 
the beach, enjoying the amazing sun.
(13)
This stationary scene -  with the phrase ‘[s]till standing’ intimating an arrested cinematic frame 
or ‘still’ -  reflects the kind o f perspective Pratt terms, in a slightly different context, ‘anti­
conquest’. This is the seemingly neutral view o f the imperial ‘seeing-man’ which disavows 
hegemonic appropriation even as, like the couple who represent this scene’s ‘pastrylike-fleshed’ 
punctum , it ‘takes in’ the surroundings through ‘imperial eyes [that] passively look out and 
possess’ (1992: 7).
The narrator then proceeds to detail a series of fragmented, asyndetic tourist place-images
which constitute the next set o f  hermeneutic circles to be completed:
You see yourself taking a walk on that beach, you see yourself meeting new people [...]. 
You see yourself eating some delicious, locally grown food. You see yourself, you see 
yourself ... You must not wonder what exactly happened to the contents o f your 
lavatory when you flushed it [...] it might all end up in the water you are thinking of 
taking a swim in.
(13-14)
The experience o f inhabiting photographs is characterised here by Kincaid’s ellipsis, which 
crops the succession o f imagined images just as it threatens to fold under its own weight. The 
passage’s punctuation and phrasing reflect the kind o f image culture that chops and edits the 
island beachscape, privileging the paradisal stereotypes o f brochure discourse above the less 
savoury realities o f tourism ’s effects on small island ecologies. In this context, the ambivalence 
o f Kincaid’s formulation, ‘You must not wonder’, is especially apt as it can be read either 
elliptically — as a portrayal o f  touristic thoughtlessness or ignorance (‘you must not have the 
time/inclination/ability to wonder’); imperatively — as an ironic, narratorial injunction not to 
spoil the daydream through unsanitary contemplations ( ‘you must not’); or even self- 
admonishingly — restricting inappropriate forms of imaginative interrogation (‘I must not think 
about such things’). This constitutes an almost playful subtext to the intercultural friction that 
inhabits the narrator’s assertion that, ‘behind closed doors’, native Antiguans ‘laugh at your
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strangeness (you do not look the way they look)’ (17). Here, the term ‘look’ again adopts a 
double meaning, signifying both outward appearance and visual perception. It also highlights 
how the modes o f seeing Kincaid interrogates embrace not only touristic forms of visual 
appropriation, but also native ones. This enhances the narrator’s method o f foreclosing 
assumptions o f  absolute otherness relating to tourists and natives by binding the two groups’ 
observations o f one another and the landscapes in which they interact together. The lust to 
differentiate categorically (with its often essentialising overtones) is hereby undercut, a fact that 
is further reinforced by the narrator’s claim that ‘every native o f every place is a potential 
tourist, and every tourist is a native o f somewhere’ (18).
Although Kincaid’s fiercest criticism seems to be directed at tourists rather than natives, it 
is significant that, in censuring the apparent incommensurability o f their viewpoints, she does 
not criticise tourists alone. In this light, it is interesting that one of the text’s most revealing 
passages frames similarities between islanders’ views o f the wider world and tourists’ views of 
Antigua via a distinctly pictorial idiom. Considering state corruption in postcolonial Antigua, 
and local residents’ seeming inability to undermine its operations, Kincaid’s narrator remarks 
that ‘the people in a small place cannot see themselves in a larger picture, they cannot see that 
they might be a part o f a chain o f something’ (52; my emphasis). Here, Kincaid’s narrator 
emphasises how the kind of insular imagination she outlines can act, like stereotypical tourist 
perceptions, in photographically fragmenting ways: ‘In a small place, people cultivate small 
events. The small event is isolated, blown up, turned over and over, and then absorbed into the 
everyday, so that at any moment it can and will roll off the inhabitants o f the small place’s 
tongues’ (52; my emphasis). While Sontag argues that photography can ‘enlarge’ perceptions of 
reality and contribute to an ‘ethics o f seeing’, Kincaid suggests that this process o f enlargement 
(the act o f being ‘blown up’) can also lead to a detached perception of interrelated realities.15
Kincaid’s narrator does admit that, in Antigua, this process is partly conditioned by the 
trauma and historical ruptures o f colonialism, stating that: ‘The people in a small place cannot 
give an exact account, a complete account, o f themselves’ or ‘events’ (53). This is distinctly 
ironic when compared to how accounts by the English colonisers, who managed Antigua from 
their own small island, consist merely o f the ‘fairy tale o f how we met you’, and self-justifying 
recitations o f ‘your right to do the things you did’ (42). The narrator then remarks that:
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15 In proposing this reading, it is perhaps no coincidence that K incaid studied photography at college in 
N ew  Y ork (C udjow  1989: 396).
an exact account, a complete account, of anything, anywhere, is not possible. (The hour 
in the day, the day o f the year some ships set sail is a small, small detail in any picture, 
any story; but the picture itself, the story itself depend on things that can never, ever be 
pinned down.)
(53)
Truth and history are clearly relative, constituted by pictures and stories that can never offer 
complete accounts o f events. Yet, for K incaid’s narrator, ‘not only is the event turned into 
everyday[,] [...] the everyday [...] into an event’, but the status o f these ‘events’ is also 
contingent, their ‘internal shadings and internal colourings’ changing daily whilst ‘the forces 
that manipulate these internal shadings and internal colourings are kept deliberately mysterious 
and unknown’ (56). This prompts the narrator to ask: ‘might not knowing why they are the way 
they are and why they do the things they do put in their proper place everyday and event, so that 
exceptional amounts o f energy aren’t expended on the trivial, while the substantial and the 
important are assembled (artfully) into a picture story [...]?’ (57). This suggests that Antigua’s 
implication in ongoing forms o f neocolonial consumption and exploitation (‘the forces that 
manipulate’, indexed by tourism) is obscured by strategically crafted, pictorial representations 
o f reality. The ‘picture story’, like a tourist’s holiday album, detaches and ‘isolates’ events from 
their wider contexts, enlarges or ‘blows up’ certain details while eclipsing others, leaving 
questions unanswered because the necessary depth o f perspective is unavailable. It is precisely 
such studium -oriented still frames that the text’s depiction o f the interconnections between 
landscape, built environments, and culture disrupts.
In this context, it is significant that the paragraph which contains the last quotation is 
immediately followed by the interrogative ‘voice’ o f native Antiguans, who open by observing 
how ‘“That big new hotel is a haven for drug dealing’” (57), and continue to note over the next 
two paragraphs, which extend through eleven pages, the various complicities between state 
corruption, tourism, and colonial legacies in Antigua. Intriguingly, the quotation never closes, 
perhaps reflecting the unresolved nature of the questions it poses, or the fact that they cannot all 
be contained or even denoted by the single utterance implied by conventional punctuation. 
Resuming after these two paragraphs, the narrator remarks that native Antiguans present their 
concerns in a
strange voice [...] pausing to take breath before this monument to rottenness, that 
monument to rottenness, as if  they were tour guides; as if, having observed the event of 
tourism, they have absorbed it so completely that they have made the degradation and 
humiliation of their daily lives into their own tourist attraction.
(68-9)
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Tourism here becomes part o f the Antiguan studium, ‘absorbed into the everyday’ (52) as part 
o f the field o f the island picture; it is characteristic o f  the kind o f ‘event’ that the narrator says 
Antiguans ‘see in the distance heading directly towards them ’ (52) but cannot deflect. Instead, 
their seemingly stationary perspective means that, in the narrator’s view, ‘eventually they 
absorb the event and it becomes a part of them, a part o f who and what they really are, and they 
are complete in that way until another event comes along and the process begins again’ (53). 
The narrator is, o f course, in the privileged position o f having stereoscopic access to this 
process, watching it unfold dynamically, rather than observing it in the style o f a fragmented 
‘picture story’ (Chapter 3 explores the ironic confluences this shares with early island 
ethnography). Yet she also suggests that paralysing mental processes can be confronted by 
intellectual movement and changing interpretations o f Antigua’s relation to wider, neocolonial 
practices characterised -  often unwittingly -  by the tourists who continually arrive in and depart 
from Antigua. The overtly patronising elements o f her rhetoric will no doubt continue to be 
censured (including the homogenisation of supposedly ‘degraded’ and ‘humiliated’ island 
natives); nevertheless, it is important to recognise the more empowering dimensions of 
K incaid’s strategic use o f  pictorial discourse and its photographic undertones. This offers a 
subversive counter-image o f the transactions underpinning forms o f tourism-related 
exploitation, and its effects on the identity o f both natives and tourists.
Like Walcott, Kincaid recognises that photography and pictorial discourse not only provide 
‘some o f the language by which we learn to describe and appreciate the environment’, but can 
also ‘subvert and oppose’ the ‘dominant ideology’ o f which they are partly representative 
(Crawshaw and Urry 1997: 183). Both writers recognise such ideological bias in the studium of 
touristic place-images, along with the hermeneutic circles on which it is predicated. They use 
this as a basis from which to present touristed textual landscapes with strong visual economies 
in which the contrasting individual perspectives o f tourists and locals act as punctums to the 
dominant studium, piercing and refashioning ideological presuppositions and rendering the 
pursuit o f the ideal album o f island photographs futile. By confronting photographically 
asyndetic portrayals o f  landscape they reject processes of simplification, and critique the forms 
of decontextualization so readily associated with stationary perspectives on local environments. 
Despite their often scathing critiques, neither Kincaid nor Walcott sees tourism only as a form 
o f neocolonialism but as a complexly constituted set o f practices and environmental 
interventions. By emphasising the contrapuntal or counter-paradisal stories embedded within
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landscapes, their texts assert island specificity in ways that not only undermine some of mass 
tourism ’s environmental homogenisations, but also enhance the kind o f particularity that 
attracts tourists who seek distinctiveness in their chosen destinations. Although both have 
determining influences on how landscapes are interpreted, neither do so by ‘transfix[ing] them 
in am ber’ (Walcott 1990: 227). Rather, they inspire further discussions o f cultural and 
environmental intersections, placing strong emphases on their historical and material 
dimensions (a point I will return to in this chapter’s third section). Both could therefore be said 
to ‘amplify the reality o f the environment’ in ways that elevate it from the status o f ‘setting’ 
(Kern 2003: 260). Attention to tourism’s visual economies in this sense helps frame specific 
island environments as active participants in the wider ecological processes to which human 
actors and actions contribute, and by which they are simultaneously defined.
II. Contested Environments: Tourism, Indigeneity, and Ideologies of 
Developm ent
In contrast to the preceding discursive analyses, this section examines the relationship between
tourism and environmental concerns from a dialectical perspective. Shifting geographically to
the insular Pacific, it compares the struggles o f indigenous communities to retain control of land
in the context o f  encroaching tourism development in works by Hawaiian playwright Alani
Apio and Maori novelist Patricia Grace. In switching focus from counter-discursive
representations o f touristed landscapes to portrayals which emphasise politicised contests over
limited island space, it interrogates in more detail what patterns o f resistance suggest about
implementing more environmentally sustainable tourism practices. Looking especially at groups
in positions o f relative disempowerment within their own islands, I build on the kind of
conclusions drawn by Jeffrey Davis in an article on representations o f  place in the Bikini Atoll
(evacuated for nuclear testing by the US in 1946 and now being refashioned as a tourist
destination).16 He states that:
Being able to demonstrate that the currently hegemonic view o f a place is historically 
contingent, political, exploitive, and dependent on its being seen by people as legitimate 
can be a powerful starting point for a group that lacks economic, political, and 
institutional power due to years o f exploitation. Tactically, in any contest over place, to 
say that your view [...] is right and another group’s view [...] is wrong is only the start.
It is imperative to understand how other groups have discursively constructed and
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16 See T eaiw a (1999) for further discussion o f  the links betw een tourism  and nuclear testing in the Bikini 
Atoll.
imagined the place, how they have marshaled adherents to their views, and how they 
have gained the ability to inscribe their views in the material landscape. It is important 
to consider these discursive-material mechanisms o f place reproduction in order to 
influence them for political ends.
(2005: 622)
The previous section examined how W alcott’s and Kincaid’s portrayals o f tourism’s visual 
economies contribute to a postcolonial ‘ethics o f seeing’ that attends to the historical specificity 
o f island landscapes, and modifies structures o f anticipation for both tourists and natives. 
Relating this to the politicised ‘tactics o f resistance’ described by Davis, I want now to explore 
the potential for asserting culturally and environmentally sustainable strategies in contested 
environments. This involves examining how tourism development’s exploitative excesses might 
be opposed through negotiation o f conflictual ideologies o f development.
Tourism and Sustainable Development
Notions o f development have a complex history, linked to biological, economic, cultural, and 
industrial discourses amongst others. From a colonial perspective, the term buttresses post- 
Enlightenment notions o f ‘progress’ that position different cultures on a pseudo-evolutionary 
scale, with ‘w estern’ industrial cultures apparently most ‘advanced’ (Sachs 1993: 4). Such logic 
is not only perpetuated through divisions between ‘developed’ and ‘developing’ nations but also 
underpins certain concepts o f ‘sustainable development’. Notably, whilst sustainability has 
become central to discourses on human—environment interactions, it is often more closely linked 
to sustaining economic growth than cultures or environments.17 Hence, the World Bank’s 
assertion that “ ‘sustainable development is development that lasts’” seemingly favours ‘the 
conservation o f development, not [...] the conservation o f nature’ (Sachs 1993: 9 -10 ).18 Yet, 
even when the term is mobilised in less conspicuously neoliberal frameworks, ‘western’ notions 
o f environmentally sustainable practices can tend towards what Larry Lohmann calls ‘green 
globalism’, attempting to ‘translate all important “environmental” practices [...] into a common,
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17 Sachs observes how  increasing attention to  the potential exhaustion  o f  non-renew able energy resources 
in the 1970s led to  ‘concern  [...] about the prospects o f  long-term  grow th. This w as a decisive change in 
perspective: no t the health  o f  nature but the continuous health o f  developm ent becam e the centre o f  
concern ’ (1993: 9).
18 This also has a tourism -specific variant; as K ingsbury notes, ‘[f]raught w ith political and definitional 
controversies, sustainable tourism  may sim ply im ply sustain ing tourism  itse lf  regardless o f  the im pacts on 
the physical env ironm ent’ (2006: 114).
comfortably modern vocabulary’ (1993: 159), regardless o f  different cultures’ heterogeneous 
environmental ethics.
This point is elaborated well by Tongan-born academic and Fijian senator Atu Emberson- 
Bain, who argues that ‘concepts o f  sustainability and human development take on board the 
reassuring (politically correct) language o f the international community but do not appear to 
have inspired fundamentally new development approaches’ (1994: iv). She explains that, in the 
insular Pacific region:
Natural resources like the land and sea are crucial to human survival in more than just 
physical respects, forming the foundations o f  whole social and cultural systems as well 
as sources o f subsistence and production for distribution and exchange. Nature is 
respected for its spiritual sanctity as well as its material value [...]. This interaction 
between Pacific Islanders and their physical environment has, however, been 
complicated, in many respects jeopardised, by the process o f  Western development 
which has directly intruded, often in quite harmful ways, upon people’s lives, the 
natural environment and the relationship between them.
(i)
These sentiments touch on a crucial point: is contemporary tourism development, as a market- 
driven, corporate-controlled entity, fundamentally at odds with the environmental ethics o f local 
communities, both in the Pacific and in other postcolonial island regions? Emberson-Bain 
suggests that, ‘[a]s Pacific islanders, we need to come up with our own vision o f development: 
to ask ourselves whether our development direction should continue to be determined by foreign 
institutions and ideologies which promote economic ethics [...] that have little relevance to -  in 
some respects directly contradict -  our own heritage o f development knowledge and practices’ 
(x).19 But is development really a salvageable term? Can a specific ‘vision’ encompass the 
varying views o f a region as vast and diverse as the insular Pacific? And to what extent would 
its goals diverge from those o f increasingly popular forms o f ‘alternative’, ‘ethical’, and 
supposedly sustainable forms o f travel such as ecotourism?
Environmental Ethics, Ecotourism, and Indigeneity
In an essay addressing whether tourism requires a new ‘environmental ethics’, Andrew Holden 
states that, ‘ [ujntil the early 90s, limited attention was given to the role o f  ethics within tourism 
studies’, adding that subsequent research has yet to create a firm foundation for more searching
19 T his position  co incides w ith aspects o f  R am achandra G uha and Juan M artinez-A lier’s influential 
consideration  o f  ‘the environm entalism  o f  the poo r'. This opposes ‘Southern m ovem ents’ to  ‘w estern’ 
environm entalism  on the grounds that ‘issues o f  eco logy’ as dealt w ith by the form er ‘are often 
interlinked w ith questions o f  hum an rights, ethnicity, and distributive ju s tic e ’ (1997: 18).
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investigations (2003: 94-5). Indeed, he argues that a drive to protect tourism stakeholders’ 
investments in rapidly degrading natural environments, rather than the thrust of academic 
inquiry, has ensured that tourism’s ‘environmental ethics’ has become a more prominent issue. 
For example, during the late 1980s, the exhaustion o f certain tourist resort environments 
(particularly in the Caribbean) led to increasing recognition o f the need for more sustainable 
forms o f  tourism development if  profitability was to be maintained. Holden notes that capitalist 
development strategies tend to be instrumental and anthropocentric in orientation, endowing 
nature with ‘resource’ but not ‘intrinsic’ value (99). Hence, a predictably ‘technocentric’ 
approach to environmentalism has been employed in response to unsustainable practice by 
organisations such as the World Travel and Tourism Council (103). Its guidelines, Holden 
observes, treat the natural environment ‘in a externalized and scientific way, with the emphasis 
being placed upon providing a solution to environmental problems through the employment o f 
improved environmental management and technological controls, rather than a re-evaluation of 
human interaction with i f  (103).
Intriguingly, Holden proceeds to argue that such instrumentalist approaches need not be
divorced from a ‘more inclusive and spiritual’ environmental ethic (105). He suggests that
‘tourism perhaps offers a vehicle o f opportunity to partly achieve’ the acceptance of non-
anthropocentric ethics, concluding that:
The fact that the natural environment can be given an economic value in a conserved 
state, through its use for tourism, means that environmentalists are not forced to fight 
conservation battles based upon the mere esoteric and altruistic concept of its intrinsic 
value. It is in the long-term economic interest o f all tourism stakeholders to conserve 
nature as a resource. In the mask of a conservation ethic based upon an economic 
rationale, it may be possible for willing stakeholders to subversively pursue a more 
radical ethic based upon the intrinsic rights o f nature ‘to be’.
(105-6)
The ‘subversive’ implications o f this argument hold potentially empowering possibilities for 
environmentally ethical and sustainable tourism futures. However, they also raise some urgent 
questions. If arguments against tourism development are framed according to an ‘economic 
rationale’, will they truly augment greater environmental sustainability?20 What are the 
problems o f framing this via a ‘conservation ethic’, particularly in terms o f ensuring that local 
uses o f land and the cultural customs that accompany them are not unduly compromised? And 
even if this proposal does help to bring the ‘long-term economic interests’ o f  tourism
20 D eane C urtin  argues, for instance, that a truly ‘environm ental ethic should see environm ental justice, 
social ju stice , and econom ic ju s tice  as parts o f  the sam e w hole, not as d issonant com petito rs’ (2005: 7), 
im plying tha t a  relatively  equal m eeting point rather than a prioritisation  o f  each com ponent is required.
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stakeholders in line with more ethical and environmentally sustainable practices, how useful is 
it in preventing the short-term disenfranchisement o f local communities?
One o f the problems with the kind o f ‘conservationist’ impulse that drives many ‘western’ 
environmentalist initiatives is the fact that conservation is itself a politically charged term, 
embracing numerous culturally specific forms and ideologies. For example, William Adams and 
Martin Mulligan open their important collection, Decolonizing Nature: Strategies fo r  
Conservation in a Post-Colonial Era (2003), by arguing that ‘the current discourse about nature 
conservation needs to become much more inclusive (particularly o f the peoples who were 
colonized) and more dynamic in the face o f complex global socio-political changes’ (2003: 2). 
They proceed to note how, from a British colonial perspective particularly, conservation 
practices emerged which either followed ‘a romantic tradition that [...] decried the impact of 
“modernization” ’, or a ‘scientific rational tradition that seeks to manage nature for human 
enjoyment and material benefit’ (8). The former encouraged a distinction between modernity 
and ‘wild’ nature, which disallows the possibility o f landscapes being both ‘modern’ and 
‘undeveloped’ simultaneously, and the latter underpinned ‘the different tradition o f National 
Nature Reserves [...] and Sites o f Special Scientific Interest’ (8). These were reflected in 
colonial policy towards natural environments, as ‘British imperialism funded aristocratic 
aspirations and attempts to create controlled, orderly and beautiful landscapes’ which ‘had little 
to do with “wild” nature’ (8). Moreover, from a social perspective, instituting nature reserves 
often involved ‘clearing’ valued landscapes of their native inhabitants for ‘improvement’ (8).
This has significant implications from a tourism studies perspective. For instance, a recent
Journal o f  Sustainable Tourism editorial on current ‘priorities in sustainable tourism research’
emphasises the need for
more research about inequality and its causes, and also about equity, as key concerns of 
sustainable tourism. Such issues are prominent, for example, when agricultural land is 
taken from tenant farmers for golf resort development, or when indigenous people are 
displaced from national park land to satisfy non-indigenous concepts o f environmental 
preservation.
(Bramwell and Lane 2008: 2)
Not only does this underline the interdisciplinary relevance o f this section’s arguments, but it 
also dovetails, like the arguments in Adams and Mulligan’s volume, with a central problem in 
postcolonial critiques o f environmental practices and appropriations. As Huggan and Tiffin 
observe, most o f  the essays in their co-edited issue o f Interventions on ‘Green Postcolonialism’ 
(2007) focus on ‘the clash between contemporary conservationist aims and the rights o f local
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indigenous peoples’ (2007: 3). Thus, Robert Cribb states in his contribution that the ‘conflict 
between conservation and human rights has become [...] acute’ because, while ‘conservation 
measures inevitably focus on areas which have been relatively unaffected by development’, 
such regions often host ‘indigenous peoples [who] are struggling to preserve their livelihoods 
and cultures against external encroachment’ (2007: 50). There is some slippage here between 
conservation and preservation, particularly as definitions o f the former now commonly embrace 
aspects o f the latter as in ‘[t]o keep in safety, or from harm, decay, or loss; [...] to preserve in its 
existing state from destruction or change’ (OED l.a). Like conservation, preservation can 
involve attempts to ‘protect or save’ from ‘any undesirable eventuality’ (OED  l.a), but it can 
also imply that this will be achieved through keeping something solely ‘in its original or 
existing state’ (OED  4.a), even if this means isolating it from external interactions {OED 5.c). 
Although both terms are aligned with sustainability discourse (especially as ‘sustain’ suggests 
an effort ‘to preserve the status o f  something [OED 4]), notions o f preserving land from 
ongoing hum an-environm ent interactions fail to address fully the tensions inherent in 
‘sustaining’ or ‘upholding] the validity or rightfulness o f  both culture and nature 
simultaneously (OED  2).21 These considerations are distinctly pertinent to the ethical rationale 
underpinning the boom in nature-oriented forms o f tourism development, particularly 
ecotourism.
David Weaver suggests that ecotourism involves three key components: ‘a primary focus 
on natural attractions’; ‘an educational or learning element’; and ‘management that strives for 
environmental, economic and socio-cultural sustainability’ (2004: 172). However, questions 
such as what constitutes a ‘natural attraction’ (how much cultural intervention is allowed before 
a site’s ‘attractions’ lose their ‘natural’ status?), what the depth and instrumental purpose of its 
educational role is, and difficulties in measuring sustainability make ecotourism notoriously 
difficult to define. Moreover, even though one o f its most marketable attributes is its eco- 
friendly orientation, Russell Blarney argues that ecotourism does not represent a truly 
sustainable alternative as ‘even the most benign forms o f ecotourism will still have some 
negative impact on the environment’, and in any case ‘the commitment o f tour operators, 
tourists and host communities to principles o f sustainability will tend to be conditional on self- 
interest’ (2001: 15). Ecotourism is also often associated with luxury tourism practices; as Cater
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21 This links in turn to  the problem atic concept o f ‘su rv iva l’, d iscussed in relation to cultural concerns in 
C hapter 3.
observes, ‘[wjhatever the calls for ecotourism operations to be basic and low-key in theory, 
there is a marked tendency for it to translate into expensive and exclusive in practice’, endowing 
‘social capital’ to a ‘visiting elite’ whose means are relatively secure (2006: 29-30).
Blarney’s critique is supported by Tongan poet and educational theorist Konai Helu 
Thaman who, like Emberson-Bain, expressed distinct concerns in the mid-1990s about the 
likelihood that, ‘if  tourism development (or any kind o f development for that matter) in Tonga 
and most o f her Pacific Island neighbours continues in its current direction, we may find more 
Pacific Islanders feeling alienated in their own lands’ (1994: 183). Thaman damningly labels 
ecotourism ‘the modern marketing manager’s source o f inspiration for the new sell’, 
constituting little more than ‘an expiation o f guilt’ for tourism developm ent’s environmental 
degradations. For her, ‘ecotourism’ is mere ‘propaganda, continuing a trend set for other “ in­
words” like “development”, “growth” and “sustainability”, and making them synonymous with 
“good” and “desirable”’. This does not erase the fact that ‘the very concept of “ecotourism” 
suggests a “culture” which places concern for profitability before that o f conservation’ (186-7). 
Her point is underscored by how ‘ecotourism impacts can be even more acute [than mass 
tourism], due to the ecologically and culturally sensitive areas targeted. Consequently, the 
majority o f ecotourism destinations are irreversibly damaged within 15 years’ (Johnston 2003: 
118).
Thaman’s critique o f forms o f marketing logic that polarise touristic practice as either 
‘good’ or ‘bad’ whilst seconding ecological sustainability to capital accumulation once more 
provokes the wider question o f whether any type o f tourism development can ever be truly 
sustainable.22 Her view is corroborated by the fact that, at a 1992 conference in New Zealand on 
Pacific ecotourism at which she gave a similar presentation, the managing director of Saatchi & 
Saatchi Wellington, Barry Manley, made the following assertion: ‘we as a country and the 
Pacific as a region, simply cannot afford  to kill the Goose that lays the Golden Egg. The Goose 
is our [...] natural environment and the Golden Egg is ecotourism’ (1992: 6; original emphasis). 
Yet Thaman not only targets the motives behind ecotourism marketing but, like Emberson-Bain
22 The inherent unsustainability  o f  tourism , at least w hen taken in isolation from  w ider patterns o f  global 
consum ption , m eans tha t any ‘tru ly ’ sustainable industry transform ation is likely to involve its own 
negation. As M cL aren  puts it, ‘[s]ustainable tourism  w ould include integrated planning that challenges 
the tourism  industry at every level; w ould take up broad issues, from the reduction  o f  energy-consum ptive 
technologies to the soc ie ty ’s religious practices; and w ould m ost likely be an im petus to halt further 
tourism  developm ent’ (2003: 101). I am less concerned here with w hether cessation o f  tourism 
developm ent is u ltim ately  desirable (or even attainable) than w ith how  strategies for reducing the m ost 
exploitative practices m ight enable m ore positive, locally orchestrated change in the future.
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on wider forms o f development, also suggests that even in theory its environmental aims are
annexed to the kind o f ‘western’ conservation ethics that do not account for indigenous
conceptions o f human interaction with nature in the insular Pacific. As she puts it:
Ecotourism is [...] regarded as less destructive [...] o f scarce island resources compared 
to, say, mining. In Western industrial societies, where large amounts o f  land are 
privately or state-owned, and where legislation can be enacted to promote conservation 
and wildlife protection, and prohibit resource degradation, tourism and conservation 
verge on the symbiotic. This (idealised) view o f ecotourism becomes problematic in the 
context o f  Pacific Island societies, where economic livelihoods [...] and cultural 
integrity depend on the continued use o f ecosystems on a sustainable basis.
(1994:188)
This point chimes with those made regarding tourism development policy in the Caribbean.
Pattullo offers the example o f how ecotourism policy regarding a new national park in the
Virgin Islands ‘create[d] conflict between local needs and conservationists schooled in North
American perceptions about natural wilderness’. In this case, ‘the landscape o f the park, which
reverted to “nature”, alienated the local population, who had been used to cultivating the land’,
offering ‘limited’ economic benefit (1996: 119-20). Such epistemological variance is relevant
to both the insular Caribbean and Pacific; indeed, Thaman suggests that in the cultures of the
latter region, the very notion o f wilderness ‘simply does not exist as such’ (1994: 188). Blarney
notes that one way in which ‘the continued pursuit o f ecotourism has been justified [...] is to
argue that ecotourism can serve as a model for other forms o f  tourism, thereby facilitating the
greening o f tourism as a whole’ (2001: 15). However, if ecotourism is no more than a form of
‘green globalism’, how beneficial can such a ‘m odel’ be for postcolonial island populations?
Summarising some o f the differences between positive and negative forms o f ecotourism,
McLaren comments usefully that:
At its best, ecotravel promotes environmental conservation, international understanding 
and cooperation, political and economic empowerment o f local populations, and 
cultural preservation. When ecotravel fulfils its mission, it not only has a minimal 
impact, but the local environment and community actually benefit from the experience 
and even own or control it. At its worst, ecotravel is environmentally destructive, 
economically exploitative, culturally insensitive, ‘greenwashed’ travel.
(2003: 91-2)
If such forms o f travel are to benefit local communities in more systematic ways, it is important 
to assess how they might contribute to refining what is understood as ‘desirable’ tourism 
development in specific island contexts. This demands interrogation of the kinds of 
conservation that might be constitutive of the well-managed ‘ecotravel’ ventures described by
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M cLaren,23 as well as the ideologies o f development in which they are grounded (‘cultural 
preservation’ also presents conceptual problems, not least in island contexts; this is addressed 
further in Chapter 3). It also poses the question of whether analysis o f such grassroots 
engagements with exploitative development in postcolonial island contexts might help 
differentiate sustainable tourism practices according to local cultural ideologies and 
epistemologies. This would centrally confront the ‘western’ bias inherent in over-arching 
definitions o f ‘green’ tourism.
Addressing this, the following textual analyses focus on tensions arising between 
indigenous com m unities’ conceptions o f sustainable hum an-environment relationships and the 
instrumental agendas o f tourism developers in contemporary New Zealand and Hawai‘i. Despite 
the fact that neither Grace’s novel Potiki (1986) nor A pio’s play Kamau (1994) deal directly 
with ecotourism (although there is a brief reference in Kamau 's  sequel, Kamau A ‘e [1997]), the 
proceeding discussion emphasises the importance o f engaging with how the different tourism 
futures they anticipate diverge from the ideologies underpinning numerous ‘western’-sponsored 
nature tourism ventures. One reason for putting Grace and Apio in dialogue is that, whilst all the 
other writers in this thesis have significant diasporic affiliations, both are islanders with strongly 
articulated indigenous identities which shape some o f the key considerations in their respective 
works.24 G race’s status as an ‘island writer’ in particular is less accentuated than any of the 
other authors in this thesis (due partly to New Zealand’s relative size, although metropolitan or 
continental migrants like Chandani Lokuge and, it could be argued, Naipaul are also only island 
writers o f sorts); however, her concerns certainly tessellate with those that characterise 
depictions o f tourism in the other island writings analysed here. Notably, her own interests as a 
reader are Oceanic rather than just New Zealand-based, and she has stated in interview that she 
tries to
keep up with as much as I can of the novels and short stories o f the Pacific. I read these 
books because they’re by indigenous writers, but I also particularly enjoy books about 
communities. [...] I ’m really interested in inter-relationships: young people, old people, 
different age groups, people who’ve lived in a similar way to the way that I live [...] on 
family land in a community where everyone is related to me.
(Keown 2000:61)
23 M cL aren uses ‘eco trave l’ to  ‘encom pass all form s o f  ecotourism , sustainable tourism , conservation- 
focused tourism , and o ther types o f  nature travel that m arket the ea rth ’ (2003: 91).
24 A pio outlined his strongly visceral feelings o f  connection to  H aw aiian land and culture in a series o f  
articles in the Honolulu Advertiser in 2001. He describes how  ‘[t]he intense em otions I have about being 
K anaka -  H aw aiian -  and about sovereignty tie my n a ‘au [guts] in kno ts’ (A pio 2001a). He also discusses 
how A m erican-sponsored  ‘[cjultural genocide against the H aw aiian people’ takes the form not o f  mass 
execution but a  ‘slow  bleeding to  death through 1,000 tiny cu ts’ aim ed at ‘our [...] cultural p ride’ and 
im plicated in the appropriation o f ‘land and pow er’ (A pio 2001b).
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The points this raises regarding indigeneity are especially pertinent to discussions o f conflicting 
ideologies o f tourism development and their textual representation. This is not least because, 
despite the expansive alliances Grace gestures towards, there is an insular-based similarity 
between the way Dennis Conway sees ‘[s]mall geographical area, fragmented territories, and 
small population size’ as ‘lim iting] Caribbean islands’ endowments o f natural resources’ 
(1998: 54) and how the relative marginalisation o f often fragmented native communities in both 
New Zealand and Hawai‘i links to negotiations over limited access to resources and land. 
Dening’s assertion that islands ‘are everywhere where space and action are limited by 
boundaries which screen comings and goings’ (1980: 31) is in this sense distinctly apposite.
Commenting on indigenous experiences o f capitalist tourism development on a global
level, Alison Johnston (o f the International Support Centre for Sustainable Tourism) states that:
Ecological thresholds are routinely crossed by the tourism industry, and in many 
destinations, international human rights standards are violated daily. Indigenous peoples 
are particularly vulnerable to this market-driven tourism, losing access to their 
customary lands and resources, their right to religious freedom at sacred sites, and as a 
result, their capacity for self-sufficiency. They also face accelerated cultural voyeurism, 
as tour companies search for new niches.
(2003:116-7)
These issues are acutely felt in both in New Zealand and Hawai‘i as indigenous groups do not 
have political control o f either island. Vilsoni Hereniko describes them as ‘minorities in their 
own countries’, asserting that, ‘[i]n Hawai‘i, New Zealand, New Caledonia, and French 
Polynesia, the shackles o f colonialism still hold fast’ (1994: 416; see also Trask 1999: 45). Mass 
tourism development is therefore not an overwhelmingly exogenous agent of change but more 
often a state-sponsored activity. This functions less as an instance o f neocolonial development 
than as one characterised by continuing processes o f internal colonialism.25 Both states’ 
indigenous communities are situated in conspicuously disadvantaged positions by comparison 
to most o f the other island populations examined in this thesis (although such generalisations 
are partly unsettled by competing forms o f internal oppression, often allied to exploitative local 
government development policies). It is therefore significant to consider the ways in which the 
well-established tourism economies o f New Zealand and Hawai'i act as indicators for how
25 This is not to ignore the m any com m unity-based tourism  enterprises operated by indigenous groups in 
both islands or to  over-em phasise  their victim isation. R ather, m y aim  is to h ighlight points o f  tension 
w hen the extrem e pow er disparities betw een native com m unities and capitalist tourism  developers are 
bound up in in tractable conflicts over land use.
similar processes may eventually affect the islands situated between them.26 In addition, my 
inclusion o f New Zealand here attempts to look beyond more narrow reifications o f tropical 
island space by highlighting how the concerns o f indigenous communities in topographically 
different locations across the Pacific can nevertheless reinforce each other in relation to 
capitalist land development.
Situated at the northern and southern extremes o f the insular Pacific and often considered 
Polynesian boundary lands, Hawai‘i and New Zealand form poles o f a cultural continuity which 
extends across this vast ocean and embraces many complex and dynamic circuits of travel, 
migration, trade, and exchange. There are o f course dramatic differences between the degrees of 
autonomy, cultural continuity, and growth experienced by the two islands’ native populations. 
For instance, although both have entrenched histories o f mass disenfranchisement, New 
Zealand’s bicultural policies and increased willingness to engage with Maori language and 
customs across various social and political spheres contrasts with the more widespread 
marginalisation and fetishisation o f native culture in Hawai‘i.27 Despite this, representations of 
the ways in which native Hawaiian and Maori communities negotiate dominant, market-driven 
ideologies of tourism development nevertheless have the potential to be mutually illuminating 
with respect both to the compromises that economic power demands and the ways in which it 
can be contested even from positions of relative disempowerment. By comparing examples 
from these two island states, an understanding o f the environmental implications o f tourism 
development can be approached that accounts for cultural difference as well as divergent social, 
political, and ecological contexts. In addressing Apio’s and Grace’s depictions o f indigenous 
communities’ struggles against encroaching tourism development, I show how deeply involved 
conflicts exist both within and between individual works, and the broader social worlds they
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26 Both states resem ble certain C aribbean islands such as Jam aica and the B aham as in having tourism  
histories that reach back into the n ineteenth century. Jane D esm ond observes how  ‘the developm ent o f  
organized tourism  as a concerted com m ercial ven tu re’ in H aw ai'i co incided w ith the sta te ’s annexation in 
1893; the foundation  o f  the ‘H aw aiian Prom otion C om m ittee’ propelled this, accom panied by much 
enthusiasm  regard ing  to u rism ’s potential for ‘alm ost indefinite expansion’ (1999: 35). M eanw hile, Lydia 
W evers notes tha t ‘[b]y the late 1880s Thom as C ook and Son w ere providing the “com plete 
arrangem ents” and “all necessary tickets for a T our through N ew  Z ealand’” (2002: 169). G iven N ew  
Z ea land ’s size and non-tropical status, it is interesting that by 1902, one guide w as advertising it ‘as “the 
m ost w onderful Scenic Paradise in the W orld’”  (W evers 2002: 182), a notion  w hich Lucy Sargisson and 
Lym an Sargent say has intensified over the last tw enty years as the country  has continued ‘casting h erse lf 
as a tourist parad ise ’, w ith  ‘its remoteness a ttra c tin g ] people w ho w ant to w ithdraw  and begin afresh ’ 
(2004: 11; m y em phasis).
27 W addell states that, although H aw ai'i seem s to have been ‘sw am ped by A sia and dragged to 
continental N orth  A m erica’, its indigenous people ‘are in a profound w ay w itnesses to a world to w hich 
w e all belong. T heir land sym bolises the pow er, the frustration and the despair o f  all the Pacific islands’ 
(1993: 2 9 -30 ).
portray. This challenges the usefulness o f interpreting frictions between tourism developers and 
indigenous communities with respect to land use through a dialectical reading o f opposing 
ideologies.
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Resistance and Circumscription: A Dialectical Approach
Published in 1986 during a period o f indigenous cultural revival, Potiki represents a ‘direct
engagement with Maori land rights and self-determination issues’ (Keown 2005: 150). The
novel depicts the struggles o f a Maori family, the Tamihanas, against developers who want to
buy their land and convert it into a resort. This responds to real-life disputes over land, with
Grace claiming that ‘the Raglan G olf Course and Bastion Point incidents legitimised Potiki’
(Keown 2002: 55).28 The central contestation arises when the Tamihanas are visited by Mr
Dolman, a representative o f the tourism development company who the family nickname
‘Dollarman’. Importuning them to sell their ancestral land, which occupies a touristically
desirable coastal position, Dolman asks ‘that the meeting-house and the urupa [burial ground]
be moved to another place’ (Grace 1986: 88) to make way for a development comprising:
‘First class accommodation, top restaurants, night club, recreation centre [...] and [...] 
water amenities [...]. Endless possibilities -  I’ve mentioned the marine life areas [...] 
your shark tanks [...] trained whales and seals etcetera [...] it’s not just a tourist thing. 
It’s an amenity [...] a much-needed amenity. Well there’s this great potential you see, 
and this million-dollar view to be capitalised on. [...] W e’ll be providing top-level 
facilities, tourist facilities and so upgrade the industry in this whole region. It’ll boom’.
(88-9)
As the novel foregrounds the family’s dedication to keeping their ‘sacred places safe [...] for all 
o f  us [...] who live here now, and [...] for those who have not yet been bom ’ (176), Dolman’s 
capitalist idiom (characterised by development-driven ‘opportunity’, ‘possibilities’, and 
‘potential’) is particularly jarring.29 In addition to the fact that these terms retain significance
28 The R aglan G o lf  C ourse w as developed after the N ew  Z ealand  governm ent failed to return Tainui 
A w hiro land alongside R aglan harbour (in the W aikato region o f  the N orth  Island) to  its ow ners after 
o rig inally  co-op ting  it as an airfield  during W orld W ar II. Local com m unity  activism  spearheaded by Eva 
R ickard and lasting from 1968-78  eventually  saw  the land returned w ith com pensation  (K eow n 2000: 
63). T his incident m irrors the narrative o f  the Te O pe people in Potiki, w hose land is appropriated by the 
governm ent during W orld W ar I, turned into a  ‘landing fie ld ’ (G race 1986: 72), and then co-opted as ‘a 
p laying-field  by m en on re lie f  w ork ’ (77). Bastion Poin t is coastal land in A uckland belonging to  the 
N gati W hatua people w hich w as also claim ed by the governm ent for m ilitary purposes before becom ing a 
reserve. It w as returned w ith com pensation in 1988, ten years after a period o f  occupied protest lasting 
from 1977-78 (K eow n 2000: 63).
29 D o lm an’s assertion  that the developm ent will cause the region to ‘b oom ’ also darkly evokes histories o f  
Pacific nuclearisation , w hich involved the annihilation o f  num erous sm all island ecologies across the 
region.
only if landscape is considered in commoditised terms (as ‘facilities’ to be ‘upgraded’) and 
fauna a resource to be caged and ‘trained’, Dolman’s rhetoric also assumes community 
resettlement will have no negative cultural effects. The Tamihanas respond by asserting that 
their land is ‘an amenity as it is now, and always has been’ (97), arguing that ‘the removal of 
our wharenui, which is our meeting place, our identity’ and the ‘displacement o f the dead’ 
would leave them as ‘dust. Blowing in the w ind’ (93). The disjunction between local 
sustainability ethics and ecologically damaging tourism development suggests the respective 
positions o f Dolman and the Tamihanas are diametrically opposed (an identification which, as I 
proceed to discuss, the novel subtly challenges). This is emphasised stylistically as their 
conversation unravels as stichomythia, foregrounding a mutual refusal to undergo material or 
ideological compromise.
Unable to understand that the family’s choice is ‘between poverty and self-destruction’ 
(108), the developers attempt to construct the resort around their land regardless. Angered at the 
Tamihanas’ resistance, a brutally symbolic series o f events ‘leads to the flooding o f the 
cemetery (a literal attack on the ancestors and Maori [s/c] history on the land); arson burns 
down the meeting house (an attack on community); and serious damage is inflicted on the 
com m unity’s crops (the sustenance)’ (DeLoughrey 1999: 74-5). Moreover, the developers are 
also involved in murdering Tokowaru-i-te-Marama (Toko), the family’s physically disabled 
potiki (youngest child) who is endowed with a prophetic ‘special knowing’ (43). This ultimately 
prompts the Tamihanas, along with sympathisers from the wider community, to take action in 
order to defeat the developers’ plans by demolishing the resort’s infrastructure and machinery. 
The novel therefore ends on one level with a sense o f victory and organic renewal that reflects 
wider assertions o f Maori cultural revival. As Roimata (the mother o f the family) says, although 
‘[t]he hills will be scarred for some time, and the beach front spoiled [...] the scars will heal as 
growth returns [...] and the shores [...] if  left will become clean again’ (169).
Bearing distinct similarities to Potiki, Kamau examines the circumscriptions faced by a 
fragmented native Hawaiian family as they are dispossessed o f their ancestral home. It centres 
on the problems o f a young tour guide, Alika Kaleiha‘aheo‘onakupuna Kealoha, when the 
‘Aloha Tours’ company he works for purchases the land on which he, his cousin Michael, and 
the dependants o f a deceased relative live to build a hotel. This is possible because, despite 
residing there for generations, Alika’s family do not own the land. Whereas in Potiki the 
Tamihanas are partly able to resist unsustainable tourism demands through agricultural
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subsistence, in Kamau Alika already depends on the tourism industry for his livelihood. These 
issues are initially telescoped in scene two — which bears resemblances to Potiki’s Dollarman 
chapter -  as A lika’s boss, Jim Mortenson, attempts to alleviate the news by promoting Alika. 
Mortenson promises that the company will ‘take care o f you folks’, and offers to facilitate 
Alika’s relocation (Apio 2003: 23). However, just as Dolman’s narrowly capitalist rationale 
precludes him from appreciating the Tamihanas’ broader cultural and environmental concerns, 
Mortenson also subordinates historical attachments to economic calculations, advising Alika to 
‘treat this as a lesson in life’ and recognise ‘these changing times, they’re for your benefit — if 
you know how to take advantage o f them ’ (24). Alika faces a disempowering double-bind, 
forced to choose between resistance, unemployment, and potential poverty on one hand, or 
ongoing industry complicity and reduced cultural autonomy over the land on the other.
This affects Alika with spiralling severity as, plagued by memories and ghosts (particularly 
his m other’s, who enters the play from amidst the audience and advises him to ‘carry on’ [78] -  
one o f the titular term kamau’s connotations), he also fields intense pressure from Michael 
relating to his acceptance o f Mortenson’s proposal. His cousin, whose subsistence lifestyle 
centres on protecting the family’s ko‘a (fishing shrine), refuses to accept the company’s plan to 
‘make us one touris’ attraction’ (59), correctly anticipating M ortenson’s intention to ‘pay him to 
show the tourists how the ancient Hawaiians used to fish’ (22-3). The cousins’ argument 
escalates but ends unresolved, precipitating a final movement towards crisis for Alika. After 
debating his m other’s and M ichael’s viewpoints at length, he eventually heeds the former’s 
advice as she tells him to put the loss o f land in context o f what ‘Am erica’s been doing [...] to 
our people for how many years’ (64), and understand that M ichael’s lack o f dependants permits 
his intransigent position. ‘Michael don’t like America’, she says, ‘and he don’t take any o f the 
benefits that come from it. Simple. He knows why he’s angry and he knows who he hates. But 
not too many Hawaiians can live like that nowadays’ (64). As A lika’s familial responsibilities 
ultimately prevent him from exercising such polarised opposition, Kamau ends with 
dispossession of the indigenous community. Whereas family solidarity and land ownership 
facilitate effective resistance in Grace’s novel, Apio’s play places central emphasis on 
circumscription and cultural compromise.
What might be made o f these two conclusions’ discrepancies? Does the Tamihanas’ 
success in Potiki merely imply that land ownership is essential for successful resistance to mass 
tourism development? And is A lika’s decision to continue working for the company symbolic
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of nothing more than an indigenous culture that has been historically dispossessed and is now 
being disenfranchised by capitalist development strategies? The different outcomes could be 
read as relating to contrasting forms of internal colonialism, with Maori attaining greater 
political influence than native Hawaiians who Haunani-Kay Trask claims are ‘among the most 
subordinated Natives in the Pacific Islands’, representing ‘but one among five major ethnic 
groups’ in a ‘land base [...] one-sixteenth the size o f A otearoa’ (1999: 87). Such relative 
disempowerment might also be linked to tourism’s scale and influence in Hawai‘i compared to 
New Zealand: around 730,000 visitors arrived in New Zealand in Potiki's year o f publication, 
whist over 6.3 million tourists visited Hawai'i in Kamau’s year o f publication (‘Arrivals and 
Departures by Class 1955-2005’). Yet, although these points are crucial to interpreting 
indigenous communities’ negotiations o f tourism development in these texts, closer examination 
o f the tensions that attend dialectical plot summaries significantly complicates such readings.
Dialectical Constellation and Degrees o f  Compromise
One way in which the ‘success’ o f the family’s resistance in Potiki is destabilised centres on the 
moral problems surrounding Toko’s death, given that it is indirectly precipitated by a refusal to 
compromise. The dialectical opposition between the family’s and the developers’ ideologies is 
encapsulated in Toko’s summation o f their meeting with Dolman: ‘All o f  the people were proud 
o f our Uncle Stan when the Dollarman came with all his money and his words, because he had 
words to match the Dollarman’s words, and he had treasure enough to match the Dollarman’s 
money’ (Grace 1986: 96). The family’s cultural ‘treasure’ depends on sustainable human- 
environment relations that are antithetical to Dolman’s capitalist evaluations. As Roimata states: 
‘The land and the sea and the shores [...] were our science and our sustenance [...] our own 
universe about which there are stories of great deeds and relationships and magic and 
imaginings [...]. Enough for a lifetime o f telling’ (104; my emphasis). To leave this environment 
or permit it to be unsustainably transformed, the family assert, amounts to self-destruction. On 
one hand, then. Toko’s demise emblematises communal sacrifice in defence o f the non- 
anthropocentric principle that ‘land does not belong to people, but [...] people belong to the 
land’ (110). But is ‘enough’ a quantifiable entity and can there ever be ‘treasure enough to 
match’ the pain (and intimations of complicity) which, on the other hand, are associated with his 
death?
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Roimata pursues these questions towards the novel’s end:
The hills are quiet and the machines have been taken away. After a while the trees will 
[...] grow again and [...] the water will be clear. There is comfort in knowing these 
things, but is there enough comfort? Good can come from what is not good, good can 
come from sorrow [...] but is it enough? [...] His death had been with us a long time but 
not the manner o f it. [...] His death brought Tangimoana back to us, brought others to 
us, gave us much that is good, but is it enough, can it be enough?
(159; my emphases)
Roimata’s repetition o f the adverb ‘enough’ exposes its limitations with respect to quantifying 
subjective experience, unsettling the antithetical logic o f phrases like ‘treasure enough to match 
the Dollarman’s m oney’. This reflects how the inevitability o f Toko’s death (given his physical 
frailty) grates against the ‘manner’ o f its execution, which in turn disturbs dialectically derived 
moral standpoints. Roimata’s questions probe the weld between culture, nature, and collective 
ideology, asking whether Toko’s death is a necessary sacrifice or if  some sort o f compromise 
might have averted the tragedy.10 Such interrogations are partly undercut by Toko’s allegorical 
resemblance to both Christ and Maui (the demi-god credited with fishing New Zealand out of 
the ocean), particularly as Grace ‘enmeshes Christian and Maori [sic] narratives in a political 
struggle for land and cultural autonomy’ (DeLoughrey 1999: 60), positioning Toko as saviour. 
Moreover, the fact that ‘a toko is an elaborately decorated wooden figure’ symbolising ‘a Maori 
god’, and that his final narratorial position involves ‘enunciating the details o f his [...] death [...] 
from a post-death time frame’ (Fuchs 1994: 172; 178), suggests that his sacrifice might be 
redemptive as he becomes integrated amongst the other ‘stories’ represented by the carvings of 
the family’s rebuilt wharenui. Yet, the intimation he also gives that struggles will be ongoing, 
and the way in which ‘Grace resists the neatly tied closure o f  the traditional novel form’ 
(DeLoughrey 1999: 78), undermines the possibility of a fully redemptive reading. Rather, the 
issues Roimata raises regarding resistance and compromise retain telling urgency in the context 
o f future negotiations o f tourism development demands.
In an essay on Maori approaches to tourism development in Potiki and Dogside Story 
(Grace’s 2001 novel which depicts a millennium tourism enterprise managed by a Maori 
community),31 Holly Walker contrasts Potiki's  apparent insistence that ‘Maori communities
30 I e laborate fu rther on concepts o f  sacrifice, necessity, and com prom ise in this chap te r’s third section.
31 It could be argued that Dogside Story presents a m ore topical configuration o f  M aori ideologies o f  
developm ent w ith  respect to contem porary tourism  practices. H ow ever, not only does Potiki speak 
directly to  the dialectical tensions in A p io ’s work, but I w ould  also guard against notions that one 
ideological paradigm  sim ply ‘rep laces’ another, not least because this rem aps aspects o f  the linear logic 
o f  developm ent this section  seeks to  com plicate. As m y analysis o f  Potiki's  pro jective dim ensions shows,
I am interested in addressing  how  a dialectical interpretation o f  this tex t helps shape understandings o f
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reject development outright’ (2005: 221-2) with Dogside Story's exploration o f how local 
‘participation can be used to carve a niche within the traditional development paradigm’ (223), 
enhancing indigenous objectives ‘whilst still employing Western tools’ (217). Although Walker 
aptly examines how Grace’s novels ‘tread a middle ground between rejecting and accepting 
development’ (217), she does not address extensively the implications o f this ‘middle ground' 
itself being highly variegated. As DeLoughrey puts it, Potiki investigates the ‘tension-filled 
space between the “sacred” past and the desiring machine o f capitalist land claims’ (1999: 65). 
Identifying the specific function o f this space is critical to producing a comparative 
methodology that does not reduce the narrative complexity of novels like Potiki ‘to the familiar, 
representative Pacific tale o f  indigenous people versus pakeha ’ (Fuchs 1994: 170) or view their 
events solely in historicised terms, as products o f specific social and political circumstances.
One productive method o f theorising this is through Quayson’s notion o f ‘constellated’ 
dialectics. Quayson states that ‘dialectical embedding’ is central to his readings o f both 
literature and society, arguing that ‘any phenomenon, literary or otherwise [...] can be made to 
speak to a wide ensemble o f processes, relations and contradictions’ (2003: xxxi). However, 
instead o f interpreting the function of these embedded dialectics in straightforward binary terms 
(as opposing poles) he prefers to address how tensions within such poles shed light on conflicts 
and ambiguities across the social domains they represent. This positions each dialectical pole as 
a cluster o f ‘constellated thresholds’, consisting o f many ‘interrelating subsegments that are 
themselves in a dialectical relationship to various other subsegments in the other pole(s)’ (xxxi- 
xxxii). In this light, the ideological positions o f capitalist tourism developers and indigenous 
communities in both Grace’s and Apio’s texts represent poles in dialectical opposition to one 
another which, when investigated individually, also harbour numerous internal conflicts or 
micro-dialectical ‘subsegments’. This unsettles polarised readings o f tourism development and 
sustainability, showing various ideologies o f development to be contingent upon multiple 
factors that complicate simple dialectical binaries. Positioning this as an analytical framework 
confronts what DeLoughrey describes as the problem o f ‘instituting New Age axioms that
literary in terventions into tourism  developm ent debates. The w ay in w hich it foregrounds land rights is 
especially  relevant to the w ider environm ental sustainability  questions raised in this chapter, including 
the ir colonial genealogy  (as C lare B arker notes, the m eeting w ith D olm an ‘re-enacts the foundational 
encounter betw een M aori and Pakeha in N ew  Zealand — the signing o f  the Treaty o f  W aitangi — since the 
m eeting is focused on negotiations about land’ [2008: 64], The ‘crucial d ifference’ in this case is ‘that the 
T am ihanas, all too aw are o f  the T rea ty ’s historical p recedent o f  m istranslation and treachery, refuse to 
sign aw ay their land’ [68]). N evertheless, discussions o f  Dogside Story that attend its different tem poral, 
cultural, and b iogeographical concerns w ould usefully  augm ent the points m ade here, especially in 
relation to questions o f  participatory  tourism  developm ent.
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romanticize indigenous cultures for their ecological sensitivity’ (thereby essentialising 
‘constructions] o f environmental ethics’) in the process o f  refusing to conflate ‘traditional 
western interpellations o f the natural world with Maori epistemologies o f  the land and seascape’ 
(2007b: 181). It also helps negotiate a problem that Jim Butcher sees as endemic even to 
ecotourism theories that attempt to place indigenous communities at the centre of sustainable 
practices, namely an approach to local culture that is ‘profoundly functional’, conceiving the 
relationship between rural communities and their natural environments as essentially 
homogeneous or ‘static’ (2007: 163). Local knowledge in this sense is seen to represent an 
unchanging repository o f cultural information rather than an entity in constant flux. By contrast, 
the effectiveness o f a dialectically constellated approach can be seen through further 
examination o f Kamau.
Like Potiki, Apio’s play interrogates micro-dialectical tensions, dramatising multiple 
possibilities before concluding with A lika’s decision to continue working for the company. For 
example, discussing the spiritual significance o f the ko‘a in scene eight, Michael relates how 
Alika’s grandfather told him that ‘ouwa family been here fo’ generations, we wen take care 
deese fish from da time o f La‘amaikahiki. He to l’ me [...] take care dis place and my family 
goin’ live’ (67). Here, Michael articulates a form o f ongoing human-environment interaction in 
which nature and culture are interdependent. Like the concept o f environmental stewardship 
articulated in Potiki, this diverges from ‘western’ conservation ethics that seek to ‘preserve’ 
landscape from human use. It contrasts markedly with the effects Michael describes o f an influx 
o f visitors on the ko‘a after a ‘tour boat wen fin’ da school’: ‘Next ting I know, da bay stay full 
wit’ [...] all k in’ peopo. Dey had speas, baseball bats, machetes, shotgun -  everyting. Was one 
frickin’ slaughta! Peopo wen crazy, hacking an’ shooting ju s ’ fo’ da’ fun o f it. By da time was 
ova, m os’ a’ da’ fish was wasted’ (67). Such ‘crazed’ ecological abuse -  in which the 
abundance o f tourists and range of weaponry is inversely proportional to their effects on 
biodiversity -  prompts Alika to break temporarily with his corporate tourism complicity.
On his next bus tour, Alika confronts the tourists (who are partly constituted by the 
audience) with a subverted version o f his ‘Historical Sights Tour’ speech (19), rejecting its 
annexation o f Hawaiian history to self-justifying American colonial ideology. As he puts it, his 
company ‘want me to tell you that our last reigning monarch, Queen Lili‘uokalani, wanted to 
give up her [...] kingdom to the United States for protection. [...] [W]hat really happened is that 
basically some American businessmen backed by U.S. armed forces overthrew the Queen [...],
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took away our rights as Hawaiians and took our land’ (67-8). Yet by jeopardising his career and 
future employability in this way, Alika simultaneously exposes the possibility o f pursuing a 
different vocation. As he proceeds to tell Michael, following the latter’s arrest for apparently 
attacking the com pany’s security guards (a mimed recitation o f events implies his agency in this 
‘crim e’ is minimal [73]), ‘I was going come back fishing wit you. 1 figured we could find some 
new grounds an’ between me an’ you we could take care o f Stevie [his niece]’ (74). Rather than 
being in a position o f straightforward dependency as a result o f  dispossession, Alika aims to 
negotiate multiple circuits o f obligation in order to attain a more ethical livelihood. This is only 
thwarted by M ichael’s imprisonment. The dialectical framework within which the family 
operates is therefore deeply constellated, riven with tensions that undercut interpretations of the 
play’s trajectory as merely ‘reflecting’ native Hawaiians’ political circumscriptions.
In addition to disrupting plot-driven, historicist interpretations o f Potiki and Kamau, a 
dialectically constellated approach reveals points o f commensurability between these texts 
which destabilise contrastive interpretations o f their outcomes. This can be seen in relation to 
their depictions o f intergenerational contestation, a key tourism development issue. Konai Helu 
Thaman argues that ‘many Pacific Island people, especially the young, have lost the knowledge 
and awareness o f their island environments, partly because o f the forces o f modernity, not least 
o f which is formal education’ (1994: 185). This consideration is evident in Potiki as Hemi (the 
father o f the family) worries that the ‘chosen poverty’ attached to guarding the land, which 
involves ‘breaking their backs [...] for [...] survival, getting enough food and a bit of money to 
keep them all’ (146), might not endure younger generations’ demands for less economically 
sparse lifestyles. However, the novel’s portrayal o f tensions attending the dialectic o f ‘poverty 
and self-destruction’ challenges this concern. In particular, the family’s decision to try ‘to turn 
our backs on the hills and not look up’ and ‘to ignore, just adjacent to us, the changing shoreline 
[...] the yellow mud colour o f the sea’ (110), frustrates their university-educated daughter, 
Tangimoana, as it implies a kind o f willed oblivion towards external events, which she believes 
must be confronted directly. ‘She saw the strength o f a bending branch to be not in its resilience, 
but in its ability to spring back and strike’ (152), comments Roimata. Notably, though, it is 
Tangimoana’s ‘sharp boldness’ (161) that ultimately inspires community members to demolish 
the tourism developments, despite the ethical transgression this involves; as Hemi says, “ ‘I 
didn’t think I would ever support [...] any action. But good has come o f it, and I think it was [...] 
right’” (176). Tangimoana hence modernises tradition -  as her ‘confrontational tactics’ both
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‘reference Maori [s/c] history of resistance and a code o f utu (reciprocity)’ and update it by 
appropriating a traditionally male practice (DeLoughrey 1999: 77—8) — and indigenises 
modernity, harnessing her ‘western’ education (focused pointedly on law) in the service of 
native land rights. Intriguingly, this positions her simultaneously as anterior ar7d posterior to 
previous generations as she reaches from the present into the past in order to help ensure the 
family’s future. This complicates interpretations o f her as a ‘younger’ family member, just as 
Toko’s position as an ancestor at the novel’s end also disrupts linear understandings of 
intergenerational relations.
By comparison, Hemi’s commitment to non-violent stewardship o f the land has the 
potential to render him something of an anachronism, as he admires the fact that ‘[k]ids were 
different these days [...] tougher’ (65) but also fears they will lose patience with his asceticism. 
He comments that, ‘two generations removed from the old lady [Granny Tamihana] on the one 
hand, another generation removed from his kids on the other [...] it was like being on a swing’ 
(148-9). Yet rather than rendering his ideology outdated, this metaphor o f intergenerational 
traversal reflects the novel’s construction as a ‘continuous spiral o f cross-generational, ongoing 
narratives’ (Fuchs 1994: 177). This temporal ontology sees micro-dialectical tensions, like 
intergenerational contestation, bound up in constantly changing and reconstellating ideologies 
o f cultural and environmental development, positioning individuals within the larger communal 
bodies implied by Hemi’s comment, ‘“ [w]e are all o f us’” (176). This destabilises 
straightforward assertions o f young people’s susceptibility to ‘corruption’ by the ‘forces of 
modernity’ represented by mass tourism development.
In the context o f  Hawai‘i, Trask raises similar concerns to Thaman regarding tourism’s 
‘disruptive’ effects on cultural continuities across generations. She sees tourism as a form of 
‘neocolonialism’ that ‘is co-optation’: ‘the ever-ready reply from Native sell-outs to those who 
continue to organize among our people. Our young people, especially, are vulnerable to co­
optation’ (1999: 108; original emphasis). Trask’s criticisms could be levied at Alika in Kamau, 
as he is subjected to the pressures o f neocolonial ‘co-optation’ and might ultimately be 
described as a ‘Native sell-out’ (Michael asks, ‘You wen’ sell youa cousin like I was one 
fuckin’ sideshow?’ after first learning of Alika’s company’s plans [60]). However, as in Potiki, 
this reading is complicated by the different temporal economies the play employs. Not only 
does Alika derive advice from conversations with his dead mother but, countering the idea that 
older generations are more reactionary with respect to involvement in the vocational ‘forces of
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modernity’, it is she who recommends that Alika should keep working for the company. 
Further, on a formal level, the underworld from which A lika’s mother communicates involves a 
temporal understanding where, as in Potiki, death is not a barrier to present-day cultural 
negotiations. Rather, it influences events in the play’s highly touristed world in ways that 
further disrupt dialectical oppositions between tourism and cultural practices rooted in histories 
of colonial resistance. Tourism is positioned both as a threat to native culture and hum an- 
environment relations, and as a way o f sustaining them. The experiences o f Alika’s and 
Michael’s ancestors disturb outright rejections o f tourism by suggesting the industry may be 
negotiable in ways that are consonant with future environmental sustainability and cultural 
growth.
This observation can be extended by addressing another point o f dialectical constellation 
that highlights how, whilst both texts portray indigenous communities’ struggles to assert 
autonomy in the face o f corporate-controlled, mass tourism development, they also suggest 
ways in which tourists might be incorporated as part of community-based, human-environment 
interactions. For instance, both Grace and Apio foreground the importance of hospitality -  
connected to concepts o f Maori ‘aroha’ and native Hawaiian ‘aloha’ — which includes sharing 
land with visitors. Such reciprocity can be seen as characteristic o f  island communities where 
limited access to desired spaces necessitates communal land-use epistemologies. A key aspect 
o f  the Tamihanas’ objection to attempts to convert their land into a tourist ‘amenity’ is the fact 
that, as they inform Dolman, “ ‘W e’ve never told anyone to get off the beach or to stop catching 
fish. W e’ve never stopped them cooking themselves in the sun, or prevented them from 
launching their boats’” (92). Indeed, their resistance to the corporation’s activities is supported 
by ‘these families, the campers, the weekend fishing people’ (93) along with local 
‘environmentalists’ (97—8). Similarly, before learning o f Alika’s company’s development plans 
in Kamciu, Michael states: ‘I guess soona or lata every place goin’ get peopo, ah. I guess we can 
share da place wit some moa fishamen’ (54).
This is extended in Kamau's sequel, Kamau A ‘e (1998), which portrays events nine years 
later as Michael is released from prison and joins a native sovereignty group in an attempt to 
recapture the fam ily’s land. Protesting against the hotel, the group strategically conscript some 
o f its inquisitive clients into their service. For example, answering an imagined interlocutor 
from the tourist-audience, group member Wainana says: ‘No, I think ecotourism is something a 
little different. W e’re not a tourist attraction, but tourists are welcome if  you want to learn and
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can respect that this is our land’ (Apio 1998: 29). They gain media coverage by inviting tourists 
to ‘a paina, a dinner party’ which, a reporter states, ‘apparently emptied out the hotel’s own 
lucaC and caused the tourists to come back ‘asking why the hotel they’re staying at was built on 
stolen, sacred ground’ (45). Opposition to tourism ’s environmental appropriations is here 
articulated, somewhat counter-intuitively, through the very people who fund its growth. By 
enacting a dialectical reversal, positioning tourists as agents o f politicised intervention and 
potential conservation, the group’s actions demonstrate how a ‘constellated’ approach to 
touristic operations can yield powerfully transformative results. The ‘little difference’ between 
this form o f host-guest interaction and ecotourism -  at least as it is often currently organised -  
is based partly on the control the local group attempts to assert over land which has been co­
opted by the hotel; on the contingency o f their encounter; and on the sense o f emergent 
collaboration that consequently arises. In this light, Grace’s and Apio’s texts create 
opportunities for multiple forms of strategic coalition with people beyond the indigenous 
communities they portray, revealing points o f mutual compatibility and the potential for 
‘development’ o f  renewed alliances despite contrastive agendas.
Formal Strategies and Projective Dimensions
Walker concludes her essay on development in Grace’s novels by commenting on literature’s 
capacity to ‘challenge the traditional development paradigm in ways that other forms of 
discourse cannot’ (2005: 216). Grace’s depictions, she states, issue a ‘fundamental challenge to 
the way development has traditionally been conceived’ by portraying it beyond the ‘the domain 
o f academic, bureaucratic and commercial discourse’ (227). Hence, in exploring ‘the issues of 
development without needing to advocate or seek particular results’, Potiki and Dogside Story 
‘subvert traditional, techno-bureaucratic modes o f development discourse’ (227—8). Although 
her claim that literature does not ‘seek particular results’ is debatable (DeLoughrey, for 
example, emphasises the level o f ‘political strategy’ bound up in Potiki [1999: 70]), the form of 
‘subversion’ Walker identifies has potentially liberating discursive ramifications. This is not 
least in terms o f transforming intersecting social imaginaries as discussed in Chapter 1, a 
procedure that can be seen through formal comparison o f Grace’s and Apio’s texts.
Potiki and Kamau not only portray how indigenous cultures participate in continual 
processes o f negotiation and change in relation to tourism development, but also in themselves
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represent artistic interventions into these real-life events. For instance, Potiki both presents and 
contributes to a dialectically constellated, constantly evolving epistemology. Characterised 
within the novel as ‘stories’, and constituting a story itself, Potiki shows indigenous 
com m unities’ collective ideologies to be sites o f both growth and continual contestation. 
Roimata asserts that ‘gradually the stories were built upon, or they changed’ (41; my emphasis). 
They therefore act as forms of counter-development, bound up in processes o f cultural and 
environmental transformation that ‘define’ individual lives while simultaneously ‘curving out’ 
beyond them (41). As Paul Lyons states, ‘[f]or Grace, a people is its stories [...] and these stories 
engage “the stories from newspapers and television that we read and viewed each day” [...]. To 
imagine alternatives is a form o f creating and living them ’ (2006: 178; original emphasis).32
Contrasting Potiki and Dogside Story, Walker claims that the novels ‘reflect changes in the 
political climate in New Zealand’ between their respective publications; the former engages 
with the ‘intense political action for M aori’ in the mid-1980s ‘in the face o f perceived threats 
from mainstream society’, and the latter focuses on ways o f ‘improving the socio-economic 
position o f the Maori population’ (223). This implies a straightforward mirroring o f social and 
political change, dramatising how Grace’s own ‘stance evolves from an outright rejection of 
Pakeha-style economic development [...] to an acceptance that the development paradigm may 
be negotiated to accommodate [...] Maori concerns’ (216). However, such readings are 
destabilised by the way in which PotikTs generic blend o f Maori mythology and ‘western’ 
realism contributes to anticipating the domestication o f tourism development depicted in 
Dogside Story. The contingency, open-endedness, and constellated dialectical tensions that 
inhabit Potiki are partly produced by its generic commitment both to evading narrative closure 
and disrupting linear temporality.33 As such, they actively pave the way for the participatory 
approach to tourism development portrayed in Dogside Story, changing the basis for future 
practice.
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32 The quotation  is taken from  the final chapter o f  his book, w hich groups A p io ’s and G race’s w ork with 
several o ther Pacific island texts discussed in this thesis (including Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree and, more 
critically , Shark Dialogues) as portraying ‘an titourism ’ perspectives. These put the ‘pains and pleasures 
and social situations o f  Islanders center stage’ (2006: 179), acting as correctives to rom anticised tropes o f  
brochure d iscourse. I agree w ith D eLoughrey that this offers ‘a useful introduction to the anticolonial, 
an ti-tourist idiom s o f  the reg ion ’s w rite rs’, w hich deserve ‘m ore attention than [is] a llo tted ’ in this b rief 
and occasionally  reductive survey chapter (2007a: 645-6 ).
33 D eLoughrey (1999) offers a useful reading o f  G race’s depiction o f  spiral tem porality . B arker also 
em phasises the com plexity  o f  the tex t’s narrative technique from  a disability  studies perspective, likewise 
asserting that the no v e l’s trajectory  ‘dem onstrates the fundam ental incom patibility  o f  M aori conceptions 
o f  tem porality  with narrative form ations that require closure or reso lu tion ’ (2008: 74; original em phasis).
Just as form reinforces Potiki's projective dimensions, the performance o f Kamau -  which 
incorporates the audience as tourists, members o f the underworld, and detached observers o f 
events -  also heightens its depiction o f different and often conflictual perspectives. By 
highlighting how individual affiliations are radically constellated, Kam au’s audience is shown 
not merely to be watching a drama but engaging in a process o f collective imagining that 
advocates intervention into correspondent processes in reality. This is exemplified in Kamau 
A ‘e, which conflates audience members with hotel tourists, treating them, as Wainani notes, 
literally as ‘a captive audience’ that can be used ‘to spread the word’ (Apio 1998: 36). In 
Appadurai’s terms, these performative strategies reinforce the ‘fuel for action’ constituted by 
the content o f each play. By interrogating the implications o f  ‘carrying on’ associated with 
Kam au's title, A lika’s decision to retain his job  transforms from a form o f passive acquiescence 
to an active cultural impulsion. This is emblematised by Apio’s own decision to continue 
Kamau by writing its sequel, the space for which is partly created, like Dogside Story in Potiki's 
case, by K am au's unresolved concerns. Moreover, it is not only testament to the ongoing 
relevance o f the play but also pre-emptively fitting in the context o f its titular connotations that 
it ‘carries on ’ being performed in the Pacific: it was remounted by Honolulu’s indigenous- 
focused Kuma Kahua theatre in 2007, receiving further positive reviews, and in 2008 it travels 
to American Samoa after being ‘invited to take part in the prestigious Festival o f Pacific Arts in 
American Samoa’ (‘Kumu Kahua’s “Kamau” Heading to Samoa’ 2008).34 The ongoing 
production o f Kamau reflects the way in which the play itself performs a self-reflexive bridging 
function between representation and reality, demonstrating how the cultural challenges posed by 
Hawaiian tourist modernity need not arrest aesthetic interrogation o f its effects. Like Potiki, it 
both advocates and functions as social activism, building on indigenous communities’ existing 
repertoires o f  methods for negotiating industry demands.
Whilst differing notably in their outcomes, and speaking to divergent cultural 
epistemologies and experiences of internal colonialism, these dialectical readings highlight 
several points o f mutual illumination that can help augment the often highly creative forms of 
indigenous activism regarding environmentally exploitative tourism development across the 
insular Pacific. They foreground the contingency o f grappling with tourism development from 
various degrees o f disenfranchisement, showing that the decisions which confront local 
communities are anything but straightforward, undermining facile cost/benefit analyses. At the
34 For m ore inform ation on the rem ounted p lay ’s reception, see for instance W agenseller (2007).
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same time, they assert that even as contested lands (and the cultures they sustain) are exploited 
and transformed, there are numerous strategies available for confronting, subverting, and 
enlarging autonomy over such developments. Crucially, nuanced engagement with micro- 
dialectical conflicts suggests ways o f sidestepping some o f the more paralysing implications of 
rigidly polarised approaches to tourism development. M ichael’s role within the native 
sovereignty group in Kamau A  'e, for instance, places him in opposition to Alika, whose views 
on tourism development and indigenous rights appear to have shifted further towards his 
corporate em ployer’s ideologies during M ichael’s incarceration. Alika even repeats 
M ortenson’s words from the previous play in condemning M ichael’s decision to contest the 
hotel’s use o f sacred land, saying: ‘It’s not our land and these aren’t our islands anymore. I’ve 
got a family to feed’ (Apio 1998: 12; see also 2003: 73). Yet this seeming complicity is 
complicated by how he has used his position as a means o f empowerment with respect to 
environmental protection; as he asks rhetorically o f Michael, ‘for nine years now, while your 
righteous ass was rotting in jail, who you think made sure the ko 'a  wasn’t buried under a 
parking lot?’ (12).
Such friction is also manifested in a later scene involving the cousins, in which Michael 
frames his arguments according to a dialectical position aligned with the Tamihanas’ in Potiki, 
stating that ‘Ouwa souls tied to dis land — da sand between youa toes’ (60). Alika responds that 
the hotel offers ‘[o]ver 200 full-time positions’ to Hawaiians who are ‘[tjeaching our culture [...] 
our history. Going home and feeding Hawaiian families. Ours was the first hotel to even attempt 
to explain the sovereignty issue’ (6 1).35 One way o f differentiating the concerns o f this play
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35 Lyons points ou t that ‘A lik a’s view s in Kamau A ‘e m ight be com pared w ith those o f  George K anahele, 
w hose goals for restoring  “ H aw aiianess to  W aikiki”  include establish ing an authentic H awaiian v illage’ 
(2006: 226). In h is article, ‘Tourism : The K eeper o f  the C u ltu re ’ (1992), K anahele argues that ‘the 
tourism  industry has a m oral responsib ility  to  preserve and nurture native cultures in destination areas 
w here their arts and crafts, custom s and historic sites, am ong o ther things, are m arketed, displayed, sold 
or exploited for com m ercial e n d s’ (1992: 31). His attem pts to  achieve this in conjunction w ith capitalist 
hotel ow ners stem m ed from how, in 1984, he and a group o f  like-m inded entrepreneurs began w orking 
tow ards help ing to  ‘H aw aiian ize’ the K a ’anapali B each H otel on the island o f  M aui after being 
approached by the m anager. T his involved designing ‘a p rogram m e to integrate H aw aiian values and 
custom s into the h o te l’s m anagem ent philosophy and prac tice’, w ith K anahele asserting that at the tim e o f  
w riting the hotel had becom e ‘recognized by its com petitors, m arketing  specialists, tour com panies as 
w ell as local residents, as the m ost H aw aiian hotel in the State -  and, [...] one o f  the m ost profitable hotels 
in the industry’ (30). A lthough K anahele adm its that ‘this approach com es close to “ com m ercializing” the 
cu ltu re ’, he nevertheless contends that ‘w e have to change m indsets not by preaching but by reasoning’ 
and ‘appeal to  [hotel ow n ers’] com petitive logic’ (31 -2 ). He w as also progressive in view ing ecotourism  
from  an early stage as no t m erely an environm ental practice, arguing that ‘cultural tourism  and 
ecotourism  have inseparable interests, not least o f  w hich is a  com m on challenge: m ass tou rism ’ (31). His 
influence continues to be felt w ithin the H awaiian Tourism  A uthority  w hich, in 2006, appointed its first 
native H aw aiian  chair, D ouglas K ahikina Chang. In his keynote speech to the H aw aiian V isitors Bureau 
A nnual Lunch in N ovem ber 2006, Chang acknow ledged that, as he ‘m oved up the ranks’ o f  the
from those in Potiki and Kamau is by addressing the way it highlights corporate tourism’s 
transformation along cultural and environmental lines. Whilst by no means auguring a more 
sustainable future (there is a strong understanding o f  how the commoditisation of both can be 
seen merely as a form o f profit-driven business diversification), this suggests that less 
ecologically destructive tourism enterprises must attend the manifold factors, including tourism- 
as-neocolonialism, that underpin current and future industry practices. Making pronouncements 
on ecotourism -  or on other forms o f ‘ethical’ tourism development -  seems in this sense less 
important than attempting to understand how intersecting varieties o f cultural and nature-based 
island tourism can be negotiated at the interface o f competing, and often internally conflictual, 
ideologies o f  development.
Drawing on the philosophical insights o f Clifford Geertz and Richard Rorty, Lohmann 
argues that an ‘anti-global’ alliance which seeks to resist the colonising processes o f ‘green 
globalism’ involves
defending an intercultural space which is not a language nor a system nor an attitude, 
but rather a readiness, such as that found in the West in literary criticism or art history, 
to let incommensurable points o f  view alone, to be receptive as well as active, to move 
back and forth among separate social wholes seen as ‘reciprocal commentaries, 
mutually deepening ... one upon another, the one lighting what the other darkens’.
(1993:167)
The dialectical analyses o f Grace’s and Apio’s texts offered here reinforce Lohmann’s inference 
that literature presents a profoundly productive space through which to address the tensions 
between incommensurability and reciprocity that need to be emphasised when examining how 
future postcolonial island tourism development might embrace divergent ideologies o f 
development. By accentuating ‘transnational sodalities’, foregrounding localised strategies for 
indigenising the global market, and contributing to the ‘everyday cultural practice’ where ‘the 
work o f the imagination is transformed’ (Appadurai 1996: 40), such analyses can usefully 
augment indigenous communities’ real and imagined negotiations o f tourism development. In
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hospitality  industry , he ‘becam e keenly aw are that m y professional and cultural lives w ere often at odds’. 
Indeed, he adm its tha t he ‘w ould have called it quits had it no t been for a  conference I attended in the late 
’80s w ith Dr. G eorge K anahele, K enny B row n and m any others from  both the industry and host cultu re’ 
(C hang 2006). F or further details on the occasion  o f  C hang’s speech, see Radw ay (2007). A pio’s 
appropriation  o f  K anahe le ’s philosophies is therefore an im portant contributing  factor to his p lays’ 
ongoing  relevance in H aw ai‘i. G iven the com parative focus o f  th is section, it is also interesting that 
K anahele acknow ledges how  a v isit w ith several other H aw aiian  businessm en to N ew  Zealand in 1981 
helped reaffirm  ‘our cultural and spiritual identity as H aw aiians’ as ‘[w]e [...] learned a great deal about 
ourselves from  o u r “younger M aori cousins’”  (1992: 30). H e proceeds to state that the experience 
prom pted the form ation o f  ‘the W A IA H A  Foundation dedicated to the study o f  H awaiian values and 
culture, and the w riting o f  the book Ku Kanaka-Stand Tall, A Search fo r  Hawaiian Values. I readily admit 
that I borrow ed the title  ku kanaka o r tu tangata, and a few  o ther ideas as w ell, from M aoridom ’ (30).
this sense, imaginative representations can play significant roles in transforming the basis for 
more sustainable Pacific island tourism practices, from New Zealand to Hawai‘i.
III. Tourism , Desecration, and Sacred Land
The readings o f  the previous two sections have indicated some o f the ways in which the works 
o f Caribbean and Pacific writers interrogate social constructions o f natural environments and 
portray varying levels o f  contestation with respect to ecologically unsustainable tourism 
development. In the final section o f this chapter, I want to bring together their respective 
discursive and dialectical approaches in order to examine whether there are any organising 
principles that can unite the points raised so far. For instance, what are the links between 
discursive demolitions o f paradisal tropes and the complex negotiations entailed by material and 
ideological contestations over touristically desirable land? And how might comparative 
criticism contribute to the anticipatory and transformative roles literature plays with respect to 
tourism development in both the Caribbean and the Pacific? Focusing primarily on Kamau 
Brathwaite’s real-life battle against one potentially destructive form o f tourism construction in 
Barbados, the section explores how notions o f the sacred  can be mobilised against exploitative 
development practices. It shows how this concept offers perspectives on forming more ethical 
frameworks for sustainable tourism that foreground the interdependence o f cultural and 
environmental factors whilst also attending to economic sustainability demands.
Tourism and Notions o f  the Sacred
In recent years, both cultural and environmental commentators have examined with increased 
vigour the importance o f the sacred in relation to their respective fields. From a postcolonial 
perspective, Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin note that since the Enlightenment 
the sacred has been ‘relegated to primitivism and the archaic’ in comparison to ‘secularism, 
economic rationalism and progressivism’ (2002: 212). However, ‘at the end o f the twentieth 
century, debates about the sacred have become more urgent as issues such as land rights and 
rights to sacred beliefs and practices begin to grow in importance. A paradigm shift has 
occurred in this area, bringing a new consideration o f the complex, hybrid and rapidly changing 
cultural formations o f both marginalized and first world peoples’ (212). Comparably, Charles 
Anyinam notes how increasing attention has been given to religious and sacred practices by
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environmental scientists, commenting on how a similar paradigm shift in this field was 
emblematised at a conference on environmental degradation in 1990 when ‘a statement by a 
distinguished list o f American scientists [...] asserted that efforts to safeguard and cherish the 
environment need to be infused with a vision o f the sacred, because problems o f such 
magnitude, and solutions demanding so broad a perspective, must be recognised from the onset 
as having a religious as well as a scientific dimension’ (1999: 127).
Discussing how the sacred is to be defined, Anyinam notes that the concept first gained 
currency in the anthropological work o f Bronislaw Malinowski and Emile Durkheim. This was 
expanded on most notably by Mircia Eliade in his book The Sacred and the Profane (1959), 
which underpins numerous subsequent definitions o f sacred space. The conversion o f ‘ordinary 
(profane) space’ to sacred space reflects, according to Anyinam ’s summary o f Eliade, ‘the 
spiritual characteristics associated with both the physical features and the deeper, abstract 
implications delimiting a particular site as sacred' (1999: 130). Jamie Scott also notes how the 
phrase captures ‘the sense o f spiritual significance associated with those concrete locations in 
which adherents to different religious traditions, past and present, maintain a ritual sense of the 
sanctity o f life and its cycles’ (2001: xvi). Yet, writing from a postcolonial perspective, Scott 
also notes that there are significant problems with these conceptions. For instance, he observes 
how some social scientists ‘have argued that Eliade’s opposition o f the sacred to the profane 
recapitulates ancient Western dualisms’ (xvi). In addition, ‘Eliade’s phenomenological method 
tends to talk o f sacred space in essentialist and essentializing terms, forgetting the ambiguities 
o f economic, social and political relations in which all individual spiritual experience and 
institutional religious life are invariably implicated’ (xvi). Given the ‘economic, social and 
political’ pressures o f tourism, then, part o f my aim here is to highlight some ways in which 
postcolonial island writers’ engagements with the industry can contribute to more rigorous ideas 
of how the sacred might intervene in environmental sustainability debates.
As the analysis o f  Grace’s and Apio’s texts demonstrated, a chief facet o f resistance to 
exploitative tourism development expressed by indigenous communities in both New Zealand 
and Hawai‘i involves opposition to the desecration o f places endowed with deep spiritual 
significance, such as the Tamihanas’ urupa and the ko‘a on Alika’s ancestral land. Significantly, 
though, these are not spaces that require protection from all forms o f human intervention. 
Indeed, their importance is partly derived from their continued incorporation in local 
communities’ changing rituals and cultural practices. This even admits levels of tourism, as in
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Kamau A ‘e, where M ichael’s native sovereignty group invites the hotel’s tourists to join them in 
their activities at the ko‘a. Although notions o f the sacred in both texts are grounded in 
culturally specific epistemologies, their relationship to genealogically embedded ideas regarding 
custodianship over communal land represents a key point o f similarity. Is the same true, 
however, for postcolonial island communities shaped by ongoing legacies o f cultural rupture, 
such as those associated with mass diaspora and slavery in the Caribbean? Whilst the 
articulation o f genealogical continuities in the insular Pacific partly underpins the importance of 
notions o f the sacred to the region’s writers, it is nevertheless intriguing that, in relation to 
tourism development especially, the concept also comes to the fore in the work o f such eminent 
Caribbean writers as Brathwaite and Walcott. In this light, I want first to probe how the sacred 
is theorised in non-indigenous contexts, addressing both its limitations and potentialities with 
respect to environmental sustainability planning, before addressing points o f mutual 
illumination between Caribbean and Pacific island experiences.
Over the last two decades, Walcott has become a conspicuously strong advocate of the
need to understand how certain forms o f tourism development are implicated in the desecration
of sacred environments and to oppose them (literally) on those grounds. He was especially vocal
in his condemnation o f Hilton’s choice to locate a new hotel (unashamedly entitled the ‘Jalousie
Plantation’) atop St Lucia’s most iconic geological formation, its twin volcanic peaks known as
the Pitons, in the early 1990s. When asked about his response to the development in an
interview with George Handley in 2001, Walcott stated forcefully that:
The dangerous thing about it becomes not the fact that another hotel is being built, but 
where it is being built, so that there is nothing sacred. [...] [T]he investor who can come 
here and think, “Well, it’s just a small island. Who is going to care?” and then be 
supported by politicians, by the government on the pretext that it is very good for the 
island, he is doing serious damage to the mentality o f St. Lucians who say, “Yes, we 
should do it because it is going to bring employment” . [...] I am talking about the direct 
desecration o f a thing. I am not even against hotels, really. I said so. I said build a hotel, 
but don’t build it there. For Christ’s sake, leave something that is really spiritual to St. 
Lucians more than just two big mountains sticking up out o f the sea.
(Handley 2005a: 127-8)
This raises several important issues regarding this form o f development. Firstly, exploitative 
external investment is sanctioned by the government, or the corrupt ‘traitors’ described by 
Omeros’s narrator as he descends into the St Lucian underworld, ‘who, in elected office, saw 
the land as views / for hotels’ (Walcott 1990: 288). As Huggan and Tiffin note, ‘the continuing 
vulnerability of marginalized peoples is no longer simply a question o f the colonized throwing 
off the shackles o f colonialism, so particular groups can find themselves targeted by their own
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governments’ (2007: 4; original emphasis). This provokes the question o f how governments as 
well as developers should be approached with regards to sustainability planning. Secondly, the 
psychological effects o f  this process on ‘the mentality o f St Lucians’ who approve of 
employment opportunities at the cost o f desecrating a profoundly ‘spiritual’ site reinforce 
W alcott’s fear that such development is playing a negative role in the transformation and 
continued oppression o f local culture, which for him is predicated partly on a sustainable 
relationship with the natural environment. This moves Walcott to invoke a religious register in 
an attempt to highlight the intrinsic or non-material value o f natural features; as Paula Burnett 
observes, he sees tourism development in ‘between the landmark Pitons [...] as “ like building a 
M cDonald’s next to Stonehenge”, or “writing ‘Fuck you’ on a wall in Mecca’” (2001: 53). 
Thirdly, though, it reinforces Walcott’s refusal to condemn the tourism industry wholesale; 
rather, his objections stem from the instances in which it directly threatens local communities’ 
cultural practices and future environmental interactions. How then might the work o f creative 
writers help prevent this sort of development and contribute to the definition and protection of 
sacred spaces without either detrimentally affecting their ongoing use-value to local people or 
converting them from one form o f unsustainable tourism site to another? These questions can be 
productively examined in relation to Brathwaite’s real-life struggles against tourism 
development in the area o f Barbados in which he had hoped to relocate permanently, 
CowPastor.
CowPastor and Namsetoura: Haunted Places, Appropriation, and Resistance
In the mid 1990s, Brathwaite moved to CowPastor, a rural area on the south-east coast of 
Barbados. He intended to use this space partly as a means o f reorganising his extensive archives 
which were thrown into disarray by Hurricane Gilbert in 1988. He also wanted to open a 
cultural institute on the site to support the work o f young artists. Shortly after settling there, 
however, he learned o f government plans to transform the area by constructing what he calls an 
‘unnecessary and unethical road [...] for some new unxplained access to the airport’ 
(Brathwaite 2005a).36 He expresses his thoughts and objections to this in an open letter,
36 All deviations from  Standard English in this and subsequent quotations from  B rathw aite are reproduced 
exactly; som e longer quotations are reproduced as facsim iles according to  typographic dem ands. There 
are certain  conflicts over the specific rationale o f  the airport expansion, including argum ents that (a) it is 
necessary in o rder to  ‘bring  B arbados into com pliance w ith the safety requirem ents o f  the International
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available online in a section o f the ‘Save CowPastor’ website which is dedicated to his struggle 
(and which also displays news, articles, suggestions, and support).37 Brathwaite’s protest against 
the road’s construction in his letter focuses on its ‘unethical’ ecological effects. He describes it 
as an ‘offence [...] to the people who choose to live here, who are/were so fortunate to live here 
to love here’, perpetrated by ‘a willful remote control decision by Authorities too arrogant & 
high & mighty to discuss plans that involve all our futures fortunes w/us “out here”, who are 
still seen -  MENTAL PLANTATION MENTAL SLAVERY -  as chattel anti-heroes have no 
voice’ (2005a).38 The development involves both the transformation o f the landscape — ‘this old 
plantation well, the little Lake (or Pond) o f Thorns -  the natural water catchment for this area -  
filled in and flattened’ (2005a) -  and the destruction o f wildlife through a loss o f pastureland. 
This includes not only fauna but also symbolic flora including ‘a fledgling BEARDED FIG- 
TREE (shrine o f ancient African & Amerindian spirits) [...] a dear endangered species, cruelly 
unethically soon to gone’ (2005a). Part o f the significance o f this landscape -  a clue to which is 
given in Brathwaite’s use o f the term ‘are/were’ to describe CowPastor’s inhabitants -  is that he 
believes it to be a sacred site, used for slave burials. This is explored in his genre-crossing 
portrayal o f the events surrounding his struggle, ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ (2005), which not 
only dramatises the history o f Brathwaite’s dispute with the developers but also depicts the 
visionary encounter he experienced with the spirit o f a slave woman named Namsetoura.
Despite the hundreds o f thousands o f slave deaths in Barbados during the two centuries 
preceding emancipation, only one slave burial ground has been discovered on the island 
(although they are largely unmarked, Brathwaite considers the lack o f research ‘a SCANDAL A 
CRIME AND [...] A VERY BAD OM EN!’ [2005e]). However, this graveyard, at Newton 
plantation, is ‘the earliest and largest undisturbed plantation slave cemetery yet reported in the
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Civil A viation  O rgan isa tion ’; (b) large metal objects in p lanes’ flight paths can affect their landing 
system s, and lights in the  area can disorientate pilots; and (c) it w ill p ro tect residents in the event o f  
flight-related  em ergencies, w hilst also functioning as an anti-terrorism  m easure. M ore inform ation 
relating  to  these points w hich m akes specific reference to B rathw aite’s concerns is available on the 
internet v ia  the G rantley  A dam s International A irport w ebsite (see < http ://w w w .gaia .com .bb/>).
37 See <http ://w w w .tom raw orth .com /w ordpress>.
18 It is w orth pointing  out that not only does this buttress W alco tt’s anger at governm ent-sanctioned forms 
o f  environm ental exploitation w ithin St Lucia but it also offers a productive point o f  com parison with 
geographer Jonathan P ugh ’s p rovocative argum ent regarding postcolonial consolidation  o f  state pow er in 
B arbados. Pugh suggests that, due both to anxiety regarding the im position o f  ‘w estern ’ developm ent 
paradigm s from  external ‘donor agencies’ and to  ‘the isolated and disconnected  nature o f  local 
environm ental m ovem ents in B arbados’, the state now  ‘m aintains the confidence [...] that it can speak on 
b eha lf o f  “ the peop le” during environm ental p lanning’ (2005: 193). The result is that, rather than 
em pow ering local solutions to environm ental developm ent problem s, m any com m unities are unable to 
intervene in centralised  decision-m aking processes. Interestingly, g iven the dialogue in this section 
betw een W alcott and B rathw aite, Pugh concludes his article by stating that the St Lucian governm ent is 
attem pting to em ulate the form s o f  centralised control enacted in B arbados (203).
New W orld’ (including the US) and is located, as Brathwaite’s narrator in ‘The Namsetoura 
Papers’ notes, just ‘a few miles north o f CowPasture & part o f that complex of early southern 
Bajan plantations’ (2005c: 38). The narrator also adds that ‘we are now being told [...] that slave 
graveyards preferred the near o f water -  rivers ponds a waterfall the sea -  if  this was possible’ 
(5). Given that the Newton plantation is only ‘just over the hill from CP and is part o f  the same 
geological scroll’, Brathwaite develops a well-researched argument ‘that CP, with its water 
source -  that pond -  those large wells -  and its VIEW OF THE SEA -  is much more likely than 
Newton, to have been a centre o f slave religions and cerem onies’ (2005e); it is in this context 
that he calls it his ‘sacred backyard space’ (2005c: 5). This description requires some 
differentiation from W alcott’s use of the sacred. Not only is the site significant in terms of 
understanding the links between Barbadian cultural and natural history, but Brathwaite 
domesticates the official discourse o f sacred space (something that might be government 
sanctioned and conserved in the form o f a national park for instance) by highlighting how space 
is reconfigured according to his own intervention. Often in cases o f conflict over land, notions 
o f  ownership or, more frequently, guardianship are activated in relation to genealogical 
histories. However, Brathwaite yokes his own intention to initiate a genealogical relationship 
with CowPastor by turning it into an archive and cultural centre to its sacred history -  
suggesting that it is possible for ‘backyard [...] space’ and sacred place to be coterminous.39 
This undermines the kind o f approach to conservation, often underpinning ecotourism 
initiatives, inherent in the creation o f national parks and buttressed historically by colonial 
ideologies. What is especially intriguing is the fact that Brathwaite’s depiction o f his encounter 
with Namsetoura — which is significantly precipitated by his attempt to create a photographic 
record o f CowPastor -  involves a self-reflexive evaluation o f how dialectical opposition can be 
reinforced by aesthetic representation. This makes ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ well suited to 
testing the meeting points between the discursive and dialectical approaches engaged in the 
previous sections o f this chapter.
In the part o f ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ beginning ‘X id u s X id u s ’, Brathwaite describes his 
actions on the day he encounters Namsetoura (just on the cusp o f 2000 [McSweeney 2005]), a
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39 H olger H enke offers ano ther im portant perspective on this process, stating that not only has 
‘B rathw aite’s w riting  style [...] surpassed m any conventions’ but ‘his entire oeuvre is a re-creation o f  an 
authentic C aribbean voice, a  re-indigenization and reoccupation o f  the m oral and ethical space held by 
C aribbean indigenous and A frican peoples before the arrival o f  the co lon ialists’ (2003: 54). C hapter 3 
discusses reindigenisation  in m ore depth from a native H aw aiian perspective.
time when he had resigned him self to failing in his attempt to defend CowPastor and having to
relocate once more. He writes:
in dread & preparation, leaving < this one last chance to be home & at my age to be 
beautiful, we be- gin making an inventory o f everything in our hearts [...] thirsting up 
all our images [...] now in these last words we wd use the camera, photographs of me 
mory. it’s sun’s eye illuminating my one eye into the last spirits & magicals I’ve nvr 
known before tho they are here. [...] ghosts we now know who won’t leave us.
(2005c: 43)
Unlike the stereotypical, studium-oriented representations inherent in tourism photography that
render images largely unitary, Brathwaite attempts here to use photography as a means of
preserving an environment that is soon to be destroyed. He is particularly sensitive to the
‘ghosts’ o f the past, which bequeath stories and historicity to landscapes.40 This reflects de
Certeau’s position on how places are endowed with meaning from anthropocentric perspectives:
There is no place that is not haunted by many different spirits hidden there in silence, 
spirits one can ‘invoke’ or not. Haunted places are the only ones people can live in [...]. 
[TJhese ‘spirits’, themselves broken into pieces [...], do not speak any more than they 
see. This is a sort o f knowledge that remains silent.
(1984: 108; original emphasis)
However, the depiction o f the events that follow Brathwaite’s attempt to construct a 
photographic record o f the landscape and its ‘ghosts’ involves an important departure from de 
Certeau’s spatial philosophy, in which ‘spirits’ perform primarily metaphorical functions.
After photographing various examples o f CowPastor’s flora, the narrator describes how his 
‘eye catch < /  sight o f  a spider -  ananse -  then /  the web'. But when he tries to take a picture of 
it ‘ in the grassfinder /  o f  the camera -  all comin in /  is the bright afternoon in the iris /  & the 
eye o f  camera'. On switching to a close-up lens, his ‘new xpensive Sigma STOP /  WORKIN’ 
and he almost makes the fa tal' mistake of opening the camera which would have ‘lose us the 
few  shots we hav / (e)leave inside / which i now »  kno is / how the SPIDERS makin me do / 
this - TO LOO / -SEALL RECORD OF »  / DEM-IMAGES' (2005c: 44). Commenting on this 
section o f ‘The Namsetoura Papers’, Adriana Gonzalez Mateos states that Brathwaite’s interest 
in the spider is ‘not that o f a naturalist. In Ghana, the Akan worship Ananse, a spirit that is also 
a spider. It gleams in the darkness and entraps our fears, drives away malignant energies, plays 
with people’s certainties, and guards those places where our world comes into contact with
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40 There are confluences here w ith Pierre N o ra’s notion o f  ‘lieux de m em oire’ (sites o f  m em ory), which 
coincides partly w ith ideas about sacred space and storied landscapes. D esignated  as places ‘where 
[cultural] m em ory crystallizes and secretes i ts e lf  (1989: 7), N ora sees them  as products o f  m odernity, 
sym bolised by constructed  histories w hich are necessary to replace ruptures in cultural mem ory. 
C ow P astor is situated in a liminal space betw een ongoing articulations o f  cultural m em ory with respect to 
landscape, and constructions o f  sacredness via archaeology and historical archives. It thus challenges 
d ichotom ous understandings o f  sacred spaces as ‘p rim itive’ o r pre-m odern, sites o f  m em ory as modern.
other worlds’ (Mateos 2006). Why then might this Ananse-figure want to intervene in 
Brathwaite’s attempt to memorialise CowPastor photographically, and cause him to ‘loose all 
record o f dem images’?
As noted in section one, Sontag characterises the photographer as ‘supertourist’. She also 
suggests that ‘[t]o photograph is to appropriate’ (2001: 4); that the camera ‘may presume, 
intrude, trespass, distort, exploit, and, at the furthest reach o f the metaphor, assassinate’ (13); 
and that ‘the act o f taking pictures is [...] a semblance o f rape’ (24). Despite his deep 
attentiveness to CowPastor’s natural beauty, could we therefore read the problems Brathwaite 
experiences in attaining a photographic record o f  the area as figuratively linked to these kinds o f 
appropriative manoeuvres? And, in the sense o f photography as ‘supertourism’, are his actions 
in some way complicit with the very process o f  expropriation that is causing him to leave his 
home and transforming his land? Despite the suggestion o f this, a more influential reason for his 
problems concerns his inability (following Barthes once more) to break CowPastor’s ecological 
studium as fully as the site demands. Part o f Ananse’s tricksy, contrapuntal purpose in this sense 
is to guide the photographer towards the hidden punctum o f the scene. CowPastor is not only a 
site of threatened natural beauty but also one o f deep cultural, historical, and spiritual 
significance: it has a sacred quality that requires more involved engagement than that provided 
by conventional photographic images. This punctum  is represented by Namsetoura.
Still attempting to capture the spider and its web, the narrator describes how suddenly ‘the 
whole / precious autofocus CRACK as if  I have a heart attack or someone / cussin mwe’ 
(2005c: 12). At this point, his wife Chad finds a Til ole / Kodak camerata try a few shots sheself 
and is from this box we get / this pic. ture. not o f spiders spiderwebs, but this, the one shot out 
o f a / whole wide roll o f blacks & blanks o f flim. this Nam- / setoura. and is she. sheself. who 
writin mwe this poem’ (12; fig. 2 shows the picture [49], which also adorns the cover o f his 
collection o f poems Born to Slow Horses [2005]).
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Fig. 2:
The point at which the lens cracks can be interpreted as an instant in which CowPastor’s 
cultural and historical punctum ‘pierces’ the boundaries between reality and representation, life 
and death. The general ‘commitment’ to a field o f interest that is applied, in Barthes’s terms, 
‘without special acuity’ (2000: 26) and which characterises the photographic studium 
(constituted in this case by the beauty o f CowPastor’s natural environment) is therefore literally 
‘broken’ by Namsetoura. In this case, though, the punctum  does not ‘shoot out o f  a photograph 
but seemingly from the physical surroundings themselves, ‘pricking’ the lens and reinforcing its 
inaptness for capturing the cultural and historical resonances o f this sacred environment.
One challenge this presents to de Certeau’s characterisation o f haunted places as inert, 
mediated only by metaphors and stories, is that it is not the ‘spirits’ here that are ‘broken into 
pieces’ but the instrument o f mimesis, the camera. A further challenge arises as this ‘ghost’, 
Namsetoura, does not ‘remain silent’ in the way de Certeau’s theory suggests, but speaks to 
Brathwaite as follows:
tree hundred year* 1 otarin here under tbi*
opidcr arb 
O budh
anartac a t  m y door o f herb* 
[...]
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an no w you came disturb me 
w/ y r  cd flic rd 
destroy
the ruin o f my spiral with y r  flash
0  wash me p. On- my child my metaphor 
flesh o f my flash  
great great grandbrotber 
from this other world
Yu think they Dts 
-possessin yu? I'u tink you tall 
1'ti tink yu Rasta mou eta massa man
wreck
-on yu roots yu rat-e?
(50-2)
Namsetoura’s anguished yet provocative interrogation o f the narrator allows contention that de 
Certeau’s emphasis on the ‘silence’ o f ‘spirits’ has a Eurocentric bias, indebted to a ‘western’ 
empiricist tradition that sees spirit-worlds primarily as functions o f the imaginary. Moreover, by 
calling the narrator ‘my metaphor / flesh o f  my flash ', Namsetoura performs a significant 
mimetic reversal. Although Brathwaite appears to mediate by transcribing her words, her 
sentiments suggest that, not only is she the narrator’s ancestral progenitor, but that he is a 
function o f  her imagination rather than vice versa — a metaphor fleshed out by the flash of her 
visionary intervention. One obvious counter-argument is that the only ‘evidence’ of 
Namsetoura’s existence in ‘reality’ is Brathwaite’s personal testimony and the photograph he 
presents as an image o f Namsetoura. Hence, the encounter could be simply rendered the product 
o f  Brathwaite’s imaginative engagement with the history o f a place to which he is deeply 
attached. This would suggest that Namsetoura is no more than precisely the kind of ‘invoked’ 
spiritual figure described by de Certeau. Yet, the interface between history, memory, 
spirituality, and aesthetic production explored in ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ significantly 
complicates this conclusion. This becomes clearer through examination o f the relationship 
between the visible and the invisible in assessing the ‘sacred’ function o f the text’s landscape.
As section two shows, the invisible is central to the how the indigenous communities in 
Grace’s and A pio’s texts conceive o f their local environments as sacred. It is also vital to the 
ways in which Caribbean writers, like Kincaid and Walcott, confront asyndetic island place- 
myths by historicising visible aspects o f local landscapes. As Jeff Baldwin rightly comments 
with regard to A Small Place, ‘Kincaid lets us know [that] [...] Antiguan beach landscapes, like 
other touristed landscapes, are characterized by a certain dissonance between the visible and the
invisible, the unexamined and the manifest. Apparently natural, they are products of social 
relations at work in the context o f  ecological and physical processes’ (2005: 222). In similar 
terms, then, the factual status o f Brathwaite’s encounter with Namsetoura is arguably less 
important than the power o f a specific place to provoke intensely imagined experiences through 
consideration of its invisible qualities, particularly its historical dimensions. ‘The Namsetoura 
Papers’ therefore reads partly as a self-referential intervention into the politics o f  tourism 
development policies that threaten to desecrate the very spaces that have enabled industry 
expansion. However, this conclusion only accounts partially for the interrogation of ‘the real’ 
that the text presents. Refusing to accept that Namsetoura is primarily a literary construction or 
imaginative creation, both within ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ and in real-life interviews and 
correspondences, Brathwaite undermines binary understandings o f  the visible and the invisible 
as he asserts that the two are intimately entwined. By incorporating a photograph of Namsetoura 
in the text, he challenges the reader to accept her both as a function o f the imaginary 
(CowPastor’s normally invisible punctum), and as a visible participant in its contemporary 
ecological reality. In this sense, the genre-crossing, interdiscursive form o f ‘The Namsetoura 
Papers’ is vital to its effectiveness.
This point is illuminated in Brathwaite’s interview with Joyelle McSweeney, conducted
shortly after writing ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ in 2005. The interview includes a discussion of
contemporary ‘catastrophes’, such as the South Asian tsunami o f 2004 and the hurricanes which
ravaged New Orleans and the G ulf Coast o f the US and Mexico in 2005, as McSweeney asks
Brathwaite to consider ‘how art can come out of catastrophe’. Brathwaite asserts that:
Art must come out of catastrophe. [...] What is it that causes nature to lunge in this 
cataclysmic way, and what kind of message [...] is Nature trying to send to us? And how 
are they connected, these violent forces that hit the world so very often -  manmade or 
nature-made or spirit-made -  they hit us increasingly violently. And I’m at the center of 
this, I feel -  what I have experienced here at CowPastor is a miniscule version o f the 
same thing. That one should have found a home, after a long period o f peregrination, 
and within minutes o f finding that home, to be told that you have to leave, on a flimsy, 
unethical excuse, is another form o f catastrophe.
(McSweeney 2005)
This passage makes an intriguing distinction between nature in capitalised and non-capitalised 
forms. Although this may be a transcriptional quirk, it nevertheless draws attention to the 
physical and metaphysical dimensions of the processes Brathwaite discusses, which in turn 
reflect links between the visible and the invisible. The capitalised version o f ‘Nature’ relates to 
the metaphysical dimension o f ‘catastrophe’, associated more with a ‘calamitous fate’ (OED 2)
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than the material processes o f ‘nature’ that prompt disasters. However, rather than signalling an 
apocalyptic endpoint, Brathwaite comments that, ‘[o]ne thing about catastrophe, for me, is that 
it always seems to lead to a kind o f magical realism. That moment o f utter disaster, the very 
moment when it seems almost hopeless, too difficult to proceed, you begin to glimpse a kind of 
radiance on the other end o f the maelstrom’ (McSweeney 2005). He thus establishes an 
interrelationship between the kind o f ‘catastrophic’ ecological effects precipitated by globalised 
modernity’s most unsustainable practices, and an aesthetic genre which suggests a wider 
philosophical form o f conceiving reality that allows disaster to be worked through. This is 
condensed in the ‘miniscule version’ o f wider reaching global processes (here, tourism 
development) represented by CowPastor. Brathwaite’s encounter with the region’s 
conventionally invisible punctum, Namsetoura, is an example o f how environmental destruction 
both provokes and demands recourse to the ‘magical real’, to a conception o f ‘reality’ where the 
spiritual domain constitutes an inseparable aspect o f its ecological specificity and texture. This 
undermines the kind o f positivist distinction between the corporal and the ethereal, the ‘active’ 
living and the ‘silent’ dead, on which de Certeau’s characterisation o f haunted places rests. The 
construction o f ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ reinforces how, for Brathwaite, the ‘magical’ and the 
‘imaginary’ are inseparable from the ‘real’.
Part o f the importance o f Brathwaite’s encounter with Namsetoura is that it forced him 
away from a primarily visual conception o f CowPastor as he interrogates how the visible 
domain interacts with the invisible currents o f cultural memory and historical circumstance. He 
tells McSweeney:
what she [Namsetoura] said is that I should do some real research, I should defend her 
sacred space, and I should become concerned therefore with the environment, both 
historically and spiritually, from which she had come. And soon after that I began to 
make it clear to the government of Barbados, without much response, that I was not 
going to leave CowPastor until 1 got some clear explanation as to why they wanted to 
build a road through this place.
(McSweeney 2005)
This has some important ramifications. Firstly, it enhances understandings o f how the 
fragmentation o f Brathwaite’s camera, as described in ‘The Namsetoura Papers’, represents the 
limitations o f photography as a mode o f fully comprehending or capturing CowPastor’s 
historically embedded but spiritually vital ecology. Complicity with touristic modes of 
appropriation is produced because visual records only constitute part o f the story of any human 
dwelling place, as de Certeau’s narrative-oriented spatial theory recognises. Namsetoura’s
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intervention prevents Brathwaite from representing this site through sight alone; instead she 
drives him to the archives, to historical resources, stories, and imaginative reconstructions in 
order to ‘develop’ a fuller understanding o f CowPastor which he then self-reflexively refashions 
as aesthetic artefact. Crucially, the resulting text not only embraces generic aspects o f the 
‘magical real’ but is formally interdiscursive, incorporating academic research, archival and 
historical evidence, poetical texts, government speeches and edicts, the photograph of 
Namsetoura, and written transcriptions o f oral testimony. In this sense, the visible dimension of 
CowPastor is reinforced by the conventionally invisible, with the resulting text constituting a 
cultural artefact inspired by a landscape under threat of development and ecological destruction.
It is also worth noting that this process (Brathwaite’s attempt to create a photographic 
record o f CowPastor, his encounter with Namsetoura, his subsequent research, and the literary 
work this helped produce) energised and extended his original dialectical opposition to the 
development through discursive refashioning of its original logic. Conversely, this discursive 
intervention is reinforced and politicised by continued resistance in reality. This offers a 
powerful example o f how the two reading strategies applied in this chapter are interrelated, 
providing points o f mutual enlightenment. Yet, whilst this might seem a neat conclusion, at the 
moment o f writing neither Brathwaite’s resistance nor his artistic interventions have succeeded 
in repelling the proposed development although, through internet publication especially, they 
have contributed to raising awareness about his struggle and its implications for other places 
facing similar challenges. In what ways, then, might further comparative consideration o f the 
ideas raised here enhance perspectives on attaining goals like those described by Brathwaite?
Limitations o f  the Sacred
As the importance o f non-living worlds in Potiki and Kamau intimates, the struggle to protect 
sacred space from unsustainable tourism development portrayed in ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ 
has resonance in Pacific island contexts. In her work on Pacific island development, Emberson- 
Bain argues that, as “ ‘sustainable development” flourished prior to colonial conquest, military 
occupation, the imposition o f a cash economy, and the fostering o f Western “development” [...] 
[i]t is perhaps timely [...] that we look back into the past for clues as to how to build a self- 
reliant, sustainable future: a time to wake up some o f the ghosts o f yesteryear’ (1994: x—xi). 
This statement is particularly fitting with respect to those texts analysed in which ‘ghosts’
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ironically ‘awaken’ living individuals’ awareness o f tourism ’s environmental interventions. For 
instance, ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ reinforces the observation that ‘[d]ue to colonial and tourist 
views o f the islands as ahistorical, passive, and idyllic landscapes, Caribbean writers have had 
to recover a sense o f historicity’ (DeLoughrey et al. 2005: 12). This ‘recovery’, in which the 
writer is roused by the spectral rather than vice versa,41 emphasises the ongoing role such ghosts 
can play in disrupting environmentally exploitative or insensitive forms o f tourism 
development. Similar observations can also be made in relation to Kamau (with respect to the 
role o f  A lika’s mother) and Omeros (in scenes involving the ghost o f Walcott’s father, 
Warwick, and Homer/Omeros).42 What power, though, might these ‘ghosts’ have to disrupt the 
most environmentally exploitative forms o f tourism?
One key challenge tourism development poses to land use ideologies that emphasise its 
social and spiritual value is that, despite their high cultural and environmental sustainability 
ideals, they tend not to speak directly to economic concerns, however ethically dubious these 
may be. This is enhanced by the fact that governments and policy-makers often assess 
environmental value through reductive cost-benefit analyses, measuring cultural factors 
arbitrarily and unfavourably. But can subjective notions like the sacred be reconciled with 
capital-driven logic? Should they be? Blarney notes that, whilst it is laudable for sustainable 
tourism advocates to construct ‘wish-lists’ concerning their conservationist aims, ‘they are 
typically very general in nature and [...] this leaves a significant gap between policy 
endorsement and implementation’ (2001: 15). Indeed, he cites one frustrated commentator’s 
complaint that: ‘Reading each principle in turn I found m yself increasingly asking the questions, 
Why? How? When? With what? It soon became very tiresome ploughing through so many 
platitudinous points’ (12). In this light, the dramatisation o f conflict presented in creative
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41 There has been a concerted focus recently on issues o f  postcolonialism  and the spectral, w ith the latter 
being ‘legitim ated [...] as critical concep t’ in w orks draw ing, as A ndre Lepecki observes in his own essay 
on the ‘postcolonial spectra l’, on Jacques D errida’s Spectres de Marx (1993) and its influential notion o f  
‘haun to logy’ (L epecki 2003: 123). See, for instance, Pheng C heah ’s Spectral Nationality: Passages o f 
Freedom from  Kant to Postcolonial Literatures o f  Liberation (2003), w hich argues that the postcolonial 
‘nation tries to reappropriate  the state from [...] global capitalist forces so that it can fully incarnate its e lf  
(11), w ith the ‘haunted n a tio n ’ ( ‘possessed by the neocolonial s ta te ’) seen by Cheah as ‘the most 
appropriate m etaphor for freedom  to d ay ’ (12). Sim ilarly, in Dark Continents: Psychoanalysis and 
Colonialism (2003), R anjana K hanna claim s that ‘the affect o f  colonialism , understood as the spectral 
rem ainder o f  the inassim ilable colonial structure o f  the m odern nation-state, inform s and shapes the 
tem porality  o f  contem porary  nation-statehood’ (12).
42 F or d iscussion o f  how  W arw ick and Omeros's narrator engage w ith the form o f  tourism  represented by 
a cruise liner m oored in C astries, see C arrigan (2007: 151-4). T his essay explores the rapidly expanding 
role o f  cruise tourism  in the C aribbean through an ecocritically  inflected analysis o f  its representation in 
Paule M arsha ll’s Praisesong fo r  the Widow (1983) and Omeros. As such, it supplem ents the prim arily 
land-based concerns o f  this chapter.
writing, along with protests made by individual writers against desecration o f sacred spaces and 
related forms o f aesthetic ‘contamination’, can seem insubstantial, even impotent when 
confronting such an economically powerful force as mass tourism.
One example o f  such impotence occurs in Albert W endt’s novel Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree 
(1979). Hospitalised with a terminal case o f tuberculosis, the novel’s anti-hero Pepe (who 
‘writes’ this central section o f the text) imagines a bleak, neocolonial future for Samoa in which 
‘ [t]he tourist trade is to become the new missionary trade, only this time the Bible is to be the 
Yankee dollar, and the priests are to be the tourist owners, and the altar o f sacrifice is to be our 
people’ (1979: 189-90). Notably, although local people are portrayed here as sacrificial 
subjects, Pepe also suggests that tourists are victims o f the same process o f cooptation, ‘owned’ 
by those ‘priests’ o f  tourism, developers. He then asserts that: ‘Even my writer hero Tusitala 
[Robert Louis Stevenson] and his grave on Mt Vaea is going to be a tourist attraction where 
tourists will go to fuck their women with cameras’ (190). This statement holds many ambivalent 
implications (arising in part from the suggested correlation between Pepe and Stevenson, and 
from issues o f  cultural assimilation surrounding the consecration o f a foreign artist), presenting 
tourism as an agent both o f desecration and appropriation. The latter part o f the quotation, for 
instance, seems highly suggestive in light o f the earlier discussion o f photography’s role in 
touristic conceptions o f place. Are the tourists Pepe describes to be understood as fornicating 
with women who are wearing cameras, or are the tourists themselves wearing them? Indeed, are 
the women to be ‘fucked’ not by the tourists but by actual cameras? Or are the tourists using 
cameras to ‘fuck’ their women in the sense of to ‘ruin, spoil, mess up’ (OED 3.a)?
Such ambiguities telescope touristic and photographic practice in ways that have distinct 
resonance with Sontag’s observations on the latter, such as its penetrative, sexualised nature, its 
intrusiveness, its ‘possession o f space’ (2001: 9), and its ‘colonisation’ o f ‘new experiences’ 
(42). They highlight a sharp disjunction between tourists involved in multiple reproductive 
processes (sexual and photographic, spawning future tourists) and sites o f literal death which 
are not only being desecrated but are also under threat o f  destruction (metonymic of wider 
processes o f cultural demise). Hence, Pepe gloomily predicts that ‘after I die Samoa is going to 
be like [...] all the other tourist centres which are tropical paradises in the posters’: homogenised 
and ecologically degraded. In this dystopian milieu, a government ‘which is run by New 
Zealand Papalagi’ pursuing ‘what [it] calls “economic development’” is creating a national 
condition that causes Pepe to assert: ‘My country does not need writers like me; it wants
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tourists’ (1979: 189). Yet even this ‘economic development’ is tainted and made unsustainable 
by the actions o f tourists on Stevenson’s grave. They contribute at once to the effacement o f its 
sanctity and its incorporation into a commoditised touristed landscape in which the island’s 
haunted places have been so thoroughly attenuated as to cease representing tourist attractions.
Despite the logic o f this position, it is nevertheless important to note that another key
problem in mobilising notions of the sacred in defence o f more sustainable tourism alternatives
is the way it risks alienating those communities most affected by such change. In this light, it is
significant that W alcott’s protests against the Jalousie Plantation ‘earned him criticism from
many o f the local working class who viewed the development as a much-needed economic
opportunity’ (DeLoughrey et al. 2005: 24). He expresses his resulting frustration as follows:
I don’t want to sound like someone preaching ecology, but that’s the core of the 
question, and it’s a moral question. And if  people ignore immoral questions of 
landscape [...] then ultimately the damage is incalculable. So the person who is 
protecting the sacred piece o f earth is doing more than the person who thinks that right 
now concrete and steel are going to do more for some other generation coming. That’s 
now a world crisis. It’s an emblem that the Pitons are an example of. [...] It’s very hard 
to communicate that to people in Soufriere who can’t feel some ancestral anything 
about it, but who know that these are two emblems o f something more than, say, 
another building.
(Handley 2005a: 129)
In seeing the Pitons as an ‘emblem’ for much wider, globalised processes o f development-led 
desecration, W alcott’s position reflects Brathwaite’s claim regarding CowPastor that ‘my micro 
case here, is the macro case of us all. The little done unto mwe, is the burden down upon us all’ 
(2005a). However, assimilating this argument in a way that is meaningful to local communities 
poses some vital moral and linguistic challenges. For DeLoughrey et al., the ‘reaction against 
one o f St. Lucia’s most celebrated native sons demonstrates that without a strong tradition of 
local consumption, many o f the otherwise noticeable effects o f misguided environmental 
policies go unnoticed on small islands because the hegemonic forces o f tourism and 
neocolonialism have been adopted on the local level’ (2005: 24-5). This implies that islanders 
remain victims, to some extent, o f  a form o f continued mental colonisation. Yet, it is also 
possible that without a strong cultural practice o f interaction with environmental features such 
as the Pitons, Walcott’s message could still be interpreted as either ‘green globalist’ or simply 
irrelevant to present economic need. For example, he asserts in rather universalising terms that 
‘[njobody can go by the Pitons and not be really moved by the power they emanate. The same 
thing would be true o f any other sacred location that has become cherished for some vibration it 
gives o f f  (Handley 2005a: 128). This foregrounds a problem with the term ’s imprecision:
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arguing for environmental protection on the basis of ‘some vibration it gives o f f  appears 
woolly when juxtaposed against the same land’s economic resource value. Such mobilisations 
o f the sacred appear too inexact to have any impact on market-driven logic.
W alcott’s interview comments admit the importance o f attracting local community support 
if  an ethical position towards development is to be effective in combating exploitative 
proposals. This is difficult if, as Walcott recognises, the language in which counter-arguments 
are couched is itself estranging, particularly as the sacred and the ethical seem confusingly to 
coalesce. W alcott’s discomfort with being thought o f as ‘preaching ecology’ highlights how 
religious and environmental moralising can be interpreted as similarly sententious. In this 
context, can sacred space be conceived in ways which, whilst remaining attentive to nature’s 
intrinsic value, also insist on economic factors’ relevance to communities whose local 
environments are being transformed by tourism? This question also bears import at a theoretical 
level to extending the application of postcolonial ecocriticism as a critical formation, especially 
in light o f  Huggan’s assertion that ‘global “ecological citizenship” requires commitments to 
human, as well as wider ecological justice, engendering the recognition that nature has extrinsic, 
as well as intrinsic value for us all’ (2004: 703).
A further obstacle noted by Walcott in using the sacred to support environmental 
arguments centres on how history and tradition are conventionally seen as vital to cultural 
assignments o f sacredness (rather than merely ‘some vibration’). Definitions o f the sacred tend 
to be overwhelmingly entwined with indigenous rights, based around continuity o f presence and 
genealogical claims to custodianship o f land. Hence for Anyinam, there is a distinction between 
‘modern societies’, which ‘are characterised by [...] anthropocentric, mechanistic, and [...] 
utilitarian attitudes to nature’, and ‘the various traditions within indigenous societies’ that 
exhibit ‘intricate relationships with nature’ (1999: 138). The former are deemed more likely to 
corrupt natural environments than the latter, whose sacred spaces are ‘jealously protected from 
any forms o f human pollution and environmental degradation and thus, contribute to the 
preservation o f nature’ (138). However, not only does this polarise indigenous and modern -  
denying modernity to the indigenous while tacitly reinscribing stereotypes about ‘primitive’ 
societies’ ‘harmonious’ relationship with nature — but it also puts the kind o f diasporic, 
creolised, and fragmented cultures of the Caribbean in an uncertain position. Does the region’s 
history o f genocide and diaspora militate against environmentally embedded notions of the
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sacred emerging outside the aesthetic domain in ways that have broader political as well as 
social significance?
Walcott intimates that the apparent lack o f ‘ancestral’ feeling amongst ‘people in 
Soufriere’ acts as a barrier to seeing the Pitons as sacred and therefore objecting to their 
development. Yet, rather than understanding notions o f the sacred as incompatible with 
historical experience in the Caribbean — something that W alcott’s and Brathwaite’s appreciation 
o f their hom elands’ sacred dimensions argues against — W alcott’s experiences reinforce the 
need to recognise how the sacred as a category involves a degree o f flux, and can be created 
through present-day communities’ historical and cultural engagements.43 Burnett makes a 
similar assertion when, discussing Walcott’s work, she notes that, ‘[i]n portraying the island 
“home” as “here”, not “elsewhere”’, writers express ‘the sacredness that the Caribbean 
community can feel for the place in which it now finds itse lf (Burnett 2001: 36).44 As Richard 
Jackson and Roger Henrie recognise, ‘[sjacred space does not exist naturally, but is assigned 
sanctity as man defines, limits and characterises it through his culture, experience, and goals’ 
(cited in Anyinam 1999: 130). Importantly, it also embraces a commitment to futurity as well as 
a reverence for historical experience, linked to notions o f endowment, which is bound up in 
W alcott’s and particularly Brathwaite’s creative engagements with tourism and the sacred. The 
key question that emerges in this light applies in different ways, but with similar ramifications, 
to Pacific as well as Caribbean island communities.45 This concerns whether the environmental 
issues raised in postcolonial island texts which coalesce around notions o f the sacred can be 
read in ways that connect meaningfully with negotiations o f  tourism development by these
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43 M acC annell’s argum ent regarding ‘sight sacralisation’ is w orth noting  in relation to this observation, as 
it centres on how  tourism  also sanctifies objects, endow ing them  w ith form s o f  sacredness. This involves 
m arking ou t touristically  significant sights o r sites, ‘fram ing’ and ‘e lev a tin g ’ them  in order to set them 
apart from  their quotid ian  context, and thereby ‘ensh rin ing’ them  (1999: 4 4 -5 ) . The problem  here 
dovetails w ith those produced by form s o f  ‘w estern ’ conservation  that segregate touristed landscapes or 
objects from  everyday  contexts at the expense o f  local cultural practices. It also involves a substantial 
degree o f  spatial transform ation , w hich can radically alter the context in w hich sacralised objects are 
couched.
44 B urnett also observes that, ‘[sjpeaking o f  his portrayal in Omeros o f  the Plunketts [...] W alcott has 
explained his v iew  that a person not native to  a place m ay becom e, through love o f  it, “spiritually native’” 
(2001: 36).
45 D eLoughrey et at. help clarify  how  Edouard G lissant for exam ple d istinguishes betw een the w ays 
‘atavistic and com posite cultures [••■] find rootedness in the (literary) landscape’. W hilst the form er tend 
to ‘reify ethnic genealogy and origins, c la im in g ] a “ faultless continu ity” in the land by rejecting 
creo liza tion ’, the latter generate ‘a sense o f  place [...] through a cross-cultural and synchronic aesthetic 
that is capable o f  im agining com peting claim s, lost histories, as w ell as a deep attachm ent to the natural 
environm ent in the p resen t’ (2005: 21). I w ould argue, how ever, that the negotiations o f  com peting 
ideologies o f  developm ent discussed in relation to the indigenous com m unities in G race’s and A p io ’s 
texts, w hich reflect aspects o f  this creolised understanding o f  place, suggest that the distinction drawn by 
G lissant is less assured in the current clim ate o f  globalised tourism  m odernity.
regions’ inhabitants. If so, to what degree do they collectively imagine possible engagements 
with tourism enterprises which avoid unnecessary sacrifice, either o f artistic potential, sacred 
space, or financial capital?
Sacrifice, Aesthetics, and Multivalent Sacredness
The term sacrifice, which is frequently used in work on sustainable tourism alternatives, is 
appropriate in this context as it encompasses highly charged cultural, spiritual, and pecuniary 
connotations, referring to any offering to a deity in propitiation or homage (OED l.a), a ‘loss 
incurred in selling something below its value’ (OED 5.a), and the ‘destruction or surrender of 
something valued or desired for the sake of something having, or regarded as having, a higher 
or a more pressing claim ’ (OED 4.a). The multiple meanings o f sacrifice also align it usefully 
with the sacred, which is itself situated between the secular and the religious, with the potential 
to communicate between different epistemologies and value judgements when mobilised 
effectively. The previous sections o f this chapter provided several examples o f the ways in 
which ecological sacrifice is bound up with economic concerns in depictions o f tourism 
development in Pacific island texts. For instance, Roimata’s interrogation o f the manner of 
Toko’s death in Potiki unsettles the degree to which she can regard the family’s resistance 
against Dolman’s company as successful, raising the complex question o f whether his death was 
a necessary sacrifice. Central to the negotiation o f this principle is a comparative scale or order 
o f sacrifice which produces friction between the assertion o f environmentally embedded cultural 
practices on one hand and economic demands and enticements on the other. Similarly, Alika’s 
decision to sacrifice his principles so as to support his dependants in Kamau seems excessive to 
Michael, provoking the latter’s active opposition to ecologically exploitative tourism 
development in Kamau A ‘e. Finally, the way in which Pepe condenses religious elements of 
colonial history with present-day pecuniary demands for ecological ‘sacrifice’ in Leaves o f  the 
Banyan Tree underscores how closely the two registers are linked.
By claiming that the Bible’s significance to previous generations o f missionaries is being 
replaced by ‘the Yankee dollar’ and ‘the altar o f sacrifice is to be our people’, Pepe suggests 
that not only native cultures but also the environments which sustain them are becoming objects 
o f sacrifice as they transform into ‘tourist centres’ or, as he sees it, ‘con-men paradises’ (Wendt 
1979: 189). He thus invokes two senses o f the term sacrifice which undermine the rationale of
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this type o f tourism development. The fact that the ‘higher or more pressing claim’ exerted by 
tourism over more sustainable forms o f local land use is distinctly questionable implies that this 
sacrifice more accurately represents the loss incurred as something o f great value is forsaken. 
Significantly, Pepe again suggests that such loss is felt not only by local communities but also 
by participants in international tourism. This complicates the ‘sacred principle’ o f short-term 
profit even as it is wilfully pursued. As unsustainable tourism development consistently 
desecrates, transforms, and destroys the ‘paradisal’ landscapes it markets, the attraction o f these 
natural environments to tourists is liable to be transient. It therefore fails to meet even the World 
Bank’s capital-oriented definition of sustainable development as ‘development that lasts’ (cited 
in Sachs 1993: 10). Environmentally unsustainable tourism development is, in this sense, a 
sacrifice to the god o f short-term gain, possessing a dubious economic rationale alongside a 
paucity o f ecological ethics. As Holden states, ‘[i]t is in the long-term economic interest o f all 
tourism stakeholders to conserve nature as a resource’ (2003: 105). To some extent, then, goals 
o f sustainable development as understood from the historically embedded perspectives of 
Pacific islanders like Emberson-Bain or from a narrowly capitalist World Bank viewpoint 
overlap, even if their orientations differ vastly. Whilst there is more at stake in sustainable 
ecological use for local inhabitants than for those developing interests in the site from afar (both 
in cultural and economic terms), one o f the most intriguing aspects o f  aesthetic products that 
deal with environmental demarcation, defence, and sacrifice in relation to encroaching 
development is their touristic significance.
Responding to the question, ‘[h]ow important is it to defend sacred spaces? Is it more 
important than defending art?’, Walcott asserts that: ‘It is stronger than art’ (Handley 2005a: 
128). This positions ‘sacred spaces’ and writing in a hierarchical, rather than co-constitutive, 
relationship: it is less important to defend art as, without the existence o f sacred spaces in 
reality, artistic potential is reduced. What Walcott’s comment here occludes (but which is 
evident in his wider oeuvre) is the possibility not only that cultural production can play an 
important role in defending sacred spaces, making it difficult to disentangle the two, but that the 
resulting aesthetic value attached to these places may also be crucial in preventing them from 
being developed unsustainably. A similar point is made regarding Brathwaite’s portrayal of 
CowPastor’s sacred and historical dimensions in a supportive email he received from Tomas 
Graves and published online. Born on another island which has experienced massive tourism 
expansion over the last few decades, Majorca, Graves is the son o f British writer Robert Graves
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and his email compares Brathwaite’s present struggle to his father’s staunch opposition to the
‘savage development plans’ proposed for the highlands in the 1960s. This resulted in ‘a
protection order on the whole Majorcan mountain range’ (Graves 2005). In his email. Graves
discusses the potential significance o f distinctive cultural forms and institutes to future tourism
enterprises. He argues that:
Mr Braithwaite’s [s/c] plans for a cultural centre and library is the sort o f project that 
could give Barbados a much higher profile internationally than any airport access road 
could; in the cut-throat competitiveness o f the tourist industry, sunny beach resorts are 
two-a-penny. In the long term, it’s what lies behind the beaches that makes the 
difference; Mr Braithwaite [s/c] is one o f the island’s greatest assets and his project 
could be a windfall for Barbados. Another lesson to be learned from our experience 
here is that the authorities gain much more international prestige by respecting a living 
artist than exploiting a dead one.
(Graves 2005)
Graves recognises the importance o f cultural dimensions in differentiating tourism resorts, 
identifying the touristic potential o f Brathwaite’s plans for CowPastor as a source of 
empowerment in the struggle against its development into an airport access road. By defending 
a sacred space via the cultural text represented by the ‘Save CowPastor’ website, Brathwaite is 
creating an aesthetically mediated product that is not only touristically marketable, but which is 
also in tourism stakeholders’ interests to protect from ecological destruction in order for its 
extrinsic value to be retained.
This argument is not alien to Brathwaite; indeed, he considers the importance of the 
aesthetic dimension in transforming specific environments in discussion with McSweeney. 
Commenting on the formal diversity o f Born to Slow Horses, McSweeney states that, as it 
contains ‘elegies, [...] drum songs, and newspaper clippings and letters, anecdotes, essays’, it 
‘seems like the archive itself is almost becoming a poetic form for you’ (McSweeney 2005). In 
response Brathwaite accepts this premise, saying: ‘I suppose the only way to keep the archive is 
to write a poem!’. This prompts him to consider the relationship between literature and the 
natural environments it represents, commenting that in this way ‘CowPastor becomes a poem 
too’ (McSweeney 2005). Brathwaite intimates a co-constitutive relationship between writing 
and its environmental referent as, if either is destroyed in reality, both are diminished. Cultural 
productions can in this sense be seen to function as vital agents o f protection as their 
refashioning o f the environment into an aesthetic form draws attention to its value as a site of 
touristic appreciation. This is not to invert the hierarchy which Walcott constructs between 
sacred space and art, but to unravel it by showing how the ongoing adaptation o f both is
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interknit. Further, it offers an alternative logic regarding tourism developers’ investments in 
such contested environments as CowPastor, the extrinsic value o f  which is potentially 
transformed by Brathwaite’s work. In this sense, his aestheticised intervention with respect to 
the specific site o f CowPastor helps endow it with a form o f multivalent sacredness.
I use this term to suggest an interface between contrasting ideologies o f development 
where the distribution o f power is not stable but operates in a condition o f flux as the interests 
o f differently empowered actors oscillate between conflict and coalition. Embracing the nexus 
o f past, present, and future genealogical claims (cultural sacredness), notions o f nationally 
significant areas that safeguard nature’s sanctity (environmental sacredness), and tourism- 
related economic concerns (the sacred principle o f capital accumulation), it allows the extrinsic 
value o f sacred spaces to become negotiable by multiple parties without collapsing the terms of 
discussion into a purely economic idiom. This challenges the essentialising o f space which Scott 
sees as inherent in Eliade’s comparative inattention to ‘ambiguities o f economic, social and 
political relations’ (2001: xvi). Another advantage o f conceiving sacredness in this way is that it 
avoids the kind o f hierarchising tendency that attends Jackson and Henrie’s ‘typology for 
categorising sacred space at three broad levels’ (Anyinam 1999: 132). As Anyinam summarises, 
this situates ‘“mystico-religious sites” (shrines, cathedrals, sacred groves, mountains, or trees)’ 
above ‘homelands (representing the roots of each individual, family or people -  sacred only to 
believers)’, and both above ‘the lowest level o f sacred space’: the ‘historical sacred sites that 
have been assigned as a result of an event occurring there’ (132). It is worth noting that 
Brathwaite’s ‘sacred grove’ at CowPastor embraces all three o f these elements, but rather than 
privilege one over another, the multi-generic, interdiscursive form o f ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ 
in particular draws them together (and juxtaposes them alongside economic considerations) in 
order to reinforce the broader points made by his ‘Save CowPastor’ campaign.46 This non- 
oppositional approach to power distribution, which derives impetus from the meeting point 
between sacred space and cultural production, offers a means for conjunctions between 
environmental, cultural, and economic interests to be established in ways that have the potential 
to attenuate excessive sacrifice from all three perspectives simultaneously.
46 It is also significant that, in its form al experim entation and use o f  m ultip le genres, B rathw aite’s w ork in 
relation to the ‘Save C ow P asto r’ cam paign frustrates assum ptions regarding ‘typ ica l’ postcolonial or 
environm ental texts. D iscussing ‘aesthetic preference’, H uggan and Tiffin  state that ‘it seem s pointless to 
deliberate w hether, say, social realism  is to  postcolonialism  as nature w riting  is to ecocriticism  when any 
num ber o f  exam ples can be cited to  com plicate either case’ (2007: 9). B ra thw aite’s w ork uses generic 
boundaries not as a m eans to tap into conventional d iscourses but to unsettle the kind o f  generalisations 
about th e  form  o f  postcolonial and environm ental com m entaries that are rejected by H uggan and Tiffin.
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There is o f course a clear sense o f utopianism in this argument. I am especially mindful o f 
its complicities with what MacCannell describes as corporate tourism ’s desire to promote a 
‘Utopian vision’ in which natives profit without experiencing mistreatment. ‘The desire for 
profit without exploitation runs so strong’, he suggests, ‘that even intellectuals can trick 
themselves into finding it where it does not exist; where, in my view, it can never exist’ 
(MacCannell 1992: 28). It is for this reason that I use the qualifying terms ‘excessive’ and 
‘necessary’ to indicate that some degree o f sacrifice is inevitable in touristic encounters and 
forms o f development, particularly as they attempt to negotiate the more intractable tensions 
between cultural, environmental, and economic concerns. Notably, the difficulty in confronting 
the power o f short-term profiteering has led some commentators to emphasise the need for 
already-overdeveloped resorts to be designated ‘sacrifice areas’ in order to help preserve 
‘pristine’ environments by concentrating ‘tourist activity in existing and popular areas’ (Wall 
and Mathieson 2006: 171). Yet this still relies on the kind o f dichotomy between sacred and 
profane environments that fails to challenge the general rationale o f unsustainable tourism 
development. In this light, part o f the power o f ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ is that it interrogates 
the rationale behind what is considered ‘necessary’ by developers and government officials, 
illuminating principles o f multivalent sacredness and sacrifice that can provide different 
epistemological grounding for development debates.47
Another problematic aspect to viewing landscapes in this way is that, like many forms of 
tourism development, ‘[designation o f particular places as sacred can be a mixed blessing 
because while special status normally gives such places priority for preservation and protection, 
it also encourages large numbers o f  visitors who can damage the very thing they want to see and 
experience’ (Anyinam 1999: 132). If CowPastor does become officially recognised as sacred 
land, how should the potential tourism influx to this environment be managed? Walcott also 
acknowledges in ‘The Antilles’ that arguing for the protection o f ‘cherishable places’ and 
‘occluded sanctities’ is problematic as they can become ‘as threatened by this prose as a 
headland is by the bulldozer’, ‘corrupted into significance’ by writers’ words (1998a: 82). 
However, as this does not prevent him from mentioning such places, the speech also registers
47 The pages o f  ‘The N am setoura P apers’ that deal with B arbadian Prim e M inister O w en A rthur’s speech 
on L and/B each Policy in 2000 exem plify this (26-8 ). A rthur argues that the ‘sacrifice’ o f  the beachside 
library in Speightstow n is necessary so that the building can ‘be pressed into service to help with the 
continuing dev o f  thts [«'c] coun try ’ (that is, converted into a resort fo r “tourisses” [26]). B rathw aite’s 
interrogation o f  this speech challenges the discursive construction  o f  ‘necessity ’ (along with its material 
ram ifications) in relation  to  the interface betw een tourism  developm ent and future cultural growth.
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hope that the anti-exploitative tourism commitment it conveys will outweigh the greater 
‘corruption’ it might exact upon its subjects. It foregrounds a self-aware understanding of how 
natural environments have extrinsic as well as intrinsic value, linked to their incorporation into 
com m unities’ social lives. This confronts their ghettoisation as environmental ‘museums’ just as 
vehemently as it opposes their transformation into blandly repetitive resorts. In this sense, the 
importance o f ensuring that future discussions are guided by consultation with local ideologies 
o f development could even be said to extend to the domain o f aesthetic production.
Brathwaite, for instance, never intended to ‘preserve’ CowPastor’s environment precisely 
as it is but to ‘develop’ it in ways that are consonant with his own historically grounded 
intellectual and artistic projects. He states that ‘CowPastor was/is? [...] to be used’ as
3 Bussa Illvtlture & oumfo rBussa b-=iti? a'the leadei o: 0111 on 
(e) zr.ific3.nt Bajan stave rebellion (IS 15} and now a National Hero of Barbados] 3 Ill^fOO (ll)
in ten tion  where I m ight restore part at least of my broken IT Lib- rary of 
Alexandria, have it available for research purposes etc the «
whole C ow Pastor & Cow Pasture site xpanding to an artists’ space
(2005c: 40)
Here Brathwaite explains how he sees CowPastor as a ‘practiced place’ (de Certeau 1984: 117),
continuously involved in artistic processes and research which in turn will ‘xpand’ the site.
Projecting the local environmental future in this way, he highlights its cultural significance to
the wider community, demonstrating how the natural landscape’s extrinsic value is vital to its
protection from unsustainable tourism development. He then expresses his hope that:
puttin it rln-v way will help frennc--people ro become 
nlert :n heait to the distinction - to rlie danger of the destruc non  - of the place - 
and what - if not destroye(d) - it cd contribute -
to our continuing (!)development(!) and future trust
(2005c: 40)
The exclamation marks surrounding ‘development’ signal Brathwaite’s awareness o f the irony 
in using this term, given its capitalist connotations. Yet the forward-looking orientation of his 
project stretches further than the short-term goals o f  such environmentally degrading industrial 
intervention: his aim is to create a ‘future trust’ (a term which embraces concepts of 
custodianship as well as legal claims) in a place that is protected from unsustainable 
development but not converted into a reserve.48 Walcott makes a similar distinction in relation
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48 A sim ilar ethic is expressed by H em i in Potiki. Follow ing the T am ihanas’ success in repelling the 
tourism  developers, he reflects on the im portance o f  protecting  the natural environm ent for future 
generations: ‘W ith trees on the hills again our ow n com er is safe and w e are w ho we are. For now it is 
safe. W ith trees on the hills w e can keep our ground productive, our sacred places safe, our w ater clear. 
For all o f  us. Us, w ho live here now , and also those w ho belong here and will return one day, w hether 
during the ir life o r w hen they die. [...] W e have a tru s t’ (1986: 176). Foregrounding the im portance o f  
how  sacred land is bound up in the cultural rituals o f  local com m unities over generations, H em i’s idea o f
to his ‘occluded sanctities’ by seeing them as constantly changing entities, endowed with ‘the 
simplicity o f rebeginnings’ (1998a: 82). This coinage invokes a sense o f circularity and renewal 
divorced from linear notions o f ‘progress’; rather than being free from change they are ‘not yet 
corrupted by the dangers o f  change’ (82; my emphasis) that emerge from unsustainable hum an- 
environmental interactions. If island tourism can be made consonant with these aims, there 
seems potential for it to be part o f  such development. It is hence possible that a more sustainable 
and culturally differentiated form o f ecotourism, which attends to the sacred dimensions of 
space as well as its own economic principles, may find space to emerge.
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‘Hotels are Squatting on My Metaphors Recuperation, Collectivity, and Critical Mediation
The final observations to make in this chapter relate back to the thesis’s wider methodological
concern with theorising the function o f the imaginary and its relations to forms of critical
mediation. A further productive conjunction between postcolonial and ecocritical approaches in
relation to the examples discussed here involves a commitment to the resuscitation o f places
where exploitative developments seem to have irrevocably exacerbated destructive colonial
legacies. Despite the more positive potentialities emphasised here, a strong sense of frustration
and even helplessness accompanies Walcott’s and Brathwaite’s respective engagements with
tourism development.49 For instance, expressing their indignation at tourism’s neocolonial
dimensions, both Brathwaite and Walcott employ elegiac registers in contemplating current and
future loss. Thus, in ‘The Antilles’, Walcott positions mass tourism as the modern apotheosis of
histories o f colonial abuse. He states that:
Decimation from the Aruac downwards is the blasted root o f  Antillean history, and the 
benign blight that is tourism can infect all o f those island nations, not gradually, but 
with imperceptible speed, until each rock is whitened by the guano o f white-winged 
hotels, the arc and descent o f progress.
(1998a: 82)
a ‘tru s t’ co incides w ith  B rathw aite’s, particularly in its im portance to  the continued ‘p roductive’ ‘life and 
health o f  p eo p le ’ w hich looks backw ards as well as forw ards.
49 A ddressing the m eeting  point o f  helplessness and sacrifice, B ra thw aite’s statem ent that ‘w /out 
com m unity  support’ he is being driven to  ‘set afire to m y s e lf  (2005a) is especially  interesting. On one 
hand, th is th rea t is qualified by his assertion that i  don’t really w ant to do dat, because my spirit flies so 
high -  so  m any dream stories and ideas seem  to flow  & flow ’ (2005a). This again questions the logic o f  
‘necessity ’, im plying personal sacrifice is tied to  ecological degradation  and that, crucially, the loss o f  
either w ould  destroy ‘so m any dream stories and ideas’. On the o ther hand, the sense o f  real frustration 
conveyed by his th reat underlines how  even relatively em pow ered public figures can find it im mensely 
difficult to  find adequate forum s through w hich to articulate their objections to  the exploitative 
dim ensions o f  centralised , governm ent-led tourism  developm ent in sm all islands like Barbados.
His pun on ‘descent’ here is telling, as it suggests contemporary conceptions of ‘progress’ are 
both genealogically ‘descended’ from earlier historical forms o f ‘decimation’ and are 
‘descending’ downward in patterns of regression that are obliterating natural environments. 
‘How quickly it could all disappear!’ (83) he states with a prophetic resonance that is echoed by 
Brathwaite in relation to CowPastor in the final line o f  ‘The Namsetoura Papers’: ‘gone all 
gone’ (2005c: 55). However, Brathwaite’s nuanced engagement with tourism development also 
suggests that, in certain circumstances (and perhaps more in relation to recent rather than long­
term environmental transformations), it is possible to recuperate exploited environments, along 
with their cultural significance.
One o f the most climactic moments in ‘The Namsetoura Papers’ occurs in the following 
passage, which extends the diatribe against how tourism development’s transformation of 
Barbadian ecology is impinging on local communities’ creative potential (a point which 
resonates with the importance placed on interconnections between the local environment and the 
Tamihanas’ ‘stories’ in Potiki):
a t e  S q u a t t i n g  a a  m y
.All th e  p laces  v.-here i u se  id ) to r x i t e  m y p o e try  in B a rb ad o s  fro m  (see  Brurxba- 
jauPoem s 195-1 i Are gone, re p la ce (d j by  h o te ls  & o cean -sid e  a p a rtm e n ts  8c enolav- (a) 
v illas. See C a rro l S grea? ^ e m  in  tcffu 9,10 1974-, A n th is ev en  am  t
G e o rg ia  . .Along d ie  f n n re  v e s t  co as t or B arab ad o s. fro m  S P o m t a lm o st to  Anim al 
F lo v e r  C ave, th e re  a re  only a b o u t th ree  W in d o w s to  th e  Sea lett, v ’h e re  once vre 
w e re  all rree .
(28)
Brathwaite’s choice o f verb here (‘squatting’) is highly suggestive. In one sense, it is linked to 
the processes o f defecation and environmental pollution foregrounded in the opening o f A Small 
Place, as K incaid’s narrator tells her tourist-reader: ‘You must not wonder what exactly 
happened to the contents o f your lavatory when you flushed it’ (1988: 13). It also recalls 
W alcott’s description in the passage above o f how tourism can ‘infect’ the landscape, as well as 
the way in which he sees it as being ‘whitened by the guano o f white-winged hotels’. As guano 
is a term for sea-bird dung, Walcott once more positions tourism infrastructure as a man-made 
parody o f nature (this time as white-winged gulls).50 In this light, the resonances of
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50 A lthough notions o f  defecation  and disease are often used to counter the rom anticisations o f ‘w estern’ 
colonial d iscourse in Pacific island literatures (see, for instance, K eow n’s d iscussion o f  how  the ‘ab jec t’ 
body functions in H au ‘o fa ’s w ork [2005: C hapter 3] and T eaiw a [1999]), T rask ’s poem ‘H aw ai‘i ’ (1994) 
presents a corollary  to  this w hich, as K eow n notes, ‘contrasts tourist m yths o f  beach paradises [...] with 
the realities o f  H a w a i i ’s dam aged landscape, w ithin w hich heiau (pre-C hristian religious shrines) “ lie 
crushed” beneath hotel lavatory bu ild ings’ (2007: 130). N ative H aw aiian  artist K apulani L an d g ra fs  
photographic w ork also  deals with sim ilar issues. See especially  ‘Apuakehau Heiau (accessible via the
Brathwaite’s verb choice heighten the repugnance o f hotels’ ecological effects, particularly as 
they seem to defile Brathwaite’s language along with the landscapes he describes. In another 
sense, though, ‘squatting’ also connotes an (often illegal) occupation o f supposedly unoccupied 
space. It is therefore notable that Brathwaite did not choose a more destructive verb, such as 
‘obliterate’. One implication o f ‘squatting’ is that, not only can ‘squatters’ be removed if their 
presence is deemed illegal -  raising the question o f how environmental ethics relate to legal 
issues surrounding tourism -  but the space they occupy can also be at least partially restored to 
its previous state. The intrusion o f hotels into Caribbean landscapes for Brathwaite does not 
necessarily signal an endpoint as the verb ‘squatting’ retains a sense o f reversibility through 
which occupied land might at some stage be reclaimed. It therefore allows the possibility of 
environmentally sustainable change and future renewal which, for Brathwaite, is vital to 
continuing cultural development in Barbados.
By using a phrase constructed partly in reference to tourism infrastructure to imply that his 
‘m etaphors’ are both drawn from the ‘natural’ landscapes o f Barbados and at the same time 
‘are’ themselves these landscapes, Brathwaite further unsettles the notion that such development 
is completely inimical to his creative work (even if its prevalence puts it under increasing 
threat). This is not to say that he in any way advocates this form o f environmentally segregating 
tourism development; rather, his phrase ironically places hotels in metaphorical service against 
themselves. This signals an important point o f differentiation between cultural and natural 
sustainability which emphasises how widespread touristic exploitation of island environments 
need not necessarily arrest environmentally attentive creative productions. It also retains space 
through which the significance o f such landscapes — degraded as they are at present -  may yet 
be recoverable or become more sustainably transformed by future community intervention, 
offering a note o f hope in relation to St Lucia’s ‘desecrated’ Pitons.
Re-examining some o f the ethical considerations raised by this chapter’s textual analyses in 
this light, it could be argued that the urgency o f these writers’ defences of contested 
environments coupled with how they are endowed with multivalent sacredness augments 
Holden’s approach to tourism ethics by entwining the ‘long-term economic interest of all 
tourism stakeholders’ with short-term actions. However, this does not necessarily rely on logic
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Downwind Productions w ebsite: < http ://w w w .dow nw indproductions.com /kapulani.h tm l>) w hich depicts 
a  tourist sunbathing on the beach outside a hotel that has been constructed over the eponym ous sacred site 
in 0 ‘ahu. By hand-etch ing  historical text onto the photographic negative, L andg raf presents a powerful 
counter-narrative o f  place that m em orialises its spiritual significance.
which promotes the ‘mask o f a conservation ethic based upon an economic rationale’ (Holden
2003: 105) but on one in which both are unmasked, their points o f conjunction revealed to be
interwoven through analysis o f their dialectical ly constellated concerns. This, though, raises the
question o f whether the impotence identified by creative writers regarding their works’ potential
to effect wider policy change also applies to literary criticism. Can the kind o f readings
produced here play any useful part in advocating the relevance o f aesthetically derived, ethical
imperatives in political and corporate spheres?
Brathwaite is especially pessimistic about the potential o f  those with limited political
influence to contribute anything significant to his cause. In response to McSweeney’s question:
‘What response do you want from people who read about your case and care about your poetry?
What can people do?’, he states:
That’s the trouble. There’s nothing really that people can do. But if only... Let us say 
that one day George Bush’s wife might see the site -  I’m just giving a fantastic example
-  and that she became so moved that she decided to speak to the President o f Barbados 
and ask him what’s happening. All that I can hope is that the wider this thing spreads 
and the more people get to know, [...] the greater the chances that someone of real 
influence might be able to intervene. Because it seems to me that poets and well- 
wishers and journalists and literary critics are quite ineffective (laughs) for what I’m up 
against here.
(McSweeney 2005)
In expressing scepticism about the interventionist power o f  poets and critics, Brathwaite’s
thoughts coincide with those o f other commentators who have seen the aesthetic sphere as
relatively limited in its ability to intercede in real-life politics and events. This is a charge
frequently cited against ecocriticism and has led, in some cases, to attenuation o f its more
ambitious aims. Thus, Jonathan Bate argues that:
it would be quixotic to suppose that a work o f literary criticism might be an appropriate 
place in which to spell out a practical programme for better environmental management. 
That is why ecopoetics should begin not as a set o f assumptions or proposals about 
particular environmental issues, but as a way o f reflecting upon what it might mean to 
dwell with the earth. [...] When it comes to practice, we have to speak in other 
discourses.
(2000: 266)
However, whilst it seems that, acting on its own, criticism’s interventions into phenomena such 
as environmental change and tourism development is necessarily limited, when understood in 
conjunction with other forms it might yet have an important role to play in effecting change. 
Even as Brathwaite seemingly belittles the efforts o f poets, critics, journalists and well-wishers, 
he simultaneously offers an insight into the diversity of perspectives and audiences an internet-
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based protest movement can draw together.51 If it must take a single, powerful person such as 
the Barbadian Prime M inister to exact change, such coalitions nevertheless have a vital role to 
play in catalysing this process.
These arguments apply not only to the example o f  CowPastor but, crucially, to how 
tourism is negotiated in postcolonial island communities more broadly. The ‘Save CowPastor’ 
website highlights how Brathwaite is attentive to comparative concerns and the importance o f 
‘cross-referencing’ them. For example, he is critical o f an article by Peter Laurie in the Daily 
Nation newspaper which discusses the future o f another site o f natural beauty in Barbados, 
Hackleton’s Cliff. On one hand, Laurie worries that when tourism developers recognise the 
potential o f the site’s ‘magnificent view ’ they will ‘construct luxury villas/town houses (starting 
at US$1 million) in a gated community’ which will prevent Barbadians from ‘enjoying a great 
natural heritage’. On the other hand, he expresses his ‘dream ’ (which corresponds to some of 
the arguments addressed here) that the government will enter into a partnership with private 
interests to ‘create a beautiful park around an exquisite natural wonder that would be a great 
tourist attraction, a place for enjoyment and relaxation for Barbadians, and a commercial 
success, integrating rural development with tourism’ (Laurie 2005). Even though his aims are 
generally commendable -  particularly if the logic does not merely promote a further instance of 
environmental conservation at the expense o f social demands -  Brathwaite cites this article as 
‘another xample o f  how people, all concerned with the same general objective, are not 
connXing w/each other. I mean, a glance by Peter at the CP dasein, wd have made a great 
difference to Bajam attention; by IGNORING us, he makes a great silent devastating point’ 
(2005d).
Brathwaite suggests that, if journalists (alongside critics, poets, and well-wishers) are to be 
successful in their aim o f transforming tourism development in line with local environmental 
ethics, a broad-based awareness of similar processes elsewhere is critical. Functioning in 
conjunction with how the collectively conceived ‘work o f the imagination’ transposes and 
comparatively analyses specific examples, the anticipatory and transformative dimensions of art 
have important roles to play. Acting as ‘part of the conceptual repertoire o f contemporary 
societies’, with the capacity to move readers to ‘intense action’ (Appadurai 1996: 58), the kind 
o f critical and aesthetic engagements with tourism development exhibited in Brathwaite’s and
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51 Indeed, there is an in teresting  quibble w hen B rathw aite suggests that Laura Bush m ight see the ‘s ite ’ 
and react: is he referring  to the ‘Save C ow Pastor’ w ebsite o r to  C ow Pastor itself?
W alcott’s works help galvanise the kind o f ‘rapid oscillation’ between literary and social 
domains that Quayson identifies as central to the ‘anticipatory project’ o f art. This 
simultaneously reflects Trask’s assertion (to offer another Pacific island comparison) that, 
‘[l]ike most Native people’, contemporary Hawaiian writers ‘don’t perceive the world of 
creative writing as divided into categories o f prose and poetry or fiction and non-fiction. Nor do 
we imagine ourselves crossing from political resistance into artistic creation and then back 
again. Life is a confluence o f creativities: art is a fluid political medium, as politics is 
metaphorical and artistic’ (2000b: 51-2). Such interpretations, which emphasise how 
imaginative writing and its readers can intervene in environmentally unsustainable tourism 
practices, are hence distinctly removed from the kind o f text-centred reading strategies 
associated most strongly with the New Criticism of the mid-twentieth century.
This movement had a powerful influence on public perceptions o f  literary criticism, 
contributing in some ways to its detachment from the spheres o f contemporary politics and 
social critique. However, despite their methodological differences, the analyses in this section 
still share a key feature with New Criticism. As Quayson notes, for New Criticism’s key 
practitioners (I.A. Richards, William Empson, Richard Blackmur, and so forth), ‘the aesthetic 
object, most often a poem, was elevated to a superior ontology and became the privileged 
gateway for knowing the world. Indeed, the aesthetic text acquired an almost sacred and awe­
inspiring status’ (2005: 122). If imaginative literature is viewed as a transformative entity, 
extending across multiple genres, which has the power to enhance the sanctity o f sacred spaces 
even as it derives its significance in part from them, its intervention in the reading and 
refashioning o f landscape hones understandings of what is ‘sacred and awe-inspiring’ about text 
and ecology simultaneously. Both aesthetic works and natural landscapes derive extrinsic value 
from continuous social practice and even, if the metaphor can be extended, from being 
‘touristed’. As they are incorporated into the ‘conceptual repertoires’ o f  real-life communities, 
texts and referents test the limit points of each other in the space that is often denoted the 
‘caesura’ between representation and reality (Quayson 2003: xxii). This allows tourism’s 
environmental effects to be negotiated according to its representation in various global social 
imaginaries, which are constituted partly in reference to aesthetic portrayals o f the industry.
Comparative criticism represents one way of bridging such imaginative constellations, 
illuminating conjunctions that are not always readily evident. This reinforces the role it can play 
in breaking down the colonial legacy o f islands as paradigmatically isolated environments,
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shedding light on the potential for inter-island resistance movements and transformative 
strategies, and connecting aesthetic insights with sociological observations and their 
incorporation into tourism development policies. Readings which emphasise such principles as 
multivalent sacredness can be transposed across different social imaginaries, localised, and built 
into specific attempts to negotiate more sustainable and equitable tourism futures. They also 
complicate the notion raised by Gossling in the opening to this chapter that ‘[sjustainable 
tourism [...] might [...] be a contradiction in term s’ (2002: 554). Whilst tourism sustainability 
emerges as an often contradictory concept, blanket assumptions that involvement in tourism 
necessarily alienates local communities from traditional ethics unravel when confronted by 
depictions o f constellated viewpoints and practices in island contexts. This is corroborated by 
the fact that, although Gossling sees tourism development in Zanzibar as impeding 
environmental sustainability, Cater turns to the same island’s ‘Misali Ethics Pilot Project’ (part 
o f the ‘Misali Island Conservation Programme’) in his work on ecotourism as representing 
‘[o]ne o f the very few examples worldwide that is trying to introduce an expressedly non- 
Western system o f environmental protection into a threatened conservation area’ (2006: 34). 
Addressing the complex interplay of different tourism sustainability conflicts, initiatives, 
depictions, and ideologies is one step towards diminishing unnecessary sacrifice and excessive 
environmental exploitation, both in Caribbean and Pacific island states and beyond.
Coda: Virtual Tourism, Literary Travel, and Cultural Production
The possible recoverability o f sacred space outlined above is testament to the importance of 
exercising suspicion towards apocalyptic forecasts that render island ecologies paradigmatically 
fragile. Even though such tropes can be put to strong rhetorical use by writers campaigning for 
more nuanced sustainability planning, long histories o f environmental transformation, driven by 
local community and state-level agricultural practices as well as colonial plantation economies, 
demonstrate how island ecologies can also respond robustly to such human interventions. 
However, there is still a pressing realisation in both regions that the kind of unsustainable 
consumption o f natural environments in which island tourism is constitutively implicated has 
the potential to radically alter the balance o f vulnerable ecosystems. In this light, one further 
consideration regarding the theorisation o f sustainable tourism alternatives that dovetails with
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the environmental representations o f Brathwaite’s ‘Save CowPastor’ website in particular is 
virtual tourism, which is having an increasingly pervasive influence on mass travel’s mediation.
Tourism is now enmeshed in forms o f virtual consumption, primarily through internet 
marketing and digital media. As Christian Krug notes, this is the case even for attractions that 
‘seem to be diametrically opposed to the digital and the virtual: nature reserves, national or 
public parks. “Locality”, “authenticity”, the “natural” and the “material” are the bedrock of 
these “protected areas” [...] and yet, such natural environments have become favourite sites for 
virtual tourists’ (2006: 250). By presenting potential tourists with the opportunity to experience 
forms o f ‘travel’ that do not require physical movement, virtual tourism has the obvious benefit 
o f  being far less environmentally destructive than many types o f conventional tourism. This has 
significant implications for how local nature-culture relationships are maintained in island 
contexts. Krug speculates that ‘[vjirtual travel may help to preserve locations and environments 
that are in danger o f losing their natural (and hence cultural) identity by an excess o f modern- 
day tourism ’ at the same time as ‘infus[ing] new life into the industry o f “ecotourism”’ (252). 
While this thesis focuses primarily on the discursive and material effects o f contemporary 
tourism flows (the urgency o f which remains undimmed as tourist arrivals spiral towards the 
one billion m ark),52 the potential for virtual tourism to challenge or even transform how travel is 
conceptualised has intriguing ramifications for the future-oriented aspects of my argument.
Given the centrality o f mediation (along with migration) to Appadurai’s cultural theory of 
globalisation, one relevant methodological extension o f his work relates to how digital media 
are intervening in both the production and experience o f globalised localities. In this case, 
virtual tourism has the potential to affect how nature and the environment are conceptualised, a 
point which is also o f  key importance in interrogating the ‘fundamental categories’ of 
ecocriticism (Krug 2006: 257). Brathwaite’s ‘Save CowPastor’ website is a good example of 
how the resources offered in cyberspace allow his own historicised engagements with 
topography, space, and place in contemporary Barbados to be disseminated, providing a very 
different kind o f access to CowPastor’s ecology than that offered by the proposed airport access 
road. Yet, whilst this might represent a positive intervention into understandings o f island space, 
it is notable that some o f the negatives associated with virtual tourism not only rehearse
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52 A ccording to  W orld T ourism  O rganization estim ates, w orld tourist arrivals reached 898 m illion in 2007 
( ‘D eveloping C ountries Lead D ynam ic W orld Tourism  G row th ’). The O rganization predicts that arrivals 
w ill reach 1.6 b illion by 2020 ( ‘Tourism  2020 V ision’).
brochure discourse’s exploitative simplifications but also augur further extensions of the 
colonially inflected, hedonistic experiences o f island space described by Sheller (2004).
One concern regarding how virtual tourism intersects with issues o f economic privilege is 
outlined by Jean-M ichel Dewailly. He argues that, ‘having given rise to growing flows o f 
tourists, virtuality might contribute to managing them in a different way -  in a sustainable way’ 
(1999: 51). Although this process can help in dismantling tourism ’s mass-based operations, it 
does not necessarily follow that the patterns o f exploitation explored here will be attenuated as a 
result. As Dewailly proceeds to state, a form o f ‘dual tourism ’ has the potential to emerge, in 
which ‘the “wealthy” (in terms o f both time and money) are offered the opportunity o f using the 
virtual to refine their choice, before going to the field to experience it, while the poor have to be 
satisfied with just the virtual’ (51). In this scenario, it is also possible that, even as unsustainable 
arrival volumes in island destinations are reduced, those affluent tourists who do continue to 
conduct physical visits will still be involved in furthering environmental segregation and 
ghettoisation, rendering access to certain local landscapes a virtual component o f native 
communities’ lived experiences. This suggests that, even if  tourism were to develop exactly as 
Dewailly describes, the kind of materially embedded arguments regarding sustainability and 
environmental rights in this chapter would retain general relevance.
Another concern regarding virtual tourism’s links to the variously mediated tourism 
environments discussed in the previous sections centres on how consumption in all cases 
involves selective and asyndetic manipulations of natural environments. As Krug points out, 
virtual tourism can ‘“highlight” views while eliminating the spaces in between, and hence the 
act o f travelling’ (2006: 268). This presents similar implications to those outlined in relation to 
W alcott’s and Kincaid’s counter-discursive depictions o f ‘paradisaF island space in section one, 
particularly in terms o f presenting less superficial, more historically attentive ecological 
perspectives. Yet, just as Brathwaite’s ‘Save CowPastor’ website uses online networks to offer a 
deeper understanding o f place, virtual tourism also provides opportunities to enhance landscape 
consumption. An excellent Pacific island example o f this is artistic collective Downwind 
Productions’s virtual representation o f Hawaiian ecology on their ‘Historic Waikiki’ website 
( ‘Welcome to Historic W aikiki’). Downwind Productions describes itself as
a collaborative o f artists, writers, teachers and activists who examine the impact of 
colonialism, capitalism, and tourism in Hawai‘i. We distribute information and agitprop 
commodities through the marketplace and e-commerce to help tourists and locals alike
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understand our complicity in the decimation o f Hawaii’s [sic] land and people, and to
imagine different relationships with each other and with our own desires and longings.
(‘About U s’)
Their website offers dozens o f ‘entry points’ into present-day Waikiki, each presenting a 
counter-discursive narrative or place-history. It also offers a virtual ‘tour’ o f  Waikiki from a 
local perspective, as well as timelines for the area that redress omissions o f native perspectives 
from hegemonic histories.53 The website therefore presents many fruitful avenues for study and 
virtual travel, warranting much more critical attention than this brief discussion affords. 
Crucially though, it provides a blueprint for forms o f virtual tourism that are attentive to how 
cultural and natural histories are entwined. Such online resources have the potential to intervene 
in physical travel practices in ways that foreground the importance o f local narratives o f place.
Krug notes that some forms o f virtual tourism already offer textual narratives o f physical 
journeys through landscapes. ‘By substituting the act of reading for the act o f travelling’, he 
asserts, ‘the digital product manages to at least approximate the principle o f gratification by 
delaying the consummation of the view’ (2006: 268). This suggests an intriguing parallel with 
imaginative mediations o f this process. Krug states that, ‘[wjhile virtual tourism [...] pertains to 
the computer age and denotes a postmodern phenomenon, the term also evokes literary and 
visual traditions long before the advent o f computers’ (250). Its representational genealogy 
extends through complex histories o f literary tourism in ‘western’ culture, from John 
M andeville’s and Marco Polo’s respective Travels to ‘the Orientalist travel writing o f the late 
18th and early 19th centuries’, which also ‘afforded [...] the opportunity for virtual tourist 
impressions’ o f  distant places (250). Such forms o f textual tourism deserve further consideration 
in their own right, particularly in terms of the production and consumption o f postcolonial 
island narratives. As Huggan argues, postcolonial writing can be viewed as ‘bound up in a 
system o f cultural translation operating under the sign o f the exotic’, consumed by 
‘predominantly metropolitan audiences’ (2001: viii; original emphasis). In this sense, he draws 
a connection between the way travel writing has been seen by Pratt to ‘produce the rest of the 
world for a Western audience’ and the production and consumption o f non-‘western’ literatures 
(2001: i).
53 In addition, tw o key collaborators in the ‘H istoric W aik ik i’ project, visual artist and academ ic Gaye 
C han and art h istorian  A ndrea Feeser, have w ritten w hat they ironically describe as a  ‘coffee table book’ 
(or anti-tourist brochure), Waikiki: A History o f Forgetting and Remembering (2006). N ot only is this a 
counter-d iscursive intervention into the kind o f  historical erasures that characterise ‘W aikiki’s [sic] 
transform ation  from  a self-sustain ing com m unity to  one o f  the w o rld ’s m ost popular and overdeveloped 
vacation destina tions’ ( ‘S hopp ing’), but it also show s how , rather than sim ply superseding printed 
m aterial, in ternet projects such as ‘H istoric W aik ik i’ can be reinforced through interaction with them.
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The point is made similarly by one o f the characters at the end o f Sri Lankan migrant writer 
Michelle de Kretser’s novel The Hamilton Case (2003), Shivananthan. A Sri Lankan migrant to 
Canada who now writes fiction about his homeland, Shivananthan confides, with not a little 
self-referential irony on de Kretser’s part, that: ‘my stories proved very popular with readers in 
the West. They wrote to tell me so. Your work is so exotic. So marvellously authentic' (2004: 
294; original emphasis). He goes on to assert that: ‘The coloniser returns as a tourist, you see. 
And he is mad for difference. That is the luxury commodity we now supply, as we once kept 
him in cinnamon and sapphires’ (294). The conflation between motives for textual and physical 
tourism expressed here suggest in turn that the forms o f narration attached to virtual tourism are 
not simply correctives to more superficial ecological understandings. Rather, they are 
implicated in the very processes o f cultural and environmental change that characterise touristed 
island societies more broadly. The next chapter examines this interrelationship’s implications in 
terms o f literary production specifically. Looking more at how postcolonial island literatures 
address issues o f cultural articulation, indigeneity, and diaspora than at their consumption per 
se, it probes the tensions that emerge when these concerns intersect with tourism. It also 
expands on the more imprisoning dimensions o f the industry’s operations from the perspective 
o f mass cultural consumption. This brings Caribbean and Pacific island perspectives into closer 
dialogue, furthering the case for their mutual consideration in the context o f globalised travel 
practices.
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Chapter 3: Tourism and Culture
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Dean MacCannell opens his book Empty Meeting Grounds: The Tourist Papers (1992) with the 
following assertion:
tourism is a primary ground for the production o f  new cultural forms on a global base. 
[...] [TJourism is not just an aggregate o f merely commercial activities; it is also an 
ideological framing o f history, nature, and tradition; a framing that has the power to 
reshape culture and nature to its own needs.
(1992:1)
His comments recognise tourism’s capacity to act as a powerful agent o f cultural and 
environmental change, both discursive and material, as it reshapes ‘history, nature, and 
tradition’ in furthering capital-driven objectives. Yet they also raise questions regarding the 
extent to which it makes sense to equate tourism’s effects on social and ecological practices -  
culture and nature -  in postcolonial island contexts. Is there a tension, for instance, between the 
‘production o f new cultural forms’ and environmental damage? And how might this be inflected 
by contestations o f power, ownership, and representation in specific localities? Approaching 
such points, this chapter departs from my previous environmental focus by exploring how the 
kinds o f emergent ‘cultural forms’ described by MacCannell in relation to tourism are 
represented in Pacific and Caribbean texts. In so doing, it expands on the emphasis placed in 
Chapter 1 on the need to differentiate between island cultures and environments when analysing 
their respective vulnerabilities to increasing numbers o f  visitors. The chapter therefore retains a 
central commitment to highlighting points o f mutual reinforcement between different insular 
tourism experiences while also showing how the industry’s cultural interfaces contribute to 
heightening aspects o f  island specificity.
In an article on the ‘cultural politics’ of tourism, Peter Burns argues that, ‘while a plethora 
of social scientists have spent decades dealing with social issues o f tourism, there is very little 
evidence to suggest that cultural sustainability [...] especially in poorer parts o f the world [...] 
has gained the same level o f  importance as the physical environment, or indeed the same level 
o f support as animal protection’ (2006: 13). Such privileging o f the environmental over the 
cultural is one o f the major areas which postcolonial ecocriticism has increasingly begun to 
challenge.1 The issue Burns raises regarding what he calls ‘cultural sustainability’ presents an
1 As H uggan notes, one key form  o f  ‘critical d ialogue’ betw een postcolonialism  and ecocriticism  explores 
the ‘(cross-)cultural im plications o f  current ecocritical debates’, w ith ‘postcolonial criticism  [...] 
offerfing] a  valuable corrective to a variety o f  universalist ecological c la im s’, including ‘the perem ptory
intriguing opportunity to further this. Burns sees cultural sustainability as involving 
‘harmonious relationships between host communities, [...] tourists, and the supplying tourism 
business sectors’ (13). More specifically, HwanSuk Choi and Ercan Sirakaya assess the criteria 
for achieving such ‘harmony’ (an ideal which is arguably unrealisable given that some level of 
exploitation is inevitable in all tourism markets) through what they call ‘socio-cultural 
sustainability’ (2006: 1276). This ‘involves respect for social identity and social capital, for 
community culture and its assets, and for a strengthening o f social cohesiveness and pride that 
will allow community residents to control their own lives’ (1276). These points chime with the 
conclusions drawn in relation to managing more environmentally sustainable tourism 
alternatives in the previous chapter; however, the ways in which ‘respect [...] for community 
culture’ is to be approached in the context o f rapid and ongoing processes o f cultural change 
requires more rigorous attention. Establishing the extent to which cultural sustainability is 
conceptually meaningful for postcolonial island communities is crucial to identifying how 
cultural concerns might be factored into wider sustainability planning.2
This chapter addresses what light anthropological, ethnographic, and sociological studies 
o f tourism and culture in island contexts shed on these issues. It compares portrayals of 
tourism ’s effects in islands whose cultures are persistently marketed as ‘traditional’ (as in the 
South Pacific), that are seen as lacking distinctive cultural traditions (as in the Caribbean), or 
where continuing processes o f colonial assimilation profoundly influence indigenous cultural 
identities (as in Hawai‘i). In all these cases, I want to test the validity o f interpreting tourism as 
an agent o f globalisation, dependency, and neocolonialism which ruptures cultural traditions (or 
prevents the emergence o f distinct cultures) in island states whilst at the same time cautioning 
against over-celebratory branches o f globalisation theory that do not account thoroughly for 
entrenched experiences o f loss, exploitation, and cultural imprisonment.
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conviction , itse lf historically  conditioned, that global ethical considerations should override local cultural 
concerns’ (2004: 719-20).
2 This is all the m ore acute given that, as Johnston observed in 2003, although ‘a set o f  principles called 
the Berlin Declaration on Sustainable Tourism' w as draw n up by the U N  C onvention on B iological 
D iversity  (C B D ) in 1997, asserting  that ‘tourism  should be restricted and, w here necessary, prevented, in 
ecologically  and culturally  sensitive areas [...], there is still no accepted  definition o f  w hat constitutes 
culturally  sustainable tou rism ’ (2003: 125-6). There has also been little ‘support w ithin governm ent or 
industry for indigenous peoples, especially  those w ith authority  and perspective from the com m unity 
level, to  take the lead in developing appropriate crite ria’ (126). F or further discussion o f  this issue in 
relation to the C B D , see Johnston (2006: 264-77).
I. Cultural Touristification in the Caribbean and the Pacific
My approach towards the notoriously complex and contested category o f culture draws 
primarily on what cultural tourism theorist Ron Ayres describes as two distinct but ‘intrinsically 
linked’ ways o f interpreting culture. ‘First, at the most general level’, Ayres states, ‘societies 
can be seen as cultural totalities that have a common set o f  values and beliefs that provide order. 
Second, culture can be conceptualized as a form o f expression that has its roots in social 
interaction’ (2002: 149). Although these are rather generalised definitions, they allow culture to 
be viewed both as a crucial facet of collective identity and as a set o f expressive forms which 
not only characterise particular groups but also critique their changing social worlds. In 
addition, my analysis is partly guided by the logic behind Appadurai’s preference for the 
adjectival form ‘cultural’ over the noun ‘culture’ as it implies less a ‘substance’ than ‘a 
dimension that attends to situated and embodied difference’, particularly those differences 
involved in ‘the mobilization o f group identities’ (1996: 13). However, I also address the ways 
in which literary texts self-reflexively constitute cultural productions, implicated in the 
processes o f tourism-related change that condition the subjects they portray. This approach 
reinforces observations regarding the transformative role literature plays with respect to tourism 
futures, embedded in the real world whilst simultaneously contributing to the processes by 
which it is shaped.
One o f the principle changes in anthropological theories o f culture in the twentieth century 
involved a shift from seeing specific cultures as closed systems to understanding them as 
dynamic, contested entities which are never complete, ‘hybrid, often discontinuous inventive 
process[es]’ (Clifford 1988: 10). This is reflected in the different ways that tourism theorists 
have addressed cultural issues since the field’s inception in the 1970s. A brief examination of 
the importance o f these changes in analysing tourism’s effects on non-‘western’ cultures 
provides a framework for approaching the various relationships between tourism and culture in 
this chapter. It also foregrounds the important role islands -  especially in the Pacific -  have 
played in these theories’ production.
The kind o f fieldwork-based methodology that has come to dominate social anthropology 
derives, to a large extent, from the work of island-based ethnographers in the early twentieth 
century. As Godfrey Baldacchino observes:
The forays o f  Radcliffe-Brown (1922) in the Andaman Islands, Malinowski (1922)
amongst the Trobriand (or Kiriwina) Islanders of Papua New Guinea, Mead (1928,
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1934) in Samoa and the Admiralty Islands, and Firth (1936) in Tikopia led to the birth 
o f  ethnography and the consolidation o f social anthropology as a discrete social science 
discipline with its own methodological rigour.
(2006:4)
These researchers were pioneers o f the functionalist method, seeing cultures as bounded 
systems in which specific practices or elements perform distinctive roles.3 Even though their 
work greatly enhanced European and American understandings o f non-‘western’ cultures, 
displaying at the same time a degree of self-consciousness about colluding with imperialist 
projects (a fact that is sometimes subdued critically),4 it was nevertheless founded on binary 
divisions between ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’, ‘savage’ and ‘civilised’ societies. In these models, 
so-called ‘prim itive’ cultures were interpreted as relatively static wholes, isolated from the 
historical narratives o f ‘western’ modernity, change, and ‘progress’. It is therefore notable that 
such theories were generated from island case studies where, as DeLoughrey points outs, ‘an 
implicit connection between bounded space and culture’ became ‘vital to evolutionary 
anthropological m odels’ (2007b: 16). DeLoughrey also notes how this connection is 
exemplified by the anthropological term ‘culture island’, which signifies ‘an isolated group or 
area; especially: an isolated ethnological group’ (16; original emphasis). This space-culture 
conflation builds upon earlier tropes o f island isolation which (as discussed in Chapter 1) were 
key components o f ‘western’ colonial discourse. In theorising island cultures as timeless, pre­
modern, and unchanging, anthropologists furthered their discursive detachment from the circuits 
o f trade, migration, and exchange that more readily characterise insular histories (DeLoughrey 
2007b: 15-16). However, their work’s influence is strongly felt in early studies o f tourism’s 
effects on supposedly ‘isolated’ and bounded cultures.
Building on the assumption that ‘traditional’ cultures, particularly in island contexts, were 
relatively fragile entities whose ‘integrity’ was dependent on their detachment from modernity, 
early tourism researchers debated with great urgency tourism’s commoditising effects and its 
threat to ‘authentic’ expressive forms and social practices.5 Their research dovetailed with
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3 See C lifford (1988: 2 9 -3 2 ) and Edm ond and Smith (2003: 2 -3 )  for further elaboration.
4 For a sum m ary o f  the conflict betw een anthropology as quintessentially  colonialist and anthropology as 
characteristically  self-critiquing, see H uggan (1997 -8 : 91 -2 ).
5 H arrison and Price state that: ‘Som e W estern critics o f  tourism , especially  in island com m unities, have 
focused alm ost entirely  on its allegedly destructive effects on local cu ltu re’, often ‘ig n o rin g ] attitudes o f  
islanders them selves’ (1996: 6). T hese interpretations overlap  w ith those described by B runer when he 
observes that: ‘In the late 1970s [...] there w ere a num ber o f  studies interpreting tourism  as 
neocolonialism . [...] Tourism  was seen in negative term s as corrupting  local cultures and leading to 
exploitation  and com m oditiza tion ’ (2005: 259). W hilst he notes that, ‘[i]n recent decades, tourism 
scholars have turned to  m ore interpretive and global perspectives’, he also  asserts (as m ight be expected
increasing concerns regarding the homogenising effects o f  globalisation, engendering numerous 
investigations into the ways in which ‘traditional’ cultures were either being ‘corrupted’ by 
tourism or presenting versions o f ‘staged authenticity’ to tourist audiences which did not 
correspond with their ‘real’ activities ‘offstage’.6 Yet, subsequent changes in anthropological 
practice, beginning in the mid-1980s, provoked marked departures from early approaches to 
culture in tourism theory, coinciding with growing opposition to notions o f globalisation as an 
overwhelmingly unilateral, homogenising force. Indeed, researchers on the intersections 
between tourism and culture participated centrally in anthropology’s cultural or literary ‘turn’, 
characterised by an increased level o f self-reflexivity and attendance to the role o f  narratives in 
shaping interdisciplinary research.
In his influential study, The Predicament o f Culture (1988), James Clifford suggests that 
‘modern ethnographic histories [...] oscillate between two metanarratives: one of 
homogenization, the other o f emergence; one of loss, the other o f invention’ (1988: 19). The 
dialectical relationship between these phenomena suggests that the effects of globalisation and 
its attendant processes (including tourism) are highly variegated, manifesting themselves in 
different ways according to the circumstances of specific communities and locales (see Chapter
2 for discussion o f ‘glocalization’ in Omeros). Likewise, contemporary theorists working on 
tourism ’s cultural effects in non-‘western’ societies emphasise the need for perspectives which 
do not ‘reduce complexity to a simple binary either/or choice’ (Meethan 2001: 46). 
Anthropologist Shinji Yamashita, who has studied tourism ’s cultural effects in numerous 
Pacific islands, draws directly on Clifford’s work when she argues in relation to Balinese 
culture that:
The surprising thing [...] is not that its essence has survived being corrupted by modern 
Western civilization and has come down to us intact at the present day, but rather that it 
has survived by flexible adaptation in response to stimuli from the outside world. What 
is known as ‘ethnic culture’ today therefore can only exist within the framework of the 
modern world system, both political and economic. As a result, what we need are not 
narratives o f homogenization or loss, but o f  emergence and invention. This theory of 
cultural emergence provides a critique of cultural assimilation.
(2003:10)
Whether ‘narratives o f homogenization and loss’ can be dismissed so easily is highly 
questionable; my own analyses emphasise the need to account for both emergence and loss
in a book on global tourism  and culture) that ‘[a s se ss in g  the effects o f  tourism  on the host society [...] is 
still an im portant research issue’ (259).
6 The notion o f ‘staged au then tic ity ’ has proved one o f  the m ost influential aspects o f  M acC annell’s early 
sociological tourism  theory. See M acC annell (1999: C hapter 5).
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sim ultaneously. H ow ever, Y am ashita’s insistence on the im portance o f  understanding the 
‘flexible adaptation’ o f  cultures is apposite. Indeed, the ‘surprising’ aspect o f  her observations is 
further reduced w hen contextualised alongside the fact that num erous cultures imagined as 
‘trad itional’ by early  tourism  anthropologists had already survived for m any years through 
cultural and econom ic adaptation to the various pressures o f  European colonialism. While 
globalisation has extended these pressures in distinctive w ays -  as in relation to the rapid 
changes in m edia and m igration em phasised by Appadurai -  the dynam ic histories o f cultural 
and econom ic interconnection across archipelagic regions in some senses anticipated these 
processes, rendering them  less alien to specific com m unities’ changing cultural practices than 
closed-system  m odels suggest. As discussed in C hapter 1, the insular Pacific is therefore 
increasingly interpreted as paradigm atic o f cultural dynam ism  and inter-island hybridity rather 
than isolation and closure.7 Teaiw a argues that ‘[pjossibly ju s t as significant in terms o f both 
historiography and cultural theory’ as the anthropological ground broken by M alinowski, Mead, 
and Firth is the fact that ‘scholarship based on research in the Pacific has been acknowledged as 
having anticipated the “ invention o f  tradition” debate in Europe and Am erica by several years’, 
as in ‘Peter F rance’s 1969 study o f  Fiji, The Charter o f  the Land', ‘Roy W agner’s The Invention 
o f  Culture (1975) and Roger M. Keesing and Robert T onkinson’s Reinventing Traditional 
Culture: The Politics o /K asto m  in Island Melanesia (1982)’ (2006: 72-3). It is hence fitting 
that som e o f  the m ost influential revisions o f initial assum ptions about tourism ’s deleterious 
effects on ‘trad itional’ cultures have come from more recent Pacific island research.
For instance, Y am ashita’s assertion that, ‘from the view point o f  tourism , ways o f thinking
that are based on the opposition between global and local, or between tradition and modernity,
appear to be w rong’ (2003: 12) is partly indebted to P icard’s work on cultural authenticity in
Bali. Picard proposes a model o f ‘touristic culture’ in which host societies are not passive
victims o f  exogenous forces o f  change — implied by the ballistic connotations o f  tourism ’s
‘im pact’ -  but are instead internally adaptive, placing touristic dem ands in the service o f
continued cultural and economic development. As he puts it:
Far from being an external force striking a local society from without, tourism — or, 
rather, what I am inclined to call the touristification o f  a society -  proceeds from within 
by blurring the boundaries between the inside and the outside, between what is ‘ours’ 
and what is ‘theirs’, between that which belongs to ‘culture’ and that which pertains to 
‘tourism ’. [...] [Ijnstead o f asking whether or not Balinese culture has been able to
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7 F o r exam ple , th e  F ijian  c rea tiv e  w rite r and  critic  S ubram ani s ta tes that: ‘T he larger Pacific w ill alw ays 
be a hybrid  space, and tex ts ab o u t it w ill alw ays be hybrid  te x ts ’ (2000: I 85).
withstand the impact o f  tourism, we should ask how tourism has contributed to the 
shaping o f Balinese culture.
(1997: 183)
Rather than advocating impact theories whose logic is based on the commoditised ‘corruption’ 
o f cultural traditions, Picard prefers to focus on ‘the dialogic process through which culture has 
become Bali’s defining feature’; for him, tourism is ‘inevitably bound up in an ongoing process 
o f cultural invention’ (Picard 1995: 47). Such arguments have been widely influential in 
approaches to cultural issues in tourism studies over the past two decades, contributing to 
revisions o f concepts o f authenticity, commoditisation, and cultural adaptation. They have led to 
more general acceptance that tourism (like globalisation) has not simply corrupted local cultural 
practices and identities but in many cases provoked economically entangled assertions of 
cultural distinctiveness.
Kevin Meethan notes that ‘traditions and heritage are key components’ of national cultures; 
their ‘uniqueness’ allows them to ‘become incorporated into the tourist system as commodities’, 
implicating tourism in ‘the creation and sustaining of national identities for both domestic and 
overseas visitors’ (2001: 103). In this context, notions of cultural ‘authenticity’, which have also 
come under strong pressure within anthropological discourse, are now seen as increasingly 
unhelpful when tourism and commoditisation are examined as intrinsic to wider social 
processes. Indeed, Bruner brands authenticity ‘a red herring, to be examined only when the 
tourists, locals, or the producers themselves use the term ’: all ‘tourist productions’ and 
encounters, he asserts, are ‘authentic’ and ‘worthy o f serious anthropological inquiry’ (2005: 5). 
Robert Wood also observes that ‘both Picard, in his studies o f Bali, and Deborah Gewertz and 
Frederick Errington, in their study of the Chambri in Papua New Guinea, find that local people 
may interpret the very presence o f tourists as a sign o f the authenticity and continuity o f their 
culture’ (1997: 10).8 These ideas are well-suited to literary interrogations, particularly in terms 
o f addressing how notions o f ‘authenticity’ come into view in social stories and narratives of 
cultural identity. There is, however, a significant tension that emerges in relation to the 
connection between tourism, culture, and categories such as tradition and authenticity on one 
hand, and the geographical regions under comparison on the other. Namely, do the theories on 
cultural touristification that emerge primarily from ethnographic exchange in the indigenous
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8 This idea is no t lim ited to  n o n -‘w estern ’ cultures: the tourist paraphernalia sold in London, N ew  York, 
and Paris, for exam ple, is not only kitsch but also contributes to ongoing  projections o f  these cities’ 
cultural distinctiveness.
Pacific also apply to the creolised and culturally fragmented Caribbean? What methodological 
and theoretical concerns does this question raise?
Indigenous Articulations and Insularity
DeLoughrey notes that the tension between diasporic and indigenous perspectives in Caribbean 
and Pacific island cultures is especially marked. She argues that, as diaspora theory ‘has 
increasingly become a stand-in for the postcolonial predicament, it’s all the more important to 
insist on tracing its points o f  erasure, particularly its neglect o f indigenous studies, which has an 
entirely different relationship to the history of land, o f nation-building, and the nation state’ 
(2007b: 4-5). Drawing attention to how ‘the continuity o f indigenous presence in the Pacific 
when contrasted to the decimation o f native cultures in the Caribbean is a testament to the 
radical difference in the experience o f colonialism in both regions’, she observes that ‘while the 
political methodologies o f native sovereignty movements may not suit the Caribbean’s 
celebration o f creolized and composite cultures, the transnational thrust o f diaspora theory often 
poses a profound epistemological challenge to the profoundly localizing focus o f indigeneity’ 
(5). In this light, exploring whether anthropologically oriented research on cultural 
‘touristification’ applies to both Caribbean and Pacific island regions demands a method that 
accounts for frictions between the indigenous and the diasporic. DeLoughrey’s comparative 
rationale emphasises ‘how both regions share a complex history o f migration patterns before 
and after colonization; how the island topos entails an exchange between land and sea that 
translates into the discourse o f “ex-isles” and settlement; and finally, how these vital links 
between geography, history, and cultural production facilitate a reading o f island literatures’ (5). 
Building on DeLoughrey’s attention to shared senses o f insularity in relation to tourism’s 
cultural effects, I explore how island cultures (both Caribbean and Pacific) might be interpreted 
as indigenous in expansive and often performative ways, as local affiliations are continually 
constituted through a lived dialectic of movement and settlement.
This point emerges from the way in which comparative readings o f cultural authenticity, 
commoditisation, and experiences o f global modernity in the context of island tourism 
portrayals suggest forms o f commensurability between different local and regional perspectives.
In showing this, I draw on aspects o f articulation theory as a means o f accounting for the 
indigenous and the diasporic simultaneously. In his essay ‘Indigenous Articulations’ (2001),
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Clifford explores a number o f searching questions about how indigeneity is conceived in 
relation to diaspora studies and postcolonialism more generally. Noting ‘the mutually 
constitutive tension o f indigenous and diasporist visions and experiences’, he asks: ‘Just how 
expansive can notions o f indigenous or native affiliation become, before they begin to lose 
specificity, falling into more generalized “postcolonial” discourses o f displacement?’ (2001: 
470). He argues that approaches to this must address how ‘indigeneity’ is ‘both rooted in and 
routed through particular places’, how it involves ‘a complex dynamic o f local landedness and 
expansive social spaces’, and whether it is more useful to consider ‘indigenous and diasporic 
situations’ as part o f a continuum or to investigate ‘specifically indigenous kinds o f diasporism’ 
(469). One o f the most important challenges linked to these questions involves negotiating on 
one hand forms o f pluralism that lose meaning if  they become too capacious to describe 
specifically ‘rooted’ experiences, and on the other hand restrictive identity notions that are 
based on ‘exclusivist self-other definitions’ (470). It is in this context that Clifford finds Stuart 
Hall’s application o f articulation theory especially useful. This is because it presents a means of 
negotiating the problems o f either essentialising indigeneity as a ‘primordial, transhistorical’ 
category which ignores the ‘entangled, contemporary forms o f indigenous cultural politics’, or 
positing indigeneity as a ‘postmodern’ construction involving ‘appeals to ethnicity and 
“heritage” by fragmented groups functioning as “invented traditions” within a late-capitalist, 
commodified multiculturalism’.9 The latter, Clifford asserts, ‘brushes aside long histories of 
indigenous survival and resistance, transformative links with roots prior to and outside the 
world system ’ (471). By rethinking ‘the notion o f invention [...] as a politics of articulation’ 
(480), Clifford seeks to enable a more productive dialogue concerning the ways in which 
categories like tradition are conceptualised in indigenous contexts.10 How though might this
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9 The reference to ‘invented trad itions’ refers to the heated debate  -  w hat V icente D iaz and J Kehaulani 
K auanui call the ‘debac le ’ (2001: 323) -  over the applicability  o f  such notions to Pacific island cultures. 
This involved on one side an thropologists such as R oger K eesing and Jocelyn L innekin draw ing on 
argum ents raised  in E ric  H obsbaw m  and Terence R anger’s influential co llection, The Invention o f  
Tradition (1983), to  suggest that ‘notions o f  the past are actually  constructed in the present and reflect 
contem porary  pressures. T herefore, w hen indigenous renditions o f  the past depart from  archaeological, 
linguistic, o r e thnohistorical data, they frequently  are seen as fabrications, produced by activists for 
political ends’ (Feinberg  1995: 93). In turn, ‘m any indigenous activists and som e anthropologists have 
questioned both the ethical propriety and epistem ological ju stifica tion  o f  W estern scholars appointing 
them selves arbiters o f  truth regarding o ther peop le’s history and cu ltu re ’ (93). For a sum m ary o f  material 
from both sides o f  the debate, see D iaz and Kauanui (2001: 338 -9 ).
10 This is consonant w ith T eaiw a’s position in her w ork on Pacific m ilitourism . H ouston W ood sees her 
2001 doctoral thesis as refuting  ‘suggestions in her earlier w ork that Pacific Islander identities be 
understood as opposing  continental m ilitarism  and tou rism ’, asserting instead that ‘identities o f  
contem porary  N atives in O ceania are better conceived o f  as being continually  articulated, disarticulated, 
and rearticulated , not only w ith m ilitarism  and tourism , but also “w ith o ther institutions, ideologies,
approach to tradition and cultural change relate to the social pressures associated with mass 
tourism’s development in postcolonial island contexts more broadly?
It is worth noting first that the version o f articulation theory Clifford appropriates is based 
on the work not o f an indigenous cultural theorist but a diasporic Caribbean one. Hall’s research 
on race and ethnicity in the mid-1980s details how his own interpretation o f articulation theory 
is constructed in relation to Antonio Gramsci’s notion o f ‘culture as the historically-shaped 
terrain on which all “new” philosophical and theoretical currents work’ (Hall 1986: 23). This 
‘terrain’ hosts a complex array o f ‘processes o f de-construction and re-construction by which 
old alignments are dismantled and new alignments can be effected’, representing a space where 
‘ideological change’ can be conceived ‘not in terms o f substitution or imposition but rather in 
terms o f the articulation and the disarticulation o f ideas’ (23). While Hall employs this notion in 
order to show how traditions and cultural practices are articulated in creolised contexts, Clifford 
sees the capacious ‘middle ground’ implied by the theory as having relevance to indigenous 
concerns, especially the way in which cultural traditions are constructed through ‘hooking and 
unhooking particular elem ents’ (2001: 477-8). In this space, he argues, affiliations can be 
posited between the ‘diversity o f cultures and histories’ that are housed under the ‘banner’ of 
indigeneity (472; original emphasis). This is a productive argument not least because it 
rearticulates (or re-routes) an already adapted concept emanating from creolised Caribbean 
experience in indigenous terms. It thus helps (re)construct the theory as a useful tool for 
illuminating points o f  commensurability between different postcolonial island cultures in 
relation to their experiences of mass tourism and globalisation. If the validity of recent 
developments in mainstream tourism theory in both Caribbean and Pacific island contexts is to 
be tested meaningfully, it becomes important to ask: are local cultures portrayed as being 
similarly ‘articulated’ in both regions, and are there grounds for an insular model o f comparison 
that is culturally and historically attentive yet also attuned to points o f consonance between 
forms o f touristification across various island states?
Two aspects o f articulation theory make it especially useful in thinking comparatively 
about island cultures. Firstly, it suggests a way o f conceptualising cultural processes that does 
not conflate them uncritically with their local environments. Clifford states that, rather than 
seeing indigenous cultures as ‘living bodies with organic structures’, if viewed as an articulated
cultural forces, and presences such as fem ininity , m asculinity , C hristianity , ‘race’, the state, and 
cap italism ’”  (2003: 344).
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series o f ‘jo in ts’, none o f which are ‘firmly anchored’, groups can assemble and reassemble
cultural identities in the present from various materials o f  their collective past (477-8). This
anti-organic model offers a ‘nonreductive way to think about cultural transformation and the
apparent coming and going o f “traditional” forms’ (478); rather than being destroyed
completely, they have the potential to seemingly disappear at certain times and re-emerge at
others. Applying this in postcolonial island contexts helps differentiate cultural change from
physical processes like ‘erosion’, allowing island cultures to be seen as entities that have distinct
capacities for re-articulation and emergence. Secondly, it reduces the significance of
genealogical continuity -  fundamental to exploitative constructions o f the ‘primitive’ Pacific
and the ‘cultureless’ Caribbean — in the process o f articulating ‘authentic’ cultural practices.
Given that articulation ‘evokes [...] productive processes o f consensus, exclusion, alliance, and
antagonism that are inherent in the transformative life o f  all societies' (472; my emphasis),
Clifford states that ‘the whole question o f authenticity is secondary’ in discussions o f culture:
It is assumed that cultural forms will always be made, unmade, and remade. 
Communities can and must reconfigure themselves, drawing selectively on remembered 
pasts. The relevant question is whether, and how, they convince and coerce insiders and 
outsiders, often in power-charged, unequal situations, to accept the autonomy o f a ‘we’.
(479)
This argument informs the following textual readings, which interrogate similarities between 
how indigeneity or place-affiliation — ‘the autonomy o f a “we” ’ — is articulated in the context of 
tourist modernity. Such an approach offers a means o f working through reductive binaries 
between cultural authenticity and inauthenticity, the traditional (or primitive) and the modern, 
‘western’ tourists and ‘non-western’ natives, highlighting points o f  commensurability between 
Caribbean and Pacific island cultures in relation to mass tourism ’s commoditising demands.
The category o f performance emphasised by Bruner also plays a crucial role in theorising 
this. Discussing his experiences conducting ethnographic research whilst employed as a lecturer 
on local culture for a Balinese tourism company in the late 1980s, Bruner describes how a 
conflict between his reflexive research agenda and his employer’s insistence on the 
‘authenticity’ o f  Balinese cultural practices led to his eventual dismissal. The company objected 
especially to his decision to tell tourists how many o f the ‘traditional’ Balinese dances and 
religious rituals they were witnessing were in fact relatively recent constructions, devised for a 
tourist audience (2005: 1—3). Bruner interprets this as ‘a confrontation between two 
metanarratives [...] that parallel in remarkable fashion historical developments within 
anthropology as a discipline, [and] changes in modes o f ethnographic practice’ (3-4). The
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‘master tourist tale, [...] shared widely within the tourism industry, was to take tourist 
performances as representations o f an authentic culture that were to be accepted as given and to 
remain essentially unexamined’ (4). By contrast, Bruner insists that cultures are continually 
adaptive, frequently rearticulating traditions that, as Meethan puts it, contain ‘both 
material/symbolic elements which cut across accepted notions o f boundedness, and [...] have the 
capacity to be made and remade for consumption within a global m arket’ (114-15). Arguing 
against ‘a fixed, static model that sees producers as in control, natives as exploited, and tourists 
as dupes’, Bruner prefers to see ‘tourist sites and performances as evolving and historical -  or to 
put it more simply, as alive’ (2005: 12). This is not to deny the very real effects o f  ongoing 
exploitation, in which the impulse to assert the supposed historical continuity o f the various 
cultural traditions tourists consume is bound up. Rather, it foregrounds some of the ways in 
which binaries between ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’ are destabilised in cultural tourism 
interactions, producing space for future configurations to be articulated that are not 
characterised either by misleading notions o f fixity or overwhelming descriptions o f rupture and 
loss.
By seeing ‘tradition’ neither as a primordial category nor as a recently ‘invented’ one but 
part instead o f the ‘practical deconstructive, and reconstructive, activities’ o f indigenous groups 
(Clifford 2004: 158; original emphasis), articulation theory offers a language with which to 
discuss cultural practices wherein assertions o f indigeneity can operate outside o f reductive 
insider/outsider paradigms. It also embraces the ways in which globalisation’s localising 
dimensions (and the marketing o f ‘unique’ cultural forms) involve numerous ‘[contradictory 
processes o f decolonizing/neo-colonizing, contestation/cooptation’ which ‘exist in dialectical 
tension, and sometimes open struggle’ (Clifford 2004: 155). In this light, ‘tradition’ need not be 
viewed as predicated on a binary relationship with ‘modernity’ or on genealogical continuity, 
but as involving continually contested and reconstructed cultural articulations which 
characterise groups at particular times. This configuration o f articulation theory corresponds 
with the increasing rejection o f the language of authenticity in mainstream tourism theory. It 
offers a means o f examining whether the performative character o f  cross-cultural interactions in 
touristic contexts theorised by Bruner relates to broader cultural articulations, and whether these 
function differently in particular island contexts as they are represented in literary texts. It also 
permits a productive modification o f Picard’s assertion that, ‘instead o f asking whether or not 
Balinese culture has been able to withstand the impact o f tourism, we should ask how tourism
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has contributed to the shaping o f Balinese culture’ (1997: 183), with Balinese culture being 
replaced by postcolonial island cultures. This allows exploration o f mainstream tourism 
theory’s relevance both to the industry’s representation in postcolonial islands texts and to 
cultures that have previously been separated by identity markers such as ‘indigenous’, 
‘diasporic’, and ‘creolised’.
Modernity, Indigenisation, and the Touristification o f  Culture
Alongside its role in unsettling polarised concepts o f tradition, this chapter is also centrally 
concerned with tourism ’s role in furthering -  as well as fracturing — increasingly globalised 
notions o f ‘m odernity’. If the sociological analysis of tourism represents ‘a method of gaining 
access to the process by which modernity, modernization, modern culture [...] establishes] its 
empire on a global basis’ (MacCannell 1999: xv; original emphasis), how do Caribbean and 
Pacific island texts interrogate tourism’s involvement in processes o f cultural commoditisation 
on one hand, and what Marshall Sahlins terms the ‘indigenization o f modernity’ (1993: 21) on 
the other? Commenting on the binary structure in which ‘modernity’ is opposed to ‘tradition’, 
Clifford notes that ‘diffusionist visions o f progress have been challenged by two interrelated but 
distinct shifts: decolonization and globalization. Both unfinished changes, in different, 
interconnected ways, displace the coherent subject of a singular modernity’ (2004: 153). He 
proceeds to state that, partly as a result o f the increasing claims o f ‘[pjeople from the margins -  
ex-“primitives”, women, racialized minorities -  [...] for equality, for a public voice, for room to 
manoeuvre in contemporary settings [...], theorists have begun to recognize different inflections, 
articulations o f a modernity fracturing into “modernities’” (153).11
One useful aspect of the multiple modernities model is that it allows points o f similarity 
between the ways in which individual communities experience tourist modernity to be explored 
without asserting that this modernity is itself uniform: if modernity is plural, so too is tourist 
modernity. Yet, because the densely repetitive stereotyping o f tropical island cultures in
11 The notion o f  m ultip le m odernities em erged in relation to the w ork o f  cultural globalisation theorists 
such as A ppadurai and U lf H annerz in the 1990s, and is characterised by Shm uel E isenstadt as denoting 
‘a  certain  v iew  o f  the contem porary w orld ’ that ‘goes against the view  o f  the “classical” theories o f  
m odernization and o f  the convergence o f  industrial societies prevalent in the 1950s, and indeed against 
the classical socio logical analyses o f  M arx, D urkheim , and [...] W eber’ w hich assum ed that European or 
‘w estern ’ m odernity  w ould  ultim ately ‘prevail throughout the w o rld ’ (2002: 1). W hilst all societies are 
constitu tively  part o f  global m odernity , for E isenstadt the ‘idea o f  m ultiple m odernities presum es that the 
best w ay to understand the contem porary w orld -  indeed to explain the history o f  m odernity -  is to see it 
as a story o f  continual constitu tion  and reconstitution o f  a m ultiplicity  o f  cultural program s’ (2).
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brochure discourse, which co-opts them as part of the ‘increasingly globalised culture industry’ 
(Huggan 2001: x), tourism nevertheless conditions their respective modernities in analogous 
ways. Indeed, it is this paradisal trope’s persistent influence that again makes articulation theory 
relevant analytically. Clifford warns that articulation theory ‘cannot account for everything’ and 
does not suggest that ‘every cultural form, every structure or restructuration [...] has a radical 
contingency as if, at any moment, anything were possible’. Rather, ‘possible connections and 
disconnections are constrained at any historical moment. Certain forms and structural 
antagonisms persist over long periods’ (2001: 480). In this light, it becomes interesting to ask 
whether certain cultural articulations in specific islands bear resemblances precisely because the 
‘restructuration’ involved has been ‘constrained’ by the global tourism industry’s 
commoditising demands. This is especially relevant in island contexts where, as Apostolopoulos 
and Gayle observe, ‘extreme resource scarcity and few viable alternatives’ have created a 
situation in which ‘modernization has become coterminous with tourism dependence’ (2002: 6).
In comparison to the homogenising processes outlined above, Sahlins asserts that the 
indigenisation o f modernity ‘attempts to create a differentiated cultural space’ within a 
hegemonising ‘World System’ (1993: 20).12 Some commentators, like Victor Li, see Sahlins’s 
conception o f  this process as ‘a little cavalier’ in its ‘relative disregard for the modernization of 
the indigenous’ (2001: 247). Yet Sahlins is not inattentive to this interrelationship, noting 
elsewhere that, while local ‘resistance’ movements are ‘responsive to the hegemonic threat of 
world capitalism’, ‘people are not usually resisting the technologies and “conveniences” of 
modernization, nor are they particularly shy of the capitalist relations needed to acquire them’ 
(1999: 410). Indeed, he suggests provocatively that ‘[t]his dialectic o f similarity and difference 
[...] is a normal mode o f cultural production’ which ‘is not unique to the contemporary 
globalizing world. On the contrary, its precolonial and extracolonial occurrences help explain 
the colonial and postcoloniaP (411). Sahlins’s historicised notion that the indigenisation of 
modernity goes hand in hand with the modernisation o f the indigenous still implies to some 
extent that ‘modernity’ is a relatively new imposition from ‘outside’ rather than a product of 
cross-cultural encounters, an argument that again stems from anthropological assumptions 
regarding the ‘isolation’ o f non-‘western’ cultures — and islands in particular — from modernity. 
Attending such tensions, the following analyses address how postcolonial island writers’
12 This poin t has long been recognised in the aesthetic dom ain; for exam ple, W endt states in introducing 
Nuanua: Pacific Writing in English Since 1980 (1995) that ‘[a]s w ith o ther introduced technology and 
influences, w e indigenised w riting, using it for our ow n purposes’ (1995: 1)
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portrayals o f tourism and culture negotiate conceptions o f indigenisation as a largely ‘internal’ 
process, and touristification -  along with the commoditising and ‘modernising’ forces it enfolds
— as ‘external’. It looks especially at the extent to which postcolonial island writers portray these 
two factors as co-constitutive, and how this might enhance comparative, cross-regional 
observations and methodologies.
My focus in this section is on works by two Caribbean writers and two Pacific writers: V.S. 
Naipaul, Albert Wendt, Epeli H au‘ofa, and Jamaica Kincaid. The first two texts -  The Middle 
Passage (1962) and Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree (1979) -  are located closer to the institution of 
jet-fuelled mass tourism, and deal more with the industry’s early development as colonial rule 
was coming to an end in both authors’ homelands (Trinidad and Samoa respectively) and 
Am erica’s global influence was rapidly increasing. These are also key concerns in Hau‘ofa’s 
Kisses in the Nederends (1987) and Kincaid’s A Small Place (1988), which depict aspects of 
tourism ’s role as a proponent o f globalisation whilst continuing to highlight how 
‘[decolonization, [...] a catch-all term for many incomplete, diverse and uneven, processes’, is 
‘shadowed by neo-colonization’ (Clifford 2004: 154). All four writers have notably diasporic 
affiliations, forging links through travel and migrancy across numerous islands and continents. 
It is from this interface between travel, writing, and tourism that the arguments regarding 
representations o f island cultures are drawn.
Naipaul and Wendt: Touristification from ‘Above' and from ‘Below'
The Middle Passage and Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree provide useful platforms for addressing 
issues o f commoditisation and indigenisation as they offer insights into these processes at 
relatively early moments in the development o f globalised mass tourism. At the same time, 
Tobias Doring states that The Middle Passage in particular ‘is an apt beginning to explore how 
Caribbean-English writing enters a postcolonial tradition because this text, with curious 
defiance, insists on ideological viewpoints which can only be described as colonial atavisms’ 
(2002: 21). Published in the year when Trinidad and Tobago elected full independence from the 
West Indian Federation, yet considered notoriously colonialist in its assessment o f Caribbean
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culture, NaipauPs first non-fictional text is fraught with tensions relating to the legacy o f
colonialism and the region’s postcolonial future.13 As Doring observes,
the exasperating disdain for Caribbean culture that [Naipaul] articulates [...] has tended 
to obscure the manoeuvres o f anxious self-positioning by which he steers between the 
different roles o f  West Indian native-m igrant-tourist. Far more challenging that the 
notoriously objectionable attitudes, the curious rifts and ruptures o f his text, address 
different traditions and their claims for the emerging project o f West Indian writing.
(21)
Doring’s compound reference ‘native-m igrant-tourist’ suggestively highlights the plural 
perspectives negotiated by Naipaul in returning to his homeland -  and the Caribbean more 
broadly -  as insider and outsider, native and tourist, throughout The Middle Passage. The 
chapter on Trinidad dramatises this most acutely, as Naipaul’s ‘personal involvement with the 
territory [...] does not allow for simple inside-outside patterns’ to emerge (Doring 2002: 39). By 
interrogating such points o f ambivalence, it is possible to gain a more finely grained 
understanding o f the nuanced social analyses that operate in relation to tourism and culture 
beneath the surface o f the text’s conspicuously reactionary moments.
In his one-sided analysis o f Naipaul’s work, Rob Nixon argues that The Middle Passage is
‘sympathetic neither toward the indigenous cultures that are being eroded by tourism nor toward
the new, Americanized cultural values for which tourism is a primary conduit’ (1992: 64). He
also observes that, given Naipaul’s infamous assertion that ‘nothing was created in the West
Indies’ (Naipaul 2001: 20), there is ‘peculiar’ irony in the fact that:
while, on the one hand, he regrets ‘how strong and ineradicable the wish is, among the 
bongo islanders, to act up to the tourist image’, on the other hand, it is not at all clear 
what to his mind this process damages, given his dismissiveness toward endemic 
cultural forms. As is often the case in Naipaul’s travel books, one is left suspended 
between two categorical negatives, the old and the new, without any positive 
recommendations.
(1992: 64-5)
It is no doubt contentious to imply, as Nixon does here, that readers are entitled to expect 
‘positive recommendations’ from the kind o f travel writing produced by Naipaul (or indeed 
from travel writing more broadly -  as if the genre is somehow obliged to deliver authoritative 
policy evaluations). Yet, in critiquing the text’s ‘categorical negatives’, he also raises the 
question o f whether Naipaul provides any means o f negotiating these in ways that might still 
allow positive insights into Caribbean tourism’s cultural dimensions to come into view.
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13 F or a sum m ary o f  attacks on N aipaul, see Strachan (2002: 153). It is w orth noting that even more 
balanced com m entators continue to assum e rhetorical postures in relation to N aipaul; for instance, w hilst 
S trachan is appreciative o f  N a ip au l’s refusal to rom anticise C aribbean poverty, he still asserts polem ically 
that N aipaul is ‘w edded to a  point o f  view  that reeks o f  the prejudices o f  the W est’ (153).
Commenting on details o f  a Trinidadian landscape that he claims ‘has never been 
recorded’, Naipaul notes ‘how little local painters help’ by creating works which ‘seem to be 
aim ed’ at ‘the vision o f the tourist’, obscuring the ‘beguiling’ realities o f  the environment 
(2001: 58). Rather than observing how such artists’ works help constitute the very form o f 
tourism that is evolving in Trinidad, Naipaul reads this as an example of what he later calls a 
‘client culture’, 14 wherein outsiders’ desires are privileged over expressions o f local experience. 
His comment that art is like ‘almost everything else’ in Trinidad links to his interpretation of 
contemporary Trinidadian culture as exhibiting a strong ‘willingness to change’ (2001: 40). 
Such ‘willingness’ is not emblematic o f positive social process in Naipaul’s view, as it remains 
conditioned by a colonial superstructure in which the expression o f a coherent national culture 
based on local innovation is disabled by the will to ‘approxim ate’ European and American 
‘standards’ (46). In making such observations it is, however, important to note that at this point 
in his career, having lived in England for a decade, Naipaul felt a profound estrangement from 
aspects o f his Caribbean heritage and island birthplace. As he comments with respect to The 
Middle Passage more than twenty years later in his semi-autobiographical text, The Enigma o f 
Arrival (1987), ‘[t]he fight between my idea o f the glamour o f  the traveller-writer and the 
rawness o f my nerves as a colonial travelling among colonials made for difficult writing’ (1987: 
140). Rather than staying fixed, he revisits and revises his position regarding the region and its 
cultures during the course o f his career.15
Further recounting the genesis o f The Middle Passage in The Enigma o f  Arrival -  which, 
like A Way in the World (1994), portrays a mellower and arguably more self-reflexive Naipaul -  
he acknowledges both his impatience with and his indebtedness to Trinidad. Reflecting on the 
genesis o f his first travel book he states:
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14 N aipaul com m ents in the prefatory note to  the 1969 edition o f  The Middle Passage that: ‘A N ew  
Z ealand w riter, rev iew ing  another book o f  m ine, said that I w as w riting about the problem s o f  a client 
culture and a c lien t econom y’ (cited in N ixon 1992: 141). N ixon argues that: ‘The m ention o f  client 
econom ies and cultures [...] is at variance w ith his usual portrait o f  dependent m im icry as im itation from 
be low ’, im plying that N aipaul w as at the tim e ‘ob liv ious’ to the te rm s’ p lace ‘in the basic idiom 
em ployed by theorists o f  neoco lon ialism ’ (1992: 141).
15 This is exem plified  in A Way in the World(1994). M ore than thirty  years after he recorded a sim ilar set 
o f  observations in The Middle Passage, this later text opens w ith N aipaul describing his return to  Trinidad 
for a funeral in the 1950s. Pointedly describing h im se lf as ‘h a lf  a  to u ris t’, the narrator observes on the 
first page that ‘[t]o go back hom e w as to play w ith im pressions’ (1994: 1). These include those o f  the 
sem i-touristic narrator and his younger se lf  in The Middle Passage, w hich is subtitled im p ress io n s o f  
Five Colonial S oc ie ties’. The opening to A Way in the World hence represents a form o f  self-reflexive 
articulation that is receptive to  the perform ative im plications o f  ‘im pressions’, im plying that w riting o f  
this kind is less a process o f  detached observation than a m ode o f  rem em bering, subject to  change and re­
im personation.
It was odd: the place itself, the little island and its people, could no longer hold me. But 
the island — with the curiosity it had awakened in me for the larger world, the idea o f 
civilization, and the idea o f antiquity; and all the anxieties it had quickened in me -  the 
island had given me the world as a writer; had given me the themes that in the second 
half o f the twentieth century had become important.
(140)
Such themes include tourism, culture, and modernity, which are all explored in the Trinidad 
chapter o f The Middle Passage and highlight various interrelationships between mainland 
metropolitan and insular experience. Rather than merely offering ‘categorical negatives’, these 
concerns anticipate more recent developments in cultural tourism theory and, despite the often 
(provocatively) contradictory logic in which they are couched, disclose key tensions regarding 
the changing relationship between tourism and culture. This is significant as, despite the 
ethnographic tenor o f some parts o f The Middle Passage's Trinidad chapter in particular, 
Naipaul’s text also operates as a critique o f Eurocentric accounts o f island culture even as it 
adopts similar viewpoints.
Naipaul links tourist modernity to cultural exoticism and commoditisation. It is part o f a 
process that he sees as governed by market forces over which the Trinidadian state and its 
inhabitants have relatively little control. Addressing how the specific brand of exoticism 
associated with modern mass tourism was a twentieth-century construct in A Way in the World, 
he states that: ‘After the First World War [...] tourists came for the sun [...] they came to be in 
places that were unspoilt, places that time had passed by, places [...] that had never been 
discovered. So history was set on its head; the islands were refashioned’ (1994: 73). Naipaul’s 
emphasis on post-1918 tourists’ desire for ‘unspoilt’, timeless, undiscovered lands reflects the 
‘myth’ o f the ‘unchanged’ paradise which, as discussed earlier, is central to ‘third world tourist 
marketing’ (Echtner and Prasad 2003). However, Naipaul’s representation o f cultural 
commoditisation and the indigenisation o f tourist modernity in The Middle Passage challenges 
the extent to which this ‘refashioning’ can be viewed merely as an exogenous process.
Naipaul states that ‘talk of culture is comparatively new’ in Trinidad. It represents an act of 
state-sponsored articulation, the ‘concept of some politicians in the forties’, which ‘caught on’ 
because ‘[t]he promotion o f a local culture was the only form o f nationalism that could arise in a 
population divided into mutually exclusive cliques’ (2001: 68). Significantly, the development 
o f local cultural identity coincided with mass tourism’s rise in the region, with the industry 
becoming integral to cultural conceptions and performances. Naipaul states that: ‘It is only in 
the calypso that the Trinidadian touches reality. The calypso is a purely local form’, adding that
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‘[t]he pure calypso, the best calypso, is incomprehensible to the outsider’ (66). At the same 
time, he criticises both the ‘hundred foolish travel-writers (reproducing the doggerel sung 
“especially for them ”) ’ who have ‘debased the form’, and those commentators who reject 
commoditised calypso performances. The latter group’s ‘knowing refusal [...] to be taken in', he 
asserts, ‘is as foolish as their previous indiscrimination, neither reaction being based on a 
knowledge o f genuine calypso’ (66-7). Instead, Naipaul attempts to offer a more reliable 
assessment o f  the process o f commoditisation that has accompanied recent developments 
through locally derived, sociological knowledge. He claims that Trinidadians ‘are as much to 
blame as anyone’ for the ‘bastardization’ o f the form, as they have adapted it according to 
touristic demands (67). ‘Just as they take pleasure in their American modernity’, he writes (with 
the possessive pronoun ‘their’ implying an indigenised form o f modernity even as he describes 
Americanisation in terms o f dependence), ‘so they take pleasure in living up to the ideals o f the 
tourist brochure. [...] [TJheir talent for self-caricature is profound. The Americans expect native 
costumes and native dances; Trinidad will discover both’ (67). Here, Naipaul’s invective 
essentialises the attitudes o f both Trinidadian performers and American tourists, eclipsing the 
possibility for subversion or the emergence o f new forms o f calypso which incorporate local 
economic concerns and touristic expectations. Further, his appraisal o f  cultural ‘debasement’ in 
relation to the tourist industry’s commoditising demands is based on subscription to principles 
o f artistic wholeness, ‘purity’, and authenticity. It is therefore intriguing that Naipaul’s account 
o f tourism ’s effects on local culture is highly attentive to precisely those aspects o f  emergence 
and negotiation that current tourism researchers now widely treat as ‘genuine’ cultural forms in 
their own right.
One o f  the most ironic aspects of the portrayal o f tourism and culture in The Middle
Passage's Trinidad section is that, even as it attempts to highlight patterns o f Americanised
cultural dependence, it also offers an imaginatively inflected reading o f tourist modernity which
suggests that Trinidadian cultural forms are being forged at this very interface — and not merely
in imitative or crassly commoditised ways. The following passage on touristification occurs as
Naipaul derides the reduction of Trinidad’s diverse cultural practices to tourist performance:
Few words are used more frequently in Trinidad than ‘culture’. Culture is spoken of as 
something quite separate from day-to-day existence, separate from advertisements, 
films and comic strips. [...] Culture is a dance -  not the dance that people do when more 
than three o f them get together -  but the one put on in native costume on a stage. 
Culture is music -  not the music played by well-known bands and nowadays in the 
modern way, tape-recorded -  but the steel band. Culture is song — not the commercial 
jingle which [...] has become the folksong o f Trinidad [...] but calypso. Culture is, in
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short, a night-club turn. And nothing pleases Trinidadians so much as to see their 
culture being applauded by white American tourists in night-clubs.
(67)
Two key points arise from this biting critique. Firstly, despite censuring Trinidad’s culture of 
mimicry, claiming elsewhere that the ‘full meaning o f modernity in Trinidad’ involves ‘all races 
and classes [...]  remaking themselves in the image o f the Hollywood B-man’ (57), Naipaul 
nevertheless insists on a broader definition o f local culture than is fetishised in brochure 
discourse. The ‘night-club turn’ is placed in context o f a wider cultural milieu where new forms 
are created through popular folksongs, impromptu dance, and the indigenisation of consumer 
culture. Secondly, the passage dramatises how the manipulation o f tourism itself constitutes a 
form o f cultural articulation in a highly performative tourist borderzone. Whilst Naipaul, as a 
partly deracinated outsider, denounces local people’s complicity in this process, he 
simultaneously sketches, here and elsewhere in the chapter, a vibrant culture o f adaptation, 
based partly on extracting wealth from ‘white American tourists’. If influences like 
‘advertisements, films and comic strips’ can become included in Trinidadians’ everyday cultural 
repertoires, then following Naipaul’s logic it could be said that tourism here is also being 
domesticated as part o f these repertoires.
Rather than reading this form o f touristification in terms o f a nascent framework of 
globalisation, Naipaul (understandably, given the time o f writing) evokes the kind o f colonial 
model o f cross-cultural interaction defined by Pratt as the ‘contact zone’, characterised by 
‘conditions o f coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict’ (1992: 6). In addition, his 
harsh critiques link to a conception o f island cultures that is indebted to early anthropology, 
seeing them as structural totalities. This underpins Naipaul’s attempts to account elsewhere for 
‘the Trinidadian’ personality (74; my emphasis), a supposedly singular entity produced by the 
island’s ‘picaroon’ society, which must be ‘re-educated’ in order to achieve ‘political 
organization’; ‘[cjhange’, he insists, ‘must come from the top’ (70-1). Ironically, the narrative 
simultaneously exposes how inventive forms of cultural transformation relating to tourist 
modernity operate at a grassroots level. This suggests an insightful counterpoint with the 
‘bottom-up’ perspective on Samoan cultural touristification in Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree.
Compared to the suspicions that inhabit The Middle Passage's presentation o f Caribbean 
change and modernity, W endt’s non-fictional work exhibits a notably different stance which has 
important bearings on how the relationship between tourism and culture is approached in his 
novel. Like Picard, in his ethnographic reconsideration o f Balinese tourism’s supposedly malign
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cultural effects, Wendt asserts that cultural change is integral to Pacific island societies’ ongoing 
negotiations o f  colonialism. Anticipating -  and indeed contributing to -  anthropological 
interpretations o f cultures as dynamic entities, Wendt argued in the mid-1970s that: ‘Our 
cultures [...] were changing even in pre-papalagi times through inter-island contact and the 
endeavours o f  exceptional individuals and groups [...]. No culture is ever static and can be 
preserved [...]. There is no state o f cultural purity [...] from which there is a decline: usage 
determines authenticity’ (1996: 644). Wendt augments this point mNuanua's introduction, pre­
empting C lifford’s argument that ‘[a]ll-or-nothing, fatal-impact notions o f change tend to 
assume that cultures are living bodies with organic structures’ (2001: 478). He states that:
Colonialism has changed us radically but I don’t support the outmoded and racist 
theories, such as the fatal impact theory, which underpin most colonial literature about 
us. According to these theories and views, we, the indigenous, have been hapless 
victims and losers in the process o f cultural contact and interaction; our cultures have 
been ‘diluted’ and ‘corrupted’; we have even ‘lost’ them. All cultures are becoming, 
changing in order to survive, absorbing foreign influences, continuing, growing. [...] 
Our story o f the Pacific is that o f marvellous endurance, survival and dynamic 
adaptation, despite enormous suffering under colonialism in some o f our countries. We 
have indigenised much that was colonial or foreign to suit ourselves, creating new 
blends and forms. We have even indigenised Western art forms, including the novel.
(1995: 3)
His closing emphasis on indigenising the novel is interesting as it also raises the question of 
whether The Middle Passage, along with Naipaul’s other travel writing, represents a form of 
generic indigenisation that reflects aspects o f the touristification it depicts. As Naipaul states in 
The Enigma o f  Arrival, on returning to the Caribbean to write his first travel book in 1960, he 
was ‘glamoured by the idea o f the metropolitan traveller [...]. It was the only kind o f model I 
had; but -  as a colonial among colonials who were very close to me -  I could not be that kind of 
traveller, even though I might share that traveller’s education and culture and have his feeling 
for adventure’ (1987: 140).16 This feeling o f simultaneous closeness and estrangement also 
characterises aspects o f Wendt’s formal inventiveness with respect to the novel. It is notable, 
then, that Wendt held an ‘admiration’ for Naipaul which lasted ‘until he became “cold” in his 
outlook on life’ (Sharrad 2003: 68). This is evident in part from the way Leaves o f  the Banyan 
Tree draws on the epic construction and tragi-comic trajectory o f Naipaul’s A House for Mr
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16 In its ‘partial collaboration  w ith and appropriation o f  the idiom s o f  colonial travel w riting, The Middle 
Passage exhib its w hat P ratt term s ‘au toethnographic’ characteristics (1992: 7). H ow ever, the way it is 
produced through sustained interaction with the ‘dialectical ten s ion ’ betw een ‘[cjontradictory processes 
o f  deco lon izing /neo-co lon izing’ (C lifford 2004: 155), rather than in situations o f  directly colonial pow er 
relations, sim ultaneously  positions it as a touristified cultural product, representing a significantly 
d ifferent exam ple o f  generic m anipulation.
Biswas (1961), especially in its depiction of local families’ successes and failures in relation to 
the pressures o f  colonial society.17
W endt’s emphasis on the pressures colonialism exerted on local cultural practices reflects
similar observations by Naipaul and roots both their work in a postcolonial context. They
highlight the importance of insularity on local cultural practices, and even though loss and lack
o f invention predominate in Naipaul’s text, it nevertheless attests obliquely to the importance of
the adaptive survival o f cultural forms (such as calypso) and the ‘adaptability’ o f island cultures
more broadly. Although there is a stronger sense o f cultural cohesion in W endt’s work, this
element is sometimes over-emphasised in analyses o f the two writers. For example, Sharrad
argues that, in comparison with Naipaul, ‘Wendt has the greater resources for imagining
something more than material and solitary gain’ when dealing with individuals who are ‘thrust
into quests for success in societies that lack true goals’ (140-1). The reason, he suggests, is that:
The aiga structure, the continued nexus between heredity and wealth in the social 
hierarchy, and the vestiges o f indigenous belief systems all provide fragile but 
nonetheless real ‘reefs’ against the breakers o f history. As Jean Guiart puts it: ‘Wendt 
seems to assert two contradictory truths: island life is in a sorry state, but it is still 
there’. If we translate this in terms o f Naipaul’s work, it becomes something like ‘island 
life is in a sorry state and it is just there’ -  that is, hanging by a thread and with no other 
dimension to it. To some degree, each writer seems to suggest that all one can do is 
laugh at oneself, but Wendt’s laughter is ultimately less defeatist and self-mutilating: it 
offers a germ o f redemption, not only for individual salvage but collective reformation.
(2003: 141; original emphasis)
Some o f Sharrad’s points here are pretty wide o f the mark, such as the relationship he 
establishes between the supposedly ‘defeatist and self-mutilating’ quality of Naipaul’s work and 
the Caribbean’s lack o f communally forged ‘traditions’ comparable to the Samoan aiga 
(extended family). This appears blandly dismissive o f the complex familial structures and local 
belief systems in Caribbean island societies, which have adapted and survived despite 
widespread experiences of violent rupture and fragmentation in the region. Putting this aside, 
however, the attention Sharrad draws to shared experiences o f ‘island life’, and his emphasis on 
how individual ‘salvage’ relates to ‘collective redemption’, is intriguing. This is because both 
concerns impact on the ways in which Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree's key tourism scene is 
interpreted with respect to The Middle Passage's treatment o f cultural touristification.
Generically, W endt’s ‘dramatic and sprawling saga of social change in Samoa from around 
1900 to the 1960s’ (Sharrad 2003: 123) is a markedly different text to Naipaul’s travelogue,
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17 Indeed, A House fo r  Mr Biswas is m entioned directly  in W end t’s text (1979: 366), and W endt’s 
protagonist, Tauilopepe, is described as ‘one o f  the “m im ic m en”, as one w riter has put it so ap tly ’ (368).
relating to very different historical circumstances and genealogies. Nevertheless, the role of
‘borderzone’ performance and portrayals o f  cultural articulation in both texts provides an
important point o f comparison. Wendt’s tourism scene is set just after World War II, and
involves two o f the novel’s central characters -  Pepe, the narrator, and his friend Tagata. It
depicts their attempts to persuade a group o f American tourists to purchase cultural artefacts
from their accomplice Lafoga during an encounter in the Samoan capital, Apia. Pepe begins by
emphasising how the whole episode is stage-managed by locals, who notably play off discursive
tropes attending island life:
before we arranged to meet these Yanks we arranged with friends of ours [...] to put a 
stall in the market to sell handicrafts and lei and things like that. [...] As we walk there 
Tagata describes Samoa to the tourists, like it is Hawaii which he has seen in the 
Hollywood movies.
(1979:188)
This establishes an apparent example o f counter-exploitation, as tourist-savvy islanders import 
tropical island stereotypes and manipulate them to their advantage. Yet there are notable 
ambivalences. The pair begin their routine by confounding the tourists’ expectations of 
primitiveness by speaking a Hollywood-inflected variety o f English -  causing one woman to 
exclaim, ‘I never believed they are as civilised as this’ (188). Whilst this seemingly follows 
Pratt’s model o f  transculturation -  which describes ‘how subordinated or marginal groups [in 
the contact zone] select and invent from materials transmitted to them by a dominant [...] 
culture’ (1992: 7) -  the strict power hierarchies that underpin the theory become less assured as 
the scene unfolds. Whereas, in The Middle Passage, Trinidad’s touristic borderzone and its 
related economic interactions are depicted from Naipaul’s ‘top-down’, ethnographic 
perspective, the scene in Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree presents a grassroots negotiation between 
tourists and natives in which the manipulation of stereotypes functions as a slippery kind of 
‘pidgin’ code. In this encounter, meanings remain unfixed, expectations confounded 
(particularly on the part o f the tourists, as the bias o f Pepe’s narrative necessarily celebrates), 
and numerous economic power relations are contested. In the process, Wendt’s portrayal of 
touristification and indigenisation highlights the emergence o f a new, collaborative, and 
strangely intimate cultural practice.
This reading depends on several linked observations. Firstly, although the manipulation of 
linguistic codes has undertones o f mockery (attached to notions o f colonial mimicry [Bhabha 
2004: 121—31]), it also operates as an inventive form o f communication in a collaborative 
context where, as in Naipaul’s Trinidad, tourism is constitutive o f cultural performance. Pepe
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offers snatches o f conversation between the tourists, Tagata, and Lafoga during his account, 
glossing the various linguistic codes involved as in the following example: ‘“Howdy frands. 
Nice day, ain’t it?” Tagata greets them in cowboy English. They are astounded. “Now, today we 
gonna show ya the real genuine Samoan markit’” (187). Tagata’s use o f ‘cowboy English’ 
reinforces the scene’s polyvocality. On one level, the incorporation o f cinematic conventions in 
articulating cultural ‘traditions’ challenges the tourists to test the extent to which their 
expectations are compatible with actual experience. On another level, the locals’ eventual 
economic success in this scene suggests that this strategically polyvocal articulation of 
indigeneity may represent a more lucrative means o f interacting with tourists than less diverse 
negotiations.
My second point addresses how the category o f authenticity is worked through. The ‘real
genuine Samoan markit’ Pepe describes is not just a ‘sham’, as Robert Chi suggests (1997: 79),
but a ‘real’, touristified social phenomenon in its own right. Hence, even as the narrative
celebrates the seeming ‘inauthenticity’ o f the artefacts sold to the tourists -  supposedly ‘ancient
necklaces’ which ‘Lafoga and Tagata bought [...] for two shillings each from some kids’ and are
actually ‘made o f tooth-brush handles’ (188) -  it also highlights how the experience o f cultural
performance takes certain precedence over specific products. Lyons suggests that this
‘antitouristic scene [...]  is more than a satiric turning o f the tables on the Westerners, including,
implicitly. Western readers who look to Wendt’s novels for autoethnographic insight into the
“Genuine Samoa”, with only a trickster novelist’s word to go on’ (2006: 185). He argues that:
in the process o f seeming to take the reader behind the scenes o f the arranged tourist 
market, [the] novel doubles the performances o f  the boys, and only arrives at another 
front. If, as Robert Chi suggests, Wendt often ‘interpellate^] the reader as tourist’ and 
functions as a trickster ‘go-between’ [...], it is with pained irony toward the colonial 
history behind the contemporary scene o f literary exchange, in which even the expose 
o f indigenous collusion becomes a commodity.
(185)
While Lyons is right to emphasise the pervasive influence o f ‘western’ commoditisation on 
local cultural production, it is also important to understand how these touristified objects 
nevertheless gain value to both tourists and native vendors through the stories that are attributed 
to them, making them metonymic for a particular, historically embedded cultural practice. For 
instance, the ‘value’ of the necklaces can be read as reflective o f the stylistic hybridity that 
characterises the polysemous, verbal encounter conducted by Tagata. This extends the points 
made in Paula Ben-Amos’s influential essay on ‘Pidgin Languages and Tourist Arts’ (1977)
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which, as Christopher Steiner summarises, calls for an ‘analytic correlation between the 
languages that develop as a result o f  transcultural encounter under colonial rule and the art 
forms that arise under similar economic and political conditions’ (1999: 100). Understanding 
this scene as a form o f performative cultural articulation rather than reading it via models of 
mimicry and transculturation (which rely on a structural relationship between dominant and 
subordinated groups) reinforces appreciation of the more contingent elements o f the interaction. 
It encodes narratives o f loss -  like those highlighted by Lyons -  and emergence simultaneously.
My third point deals with the kind o f intimacy signalled by Pepe’s verb choice in his 
opening statement: ‘I will never forget one time Tagata showed me how to make the tourist 
dollar’ (187; my emphasis). This invokes a sexual register (OED 19.b) which implies a 
procreative act. Such ‘bringing forth’ o f the tourist dollar is ambivalently consensual, both 
counter-exploitative and  creative, with a mutually satisfactory outcome. The tourists acquire 
‘traditional’ artefacts, the locals acquire money, and both derive narrative fulfilment from this 
transaction.18 Whilst never detached from wider networks o f exploitation, this inventive act o f 
cultural articulation nevertheless foregrounds how the touristification o f culture is interwoven 
with the indigenisation o f modernity. The scene’s contingent power balance hence puts binary 
relationships between host and guest, native and tourist, primitive and modern under pressure.
Naipaul’s and W endt’s representations offer complementary perspectives on how 
touristified cultural invention functions in islands’ crowded borderzones. Their emphases on the 
performative potential o f  local groups to negotiate mass tourism demands -  both in terms of 
Naipaul’s critical perspective ‘from above’, and Wendt’s more playful perspective ‘from below’
— suggests support for Jim Butcher’s suspicion that the recent trend towards ‘ethical tourism’ 
might be pandering to a vision o f cultural ‘fragility’, particularly in ‘[pjoorer regions in the 
Third W orld’, which is detached from ongoing processes in reality (2003: 56). Taken to 
extremes, he argues that ‘the preservation o f existing social and economic patterns’, seen as 
‘intrinsically desirable’ by some ethical tourism programmes, has the potential to create ‘a 
vicious circle o f fragility, or perhaps more accurately, poverty’ (56). In refusing to treat 
‘modernity’ as being ‘at large’ (Appadurai 1996), such practices may be no more ‘ethical’ than 
the forms o f mass tourism against which they are positioned.
18 B uild ing on L y o n s’s suggestion that W endt’s interpellation o f  readers as tourists in this scene draw s 
‘pa ined ’ attention  to how  ‘even the expose o f  indigenous collusion becom es a com m odity’ (2006: 185), 
there is also a sense tha t the form o f  cultural articulation represented by the text could be read as a 
creative, counter-exploitive, and consensual act, m irroring the touristic exchange it depicts.
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Given the accentuation o f discursive tropes o f cultural fragility in islands (allied with ‘fatal 
im pact’ theories),19 it is worth observing that while some o f the preceding observations could be 
valid for tourist and native interactions in postcolonial contexts generally, they are nevertheless 
motivated by notably insular concerns. These include how tropical island stereotypes influence 
the kinds o f cultural articulations natives consider to be most profitable. Lyons comments that: 
‘The touristic template from Hawai‘i is being lowered on Samoa to the degree that the concept 
o f  something “genuine” seems itself spurious’ (2006: 185). As 1 have suggested, such assertions 
depend on a relatively reductive understanding o f what is considered ‘genuine’, which partially 
disregards the mechanisms of cultural change. In this scene, the island stereotypes o f brochure 
discourse are manipulated so as to assert a degree o f autonomy over the process o f touristic 
interaction. The fact that ‘Tagata describes Samoa to the tourists, like it is Hawaii which he has 
seen in the Hollywood movies’ (188) ironically foregrounds how Tagata’s notion o f the island 
‘paradise’ is as dependent on ‘Hollywood movies’ as his interpretation o f American culture. 
This articulation o f touristified culture is embedded in discursive stereotypes which 
paradoxically foreground an emergent cultural practice that dramatises the contingency o f local 
traditions. Afforded just a few pages in Wendt’s epic, this minor -  although by no means 
insignificant — touristic encounter is domesticated as part o f  a much larger storytelling practice, 
reflecting the way tourist brochure stereotypes and American cinematic conventions are 
incorporated into the economic strategies of everyday life.
What makes this doubly ironic is that Tagata and his friends also play off the very 
discourse o f cultural destruction in island contexts that their actions negate: they add value to 
the vendor’s artefacts by emphasising not only their fabricated ‘ancientness’ (they are 
supposedly ‘hundreds of years old’ and ‘belonged to [Lafoga’s] great-great-great-grandmother’) 
but are also scarce, as there are ‘[ojnly two o f their kind left’ (189). The tension between 
genealogical rupture and cultural articulation in this context renders the related cultural 
commoditisation radically uncertain as the object o f  commoditisation slips away. The scene 
presents a negotiation o f emergent tourist modernity that draws both on insular cultural 
resources and discursive stereotypes in ways that illuminate ongoing traditions o f negotiation, 
counter-exploitation, indigenisation, and narrative performance in Samoa — a point which is 
exemplified by how colonialism is addressed more broadly across familial generations in the
19 M acnaught offers a tourism -related  critique o f  fatal im pact theories in the Pacific, highlighting how 
they assign ‘Pacific Islanders a  helplessly passive role in the conflic t o f  cultures, ignoring a mass o f  
historical evidence that it w as often a tw o-w ay p rocess’ (1982: 363).
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novel. It could also be suggested that insular trade histories, involving an active culture of 
importation, underwrite adaptive incorporations o f tourism in island societies like Samoa. 
Unlike the strict power hierarchies o f colonialism, this allows somewhat freer -  if still 
economically asymmetrical and often exploitative — interactions to occur. In this sense, the 
scene offers a grassroots corrective o f the more negative, ‘top-down’ interpretation o f island 
dependence portrayed in The Middle Passage, although both show how cultural reconstruction 
and poly vocal negotiation play important roles in Trinidadian and Samoan contexts. They also 
portray island cultures as bound up in processes o f constant production at the interface between 
indigenous or local community practices and tourist modernity, which are telescoped in the 
context o f  crowded, contested, but also highly creative island borderzones.
In light o f  the positive readings o f touristified culture and articulation offered above, it is
instructive to return briefly to the more ostensibly pessimistic passage on future tourism
development which follows Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree's market scene. Pepe states that:
Our government, which is run by New Zealand palagi, wants [tourists] to come by the 
shipload so that Samoa can earn money for [...] ‘economic development’. My country 
does not need writers like me; it wants tourists; and I am sure that after I die Samoa is 
going to be like Hawaii and Tahiti and all the other tourist centres which are tropical 
paradises in posters but which are con-men paradises for stripping tourists naked.
(189)
The previous chapter noted some o f the implications o f  how Walcott positions ‘A rt’ as 
‘History’s nostalgia’ in Omeros -  a statement that ‘poses his virtuosic epic poem o f the tourist 
era as a manifest anachronism’ (Melas 2005: 150), but which is undermined by the poem’s 
commitment to interrogating and intervening in St Lucia’s contemporary engagements with 
globalised modernity. The passage above also sees Pepe ironically frame writing as a backward- 
looking practice, which is not only powerless as a form o f resistance to touristic homogenisation 
but is symptomatic o f the distinctive cultural productions that are being discarded in favour o f 
more narrowly profitable activities. There is of course an autotelic irony in Pepe’s statement 
because, even as he offers his portentous commentary on homogenising tourism development 
and cultural demise, the novel of which it is part stands as testament to ongoing cultural 
engagements with tourism and modernity that are anything but moribund. Indeed, as Wendt is 
self-reflexively aware in Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree, whilst Pepe, the internal ‘author’, is 
doomed to die, in reality Wendt himself is very much alive and offering a strong commentary 
on unsustainable tourism development in these pages. Yet Pepe nevertheless raises a pressing 
point: how is local cultural specificity retained if postcolonial islands are not only marketed to
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tourists but also respond to tourism in culturally similar ways? This raises the further question 
o f whether the indigenisation o f modernity described here in relation to early mass tourism is 
enough to offset the homogenising effects o f spiralling tourist influxes in an increasingly 
globalised era. These points can be addressed through focusing on representations of the links 
between tourism, cultural production, and globalisation in H au‘ofa’s and Kincaid’s texts.
Hau ‘ofa and Kincaid: Globalisation, Culture, and Creativity
Published a year apart (in 1987 and 1988 respectively), Kisses in the Nederends and A Small 
Place depict how mass travel and the neocolonial economies o f which it is part have become 
increasingly prevalent aspects of daily life in many Pacific and Caribbean island states. Epeli 
Hau‘ofa’s satirical novel is set on the imaginary island o f Tipota, which is distinct from but 
bears certain resemblances to Fiji (often considered ‘the centre o f the South Pacific’, ‘not only 
because o f its relative size and wealth, but because it plays a central role as a bridge between the 
nation states o f the Melanesian, Polynesian, and Micronesian islands’ [Howard 1991: 122]).20 It 
follows the attempts o f protagonist Oilei Bomboki to find a cure for the intense discomfort 
caused when he wakes one morning with ‘a pain in the arse’ (Hau‘ofa 1987: 2), resulting from 
chronic fistulation. This has attracted readings that focus on representations o f embodied 
experience and the ethnographic background of Hau‘ofa’s work.21 However, as Keown points 
out, Kisses in the Nederends provides ‘a vehicle for a number o f comi-satirical observations 
regarding political corruption and economic development issues in the Pacific’ -  ‘social ills’ 
that Hau‘ofa attributes to ‘the cumulative effects o f colonialism and global capitalism in the 
Pacific region’ (2005: 62). I will address tourism’s role in relation to these by examining a 
section which extends the irony evident in Wendt’s portrayal o f the industry.
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20 ‘T eaiw a notes that “F ijian  influences” are palpable throughout the narrative, particularly  in the names 
o f  the characters [...]. F iji is described in the narrative as a location d istinct from  the fictional T ipota [...]; 
how ever, m uch o f  the satire in the novel, as H au‘ofa h im se lf points out, is directed at certain academ ics 
and ideologues -  m any based at the U niversity  o f  the South Pacific in Suva -  w ho supported the “Pacific 
W ay” ideology in the pre-coup y ea rs’ (K eow n 2005: 205).
21 K eow n argues that it is ‘appropriate (given H au ‘o fa ’s professional background) to  consider Kisses in 
the Nederends w ithin an anthropological/ethnographic context, recognizing [...] that O ile i’s bodily 
afflic tion is represented  as a m etaphor for tensions betw een and across cu ltu res’ and as a novel which 
‘seeks to  transcend the binary oppositions upon w hich much ethnographic, anthropological and colonial 
d iscourse has h istorically  been based’ (2005: 68). L ikew ise, referring  to the fetishisation o f  Polynesian 
bodies in brochure discourse, T eaiw a states that H au‘o fa ’s ‘inscription o f  the body in Kisses in the 
Nederends p roblem atizes [...] m ilitourist constructions by “naturalizing” the body w ithout pandering to 
the exo tic ’ ( 1999: 255).
Kisses in the Nederends’s third chapter depicts the tourism-related success of Amini Sese, 
an unemployed university graduate encountered by Oilei while he is seeking a remedy for his 
ailment. Amini enters the text as he attempts to commit suicide by paddling out to sea, an act 
prompted by his lack o f success in securing a job on leaving university. Failing even in his 
attempt to ‘offer his body and brain to the sharks, since no one else wanted them ’, Amini 
survives after being serendipitously washed ashore in ‘the enormous shell o f what must have 
been a giant turtle’ (H au‘ofa 1987: 47). Hau‘ofa depicts how this auspicious event inspires 
Amini to reinvent him self as a cultural healer from within the shell. Drawing strategically on 
indigenous mythologies, he tells local villagers he was taken by ‘our mighty sea god, the eight­
headed Toke Moana [...] into the middle of the Pacific Ocean, where the spirit o f the great turtle, 
Sangone, took me into his shell’ (49). ‘Sangone has appointed me his emissary and prophet’, he 
proceeds to proclaim, sent ‘to spread the good word, to heal the sick, make the blind see, [...] the 
lame to run and the moronic to understand. [...] [Cjomrades all, spread the good news that 
tomorrow at noon the Sangone Health Resort will open for business!’ (49).
The subsequent success o f this enterprise once more sees locals capitalising on touristic 
expectations regarding tropical island life, accessing the markets generated by the village’s 
location on a ‘sixty kilom etre’ stretch ‘known all over the world as the sunshine coast’, ‘dotted 
by many [...] hotels, the area being the tourist centre for the country’ (47). Amini directly 
embraces this global tourism market via the mass media, with his business swelling to a size far 
greater than that portrayed in Wendt’s novel. It also involves an inevitable and ironically 
depicted degree o f cultural commoditisation, particularly as villagers mass produce miniature 
shells for tourist consumption. This in turn is undercut on one hand by tourism’s simultaneous 
contribution to indigenising processes, as Amini weds his ‘western’-style university education 
in ‘Creative Accounting and Sociology’ to a resuscitation o f local myths (47).22 Not only does 
this benefit the community, but it also promotes the specificity of local traditions in the context 
o f globalised tourist modernity. On the other hand, this celebratory reading is destabilised by the 
fact that Hau‘ofa satirically and self-consciously appropriates the redemptive trajectory of local
22 D uring this scene, A m ini places distinct faith in the cultural and entrepreneurial resources o f  local 
inhabitants to adap t to th is new  phenom enon in w ays w hich will benefit the com m unity. In this sense, his 
university  m ajors are especially  fitting: ‘C reative A ccoun ting ’ lends credence to his econom ic 
shrew dness, and ‘Socio logy’ underw rites his skilled anticipation o f  local com m unity adaptation in the 
face o f  increased tourism  dem and. Indeed, w hereas in The Middle Passage, N aipaul plays the role o f  
island sociologist ‘from  a fa r’, critiquing m ass tou rism ’s extension o f  dependency cycles, a generation 
later A m ini sym bolises in part how  the adaptation o f  sociological know ledge in island contexts can play a 
significant role in attracting and m anipulating tourist flow s at a com m unal level.
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place-myths to highlight the tension between economic circumscription (with its tendency 
towards exploitation) and potentiality.
The episode is partly underpinned by a disturbing counter-narrative, linked to Hau‘ofa’s 
broader concerns with how ‘colonialism, Christianity and international capitalism’ in the Pacific 
islands have transformed ‘hither-to self-sufficient, proudly independent people into wards of 
rich and powerful countries’ (cited in Keown 2005: 62). This reading derives from the way in 
which the unlikely turn of events that sees Amini rescued from the ocean is at odds with the 
more brutal realities underpinning his initial attempt to commit suicide. Clifford states that, 
across the insular Pacific, ‘[p]eople think and act in ambiguous post/neo-colonial situations, in 
the tension -  both contradiction and synergy -  o f decolonization and globalization’ (2004: 157). 
In dramatising this process, Hau‘ofa not only imagines an ironically utopian method of 
negotiating these pressures, but also highlights the dangerous contingencies that lace the 
intersections between individual lives, the cultures o f which they are part, and the more 
destructive elements o f globalised capitalist modernity. It is certainly significant that tourism is 
figured as a force for potential redemption, rather than simply a degrading agent o f  cultural 
commoditisation. Yet it is also important to note the implications o f how utopian conceptions 
regarding local control over tourism development are satirically undercut, reflecting Pepe’s 
more doleful predictions regarding Samoan tourist modernity’s future progression in Wendt’s 
narrative.
Keown notes that H au‘ofa’s text draws formally on ‘Tongan storytelling practices, where 
criticism o f individuals and institutions is never expressed directly, but is instead communicated 
through humorous stories which satirize the target o f criticism by means o f comic allegory’ 
(2005: 62). She also suggests that Kisses in the Nederends supports Fredric Jameson’s assertion 
that ‘[a]ll satire [...] necessarily carries a utopian frame o f reference within itself (cited in 
Keown 2005: 82). Hau‘ofa’s generic manipulation and indigenisation destabilises the kind of 
utopianism inherent in the successful local manipulation o f tourism markets, self-referentially 
emphasising at the same time how imaginative literature can illuminate a number of interwoven 
tensions regarding the kind o f tourism development exhibited in coastal Tipota. This links to 
another benefit o f articulation theory: the way in which it suggests not only a process o f joining 
units together but also the act of speech. In this sense, writing -  and the various oral practices it 
encodes — operates as a pre-eminent analogue o f cultural articulation, with the language of
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transformation associated with articulation theory suggesting a productive conjunction with this 
thesis’s wider methodology regarding functions o f the imaginary.
The significance o f this can be seen in H au 'ofa’s depiction o f the serious if humorously 
negotiated implications attached to how the village o f Vonu becomes ‘both a South Sea tropical 
paradise and a health centre’ (50). On one hand, a certain sense o f local cultural specificity is 
retained through the marketing o f Amini’s shell, as processes aligned with cultural 
commoditisation emerge in relation to tourism here which ‘engender new social relations that 
operate in anft'-imperialist interests, empowering the previously dispossessed’ (Huggan 2001: 
12, drawing on Appadurai 1996; original emphasis). On the other hand, not only does the 
transformation o f the village hold environmental ramifications, but the potential pollution 
caused by such infrastructure developments (‘Airlines increased their flights to Tipota [...]. 
Restaurants and coffee houses soon dotted the waterfront o f Vonu’ [50]) is also symbolically 
amplified by how ‘the sick and the diseased in body and mind poured in from the richest regions 
o f  the w orld’ (50). This new wave o f health tourists raises questions about the support structures 
that exist to prevent the spread o f disease, particularly in a novel that consistently satirises the 
effectiveness o f both ‘western’ and indigenous medicine.
Such questions highlight how even the kind o f utopianism Jameson associates with satire 
can be accompanied by a dystopian counterpart. This is underscored contextually by histories of 
human and biotic decimation in the insular Pacific through the introduction of various diseases, 
and compounded by the toxicity associated with nuclear testing. In this sense, the text guards 
against simple valorisations o f the relationship between tourism and cultural production even 
when islanders are able to negotiate the globalised industry advantageously; it uses Amini’s 
suicidal counter-narrative and the disturbing ironies attached to welcoming legions o f ‘sick and 
[...] diseased’ tourists to highlight the ways in which such developments can exact a severe toll 
on local populations. Hau‘ofa’s text alludes to how the object o f consumption involved in 
Pacific island cultural tourism (as distinct from health tourism) continues to inherit the region’s 
destructive colonial histories — with the potential for significant loss as well as emergence to 
occur within ‘the tension [...] of decolonization and globalization’ (Clifford 2004: 157). This is 
not due to supposed cultural ‘fragility’ but because poverty and invasive over-development 
remain constant dangers to how island communities retain control over their environments and 
everyday practices.
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It is also instructive to recall that the publication o f Hau‘ofa’s text in 1987 coincided with 
the two military coups led by Lieutenant Colonel Sitiveni Rabuka in Fiji. Both coups explicitly 
politicised racial tensions which stemmed from concern amongst indigenous Fijians -  a group 
which is itself conspicuously marked by diaspora, with members tracing various Pacific island 
ancestries -  regarding Indian—Fijian parliamentary control (achieved earlier in 1987 for the first 
time since independence). Inculcating, in Fijian writer Satendra N andan’s words, ‘[a] culture of 
violence and violations’, wherein ‘malevolence was gnawing the fabric o f multiracialism’, the 
dictatorial coups involved the expulsion of large numbers o f Indian—Fijians, exploding touristic 
fetishisations o f the island’s ‘social harmony’ (2000: 12-13). The result for a booming tourism 
industry — characterised by the increasing air arrivals described in Hau‘ofa’s text — was in 
reality ‘disastrous’ as ‘[a] 75-percent decrease was recorded for visitors from the United States, 
Australia, and New Zealand’ (Sonmez 2002: 173). The tension here between utopian imagining 
and political crisis highlights how the kind o f cultural tourism expansion dramatised in this 
chapter o f  Kisses in the Nederends is distinctly vulnerable. The tragic or dystopian counter­
narrative built into H au‘ofa’s satirical text encodes the possibility o f  this kind of outcome, 
emphasising the importance o f grounding forms o f cultural articulation in a diverse array of 
social and economic formations whilst simultaneously exposing the pitfalls o f over-reliance on 
tourism as monocrop economy. Despite this, though, the chapter’s utopian element suggests that 
more positive manipulations o f the mass tourism market by local communities can be produced 
through annexing the cultural resources attached to local mythologies. The creative 
appropriation and rearticulation o f these through indigenous narrative practices offers one way 
o f asserting island specificity which is bound up in turn with the wider touristification of 
culture. In addition, Hau‘ofa’s negotiation o f the utopian/dystopian binary that frequently 
characterises discursive constructions of islands is a powerful and inventive means of 
remoulding these tropes to support forms o f cultural critique.
The tensions exhibited in Kisses in the Nederends are brought into further relief through 
comparison with the Caribbean-based portrayal of mass tourism’s cultural intersections in 
Kincaid’s A Small Place. Also taking the form of a stylised travelogue, numerous critics have 
read its polemical interrogation o f postcolonial Antigua’s culture and economy as indebted to 
Naipaul’s The Middle Passage, both in terms o f form and content. Strachan observes that 
Kincaid’s ‘statements have often reminded Caribbean intellectuals o f that pariah [...] Naipaul’ 
(2002: 225), a point which is evident, for example, in an essay by St Lucian poet Jane King.
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Building on Frank Birbalsingh’s observation that A Small Place ‘seems to reproduce many of
the insights o f  The M iddle Passage’ (cited in King 2002: 900), King writes that:
Naipaul’s most abiding sin is often said to be that he ends his books in despair, offering 
no hope to the Caribbean. This is certainly true o f The Middle Passage. It is also true of 
K incaid’s books, where the people o f the English-speaking Caribbean are said to have 
been so thoroughly corrupted by the English that they are incapable o f  decent self- 
government or o f generating most o f the attributes o f civilized life.
(2002:907)
King’s misleading sentiments leave little space to articulate differences between the apparently 
despairing Naipaul’s text and A Small Place. Neither do they attend to points of mutual 
consonance where intimations o f more positive futures might be found; they frame both works 
as purely reactionary with respect to negotiating the circumscriptions attached to cultural 
touristification. However, writing from an environmental viewpoint, Nixon argues that 
Kincaid’s text can be read as an attempt to return her supposedly paradisal homeland ‘to a 
transnational ethics o f place’, allowing Antigua to be viewed, ‘like Naipaul’s Trinidad, as a 
shadow island, a corrective to the spatial amnesia o f a self-contained, regenerative English 
pastoral’ that underpins certain aspects o f  tourist marketing (2005: 241). Examination o f such 
parallels sheds important light on A Small Place's more progressive aspects, particularly in 
terms o f its portrayal o f exploitative experiences o f globalisation and neocolonialism.
Whereas the Naipaul o f  the early 1960s emphasises the negative implications of brochure 
discourse exoticism in relation to his characterisation o f culture as ‘a night-club turn’, Kincaid’s 
narrator makes scant mention in A Small Place o f  such touristic performances. One implication 
o f this choice is that, by not referring to exoticist tourist displays, Kincaid is able to sidestep 
discourses o f cultural ‘bastardisation’ in her narrative, with their associated references to 
tradition and purity. She emphasises the performative and contingent qualities o f Caribbean 
culture, asking: ‘what is culture anyway? In some places, it’s the way they play drums; in other 
places, it’s the way you behave out in public; and in still other places, it’s just the way a person 
cooks food. And so what is there to preserve about these things? For is it not so that people 
make them up as they go along, make them up as they need them?’ (1988: 50-1). The narrator’s 
comments here reflect W endt’s assertion that: ‘No culture is ever static and can be preserved’ 
(1996: 644). What is particularly interesting about the course o f this argument, though, is that 
such ongoing processes are presented as detached from the discussion o f tourism development 
that not only precedes it but by which it is partly prompted (the narrator raises the topic of 
culture and education in relation to the proposed transformation o f a waterfront library into
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tourist ‘boutiques’ [48]). Rather than offering another example o f  how tourism and local 
cultural articulations are either antagonistic or co-constitutive, the narrator’s depiction of 
cultural malleability seems to suggest a level o f disconnection between the two. This partly 
undermines the link between touristic culture, essentialism, and island primitivism in a 
globalised era.
A Small Place draws on structural oppositions between tourists and natives in order to 
expose their limitations, challenging the marketing o f cultural ‘otherness’ prevalent in brochure 
discourse. It is this ‘otherness’ which the sort o f  tourist described by Kincaid’s narrator 
associates hermeneutically with the people and cultures he or she observes in islands such as 
Antigua. In so doing, the tourist transforms from a resident American or European ‘to being a 
person marvelling at the harmony (ordinarily, what you would say is the backwardness) and the 
union these other people (and they are other people) have with nature’ and ‘the things they can 
do with a piece o f ordinary cloth’ (16). The parenthetical comments ironically highlight how the 
cultural differences between tourists and natives that are constructed on the basis of the latter 
group’s ‘otherness’ (marked through discursive oppositions between ‘modern’ tourists and 
‘backward’ or ‘prim itive’ natives) are put under erasure by the groups’ shared similarities as 
people. Hence, Suzanne Gauch argues that the confrontation o f ‘otherness’ and its replacement 
with what she terms Antigua’s ‘ordinariness’ as a dwelling place is crucial to A Small Place's 
effectiveness in undermining the exoticist island stereotypes o f brochure discourse. The text, 
Gauch states, ‘addresses otherness by rejecting it in favor o f ordinariness, an ordinariness that 
levels many o f the distinctions upon which self and other are predicated’ (2002: 910).
It is hence provocative that, in discussing contemporary Antiguans, Kincaid’s narrator 
mimics the primitivist stereotypes o f early island ethnographers that are embedded in tourist 
brochure fetishisations o f native cultures.23 According to the narrator, most natives in Antigua 
lack the ability to see the interconnections between tourism and neocolonial exploitation 
foregrounded in the text. She thus frames them as equally blinkered ‘primitives’, asserting that: 
‘To the people o f a small place, the division o f Time into the Past, the Present, and the Future 
does not exist’ (54). This phenomenon — what she calls ‘a strange, unusual perception o f time’ -  
is linked to the size o f the island, as the narrator suggests that: ‘perhaps in a world that is twelve 
miles long and nine miles wide [...] twelve years and twelve minutes and twelve days are all the
23 A lison D onnell also discusses h o w ^  Small Place ‘reiterates the radical possibilities o f  m im icry [...] by 
providing a com plex exam ple o f  the w ay in w hich engaging in an o ther’s discourse need not repeat the 
o th er’s values nor assum e the position assigned to you within that d iscourse’ (1995: 114).
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sam e’ (9). Along with the description o f Antiguans as ‘an exquisite combination’ o f ‘children’, 
‘artists’, and ‘lunatics’, such sentiments appear ‘suspiciously like condescension’ to some critics 
(Holland and Huggan 1998: 52). However, this is partly undercut by contrapuntal descriptions 
o f  the tourist-reader, and ‘westerners’ more broadly. In a passage describing potential tourists’ 
‘cliched’ feelings o f ‘puzzlement’ and emptiness as they traverse the ‘busy’ streets of the ‘large 
and modern and prosperous’ cities in which they live (16), the narrator suggests that the 
experience o f being a native in this context frames the individual as ‘a nice blob just sitting like 
a boob in your amniotic sac o f the modern experience’ (16). This prenatal simile situates 
tourists and their experience o f modernity in a timeless zone: the primordial sleep o f the foetus. 
Cliched stereotypes o f the timeless native are hereby refashioned and applied to touristic 
participants in ‘western’ modernity, playfully implying that certain ‘western’ citizens ‘don’t 
know they’re born’.
On one level this equivalence emphasises how both tourists and natives seem hopelessly
manipulated by their respective experiences o f modernity, remaining similarly alienated and
distinguished primarily by economic rather than cultural factors. As she puts it, ‘[ejvery native
everywhere [...] would like to find a way out, every native would like a rest, every native would
like a tour. But some natives -  most natives in the world — cannot go anywhere. They are too
poor’ (18). Such sentiments support Gauch’s insistence that tourist and native identities are not
simply opposed but presented as mutually implicated in systems o f ordinariness relating to the
‘crushing banality and boredom’ (18) o f everyday life, and the economic inequalities that
characterise globalised modernity. This also reflects aspects o f  Pepe’s characterisation of
tourism in Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree as ‘the new missionary trade’, which creates a kind of
commensurability between tourists and natives in the sense that both groups are preyed on by
capitalist tourism developers. Yet, rather than seeing this as a universally homogenising process,
wherein both tourists and natives are exploited (albeit unevenly) and local cultural specificity is
lost as island destinations coalesce into a ‘hundred Havanas and mini-M iamis’ (Walcott 1998b:
24), A Small Place positions itself as a kind o f caustic antidote. One o f the most potent functions
o f the kind o f imaginative writing exhibited in A Small Place is that it heralds the potential to
resituate ethnographic approaches to cultural tourism from the dual yet closely intertwined
perspective o f tourists and natives. As Nadine Dolby comments:
Kincaid allows us to ask questions that are not forefronted in either the debate about 
representation in ethnography or in the cultural wing o f globalization theory. She forces 
the intimate and personal dynamics o f economic inequality, neocolonialism, and
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capitalism under the spotlight, through her analysis o f  the situated practice o f tourism
and the ‘interacting’ individual.
(2003: 59)
Dolby’s emphasis on how Kincaid’s text promotes forms o f inquiry that have received less 
attention in other disciplinary contexts underscores the specific role writing plays within the 
modes o f cultural articulation already discussed. A touristified cultural production in its own 
right, appropriating both tourist and native perspectives, A Small Place highlights on one hand 
how Antigua’s import culture and implication in global travel flows buttress continued 
articulations o f diasporic cultural identities. This offsets rooted experiences o f indigeneity in 
Caribbean island contexts and beyond, ironically positioning all citizens in processes of 
touristification which, whether legislated for or not, are shaping contemporary cultural 
production. Writing hereby helps burst ‘the amniotic sac o f the modern existence’ in a manner 
that does not so much reflect tourism (‘visiting heaps o f death and ruin and feeling alive and 
inspired at the sight o f it’ [16]) as represent a site o f contestation that stages competing 
interpretations o f diasporic connections and intercultural exchange in touristed island milieux.
It is also worth observing that the politicised nature o f K incaid’s negotiation o f the 
negative structures bound up in globalised tourist modernity is presented as a familial and 
formatively genealogical cultural practice. The narrator is notably supportive o f the ‘painfully 
frank’ and deliciously ‘notorious [...] political opinions’ voiced by her (diasporic) mother,24 
including allegations regarding the Minister of Culture’s involvement in a fraudulent racket 
centred on ‘“stealing] stamps from Redonda’” (50). Such support reflects the kind of act of 
disclosure constituted by A Small Place, which further compounds accusations against the 
Minister and was censored by the Bird administration on account o f its frankness.25 This 
suggests a further point of contrast with The Middle Passage's overt valorisation o f ‘top-down’ 
change. A Small Place could hence be read as a performative intervention into exploitative 
tourism development which both shapes and is shaped by the industry’s discourses and material 
practices. Kincaid’s writing articulates a burgeoning local tradition o f political activism with 
respect to tourism and the wider forms of state corruption in which it is implicated, formalising 
its status as a mode o f cultural expression in its own right.26
24 K incaid ’s m other w as born in D om inica (Ferguson 1994: xi).
25 The B ird adm inistration  also ‘inform ally banned ’ K incaid from visiting  her hom eland for several years 
a fte r/!  Small Place's publication  (Ferguson 1994: xiii).
26 O ne possib le objection  to  th is interpretation centres on K incaid ’s distanced relationship w ith Antigua, 
and the relative priv ilege that enables her to direct her w riting (as in the case o f  her New Yorker pieces) at 
a  prim arily  w hite liberal bourgeois audience. This has led to such biting parodies o f  her personae as the
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These readings o f A Small Place present a crucial challenge to M acCannell’s claim that the 
tourist is ‘one o f the best models available for modern-man-in-generaP, as ‘[o]ur first 
apprehension o f modern civilization [...] emerges in the mind o f the tourist’ (1999: 1). They 
insist that this assertion is faulty if it fails to account for the interrelationship between tourist and 
native viewpoints, at the same time suggesting that investigation into this interrelationship can 
help illuminate the interface between culture, modernity, and indigenisation in postcolonial 
island contexts more broadly. However, such forms o f cultural equivalence (ironically couched 
in the framework o f K incaid’s counter-island ethnography) raise a further key question: to what 
extent do they undermine the rationale for cultural tourism, giving its dependence on the 
fetishisation o f otherness? This becomes particularly acute when there is a strong incentive for 
local communities to inhabit cultural stereotypes as, despite their often exploitative and 
neocolonial orientation, they nevertheless allow access to tourism ’s vast economic flows.
These points can be addressed through further consideration o f writing as a form of 
touristified cultural production. Representations o f tourism in texts like A Small Place and 
Kisses in the Nederends self-reflexively characterise the kind o f  cultural terrain wherein, as 
Stuart Hall has it, ideological change is articulated and disarticulated, and processes of 
touristification can be analysed in nuanced depth. By contributing to the indigenisation of 
modernity that accompanies cultural touristification, Hau‘ofa and Kincaid implicitly confront 
Pepe’s provocatively self-referential assertion that ‘[m]y country does not need writers like me; 
it wants tourists’ (Wendt 1979: 189) by highlighting how cultural productions such as their own 
texts enhance island specificity. Such works also reflect the ambiguous import/export status of 
tourists and tourism, often being re-imported after being produced beyond their island subjects’ 
geographical bounds. Yet they also draw attention to the limit points o f this process, 
dramatising ongoing links between tourism and forms o f neocolonialism that must be 
confronted through discursive reclamations o f place-histories and assertions of cultural change, 
countering their suppression within brochure discourse.
These observations suggest a powerful imperative for mainstream tourism researchers to 
engage more seriously with the kind o f perspectives generated within imaginative productions
fo llow ing by G ary Indiana: ‘U nguentina C arribou m arried early  into an incredibly prestigious white 
publishing fam ily, s e c u r in g ]  for her slender, rage-in fleeted m em oirs o f  an entirely  invented C aribbean 
g irlhood a kind o f  inflated adu lation’ (cited in P aravisin i-G ebert 1999: 18). M ore interesting from my 
perspective, though, is w hat m ight be gained from addressing how this am biguous insider-ou tsider 
v iew po in t is m obilised  in w ays that shed light on the contours and conflicts o f  A ntiguan cultural 
articulation in the touristified  present, especially through the intersection o f ‘invention’ and reality.
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that anticipate how cultural and industry interactions might be sustainably transformed. Indeed, 
they highlight ways in which this creative process might itself play a constitutive role in relation 
to more ethical, less exploitative reformulations o f cultural tourism. Greg Richards and Judie 
Wilson note that, ‘as more [...] regions compete in (re)producing and promoting themselves for 
tourism and culture employing the same formulaic mechanisms, their ability to create 
“uniqueness” arguably diminishes, often assumed to lead towards the “serial reproduction” of 
culture’ (Richards and Wilson 2006: 1210). As a means o f negotiating this, they champion 
‘creative tourism ’ -  ‘an extension o f or a reaction to cultural tourism’ that ‘offers visitors the 
opportunity to develop their creative potential through active participation in [...] learning 
experiences which are characteristic o f the holiday destination where they are undertaken’ 
(1215). The exoticist machinery and powerful economic forces that underpin cultural 
fetishisation in postcolonial island contexts demand a strong degree o f scepticism regarding the 
capacity o f this form o f travel to transcend the reactionary nature o f paradisal tourism 
marketing. However, this does not diminish literature’s capacity to dramatise the ambivalences 
and collaborative energies attached to these processes.
The texts analysed in this section offer nuanced perspectives on tourism’s potential not 
merely to stifle local cultural articulations but (as Richards and Wilson claim of ‘creative 
tourism’ practices) to ‘revers[e] the usual power relationships o f the host-guest encounter’, 
‘develop innovatory new cultural products’, and even ‘nourish the cultural economy’ (1221; 
1215). Significantly, even as island writers’ critiques o f neocolonial networks o f exploitation 
are stringently acerbic, they also exemplify a certain ‘creative’ conjunction between tourism and 
culture. Richards and Wilson note that, ‘[i]n the tourism sector [...] much innovation is based on 
product innovation, which is either accepted or rejected by the consumer. Very rarely is the 
consumer actually involved in the creative process itself” (1221). The readings here foreground 
the importance o f such collaborative interactions with respect to instituting more sustainable 
tourism practices. They suggest that ongoing transformations o f cultural tourism can be 
conducted in relation to the imaginative contract readers -  who are also ‘consumers’ o f sorts -  
share with the cultural texts produced in this instance by postcolonial island writers. These 
disrupt the ‘serial reproduction’ o f culture and place, challenging notions of touristic 
homogenisation. Further, whilst exhibiting numerous important points o f conjunction, these 
works also speak to the specificity o f island experience attached to the cultural and geographical 
locations they depict. This is reflected not only in each text’s respective content, but also in the
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particularity o f  their formal and generic negotiations. These contribute to an articulation of 
identity forged at the interface between global and local production, diaspora and indigeneity, 
which is characteristic o f postcolonial islands’ dialectical relationships with multiple forms of 
tourist modernity.
The instances o f  commensurability between all four depictions o f  tourism analysed here 
reinforce the collective rationale for cross-regional comparison, particularly in terms o f mass 
tourism ’s participation in the exoticist logic o f  globalised cultural consumption. Concluding this 
section then, I want to draw attention briefly to a notable silence in cultural tourism theory. That 
is, although its practitioners have keenly retraced colonial anthropologists’ steps in the insular 
Pacific, resulting in much groundbreaking ethnographic work, little o f this has been applied to 
the w orld’s most tourism dependent region, the Caribbean. The archipelago has received much 
sociological attention, inspiring challenging and insightful work on sex tourism especially.27 
Yet those analyses which do address tourism and culture in the Caribbean fail to engage fully 
with the recent theoretical trends outlined above. To offer a few examples, Pattullo 
acknowledges that ‘there are now significant points at which the interaction between tourism 
and Caribbean culture has created a new dynamic’ (Pattullo 1996: 179), but does not explore 
this in detail, relying instead on the dualistically determined logic o f authenticity and cultural 
integrity. Likewise, Strachan’s book on tourism and culture in the Caribbean makes virtually no 
reference to interdisciplinary tourism theory, continually criticising tourism’s negative ‘impact’ 
on ‘authentic’ cultural forms without setting this in context o f  recent cultural tourism studies 
debates. And, to give another linked illustration, while David Duval’s essay in Hall and 
Tucker’s collection, ‘Cultural Tourism in Postcolonial Environments’ (2004), displays 
admirable sensitivity to the contestations surrounding the category o f ‘the authentic’, the fact 
that his case study is based on the history and experiences o f St Vincent’s indigenous Carib 
population again indicates how tourism’s effects on ‘non-indigenous’ Caribbean cultures 
continue to be bypassed.
The complementary portrayals o f tourism and culture by island writers addressed here, 
which speak to a shared sense o f postcolonial ity in the face o f globalisation and neocolonialism, 
therefore raise a worrying concern: might cultural tourism researchers’ overwhelming focus on 
Pacific islands reflect, at some level, the long history of assumptions regarding the Caribbean’s 
supposed lack o f distinctive cultural traditions? This is not to suggest that tourism researchers
27 See, for exam ple, Pruitt and Lafont (1995); K em padoo (1999b; 2004); Brennan (2004).
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have paid less attention to tourism ’s effects on Caribbean island cultures because they subscribe 
to notions o f the region as ‘cultureless’. Rather, it raises the question o f whether the fact that 
most revisions o f  early theories regarding commoditisation, authenticity, and tradition have 
been derived from case studies in the indigenous Pacific relates to how the two regions are 
marketed touristically. This is a serious point, for if  such beliefs are being re-inscribed -  
unwittingly or not -  at the level o f academic inquiry, what hope is there o f confronting the kind 
o f mental colonisation exhibited by The Guardian's travel editor, Andy Pietrask, in 2001 when 
he asserted that: ‘The Caribbean is, after all, about indulging the senses: eating, sleeping and, of 
course, snorkelling. You don’t exactly go there for culture’ (cited in Sheller 2003: 122)? It is in 
relation to such silences that comparative literary analysis can contribute challenging and 
revisionary perspectives to those produced regarding tourism and culture in the social sciences.
‘Chasing A nthropology’s Discarded Discourse Cultural Articulation and Imprisonment
Just as the complex circuits o f trade, cultural and biological exchange, travel, and subjugation
involved in various forms o f ‘western’ colonialism warn against simplistic characterisations of
their power dynamics, so the relationship explored here between globalisation, decolonisation,
and neocolonialism in island contexts encodes similar tensions. As Clifford notes,
‘understanding this predicament’ involves consideration o f ‘a messy world in which
fundamentalisms, ethnic chauvinisms, and tourist displays flourish alongside First Nations
revivals and the mobilization o f local communities against environmental devastation or
invasive development’ (2004: 157). According to this model, the Caribbean’s negotiation of
culture, diaspora, and indigeneity reflects aspects o f  insular Pacific experience, particularly in
terms o f how the ‘mobilization o f communities’ engages numerous forms o f cultural
articulation that tap into the contradictory processes that accompany global tourism’s
contemporary operations. This point is exemplified in Dolby’s observation that:
A Small Place provides the skeleton o f an emergent dynamic in ethnographic practice -  
that o f  connection -  that can help to reshape the analysis o f  human encounters in a 
stratified and unjust, yet intertwined and entangled, world. Kincaid’s critique o f tourist 
practices, her relentless insistence that the tourist is not free, that self and other are not 
separate, and that the world is locked together in one relationship, furnishes a model of 
how to reframe ethnographic practice into a vital exploration o f the ties that bind us 
together, with the promise — however distant — of remaking those ties anew.
(2003:58-9)
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This passage raises the question o f whether Dolby’s model o f globalised modernity, in which 
‘the world is locked together in one relationship’, is compatible with the connections between 
multiple tourist modernities addressed in the preceding readings o f tourism and culture. How 
does a globalised yet ‘stratified’ world approach the potentially imprisoning conditions 
described by Dolby, and in what ways do they related to postcolonial islands’ experiences of 
tourism in particular? According to Dolby, the awareness Kincaid raises o f interconnections 
between history, politics, culture, and economics, both in Antigua and in ‘western’ tourists’ 
homelands, ‘disrupts the tourist paradigm, unfixes culture and place, and zeroes in on the 
historical and contemporary routes [...] that wind their way between seemingly unlinked places’ 
(65). What such diasporically inflected comments elide is the retrogressive fix ity  associated with 
brochure discourse (to which her comment on interlocked relationships nevertheless alludes), 
along with its effects on cultural production.
Many o f the readings in this thesis bear out Bruner’s argument that, ‘[i]n replicating the 
colonial experience, tourism is conservative and even reactionary, frequently retelling outmoded 
stories, reproducing stereotypes, replicating fantasy, or simulating a discarded historical vision’ 
(2005: 21). It is in this sense that he sees ‘tourism [...] as chasing anthropology’s discarded 
discourse, presenting cultures as functionally integrated homogeneous entities outside of time, 
space, history’ (4). The points regarding manipulations o f brochure discourse stereotypes and 
the plurality o f  cultural interactions in both Pacific and Caribbean examples significantly 
confront tourism ’s propensity to mobilise this ‘discarded discourse’. They highlight some of the 
conceptual requirements necessary for imagining more culturally sustainable tourism futures 
through their historically, geographically, economically, and socially nuanced portrayals of 
industry interrelations. Hence, it could be said that Kincaid parodies tourism’s resuscitation of 
outmoded anthropology in her counter-ethnographic travelogue precisely so as to underscore its 
bankruptcy in representing contemporary Antigua. However, the power o f such stereotypes, 
buttressed by the more exploitative dimensions o f the global tourism industry, means that there 
remains another, darker implication to Dolby’s description o f a world ‘locked together in one 
relationship’.
In the conclusion to A Small Place, Kincaid’s narrator suggests that at times it seems ‘as if 
[...] the beauty’ o f the island ‘were a prison, and as if everything and everybody that is not 
inside it were locked out’ (1988: 79). This is o f course ironic given the movement not only of 
tourists but also o f migrants (such as Kincaid herself) and commodities across the island’s
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borders.28 Yet in terms o f the image she describes -  the beautiful, paradisal island, with all the 
cultural assumptions that attend it touristically -  her sentiment chimes with one o f the key (if 
often overlooked) conclusions to Picard’s work on touristification in Bali. He warns that ‘the 
Balinese are now prisoners o f a cultural image promoted by the marketers o f Bali as a tourist 
paradise. In as much as they are expected to display evidence o f their Balineseness, the Balinese 
run the risk o f becoming signs o f themselves’ (1995: 61). Can this ‘risk’, centrally implicated in 
the way tourism pursues anthropology’s discarded discourse, be negotiated textually and what 
are its implications for cultural sustainability in postcolonial island contexts? And to take this a 
step further, what kinds o f cultural articulations are required to negotiate forms o f tourism that 
relegate native culture to the status o f past history, actively erasing the possibility not only of its 
growth and transformation but its contemporaneous existence entirely? These questions are 
explored in relation to forms o f cultural imprisonment in the next section, which focuses 
specifically on indigenous experience in Hawai‘i.
II. Tourism, Culture, and Reindigenisation in Hawai‘i
From the perspective o f nativist scholars like Trask, Hawaiian history following Cook’s landing 
in 1778 and the inception o f colonialism reads as a litany o f cultural and environmental 
destruction which continues today in the form of mass tourism. The dizzying social and 
industrial transformations o f the nineteenth century saw Hawai‘i change from self-sustaining 
archipelago to plantation economy; the native population fell from over a million to around 
forty thousand (Trask 1999: 19); and political control was eventually annexed to the US in 
1898, following an illegal military takeover. This was consecrated in 1959 when Hawai‘i 
became Am erica’s fiftieth state. Over the last century, the possibility o f cultural growth for 
native Hawaiians has been circumscribed by increasing marginalisation and assimilation. This 
process is crucially buttressed by the ways in which the island’s dominant industry, tourism, 
fetishises native culture, marketing the island’s ‘aloha’ spirit as part o f a paradisal package that, 
in 2006, attracted over seven and half million tourists ( ‘Historical Visitor Statistics’). The island 
of 0 ‘ahu, which ironically means ‘gathering place’, experiences one o f the world’s highest
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28 A gain, K incaid ’s critique plays o f f ‘w estern ’ colonial discourse to som e extent here, particularly what 
D eLoughrey calls ‘the myth o f  the confined islander, an ontological contrast to the m obile European male 
w ho produces w orld history by traversing sp ace’ (2007b: 20). E lsew here, D eLoughrey also outlines 
K incaid ’s a ttentiveness in My Garden (Book) (1999) to the long history o f  A ntiguan botanical imports 
that have radically  changed the local landscape (2004: 304).
tourism densities (Trask 1999: 140),29 due not least to what Paul Theroux describes as ‘the huge 
sluttish pleasures o f its Nipponized beachfront hotels’ (cited in Wilson 2000: 234). By focusing 
on Hawai‘i in this section, I will engage with the implications o f this incredible 
overdevelopm ent’s portrayal in texts by writers with native Hawaiian ancestry. I address how 
indigeneity is articulated in this intensely multicultural state, particularly in light o f the threat of 
cultural imprisonment identified at the end o f the previous section. I also look at some of the 
ways in which the archipelago’s contested histories, and the cultural practices they inspire, 
speak to comparative Caribbean and Pacific island concerns.
Indigeneity, Americanisation, and Postcoloniality in Hawai 7
Whilst this thesis uses the category o f ‘postcolonial islands’ to signify shared colonial histories 
and their legacies in the globalised, neocolonial present, H a w a ii’s official categorisation as an 
American state puts pressure on its claim to postcoloniality. As noted in Chapter 1, the cultural 
transformations resulting from H a w aii’s US annexation have estranged it from other 
Polynesian islands, even as its native group’s ongoing calls for sovereignty make its plight 
compelling. Although Waddell claims that, ‘[f]or many o f us Hawai‘i is no longer part of the 
Pacific’, he admits that it still ‘draws us unceasingly. The sheer majesty and profound tragedy of 
the place’ (1993: 29). This tension between attraction and repulsion is well glossed in relation to 
institutional approaches by Lyons in his book, American Pacificism: Oceania in the U.S. 
Imagination (2006). He describes how, ‘[i]n terms o f both American studies and Pacific studies, 
much o f  the difficulty o f approaching the U.S. role in Oceania has to do with the intellectual and 
conceptual “situation” o f H aw aii as a U.S. colony’: as America ‘disavows having colonies in 
the sense o f overseas territories’, H aw aii is not considered as ‘colonized but incorporated and 
Hawaiians are not colonial subjects but part o f a multicultural citizenry that shares full political 
rights’. Hence, the ‘doubly faulty U.S. syllogism begins that H aw aii is part o f the U.S. and 
H aw aii is part o f  Oceania, but does not know where to end’ (2006: 6).30 This has led to
29 T ourism  density  refers to  ‘the ratio o f  the num ber o f  tourists per square kilom etre on any one day ’ 
(M om sen 2005: 215).
30 Even though A m erica rem ains the dom inant cultural and econom ic force in H aw ai'i, extensive waves 
o f  com peting colonial arrivants, particularly  from Japan, and labour-related im m igrants from such diverse 
locations as Portugal, C hina, and the Philippines, have also contributed to a profoundly heterogeneous 
and diasporic  notion o f  contem porary H aw aiian identity. A t the sam e tim e, how ever, over-em phasis o f  
th is process o f  creolisation  risks sacrificing som e o f  the specificities o f  H aw aiian cultural representation 
and indigenous articulations m ore broadly. D iscussing w ritings by native H aw aiians like Trask and
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disagreement amongst researchers working across various disciplines regarding the relevance of 
broad conceptual categories to the archipelago.
The friction between the postmodern and the postcolonial, which extends far beyond the
specific case o f Hawai‘i, is a good example o f this. For instance, describing Hawai'i as a
‘noncontiguous territory positioned within yet outside o f  the U.S. mainland cultural hegemony’,
Rob Wilson argues that it has become
a postmodern island microstate o f global cultural flows and local encounters. Inside this 
contemporary Fiawai‘i [...] distinctive cultural articulations and political-economic 
entanglements into the transnational marketplace o f global tourism and Asia/Pacific 
exchange are intermixed in person, code, and habit. It makes sense to speak of these 
Hawaiian Islands, then, not so much as a seamlessly confederated U.S. state, but as a 
site o f  heteroglossic spatiality. Hawai‘i is an island [...] that is [...] captured by yet 
outside capitalist regimes o f knowledge and power where other stories o f place, self, 
and belonging go on being circulated, imagined, contested, and sold.
(2000: 196; original emphasis)
What should be made o f such ‘distinctive cultural articulations’ in relation to ‘the transnational 
marketplace o f global tourism’ for which Hawai‘i is a powerful metonym? The multiple 
terminologies Wilson evokes in this passage seem to reflect in part the ‘heteroglossic’ quality 
which he sees as central to Hawai‘i — a point that bears clear literary implications. Yet it also 
emblematises the difficulty (or impossibility) of prescriptive categorisation in this context. My 
own sense o f H a w a ii’s postcoloniality relates most directly to concerns about the relationship 
between tourism and forms o f indigenisation that extend the observations made earlier in 
relation to Naipaul, Wendt, Hau‘ofa, and Kincaid. Building in part on Picard’s theory of 
touristification, Bruner states that, ‘in areas with well-established tourism, as new culture is 
developed for tourists, the way local peoples tell stories about their traditions to foreigners 
influences how they talk about and express their own culture to them selves’ (2005: 22). In light 
o f  this, the following analysis focuses especially on how portrayals o f  tourism in ‘stories’ told 
by native Hawaiian writers contribute to shaping not only their form and content, but also wider 
understandings o f H a w a ii’s affiliations with other highly touristed, postcolonial island states.
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K anahele, W ood cautions that ‘various N atives dispute the claim s o f  m etropolitan  scholars such as Homi 
B habha, R oger K eesing, and m any others, w ho argue contem porary indigenous cultures are so thoroughly 
hybrid ized that appeals to  p recontact values should be view ed as rom anticized fantasies. That such critics 
both inside and outside H aw ai‘i deny the claim s o f  N ative w riters [...] suggests m any non-N atives remain 
com m itted  to  presenting  them selves as experts w ho can speak on b eha lf o f  indigenous people more 
au thoritatively  than these people can speak for them selves’ (1999: 5).
‘A Cautionary Tale ’? Hawai 7 as Bridge and Metaphor
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Perhaps more than any other island region in the world, the Hawaiian archipelago and its 
diverse inhabitants live under a banner o f exoticism that is perpetuated both within tourism 
marketing and through the islands’ representation across various media. As E. San Juan, Jr puts 
it:
‘Hawaii’ is one o f those words/terms so thoroughly fetishised that it seems impossible 
any more to grasp what its referent is, if that has not been completely erased by its 
status as a signifier fashioning its own signified. M ichener’s Hawaii, the film South 
Pacific, and an avalanche o f tourist brochures, travel promotions and advertisements in 
magazines and on the Internet have all guaranteed to fix and sanctify Hawaii as an icon 
o f the exotic, pleasure-filled Otherness or ‘Fantasy Island’ and to reproduce it infinitely.
(2002:71)
In terms o f market share, H a w a ii’s tourism industry vastly outweighs that o f all other Pacific 
island states. As an article on island tourism in Pacific Magazine highlights, most o f the insular 
Pacific’s tourism industry is relatively small: ‘In mass market tourism, only Guam (1.3 million 
visitors), Fiji (est. 530,000) and French Polynesia (est. 220,000) are “big” players. [...] All of 
these [...] are dwarfed, o f  course, by Hawaii’s more than seven million annual visitor arrivals’ 
(Takeuch and Magick 2006). O f the Caribbean islands, the Bahamas comes closest to 
approaching this kind o f arrival volume, with around 5 million visitors in 2006. Other highly 
touristed islands in the region exhibit significantly lower figures, such as Jamaica (3 million), 
Barbados (1.1 million), and Antigua (725,000) ( ‘Latest 2006 Tourism Statistics ’).31
The immense environmental pressures exerted by tourism are reflected in the scale o f its
social, cultural, and political effects on the archipelago. Elizabeth Buck states that the industry’s
pervasiveness means that:
Little about island life is not in some way affected by tourism [...]. Tourism is more than 
the large percentage o f jobs and businesses that depend on it; more than the political 
clout o f an industry that generates close to 40 percent o f  the state’s gross product; more 
than the physical presence o f tourists on crowded streets, highways, beaches, and parks; 
more than the allocation o f limited land and water resources for hotel and golf-course 
development. It is all these realities plus a more subtle presence that operates at the 
level o f  sign, symbol, and social consciousness.
(1993:179)
11 It is w orth  noting  how ever that the respective geographical area o f  H aw ai‘i (11,000 square miles) and 
the B aham as (5 ,400 square m iles) allow s som e diffusion o f  visitors. B arbados (166 square miles) and 
A ntigua (108 square m iles) are far m ore circum scribed in this respect, although in all cases much tourist 
traffic tends to be concentrated  in densely populated resorts. H ence, the single square m ile o f  W aikiki 
‘generates about 50%  o f  [H a w a i i’s] total v isitor expenditures’ (Sheldon and A benoja 2001: 437).
It is therefore unsurprising that H aw aii is often cited as a warning sign to other island states 
experiencing lower -  but in many cases sharply rising -  levels o f tourism development. As 
anthropologist Jocelyn Linnekin puts it, ‘[t]o many who live elsewhere in the Pacific, Hawaii 
illustrates a cautionary tale o f tremendous economic success gained at the price o f  indigenous 
dispossession, wholesale social transformation, and cultural loss, not to mention a high cost of 
living’ (1997: 220).
H a w a ii’s tourism industry tends to be visualised by other Pacific islanders either as a 
tourism development model to be avoided, or as the inevitable apotheosis o f industry 
intervention in small island states. It is rarely (if ever) seen as an exemplar o f sustainability in 
cultural or environmental terms. In Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree, for instance, Pepe specifically 
illustrates his belief that his country will become increasingly dominated by tourism with a 
reference to the archipelago, stating that Samoa will be ‘like Hawaii and Tahiti and all the other 
tourist centres which are tropical paradises in the posters’ (Wendt 1979: 189). Likewise, in 
revising his opinions on Tongan tourism in the late 1980s from an anthropological perspective, 
Charles Urbanowicz writes that ‘the advent o f mass travel could “W aikiki” the beaches, and 
inundate local culture, as has already happened in certain parts o f the Fiftieth State’ (1989: 105). 
Even Bali, whose visitor rate is now amongst the highest o f Asia-Pacific islands and which has 
attracted so much cultural tourism research,32 constructed its tourism development strategy in 
relation to the perceived negatives o f Hawaiian tourism. As Yamashita observes, ‘when tourism 
development was introduced by the Bali government, Balinese intellectuals expressed concern 
that the island would become a “second Waikiki’” , causing the government to adopt ‘the policy 
that “tourism exists for the benefit o f  Bali”, rather than “Bali exists for the benefit o f the 
tourists’” (2003: 54).33 Bali’s strategy is intriguing as it illuminates how the effects o f Hawaiian 
tourism have helped fuel the drive towards cultural tourism in other states. Hence, when Nevzat 
Soguk suggests that H aw aii can be read as ‘a metaphor for understanding other places and 
peoples whose travel stories hide between their letters the histories o f displacement’ (2003: 33), 
the point may be expanded to embrace the way H aw aii has become a ‘metaphor’ for 
understanding broader trends in island tourism development.
32 Bali received 1.3 m illion tourists in 2006 (‘D irect Foreign T ourist A rrivals to Bali By N ationality By 
M onth in 2006 ’).
33 T his is a com m on sentim ent w ithin postcolonial island com m unities. F o r instance, Taylor reports that, 
as early as 1959, ‘the lord bishop o f  Jam aica cautioned that the tourist industry should be changed by the 
island rather than the island changed by the tourist industry’ (1993: 171). L ikew ise, after giving exam ples 
from Fiji and the C ook Islands, T im othy M acnaught notes that: ‘Every Pacific nation has its variant o f  
w hat B aron V aea o f  Tonga optim istically  calls “tourism  on our term s’”  (1982: 361).
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There is, however, a danger o f framing Hawai‘i as paradigmatic o f  other forms of island
tourism development. Not only does this becloud the myriad differences between the policies
and experiences o f individual islands, but it also glosses over the internal variations and indeed
divisions within Hawai‘i. In the examples above, for instance, Waikiki is seen as exemplifying
unsustainable overdevelopment rather than Hawai‘i in its entirety. The need for sensitive
differentiation also corresponds to discussions o f Americanisation and internal colonialism
within the state, and its relation to the tourism industry. As Lyons notes, these concerns
reinforce the way in which ‘Hawai‘i tends to be pressed into discursive service as either a
triumphalist scenario, a fully modernized/Americanized Oceanian place, or a nightmare
scenario, an Oceanian place in which what is distinctively Oceanian has been lost through
assim ilation’ (2006: 7). As intimated throughout the thesis, this kind o f utopian/dystopian
binarism is often imprisoning in itself.14 Such reductive logic contributes to stifling more
nuanced analysis o f Americanisation within Hawai‘i by constructing it as a relatively
monolithic force and failing to account for the shades and textures of cultural negotiations with
modernity across the archipelago. The more dystopian readings that underpin characterisations
o f Hawai‘i as a ‘cautionary tale’ not only echo outmoded fatal impact theories once again but, in
reinforcing Hawai‘i’s distinction from other Pacific islands, also fail to acknowledge how its
negotiations o f tourism, internal colonialism, and globalisation can and do feed into strategic
planning policies elsewhere.35 This leads to the kind of sweeping dismissals o f Hawaiian tourist
modernity that prompted poet-activist Wayne Kaunualii Westlake to observe in 1980 that:
Pacific leaders [...] see Hawaii as a place where indigenous peoples’ traditions and 
heritage have been raped and bastardised, crushed and demolished, all in the name of 
Progress and the American Dream. Hawaii is no ‘role m odel’ for Pacific Island 
territories and emerging nations to imitate. If anything, it’s an example to avoid.
(cited in Lyons 2006: 7)
It is therefore important to emphasise how the archipelago is not simply a dystopian 
example o f unsustainable practice but a space where, despite various forms o f tourism-related 
exploitation, cultural growth and transformation is still possible. Notably, Linnekin asserts that, 
‘[ajlthough Hawaii represents an extreme degree o f engagement with tourism, the processes 
that’ shaped its industry formations ‘are common to several other Pacific and Asian societies’. 
Representative of the tensions involved in shifting from plantation colony to tourist destination,
34 The clear environm ental varian t on this is discussed in m ore detail w ith reference to Sri Lanka and 
F rederick  B u e ll’s notion o f  ‘postapocalypse’ in C hapter 4.
35 As noted in C hapter 1, the first Sri L ankan tourism  plan w as constructed in the 1960s ‘by Harris, Kerr, 
Forster &  C o., a  firm  o f  hotel and travel consultants based in H aw aii’ (C rick  1994: 27).
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for Linnekin, ‘Haw aii’s present could be the future o f some Asian and Pacific societies’ (1997: 
228).36 There are o f  course dangers in positioning different islands’ present and future 
experiences o f  tourism relationally in this way, especially as it reflects the linear development 
paradigms promulgated by economically powerful ‘western’ governments following World War 
II. Nevertheless, the potential for dialogic interaction between islands regarding future tourism 
trends suggests there could be distinct benefits to examining how and why H a w aii’s experience 
o f mass tourism development might have significant implications within the Pacific and beyond.
Trask’s assertion that the ‘overpowering impact o f mass tourism on island cultures is best 
studied in Hawai‘i’ (1999: 50) is intriguing as it suggests parallels not just between Hawai'i and 
the rest o f the insular Pacific but also, in its general emphasis on ‘island cultures’, other 
postcolonial island states. Significantly, H a w a ii’s experiences speak to those o f certain 
Caribbean islands in ways that bridge experiences o f tourism development between the two 
archipelagos. This relates in part to shared aspects o f their colonial histories, and their respective 
transformations from plantation to tourism economies. Linnekin asserts that H a w aii’s ‘extreme 
[...] economic dependence on tourism’ amongst the Pacific islands, and ‘the volume and 
commercialization o f  its “hospitality industry’” , is linked to the decline in ‘sugar’s profitability 
[...] after World War II’ (1997: 220). In this period, ‘Hawaii was transformed from a largely 
rural plantation colony into a highly urbanized tourist mecca, with much o f the boom occurring 
during the 1960s’ (220). This mirrors industrial changes in the Caribbean at the same time, as 
independence for a number o f islands was accompanied by the withdrawal o f British support for 
the plantations. As Pattullo puts it, ‘[wjhen tourism overtook sugar as the major foreign- 
exchange earner it pitched the Caribbean into a new historical phase’ (1996: 9), as ‘primarily 
agricultural economies’ were turned ‘into pastures for pleasuring the leisured’ (6). Yet, whereas 
H a w a ii’s incorporation as part o f the US annexed it directly to the kind o f capitalist ideologies 
o f development that largely marginalise indigenous communities, the Caribbean has been 
mostly subject to encroaching Americanisation. H a w aii’s development therefore also acts as an 
index for islands within this archipelago, with Walcott’s narrator in Book Six of Omeros 
observing how St Lucia’s ‘gold sea’ appears ‘flat as a credit-card, extending its line / to a beach 
that now looked just like everywhere else, / Greece or Hawaii’ (1990: 229).
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36 D avid H arrison likew ise claim s that ‘the criticism s levelled at m ass tourism  in such destinations as 
H a w a ii [...] should be regarded as w arnings o f  w hat m ight happen in o ther Pacific islands, rather than 
indictm ents o f  w hat has already occurred ’ (2004: 1 1).
Further comparisons between H aw aii and the Caribbean might relate to their respective 
experiences o f  native depopulation and genocide. Noting that the ‘endurance o f local traditions 
in Pacific cultures’ stems partly from ‘the fact that many Pacific Island nations have not 
experienced the same degree o f direct colonial control and/or economic exploitation endured by 
colonized cultures in certain other parts o f the world’, Keown observes that: ‘Where 
colonization has been more systematic -  as is the case in H aw aii and New Zealand, for 
example -  greater cultural attrition is evident both in the huge reduction in the numbers of 
indigenes speaking their native languages, and in the decline or disappearance o f pre-European 
cultural practices’ (2005: 193). Comparing H aw aii and the Caribbean in this light highlights 
how the plantation history o f both contributed to the genocidal decline o f native populations, 
with replacement labourers acquired by colonists through enforced migration. As a result, 
present-day H aw aii, like much o f the insular Caribbean, has a very diverse population, 
characterised by forms o f creolisation and hybridity.37 It is however deeply ironic that, rather 
than acknowledging the tensions and histories o f oppression this encodes, the internal 
colonialism that underwrites aspects o f the tourism industry involves valorisation o f the state’s 
‘rainbow’ population -  the ‘Melting Pot o f the Pacific’, as A. Grove Day calls it from a 
hegemonic perspective (cited in Lyons 2006: 67). The notion o f multiracial ‘harmony’ this 
encodes -  which is centrally implicated in paradisal island stereotypes -  serves partly to 
‘confuse and defuse the protest practices o f Hawaiian sovereignty and land activists as largely 
“un-Hawaiian”, “racist ”, and “antisocial”’ (Halualani 2002: xiv). This links to how H aw aii’s 
native population is consistently written out o f existence within state tourist discourses, even as 
its ‘aloha’ ideology remains amongst the archipelago’s major cultural selling points.
Whilst the insular Caribbean’s creolised populations are often asked to enact tourism 
brochure stereotypes (as in Strachan’s claim that ‘many parts o f the Bahamas have truly become 
a stage. Bahamanians live on it’ [2002: 130]), the notion o f native Hawaiians existing — being 
part o f a living culture -  is put under severe pressure by H a w aii’s dominant tourism narratives. 
These position indigenous Hawaiians as moribund (or already dead), their culture atrophied, 
encased in glass; they are tourist spectacles o f the islands’ past. As Rona Halualani notes:
37 Schultz notes that: ‘The link betw een H aw aii and the C aribbean is -  perhaps unbeknow nst to 
C aribbeans -  a lso  cultural; Jaw aiian m usic, o r reggae perform ed by H awaii m usicians, affirm s the 
(perhaps one-sided) em otional link betw een island regions [...]. Bob M arley ’s m elodies, and m any o f  his 
political sentim ents, can frequently  be heard over H aw aii’s airw aves, and one group [...] w rites lyrics in 
Jam aican and not H aw aiian d ia lec t’ (Schultz 1994). She suggests that linguistic affiliations, in the form o f  
both reg ions’ intricate pidgin codes and their influence on local subject-form ation, might explain this link.
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In the modern and postmodern spaces o f tourism, images o f an antiquated nativism that 
is already dead are quickly consumed. Visitors rush to witness former native living 
sites, artifacts, and material traces o f “what used to be the cultural past” . Tourist venues 
continue to represent Hawaiians as a people never meant to exist into modernity and as 
‘dead’ in tours o f empty, archaeologically framed cultural sites and homes o f past ali'i 
[chiefs],
(2002: xiii)
Tourism’s penchant for ‘chasing anthropology’s discarded discourse’ could not be clearer here: 
selectively activating fatal impact narratives, it erases contemporary indigenous concerns in 
favour o f ‘im prison ing]’ native Hawaiians ‘in the historical wax museum o f culture’ (Halualani 
2002: 240). Pincered in this way between the negative aspects o f Americanisation on one hand, 
and touristic kitschification on the other, what prospects remain for meaningful articulations of 
indigeneity and cultural growth amongst the islands’ natives? Or, as Halualani asks, how are 
native Hawaiians, ‘as social-historical subjects, related to power in terms o f the structural forces 
that invisibly inscribe how we see and enact “who we are” [...] [a]nd what are the ways in which 
we can actively move through framed conditions?’ (2002: xxiii).38
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Narratives o f  Loss and Forgetting: Paradox, Allegory, and Cultural Closure
In approaching these questions, I focus on one o f what Lyons classifies as the three broad 
categories o f writing collected under the heading, ‘Literatures o f Hawai’i’: the strand that 
represents ‘[i]ndigenous Hawaiian culture, with its sometimes primordialist poetic and 
historiographic [...] assertions o f family relations among a pan-Pacific community, and more 
hybrid articulations’ (2003: 137).39 Georgia Ka‘apuni McMillen and Kiana Davenport are both 
female novelists with native Hawaiian ancestry and different degrees o f diasporic affiliation.
38 G iven H alualan i’s em phatic ‘w e ’, it is w orth  observing that she begins her acknow ledgem ents to In the 
Name o f  Hawaiians: Native Identities and Cultural Politics (2002) by observ ing  how , ‘[a]s a diasporic 
H aw aiian , the questions about my identity are never easy: I am H aw aiian but not a form er resident o f  
H a w a ii ,  m y ancestral hom eland. I have been enculturated into m y H aw aiianness by w ay o f  a differently 
assem bled h istorical m em ory, as constituted by popular tourist sites and texts, official history books, 
H aw aiian  sum m er cam ps, and photographs and stories o f  fam ily I have never met. This different relation 
should no t be deem ed inferior, as it usually  is by society’s m any efforts to  reauthenticate the original 
hom eland site; rather, m y positionality  has provided me w ith a unique view  and perspective on Hawaiian 
cultural p o litics’ (2002: vii). O nce again, an expansive notion o f  postcolonial island identity is articulated 
here that challenges the binarism  betw een diasporic and indigenous, island and m ainland categories, and 
em phasises the im portance o f  d iscursive identity affiliations.
39 Like H a w a i i ’s postcoloniality , H aw aiian literature’s allegiance to d ifferen t canons is contested. 
D epending on the circum stance, it is variously co-opted as A m erican, A sian-Pacific, and Polynesian, with 
the term  postcolonial arguably acting as a form o f  m ediation betw een these different but not 
incom m ensurable designations. L yons’s o ther tw o categories include one dealing with ‘Haole [white 
C aucasian , foreign] settler cu ltu re’, and another that splits into versions o f  the ‘local’ and ‘post-local’ and 
affiliates ‘A sian -led ’ com m unities ‘w ith o ther sites o f  settler creolization  and resistance’ (Lyons 2003: 
137).
The latter complicates descriptions o f  their writing as ‘local’ -  a term that has become 
increasingly popular as a means o f frustrating what Lyons calls the ‘reductive taxonomies’ 
(2003: 137) involved in any sub-categorisation of the ‘Literatures of Hawai‘i’. Darrell Lum 
claims that some o f the qualities that distinguish ‘[t]he literature o f local writers’ include ‘a 
distinct sensitivity to ethnicity, the environment (in particular that valuable commodity, the 
land), a sense o f personal lineage and family history, and the use o f the sound, the languages, 
and the vocabulary o f island people’ (1986: 4). Whilst this is as useful a summary as any, there 
are problems in over-emphasising the ‘local’. On one hand, it draws attention away from the 
transnational concerns expressed in many Hawaiian writings, and on the other hand it is often 
too capacious to be helpful; as McMillen states in one interview: ‘“Local” is big now -  not 
really sure what this means’ (Cilano 2005: 396). Given that such labelling can be obfuscatory 
both critically and to writers themselves, my interest here lies more in texts’ cultural and 
thematic affiliations than in taxonomic refinement.
Davenport was born and brought up in Kalihi on 0 ‘ahu, and currently divides her time 
between Boston and Hawai‘i. McMillen also grew up in Hawai‘i but spent more than ten years 
training and practising as an attorney in the US (in New York and New Jersey) before returning 
to work on the islands. Both address native Hawaiian considerations, foregrounding the kind o f 
attention to ethnicity, lineage, language, and the environment identified by Lum. By comparing 
them, I am particularly concerned with how each negotiates the problems associated with the 
way indigenous Hawaiian culture is ‘deformed and troped’ through daily processes o f  ‘mass- 
tourist banalization’ (Wilson and Dissanayake 1996: 7). Although this approach privileges 
native Hawaiian experiences over those of other communities, one o f the characteristic features 
o f Hawaiian social and cultural categories is that, like contemporary genealogies, they are 
deeply intertwined. Hence, aspects o f  my discussion relate to numerous cultural groups, 
including the tourists whose individual presences, while fleeting, are bound up in the cultural 
processes addressed. This in turn demands an interrogation o f the tension between the need to 
reassert a continuity o f indigenous presence, and the importance o f articulating changing 
manifestations o f indigeneity that respond to both colonial histories and contemporary 
neocolonial experiences.
Much good work has been conducted recently on performance culture in Hawai'i. For 
instance, in Pacific Performances: Theatricality and Cross-Cultural Encounter in the South 
Seas (2007), Christopher Balme explores how ‘the genre o f tourist performances, perhaps the
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quintessential and most maligned metonymic performance form, can also be “refunctioned” (in 
Brechtian terms) to subvert the very discourses being projected by the tourists’ (2007: 17). His 
analysis o f performances at the Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawai‘i ( ‘the largest tourist 
complex in the Pacific designed especially to represent Polynesian cultures’ [175]) suggests that 
‘[w]hat tourists witness [...] is a network o f apparent conceptual contradictions or paradoxes [...] 
best [...] encapsulated in the oxymoron “staged authenticity”, coined by Dean M acCannell’ 
(175). These contradictions, he adds, are ‘woven into a seamless whole o f commercially 
successful tourist entertainment’ (175). Building on how such networks o f ‘contradiction’ and 
‘paradox’ characterise multiple forms o f tourist and native encounters, my focus here centres on 
the intersections between tourism and culture beyond  traditional performance spheres in 
Hawaiian texts. If Halualani is correct in stating that ‘[tjourism, both as structure and site, 
reconfigures the range o f meanings for Hawaiianness’ (2002: 134), what does this mean in the 
context o f  everyday cultural negotiations in spaces outside hotels, nightclubs, cultural centres, 
and street theatres?
M cM illen’s School fo r  Hawaiian Girls (2001) and Davenport’s Shark Dialogues (1994)
are both novels with historical dimensions that offer distinct perspectives on tourism’s cultural
intersections in Hawai‘i. School fo r  Hawaiian Girls tells the story o f Hawaiian schoolgirl Lydie
Kaluhi’s brutal murder in 1922, its effects on her siblings, Sam and Bernie, and the efforts of
Bem ie’s granddaughter, Moani, in the novel’s present to uncover the repressed memories and
consequences o f Lydie’s death. Employing several different narrative viewpoints, it shifts
between the plantation world of 1922 and tourist modernity in 1985, providing insights into the
cultural changes affecting native Hawaiians in this period. In this sense, Sam’s perspective is
especially insightful. A youth at the time of Lydie’s death, by 1985 Sam is an ageing tourism
tycoon, owning a chain o f  hotels. Notably, he explains how he entered the industry in an effort
to forget the injustices surrounding his sister’s murder, and the violent feelings it arouses.
‘[A]fter the funeral we didn’t talk about Lydie’, he states; ‘[o]ne thing 1 know is that people
survive, however they can. For us that meant not talking about it. [...] For us that meant
forgetting’ (McMillen 2005: 38). In interview, McMillen has commented that she intended to
portray a ‘drama between the pretty sister, Lydie, and the plain sister, Bernie’ (Cilano 2005:
389), who also narrates key sections o f the novel. McMillen describes how she
liked that the pretty one takes the hit, and the plain one somehow figures out how to 
survive. I see Lydie as a victim [...] as Hawaiians in general taking a big hit. What we 
were talking about before, regarding population statistics and explanations for them,
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suggests that they were doomed. The rapid decline in population was horrible; people 
had to forget about it to survive.
(389-90)
These allegorical points illustrate a crucial paradox relating to the viability o f cultural growth in 
the context o f  increasing ethnic marginalisation: what remains o f native culture if you have to 
forget past genealogies in order to survive? Moreover, what are the implications if this survival 
is predicated on involvement in an industry whose paradisal marketing discourses and crass 
cultural commoditisations demonstrate wilful amnesia towards the native oppressions on which 
its economic success is based?
Like M cM illen’s text, Davenport’s novel poses important questions regarding indigeneity, 
marginalisation, and environmental destruction. Following a similarly historicising trajectory, 
and also conveyed through shifting narratorial viewpoints, it is an epic saga dramatising the 
changing fortunes o f  several generations o f a native Hawaiian family linked by the matriarchal 
figure o f  Pono, who is ‘kahuna’ (a prophet or seer [Davenport 1995: 483J). It traces the 
genealogy o f  Pono and her four granddaughters (Jess, Vanya, Rachel, and Ming), whose stories 
occupy the second half o f the novel and which is set contemporaneously in early 1990s Hawai‘i. 
However, whereas School fo r  Hawaiian Girls is concerned with the challenges surrounding the 
emergence o f a Hawaiian middle class within an increasingly Americanised state, Shark 
Dialogues engages most strongly with native Hawaiian sovereignty struggles. As Mayuini 
Toyosato puts it, Davenport’s novel depicts the ‘historical events and political circumstances 
which have led to the colonization and marginalization o f native Hawaiian people and their 
culture in the Hawaiian Islands, and it seeks a vision o f cultural resistance. [...] Her “ local story” 
aims to create a ground for the continuity o f Hawaiian culture, and a deep attachment to the land 
and a sense o f environmental crisis are prominent in the narrative’ (2000: 71).
Despite their different orientations, McMillen’s and Davenport’s novels both offer complex 
portrayals o f  familial relationships, processes o f cultural change, and genealogical tensions, 
which all intersect to varying degrees with the pressures and opportunities relating to tourist 
modernity in Hawai‘i. In School fo r  Hawaiian Girls, the possibilities for economic growth 
afforded by the tourism industry operate contrapuntally to the wider processes o f cultural 
erasures and commoditisation in which they are enmeshed. Both Sam and Moani run tourism 
businesses, and their entrepreneurial manipulations o f the industry are interwoven with the 
strains it places on their respective participation in continued forms o f cultural articulation. In 
contrast, the most direct engagement with tourism in Shark Dialogues centres on Pono’s
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objection to its unsustainable development o f ancestral land, leading to one o f her 
granddaughters, Vanya, becoming involved in the guerrilla bombings o f a hotel, along with 
several other culturally and environmentally destructive developments. Yet even though its 
narrative trajectory is substantially removed from that o f  School fo r  Hawaiian Girls, 
Davenport’s novel nevertheless presents a complementary paradox to the amnesiac survival 
strategy featured in M cM illen’s text.
Shark Dialogues's, latter half focuses on the family’s struggles against development 
proposals on the Big Island, whose coastline is much less developed than parts o f  0 ‘ahu. These 
include plans, as Pono states, to ‘“raze this rain forest o f  old koa trees, build five power plants 
[...] over ancient, burial shrines’” , construct a “ ‘huge spaceport [...] on the [...] grounds o f our 
ancestors’”, and establish “ ‘a nine-hundred-million-dollar Riviera Resort’” which “ ‘will [...] kill 
o ff everything this side o f the island’” (Davenport 1995: 188). In relation to this, Pono outlines 
the following dilemma to her granddaughters, to whom she is transferring ownership o f the 
family’s estate. Either they watch as culturally significant landscapes become developed beyond 
recognition, or they fight the development, risking economic ruin; opposition, Pono tells them, 
“ ‘will divide my workers’” and “ ‘affect the coffee-harvesting season’” , as “ ‘//ao/e [white 
Caucasian, foreign] coffee distributors will blackball our plantation like before’” (189). 
Moreover, given the ineffectiveness o f previous discursive interventions in the form of protests 
and petitions, opposition would seem to necessitate violence in order to impact meaningfully on 
the development. The likely imprisonment that would result, however, promises to further 
fragment the community and attenuate cultural bonds. In this light, both novels raise 
complementary questions regarding the kind of pressures that emerge from negotiating the 
industry from within on one hand, and confronting it directly on the other.40 Yet, whilst both 
texts once more portray tourism as bound up in narratives o f emergence as well as loss, they 
also outline, in different ways, the reindigenising aspects o f industry involvement, even as the 
latter threatens ongoing cultural articulations. By exploring how tourism partly provokes native 
actors to resuscitate cultural practices, it is possible to negotiate the paradoxical interface
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40 This reinforces the im portance o f  v iew ing indigenous g ro u p s’ approaches to capitalist tourism 
developm ent as d ialectically  constellated. The tensions betw een these tex ts’ depictions o f  tourism  offer 
insightful counterpoints to those discussed in C hapter 2 w ith reference to cultural and environm ental 
conflict in A p io ’s plays. As I proceed to  discuss, the rationale for exam ining M cM illen ’s and D avenport’s 
texts separately here centres partly  on differences betw een the form  in w hich these issues are staged, 
particularly  in relation  to  the im brication o f  tourism , genealogy, and cultural articulation.
between tourism and culture in ways that do not foreclose the industry’s potential to contribute 
to wider processes o f growth, even in the context o f its more imprisoning dimensions.
Reindigenisation and Familial Rearticulation
The choices and circumscriptions that affect School fo r  Hawaiian Girls's older generation offer
a useful starting point from which to approach the novel’s tourism-related tensions. Cilano
states that Sam ’s career trajectory is ‘o f particular interest’ given that, in dramatising the
‘consolidation o f his own individual power -  from marginalized Native in Kohala to hotel-
owning tycoon in Honolulu’, his story ‘mirrors the American immigrant narrative’ (2005: 388-
9). It also spans the narrative caesura between Lydie’s death in 1922 and Moani’s dual quest to
uncover repressed family details and turn the school into a hotel in 1985. Sam’s personal
transformation into a successful business ‘tycoon’ is thus entwined with tourism’s exponential
growth in this period.41 The correlation between a need to overcome his grief at Lydie’s death
and his entrepreneurial involvement in the burgeoning tourism industry is signalled by Sam
towards the beginning o f the novel. As he puts it, ‘[tjhat was the only thing that helped me -
work. Otherwise, I was hurting so bad I was ready to steal Gramps’s canoe, paddle out and
never turn around. Instead I took whatever jobs I could find’ (McMillen 2005: 39). He proceeds
to move from working in the subcultural, bootleg liquor industry -  selling ‘rot-gut’ to ‘desperate
[...] haoles looking for cheap paradise’ (39-40) -  into mainstream tourism, stocking the bars
first o f ships and then those o f ‘the Royal Hawaiian Hotel in Waikiki, where the tourists
watched the sunset sipping gin and tonic, and listening to Hawaiian trios sing about the little
brown girl in the little grass shack’ (41). Despite the disjuncture between his own experiences as
a native Hawaiian and the ‘little brown girl’ stereotypes marketed to tourists, Sam does not
object directly to being complicit in this process. Rather he states:
I didn’t care about anything except money. Even when I was making money, I still 
wanted to hurt somebody. [...] By the time the war started, I was stocking three hotels 
and two passenger lines with booze, beer and wine. That was how I cared for Mama 
until she died. Then, after statehood, the tourists began pouring in. I shifted my business 
to hotels. That was how I cared for Bernie and her daughter Haunani, then Haunani and 
her babies, Moani and Puanani.
(42)
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41 C hapters 2 and 3 o f  D on H ibbard ’s book Designing Paradise: The Allure o f  the Hawaiian Resort 
(2006) provide a useful flavour o f  the scale o f  this boom.
The latent threat o f  violence intimated by Sam’s continuing desire ‘to hurt somebody’ 
underscores the problems o f  using work to forget past traumas and their present manifestations. 
It also subtly hints at one o f  the dominant, contrapuntal narratives experienced by many native 
Hawaiians in this period: those who preferred resistance to complicity with the demands of an 
increasingly Americanised, capital-driven society were likely at some stage to be imprisoned (a 
process symbolised by M ichael’s unjust incarceration at the end o f Apio’s Kamau).42 In 
contrast, by moving into the business o f hotel ownership, Sam finds a means o f providing for 
his extended family that underwrites M oani’s future economic security in particular.
This summary o f Sam ’s career development suggests parallels with dominant cultural 
narratives. For instance, Cilano observes how his ‘social and economic transformation 
allegorizes his character development in a way that speaks to a larger (American) national 
im aginary’ (Cilano 2005: 389). This is underscored by his familial position as ‘great-uncle 
Sam’, the symbolism o f which is emphasised in the narrative when someone mistakenly asks 
Sam, ‘“ [yjou’re M oani’s grandfather, right?” ’, to which Moani swiftly replies, ‘“ [tjhis is my 
Uncle, Sam Kaluhi’” (76; original emphasis). His nominal association with this personification 
o f  America is partly suggestive o f how, during the period in which Hawai‘i became officially 
incorporated by America, native culture was forced to assimilate to the point o f erasure. 
However, as Cilano points out, ‘this allegorical trajectory plays out against the background o f a 
novel deeply concerned with issues o f Native claims to place and to familial connection’; hence 
the ‘contrast’ between immigrant and native stories ‘denaturalizes Sam’s transformation. [...] 
M cM illen’s novel uses the American immigrant allegory only to unsettle it’ (2005: 389). Such a 
reading, Cilano proceeds to assert, ‘implicitly problematizes the “local” terrain, thereby 
questioning the overlap between ethnic and indigenous identities in Hawai‘i’ (389). The novel’s 
conflicts are enacted on this uneven ground, which bears relations to the kind of cultural terrain 
discussed earlier wherein ideological change is articulated and contested.
Sam states that, after Lydie’s death, ‘I felt like I was dead already. I wanted to tell the 
grave digger to stick me in a box too’ (McMillen 2005: 38). In the context o f Lydie symbolising 
native Hawaiians, Sam undergoes a broader sense o f bereavement here that makes his own 
existence — and, by allegorical extension, that of native Hawaiians whose experiences of
42 The illustration used in publicity for Kamau A 'e — w hich also functions as a prop w ithin the play and is 
included in the printed edition -  is by M ichael H arada and features a m an sitting cross-legged, crushed 
inside a box-like structure w ith his face straining w hilst he pushes against the roof. This is a potent visual 
em blem  o f  the p rocesses o f  incarceration affecting native H aw aiian com m unities in the play.
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familial loss have been accentuated by a biased legal system — seem meaningless. This is 
reinforced by historical specificity, as Lydie’s emblematic death swiftly follows that of her 
namesake Lydia L ili‘uokalani, the last Hawaiian Queen, in 1917 (Lydie’s formal name is Lydia 
Kaluhi). Sam ’s decision to concentrate on capitalist wealth accumulation, which is predicated 
on the logic o f  survival through forgetting, reflects the suppression o f indigenous perspectives 
and histories by the US government in Hawai‘i. Yet Sam ’s attention to the importance o f 
‘survival’, as when he asserts that ‘[t]he only way 1 survived was by forgetting the past, and 
looking to the future’ (38), serves to emphasise the tensions harboured by the term.
Definitions o f ‘survival’ have some less than triumphant inflections, including ‘continuing 
to live after some event [...]; remaining alive, living on’ (OED  1 .a) — a ‘triumph’ o f endurance in 
some senses (W alcott 1998a: 75),43 but also ironically implying that survival can represent a 
failure to die out — and ‘a surviving remnant; spec, applied to a surviving custom, observance, 
belief, etc’ (OED  3). This second definition is particularly relevant to the novel’s broader 
representations o f Hawaiian cultural commoditisation, as it conspicuously describes how native 
culture is marketed within tourism discourse as a ‘remnant’ o f a previous era.44 Halualani states 
that, ‘in the tourist sphere, cultural parks like Waimea Falls Park inscribe a subject position that 
reenacts the death o f nativism while historical sites such as the Iolani Palace discursively excise 
nativism from modernity’. Thus, ‘as you move from the Waimea Falls Park to lolani Palace, 
Hawaiian nativism is signified as “this once was” to “this would never be’” (2002: 134). Sam’s 
participation in this process helps render ‘alterity’ in paradisal H a w a ii’s ‘political, cultural and 
economic landscapes [...] invisible’ (Soguk 2003: 32).
The frictions that attend the family’s attempt to survive in the years following Lydie’s 
death are brought into further relief through the novel’s formal construction. McMillen adopts 
an antiphonal style to juxtapose different narrative voices. These call to and echo one another 
across the novel’s sixty-year caesura, overlapping to create a complex ‘talk story’ (a Hawaiian 
term for informal and often highly collaborative conversational narratives). This refashions oral 
modes o f narrating individual histories derived from indigenous culture at the same time as it
43 Sm ith also sees the ‘celebration o f  su rv ival’ as a m eans o f  countering  fatal im pact theories and 
‘accentuating  the degree to  w hich indigenous peoples and com m unities have successfully retained 
cultural and spiritual values and authen tic ity ’ (1999: 145). The problem  w ith such discourse lies again in 
its valorisation  o f  the ‘au then tic’, m easured here in ‘degrees’, w hich can fail to account sufficiently for 
transform ative cultural articulations.
44 For d iscussion  o f  a C aribbean version o f  this trope in relation to D om in ica’s indigenous Carib 
population , see Peter H u lm e’s Remnants o f  Conquest: The Island Caribs and their Visitors, 1877-1998 
( 2000 ).
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indigenises the family saga. Reframing questions through this device in ways that speak to 
different gender, cultural, and intergenerational concerns highlights a slightly contrastive 
perspective on cultural survival in Bernie’s narratives. Following Lydie’s death in 1922, Bernie 
draws a metaphorical link between her sister and the surrounding environment as she looks at 
‘sacks o f sugar stacked in a pyramid, the bags printed with the Kohala Mill label’, imagining 
that her peers in the dining hall are ‘spoon[ing] Lydie into their tea’ whilst she ‘folded [her] 
sister into [...] cake batter’ (McMillen 2005: 71). This murderous commoditisation o f a native 
Hawaiian body creates a pre-emptive link between the often genocidal practices of the 
plantation world and the symbolic ‘death of nativism’ which Halualani sees as being enacted in 
the context o f contemporary Hawaiian tourism. Notably, though, the narration of this incident, 
which signals the beginning o f Bernie’s own decision to forget Lydie in order to survive, is 
juxtaposed closely with her present-day reflections on M oani’s insistence to excavate this ‘story 
about murder and death’ (71).
For Bernie, the story relates directly to the dwindling Hawaiian ‘race’. She states that:
it seemed to keep getting worse. After Lydie died, there was only Sam and me. When 
we die there’ll only be Moani and Puanani, and how can Puanani count -  becoming 
retarded and all o f that? That left Moani, already thirty-seven, no man in sight. No hope 
o f children or grandchildren. It was her own fault, working all the time and acting like 
she knew everything. Who wants to marry a girl like that?
W hen Moani dies, w e’re finished. It’s the end o f our line. The end o f our race. [...] 
Two generations later, w e’re about to dissolve into the Pacific Ocean. Forget everything 
you’ve heard about happy-go-lucky Hawaiians living in an island paradise. It’s an 
island, and w e’re Hawaiian. But that’s about it.
(71-2)
Immediately following Bernie’s description o f ‘folding’ Lydie ‘into the cake batter’, this 
passage implies that Lydie’s death, accompanied by the consumptive energies inherent in her 
being turned into sugar and eaten, precipitated a cultural decline that sees the family line 
finishing with Moani and Puanani (M oani’s half-sister, who is mentally disabled).45 However, 
Bernie’s concentration on forgetting ironically effaces the fact that, not only has Moani already 
been married once (therefore finding someone who wanted ‘to marry a girl like that’), but also 
that she, rather than her husband, terminated the marriage (56). This form o f personal and 
genealogical autonomy connects on an allegorical level to the creative manipulation of 
economic forces that sees first Sam and then Moani succeed as tourism entrepreneurs. It 
therefore contrasts sharply with Lydie’s death in a cane field, suggesting that the family has
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45 B ern ie’s thoughts regarding the fam ily’s gradual disintegration reflects A p io ’s description o f  a ‘slow 
bleeding to death  through 1,000 tiny cu ts’ aim ed at native H aw aiians’ ‘cultural p ride’ (2001b).
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found a means o f  wresting control from the self-consuming, colonial plantation complex that 
was allegorically ‘fed’ by Lydie’s blood. Yet in so doing, they extend the paradisal myth that 
Bernie recommends should be forgotten.
Bernie’s critique is framed between an acknowledgement o f historical processes that have
marginalised native Hawaiians and an antipathy for the lifestyles o f  M oani’s generation. This
point is well-dramatised in Cilano’s interview with McMillen:
CC: One o f the most insidious things about the tourist industry in Hawai‘i is that it 
forces Hawaiians to commodify their culture [...]. You have the tourist industry 
operating in your novel on two levels: Sam, who is [a] sort o f  tycoon, and Moani, who 
is doing a much more grassroots sort of tourism. [...] Did you see there being a 
difference in approach between uncle and niece?
GKM: I actually saw them as being similar, those two. They are very driven. They both 
want to be successful. They both like things. They both seek to be successful in 
business, an instinct that runs counter to the stereotypes about Hawaiians. I was trying 
with these two characters to realize in a literary context a successful Hawaiian middle 
class -  which represents most Hawaiians, I think. I absolutely intended to defy the 
stereotype that Hawaiians are lazy-ukulele-strumming-do-nothings, sitting under a 
coconut tree all day long. I never saw this growing up.
(Cilano 2005: 391; original emphasis)
On one hand, then, the correlation between Sam’s and M oani’s capitalist motivations 
undermines touristic notions o f ‘[inlanders filled with aloha’ who ‘give and give and give’ 
(Cilano 2005: 390), as McMillen puts it. Indeed, it places the tourism industry in service against 
its own stereotypes by illustrating the kind of cultural compromises and possibilities produced 
when it is shaped  by native actors.46 On the other hand, Moani could be also seen as the 
apotheosis o f  Sam ’s (and, by extension, native Hawaiians’) assimilation into mainstream 
American capitalist culture, emblematised by tourism. For instance, she is ‘western’-educated,47 
materialistic, has little knowledge o f native Hawaiian language, and possesses few details 
regarding her family’s complex history and the broader processes o f cultural memory to which 
this is linked. However, these points are complicated by the specific differences between Sam 
and Moani.
The paradox associated with this repression but inability to fully forget or purge the past -  
which unsettles the degree o f assimilation operating with respect to those Hawaiians described 
by Trask as ‘Native sell-outs’ (1999: 108) -  is that it works against the commoditising 
simplifications o f  brochure discourse, along with those associated with the staunchly antitourist
46 M oan i’s innovative niche tourism  business in particular contrasts w ith the w ays in w hich Sam and, in 
A p io ’s plays, A lika p rogress through pre-existing industry structures (although S am ’s involvem ent at a 
much earlier stage in the history o f  m ass tourism  arguably em pow ers him  in relation to A lika).
47 Bernie criticises Sam for educating  M oani at ‘Trinity G irls School [...] w ith all those haole g irls’, then 
at ‘a m ainland co lleg e’, w ith the result that she returned ‘acting like she knew  every th ing’, and ‘turnfing] 
her nose at the food cooked because, she said, she w as now a vegeta rian ’ (50).
agenda o f nativist discourse. Indeed, M oani’s desire to excavate concealed family narratives is 
partly motivated by the disjuncture between the lived experiences o f post-annexation native 
Hawaiians and tourist brochure stereotypes. Even as Bernie rejects M oani’s ‘western’ 
education, there is an ironic suggestion that aspects o f  it empower Moani in different ways from 
the kind o f pedagogical experience offered to Hawaiian girls (like Bernie and Lydie) by such 
institutions as the titular, missionary-run school. Bernie states that ‘Moani had it easy. At the 
School for Hawaiian Girls there was no such thing as tampons and girls riding horseback. No 
one said anything about what was happening to our bodies. [...] [OJnce I started bleeding I had 
to show Sarah Christian [the missionary teacher who also contributes to the contemporary 
narrative perspectives] a bloody rag each month. That was [...] how they thought they could 
weed out the pregnant girls’ (92). By comparison, the conflict Moani identifies between her 
own self-independence and lack o f cultural knowledge may have been heightened precisely 
because her educational experience occurred in institutions where Hawaiian narratives were 
subdued or silenced. Whereas the missionary education Bernie receives emphasises knowing 
repression, the attitude o f ignorance purveyed in subsequent, Americanised education systems 
has the counter-intuitive effect o f freeing Moani from such interpellative procedures. This 
reflects how she uses the ellipses inherent in brochure discourse to probe the very silences upon 
which its marketing strategies depend. Whereas Sam and Bernie, as representatives o f a 
generation that needed to survive in order to provide platforms for autonomous cultural 
articulation, seem in danger o f colluding with the repressions and omissions o f dominant 
cultural narratives (epitomised by tourism marketing), M oani’s negotiation o f tourist modernity 
is centrally implicated in processes o f cultural reindigenisation.48 Opposing forms o f cultural 
homogeneity, this notion feeds into the work of a generation o f Hawaiians brought up in the 
context o f increasing calls for sovereignty and assertions o f cultural renaissance.49
48 I use this term  in p rim arily  tourism -specific w ays to denote further form s o f  articulated indigeneity; 
how ever, it is also  bound up w ith indigenous com m unities’ negotiations o f  g lobalisation m ore broadly.
49 The m ovem ent often term ed as the ‘H aw aiian R enaissance’ becam e prom inent in the 1970s. It resulted 
partly  from  a reaction  against w hat S tephen Sum ida describes as a ‘silence that seem ed to envelop the 
ancient traditional H aw aiian  arts o f  poetry, chant, hula, and sciences reckoned useless in the tourist trade 
because outsiders presum ably could not “ relate to” th em ’, and w hich ‘w ere com m only but m istakenly 
thought d ead ’ at the beginning o f  the 1960s (Sum ida 1991: 226). Sum ida notes how  variously affiliated 
native H aw aiian artists and intellectuals used ‘R enaissance’ to  ‘describe their aim to revive know ledge 
and interest in the continued developm ent o f  traditional H aw aiian arts -  not m erely its preservation’ 
(226). T his relates to notions o f  sustainability that guard against reductive (and at tim es exploitative) 
aspects o f  preservation ist discourse. The H aw aiian m ovem ent reflects aspects o f  w hat has also been 
term ed the M aori ‘R enaissance’, w hich involved indigenous com m unities ‘generating structures for 
sustain ing them selves in an environm ent quite opposed to the ir su rv ival’ (S tephen Turner, cited in Barker 
2008: 37), no t least through em phasising native cultural traditions, epistem ologies, and languages.
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This reading relies on a number o f  linked factors. The first relates to the symbolic 
implications o f how Moani not only rejects Sam’s offer, post-graduation, to work for him as ‘a 
VP in one o f his hotels’ (13), but that, unlike his narrative o f economic achievement built from 
impoverished roots, she begins telling her story from a successful position within the tourism 
industry. Sam expresses particular admiration for M oani’s intelligence, self-reliance, and 
business initiative in relation to early forms o f ecotourism. Despite not liking her idea of 
offering all-day kayak excursions at first, telling Moani that tourists ‘“don’t come here for 
exercise’” but to be ‘“serve[d] [...] cocktails and T-bone steaks’” , Sam appreciates her 
identification o f  ‘a new market -  adventure tourists’, resulting in such rapid success that his 
‘hotel guests even asked about’ her tours (42). From a gender perspective, M oani’s negotiation 
o f market trends highlights how, although she is initially supported by Sam, tourism can offer 
innovative opportunities for women to act independently o f men within H aw aii’s 
entrepreneurial milieu. Further, by carving a niche within the tourism market, Moani 
symbolically contributes to a reinvention of local tourism practice from a native perspective. 
Establishing her business from a grassroots level, she executes a self-knowing indigenisation of 
paradise.
Unlike Sam, who had to work through the ‘little brown girl’ period of cultural 
touristification, Moani is able to conduct business more on her own terms. This involves a 
strategic negotiation o f paradisal island stereotypes which are contrasted with tourists’ lived 
experiences after they embark on one o f her tours. By naming her company ‘Lost Paradise’ and 
‘promising would-be clients, an unforgettable outdoor adventure to the hidden H aw ai’i o f  
yesteryear’” in the brochure (14; original emphasis), Moani participates almost inevitably in the 
entrepreneurial exploitation o f paradisal island place-myths, causing her to remain partly 
aligned with the cultural effacements of mainstream Hawaiian tourism marketing. However, her 
counter-exploitation o f brochure discourse cliches does not simply involve their reinforcement. 
Rather, tourists are subtly confronted by contradictions o f their individual expectations in 
relation to M oani’s manipulation of stock marketing tactics. Thus, when a tourist ‘showing off 
how much he knew’ asks if  the kayaks are “ ‘baidarkasT” (“ ‘Eskimo for tandem kayak’” ), 
Moani deftly demolishes the kind o f quaint exoticism that conflates native Hawaiian and 
Eskimo constructions under an all-encompassing banner o f indigeneity, replying that: “ ‘These 
kayaks are made of [...] ultra-durable Nitrylon with synthetic and natural rubbers laminated over 
twelve hundred denier polyester’” (33). Such assertions help indigenise paradise by
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emphasising how technological change can be productively harnessed as part o f traditional 
designs, suggesting a simultaneous modernisation o f the indigenous and indigenisation of 
modernity. Yet such cultural innovation — in terms both o f kayak construction and Moani’s 
adaptive entrepreneurialism -  jars against the narrative o f cultural loss told by Bernie and 
acknowledged by Moani in the novel’s opening sections.
The early narration o f the family’s tourism-related successes positions them contrapuntally 
to the novel’s other pressing, present-time trajectories: M oani’s plans to sell up and follow her 
uncle into the hotel business, and her attempts to uncover the story o f Lydie’s death. 
Considering similar points to those Bernie raises regarding the end o f the family line, Moani 
states: ‘Pretend Pu was dead and I was alone. Who would take care o f me one day? Even worse, 
pretend Pu was dead and pretend I was dead too. Who would remember us?’ (56). As she 
proceeds to admit, ‘[e]ven though I was on the verge o f a major career change [...] all I could 
think about was the fact that I had no Babies. [...] When I died, we were finished. Our family, 
our blood. G one’ (56). Ironically, Bernie asserts that Moani ‘didn’t [need] to worry’ about being 
forgotten as ‘[e]veryone remembered her. Just look at the bulletin board at her office. There had 
to be one hundred pictures from her clients, their kids, [...] their dogs’ (124). Yet it is partly 
M oani’s recognition that her most abiding familial memories — indeed her family itself — 
consists largely o f American tourists that propels her to unearth narratives relating to Lydie’s 
death, which Bernie and Sam have suppressed. Intimate involvement in tourism hence provokes 
at one level her desire to resuscitate stifled family stories. Further, as she discovers she has 
another living relative, due to Lydie having given birth to an illegitimate child before her death, 
it also leads to a revitalisation of her ‘ohana (extended family).
It is indicative o f the novel’s numerous internal paradoxes that, despite showing how 
questions o f familial rearticulation bear complex relations to the processes o f indigenisation 
described above, it probes the possibility o f articulating a culturally dynamic form o f ‘ohana in 
the context o f tourist modernity without ever directly invoking the native Hawaiian term. Cilano 
also states in her interview that, whilst the ‘primacy of genealogy’ is often conveyed as being 
‘o f paramount im portance’ in Hawaiian culture, this is ‘at odds with’ how the ‘novel was born 
out o f family secrets and being kept from memories’ (2005: 392). McMillen replies that they are 
indeed ‘in conflict. The tragic, true history o f the Kaluhi family [...] versus the happy-Hawaiian- 
‘ohana stereotype’, which is now ‘really being exploited. Now, everything is ‘ohana’ (392). The 
novel uses tourism as a means o f opening up this tension for analysis. In particular, it wrests the
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notion o f  ‘ohana from its commoditised, tourist-friendly form, and reintegrates it with concerns 
that this process has edited out.
One example is how incest is dealt with by Hawaiian communities. By attempting to track 
down Lydie’s living descendant, CJ Moku, whose existence has never been revealed to her by 
Sam or Bernie and who she eventually discovers to be living on the island o f Maui, Moani 
exposes an important seam o f family history that sheds light on conceptualisations o f ‘ohana in 
changing cultural contexts more broadly. Illicit pregnancy is a theme that runs throughout the 
narrative. For instance, Lydie originally became pregnant either as a result o f a youthful 
relationship with a local boy, Charlie Moku, or a brief, incestuous encounter with Sam (the 
novel tends towards the latter explanation, as Sam recalls in one narrative how he visited the 
child who ‘looked like two Kaluhis put together’, without ‘one ounce o f Charlie Moku in her 
features’ [172]). Moani also describes the identities o f Puanani’s and her own father as ‘big fat 
question mark[s]’ (44). Finally, the novel ends with Moani and Puanani relocating to Maui in 
order to live with CJ Moku after Moani prevents Sam and Bernie (Puanani’s legal guardians) 
from aborting Puanani’s foetus due to uncertainty over paternity and Bernie’s resistance to 
allowing ‘this retard’ to ‘giv[e] birth to one more retard in the family’ (187). Crucial to this 
sensitivity towards illegitimacy is the missionary education received by the older generation.
In one o f the novel’s flashbacks, an older Minister discusses with his younger counterpart 
the importance o f instilling ‘a sense o f shame’ and ‘sin’ amongst ‘the Hawaiian’ in order to 
counter illegitimate and incestuous births. He notes that: ‘Their families don’t condemn the 
behavior. The illegitimate infant is welcomed into the fold, given to another relation -  hdnai, 
they call it. [...] W e’ve got to take a firm stand against sin, otherwise it’s rewarded’ (119). It is 
in this context that rearticulating ‘ohana or familial connections -  severed partly as a result o f 
the ‘sense o f sham e’ that Sam and Bernie have learned to feel toward CJ’s branch o f the family
-  operates in a decolonising fashion, reclaiming the ‘connections to each other’ without which, 
McMillen tells Cilano, a loss o f cultural ‘information’ is perpetuated. This ‘doesn’t have to be 
only a blood connection’, she proceeds to say, ‘[i]t’s important to find kinsmen, o f blood and o f 
the heart’ (Cilano 2005: 391). In rejecting both ‘western’ nuclear family models, which ill befit 
the experiences o f her family, and a history o f missionary taboo regarding incest, illegitimacy, 
and (it could be argued in reference to Puanani) disability,50 Moani helps articulate a more
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50 B arker em phasises the im portance o f  not m erely reading postcolonial representations o f  disability 
‘prosthetica lly ’ -  a term  used by D avid M itchell and Sharon Snyder to describe how disability is often
fitting familial structure with respect to the intersections between native cultural traditions and 
tourist modernity. This works against both the forms o f self-effacement and the cultural 
ossifications o f  paradisal brochure discourse that are bound up in attempts to forget the past.
Importantly, though, this reconstructive, reindigenising process operates in relation to the 
stereotypes and demands o f  the tourism industry, as highlighted through analysis o f Sam’s 
objections to M oani’s investigation into Lydie’s death. He states that:
Papa never talked about that day. [...] Papa taught me how to keep my mouth shut. 
Listen, once you learn how to do that, you’re on your way.
Unfortunately, my niece Moani never learned this basic lesson. She refused to keep 
her mouth shut about Lydie, even though I gave her a direct order to back off. Even 
though she saw that her questions were hurting me and Bernie. You see? Moani had a 
mean streak. Moani did what she wanted, when she wanted, and fuck anyone who got in 
her way. How come I knew this about her? Because she was just like me.
( 110)
This passage reinforces Bernie’s earlier assertion that, in excavating the past, Moani is acting 
selfishly. As she says, ‘[i]f 1 didn’t want to talk about Lydie, then what gave Moani the right to 
talk about her? Lydie was mine first. It was my right to remember her. My right to forget’ (125). 
Somewhat like a tourist intruding into private regions -  through cultural memories, shepherded 
from direct commoditisation -  Moani seems to be insensitively ignoring the ‘basic lesson’ o f 
past generations that relates to her elders’ assertions o f privacy. Such painful probing could be 
interpreted as symbolising Americanised insensitivity to native Hawaiian cultural practices, 
with the associated intergenerational friction and power contestations threatening to unravel the 
more constructive cultural articulations that emerge from excavating buried histories. Indeed, 
Sam eventually destroys the old school — site o f M oani’s planned hotel -  once again preventing 
access to certain landscapes o f memory. However, this process simultaneously alludes to the 
entangled ways in which Americanised identities and ideologies are reconfigured so as to be 
incorporated within indigenous ontologies.
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used ‘as a  cru tch  upon w hich literary narratives lean for their representational pow er, disruptive 
potentiality , and analytical in sigh t’ (cited in B arker 2008: 4). B arker is critical o f  how  disabled characters 
are often situated  less as individuated subjects than as ‘m aster m etaphor[s] for social ills’ (M itchell, cited 
in B arker 2008: 7), especially  w hen ‘the physically, cognitively o r em otionally  “dam aged” ch ild ’ gets 
uncritically  ‘equate[d] w ith  nations and cultures em erging from their “dam aging” colonial experiences’ 
(2008: 3). W ithin School fo r  Hawaiian Girls, B ernie exhibits precisely  this ‘prosthetic’ tendency to 
‘equate’ P u an an i’s m ental d isability  (w hich engenders a child-like m entality) w ith the ‘retarded’ and 
m oribund status o f  native H aw aiians in general. A pplying B arker’s em phasis on reading disability as ‘a 
m aterial, em bodied  com ponent o f  iden tity ’ (2008: 6) to P uanan i’s role in the novel supports my argum ent 
regarding how  less m etaphorically  lim iting notions o f  contem porary ‘ohana structures are articulated. 
R eindigenisation  in th is sense reactivates expansive notions o f  inclusion that em brace a diverse yet 
equally  valued array o f  subject positions. M oving aw ay from  a prim arily  prosthetic reading o f  Puanani 
represents one w ay o f  offering  useful perspectives on the m aterial/m etaphorical braid that attends how the 
reconstituted ‘ohana in the no v e l’s conclusion is extended by Puanani’s ow n ‘illegitim ate’ child.
It is notable that, despite her canny manipulation o f contemporary tourism markets, Moani
does in fact express a desire to appropriate the role o f  her clients. She comments that:
I had never been a tourist, actually, but times like this I told m yself I needed to go on a 
vacation, maybe to one o f the resorts in Bali. It seemed like everyone was going there. I 
needed to find out if  the same thing would happen to me: I pay top dollar for a week in 
paradise and, therefore, believe I can do whatever I want. Wear stupid outfits. Waste 
food. Offend the natives.
(193)
The irony here is serious, as Moani positions tourism not only as escapism (with moving 
beyond island borders itself representing a form o f cultural empowerment), but also as a means 
to test identity. Rather than simply symbolising assimilation into Americanised vocational 
practices and patterns o f consumption, the inclination to become a tourist contributes towards 
countering industry-sponsored processes o f cultural effacement. This part o f the narrative 
dramatises the right for native Hawaiians like Moani to be ‘selfish’ (accessing multiple subject 
positions, including that o f the wasteful tourist) if this can create space for restorative cultural 
articulations within the context o f contemporary Hawai‘i. Building on Sam’s method o f 
‘surviving’ through engagement in capitalist entrepreneurial systems, the point is particularly 
subversive as it goes against the hyper-fetishised principles o f munificence and modesty that 
underpin concepts o f aloha in Hawaiian tourism marketing.
McMillen suggests that the notion o f aloha, in its commoditised and overdetermining
forms, can function in culturally imprisoning ways. As she puts it, the ‘imposition’ o f tourist
stereotypes in relation to native culture
is powerful for a lot o f reasons, one being that it sells. It’s important economically to 
keep up the front o f the Polynesian maiden, and everything that comes along with it: 
Islanders filled with aloha; they give and give and give. Those sorts of stereotypes are 
important to the tourism industry, which is chock-full o f stereotypes. One o f the things 
about these stereotypes is that they’re self-imposed. There’s so much put into adopting 
them and becoming a good Hawaiian who’s really nice all the time and gives it all 
away. You can’t be materialistic, you can’t make money, you can’t be successful in 
business or your profession. You’re stuck in the ghetto o f being nice and demure. It’s a 
terrible thing to put on people. I’m not sure where it came from, but it’s definitely a part 
o f the tourism industry.
(Cilano 2005: 390)
M cM illen’s comments suggest that, like the concept o f the ‘ohana, aloha may also need to be 
subjected to cultural reconfiguration as a result of the colonial past and its ongoing 
manifestations in H a w a ii’s highly touristed present. Its vision o f love and regeneration must 
also embrace some degree o f the necessary pain and friction that is needed to prevent stories 
that are culturally constitutive (and, in the case o f Moani’s genealogy, positively expansive)
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from forever ‘d isso lv ing] into the Pacific Ocean’ (McMillen 2005: 72). Probing the faultlines 
o f  historical erasure, M oani’s familial rearticulation -  which ends with her moving in with CJ 
Moku, helping to bring up Puanani’s baby daughter, and starting a fresh tourism enterprise -  
implies a more culturally sustainable vision o f native involvement with tourist modernity in 
which processes o f reindigenisation play important roles.
This is not to suggest, though, that the novel ends with an entirely utopian frame o f 
reference. For instance, by moving away from Honolulu’s overdeveloped coastline to the south 
shore o f Maui, M oani’s new enterprise (offering kayak lessons to ‘families with children 
looking for tropical adventure beyond the hotel swimming pool’ [192]) furthers the 
archipelago’s wider touristification. This has some worrying environmental ramifications, 
emblematised in a concluding scene that occurs several months after the narrative’s main 
events. Paddling around a sheltered reef with a divorced female tourist and her two children, 
Moani and CJ are forced to intervene when the mother encourages her sons to attract dolphins 
with tuna sandwiches. Although Moani considers it ‘the wrong time o f day, the wrong location’ 
for dolphins, CJ nevertheless tells the woman that such baiting is ‘“[r]eally a bad idea [...] for 
the dolphins, the water, the re e f” (192), and Moani warns her that ‘“[t]hrowing trash in the 
water is against the law’” (192). The woman however argues (with stereotypically touristic 
insensitivity) that ‘“it’s not trash. Just a tidbit’” , continuing to instruct her children to feed the 
dolphins (192). Following this encounter, Moani relates how ‘[p]oor CJ [...] had no patience for 
the tourists, no sympathy for the families fleeing the Chicago winter for the Maui sunshine’; as 
the tourists drop more sandwiches in the lagoon, CJ shakes ‘his head in disgust and paddle[s] 
back to shore’ (193). The scene illustrates how the more ‘harmonious’ aspects o f  cultural 
articulation that emerge from this reconstituted ‘ohana are still partly undercut by the 
compromises entailed by tourism industry involvement, operating here at the interface between 
cultural and environmental concerns. Rather than signalling closure, the tensions this ending 
encodes suggest that processes o f  cultural reindigenisation will face significant challenges in the 
future, with tourism continuing to perform a characteristically ambivalent function. This 
suggests an illuminating point of comparison between the Kaluhi family’s generally productive 
negotiations o f the industry, and the considerations that arise when reindigenisation operates 
primarily through opposition to mass tourism in Hawai‘i.
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Activism, Militarisation, and Indigenous Becomings
Shark Dialogues resembles School fo r  Hawaiian Girls in its presentation o f numerous 
intergenerational contestations within an extended Hawaiian family. These dramatise frictions 
between survival, personal growth, and ongoing cultural articulations on one hand, and 
contemporary H a w a ii’s increasingly Americanised socio-economic climate on the other. The 
texts each focus on middle-aged wom en’s relationships with the islands, with Shark Dialogues's 
key characters identified (like Moani) as ‘half orphans’ (Davenport 1995: 3). Both narratives 
also involve excavations o f buried histories between non-contiguous generations (grandparents 
and grandchildren) within their respective extended families. However, whereas in School fo r  
Hawaiian Girls such excavations are only partly achieved, Shark Dialogues offers a fuller 
account o f suppressed stories, linked in particular to the older generation’s perspectives on 
present-day cultural processes. Indeed, the novel opens by situating the silences in Pono’s 
personal history as a kind o f conundrum that teases the granddaughters’ curiosity as they 
attempt to comprehend their various genealogical affiliations.
Before the historical part o f the narrative commences, tracing the family’s genealogy from 
the mid-nineteenth century to the year o f L iliiiokalani’s centenary (1993), the text opens in the 
present by juxtaposing short narrations from each o f the four granddaughters as they are 
summoned to return to Pono’s residence. For instance, travelling to the family plantation in 
Kailua — a touristed town ‘ where tin-roofed shops shudder, overflown by giant jets, where tour 
buses spawn foreigners [...] like eager, monied, giant flie s ' (184; original emphasis) -  Jess 
considers how she and her siblings ‘were all mixed-marriage mongrels’ (6). Despite their 
fathers’ different ethnicities (Hawaiian-Chinese, Filipino, Japanese/Korean/Mongol, and 
Haole), she notes that: ‘To most locals, the girls were indistinguishable, called simply “Pono’s 
girls” [...] o f  slightly different hues’ (7). Bound by a shared Hawaiian heritage and a childhood 
spent in Pono’s care, the four follow symbolically different life-trajectories. Vanya (a Pacific 
island lawyer based in Australia) and Jess (a New York veterinarian) are diasporic subjects, 
whilst Rachel and Ming remain based in H aw aii ‘from which [...] they had never ventured’ (9). 
Even though each granddaughter’s story is important to the novel as a whole, I focus here 
mostly on Jess and Vanya due to the central roles they play in relation to tourism, cultural 
articulation, and reindigenisation. Both women are representative o f the dialectic between 
settlement and movement that is partly constitutive o f Hawaiian culture, intimating at the same
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time the disconnections and fragmentations that diasporic affiliations pose to native Hawaiian 
families. This contrasts usefully with Moani’s non-diasporic perspective in M cMillen’s text.
As in School fo r  Hawaiian Girls, processes o f memory and forgetting play crucial roles in 
Shark D ialogues's present-time events. However, whereas in M cM illen’s novel Moani is driven 
by the partly selfish desire to unearth the past, Jess characterises herself and Vanya as ‘the 
movers, always running from Pono, trying to forget her, yet possessing a capacious need to 
remember. The woman was their genesis [...] the unraveled narrative they needed to solve’ (9). 
Self-reflexively reinforcing the kind o f counter-hegemonic intervention that the novel attempts 
to make into the dominant accounts o f Hawaiian history and culture,51 memory and narrative 
are therefore presented as mutually entangled with respect to Pono and her granddaughters’ 
relationships. As is evident from Vanya’s broader political perspective, a fuller understanding o f 
how family history relates to native Hawaiian culture can help mitigate the feelings o f alienation 
in which ‘[e]ach loss [is] a disfiguring, so that who she was was no longer a fixed text’ (12). 
The urge to confront this lack o f self-fixity relates to her role as ‘legal representative for Native 
Hawaiian Nationalist Women, urging militancy among all Pacific peoples, warning them they 
were being written out o f history, that they would soon unexisl. The greedy super-powers o f the 
world would roll right over them ’ (11; original emphasis). The novel thereby positions counter­
narratives o f genealogical histories, memories, and experiences of marginalisation as productive 
means o f  resisting globalised homogenisation. What is particularly significant about Vanya’s 
and Jess’s actions in relation to the challenges affecting Pono’s land and the surrounding area by 
(amongst other developments) the proposed Riviera resort is that they are entwined with both
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51 This a ttem pt has been received unfavourably by Lyons. He argues that: ‘To oppose colonial falsehoods 
w ith a static reversal [...] is to create tableaux that are, i f  new  and im proved, touristic in their logic. A 
w ork such as K iana D avenpo rt’s Shark Dialogues, w hile clearly  an attem pt to  rew rite M ichener’s Hawaii 
by duplicating  aspects o f  its structure from an anticolonial, w om an-centered  view point -  by turns 
H aw aiian nationalist and U .S. m ulticulturalist -  can be predatory o f  culture as w e ll’ (2006: 183). Lyons is 
particularly  critical o f  the no v e l’s rom anticised portrayal o f  H aw aiian history as grounded in ‘glam orous 
and sensational adventure  involving lepers, priceless pearls, and te rro ris ts’ (183). Indeed, he notes that a 
Library Journal review  described the novel ‘as “entertaining and educational” [...], much as reviewers 
responded to M ichener and w ith as little know ledge o f  H aw ai‘i history or critical attention to D avenport’s 
sources o r descrip tions o f  cu ltu re’ (183). He asks ‘w hether the book duplicates the strategies o f  the tourist 
industry ’, freezing ‘[t]he w orld  o f  authentic difference [...] into essence and p roduct’. This ‘p roduct’ is 
‘inherently  recuperable by the crassest form s o f  tou rism ’, w hich also im plicates ‘literary critics, textual 
travelers, o r econom ists w ho patronizingly consider their com m odifications o f  difference as a primary 
m eans o f  supporting  “ authentic” O ceanian cultural su rv ival’ (183). A spects o f  L yons’s rhetoric strike the 
right chord, but w ould benefit from  reform ulation in line w ith related argum ents such as H uggan’s notion 
o f ‘the postcolonial exo tic ’ (used to describe ‘the global com m odification  o f  cultural d ifference’ [2001: 
vii]). T his allow s for critical treatm ent o f  the novel as a touristified cultural production (inescapably 
entangled w ith the com m oditisation  o f  postcolonial w riting m ore broadly), acknow ledging how Shark 
Dialogues subverts som e o f  the ‘exoticist codes’ on w hich it draw s, ‘redeploying them  for the purposes o f  
uncovering d ifferential relations o f  pow er’ (H uggan 2001: 32).
wom en’s very conscious efforts to reindigenise themselves. In order to do this, however, they 
are placed in direct confrontation with culturally influential processes like tourism development. 
This suggests that the route to ‘solving’ Pono’s narrative, which both granddaughters see as 
central to their own understandings and articulations o f indigeneity, involves resolving some of 
the oppositional tensions between tourist modernity and ongoing cultural practices.
Throughout the novel, narratives o f loss represent prominent aspects o f contemporary 
native Hawaiian experience. This is illustrated when Vanya accompanies Toru (son o f the 
family’s Japanese immigrant maid, Run Run) to a local resistance meeting, populated by ‘angry 
locals’ tired o f ‘watching their island go to the highest bidder’ (316). The narrator observes how 
the group ‘listened silently, held in the equilibrium o f waste and loss, the dying o f their island, 
o f all the islands’ (317). This helps prompt Vanya’s subsequent resolution to reject discursive 
intervention in favour o f militarisation against the developments. This preference for violence 
stems from the continuing sense o f incarceration that has resulted from a century of colonial 
occupation following Lili‘uokalani’s overthrow and imprisonment. As one participant argues at 
the meeting, there should be “ ‘[n]o more exploitation, [...] [o]ne hundred years we have been 
enslaved. Dey stole de throne from out our queen. Sovereignty too late, an empty word. Now 
time foah payback’” (317).
As this sub-plot unfolds, the tensions that accompany Vanya’s aggressive intervention into
unsustainable development projects are telescoped in a discussion between her and Simon (her
white Australian lover, who has been involved in grassroots struggles to assert indigenous rights
for Australian Aborigines). Vanya’s claim that ‘“ [tjhere are certain instances when terrorism is
imperative’” (351) provokes Simon to begin the following insightful exchange:
‘Look. Hawaiians are a small, small group. In ten, twenty years, you’ll be almost 
totally assimilated. You know that. And most o f them welcome progress. Fast cars, fast 
food, VCRs. So, what is it you’re fighting for? What do you really want?’
‘We want back our land. We want back our seas. We want to be visible. We want 
tomorrow like today. We don’t want foreigners telling us what we want.'
(351; original emphasis)
Although Simon expresses understandable scepticism regarding the effectiveness of violent 
opposition to American colonialism, his description o f ‘m ost’ native Hawaiians who ‘welcome 
progress’ -  which befits both Moani in School fo r  Hawaiian Girls and Alika in Kamau — seems 
to preclude the possibility o f this ‘progress’ being indigenised in turn.52 Hence, in asserting the
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57 H ow ever, his point does coincide w ith G reg B urnett’s criticism  o f  how  reindigenisation can operate as 
a m eans o f  ex tending ‘“prim itiv ist” desires [...] by dis-located E uropeans and non-European elites’ that
right not only to environmental ownership but also to visibility, Vanya’s response accentuates a 
clear link between the cultural erasures o f mainstream Hawaiian tourism discourse and the 
imperative to achieve widespread recognition o f native Hawaiian concerns.53 This underpins 
why her group chooses to bomb “ ‘[hjotels, mostly (352). By focusing attention on the 
tourism industry’s material infrastructure, the group aim to make ‘visible’ some o f the issues 
that are subordinated by brochure discourse, in particular the notion (as Halualani notes) that 
native culture is detached from articulations o f Hawaiian modernity, whose adaptation is partly 
constituted by this form o f protest.
Resolute on this course o f action, Vanya and Simon decide to work together in perpetrating
acts o f ‘terrorism ’. Yet, despite detonating several bombs on the night o f  ‘[t]he Hundred Year
Memorial to Queen Lili‘uokalani’ (352), their actions are only partially successful. Following
media coverage o f the results the next morning, the narrator describes how
[television cameras scanned wreckage o f a storage building, housing drilling 
equipment for a geothermal plant in Puna District. Bomb damage to the plant itself was 
negligible.
Then, the face o f a reporter broadcasting from another location, i n  a perhaps- 
related incident, a bomb blast here at the Halenani Resort Complex early this morning 
was responsible for the destruction o f a swimwear boutique and the loss of a staff 
m em ber’s hand. Another bomb, a dud, was found inside the office o f Dr. Rebirth, a so- 
called Cranial-Sacral Therapist [...]. Scrawled across the walls was the message: HERE 
IS OUR KINE LOVE TO YOU. HULIV
(445)
Compared to the circumscriptions o f personal autonomy caused by the group’s actions (Simon 
and Vanya finish the novel in the secluded valley of Waipi‘o, facing an indeterminate future in 
hiding), the lack o f significant damage exacted by their bombings seems to underscore the 
difficulties minorities face in combating a powerful majority. It also gestures towards the 
increasing fragmentation and diminishment of native Hawaiians more broadly. Yet perhaps one 
reason why Davenport spends over two hundred pages setting up an ultimately unsuccessful 
attack is to emphasise how such action can nevertheless still be culturally vitalising in failure.
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conflict ‘w ith desires o f  m any people in form er colonies who seek ’ a level o f  integration with ‘w estern’ 
cultural, ideological, and econom ic configurations (2004: 64).
53 T his dovetails w ith the actions o f  real-life sovereignty groups at the tim e o f  L ili'u o k a lan i’s centenary. 
A s D avid B aker notes, ‘[t]he creation o f  the ignorance sustaining the “v is ito r industry” can be observed in 
the m edia coverage that w as devoted -  o r not devoted -  to the com m em oration  o f  L ili‘uokalan i’s 
overthrow . For the ir part, som e o f  the sovereignty leaders knew  w ell in advance that the political success 
o f  their dem onstration  locally w ould depend in part upon their ability  to project it nationally and beyond’ 
(1997: 646). H ence, K ekuni Blaisdell ( ‘spokesperson for K a pakaukau, a  coalition o f  H awaiian groups’) 
asserted that “ ‘w e ’re not going to get anyw here [...] until we take our appeal beyond H a w a i i’s shores. 
W e m ust have U .S. attention  -  global attention! W e have to get on C N N . It’s essential’”  (646). Despite 
this, on the n ight o f  the centenary  ‘none o f  the n a tio n ’s m ajor netw orks aired stories on the m arch’ (646).
One example o f this can be observed in a scene where, driving past a golf-course populated 
by ‘haole tourists’, Toru catches him self ‘gazfing] out at them with almost a sense o f affection. 
When you  hate something fo r  twenty years', he thinks to himself, ‘you get to know it well' (222; 
original emphases). Such feelings o f ‘almost [...] affection’ are suggestive as they imply that 
opposition to tourism can breed strange and unsettling forms o f intimacy. This is reflected by 
what remains as a result o f the hotel bomb’s failure to detonate, namely, the group’s message o f 
‘kine love’ writ large. If this is taken to refer ironically to an unexecuted threat rather than its 
explosive object, it subtly affirms Toru’s self-contradictory ‘affection’. At the same time, it 
enhances the visibility o f the group’s concerns in the heart o f the provocatively named Dr 
Rebirth’s office without involving excessive bloodshed. The redemptive subtext here suggests 
that their action may be ultimately effective not through its immediate material outcomes but by 
its wider effects on social networks. This is encoded by the demotic register of the group’s 
message, incorporating pidgin English and native Hawaiian codes.
In addition, the act is linked to a process o f ‘becoming indigenous’ on the part of its main 
instigators -  a key issue given that the two sisters involved in the bombing are diasporic rather 
than island-based Hawaiians, Simon is Australian, and Toru is the son o f a Japanese 
immigrant.54 Researchers across various disciplines are now increasingly acknowledging that 
‘[ajctivism can involve processes o f reindigenization that enlist discourses o f community and 
tradition and ethnicity [...], a powerful language that often invokes a kind o f “self- 
essentializing” that functions as a political strategy to confront historical and political forms o f 
oppression’ (W alker and Walker 2008: 158). Described thus, such processes share affinities 
with Gayatri Spivak’s well-known notion o f strategic essentialism. However, whilst this 
involves using essentialist ‘categories at times in order to make sense o f the social and political 
world’, and is useful ‘as a short-term strategy’ through which minority groups can ‘affirm a 
political identity’ (Morton 2002: 75), tourism-related reindigenisation in Shark Dialogues 
operates on a slightly different basis. Despite the links between ‘strategic’ reindigenisation and 
political activism in the latter half o f  the novel, one significant point o f similarity between the 
process as it is depicted in both Davenport’s and McMillen’s novels is that it is also bound up 
with ongoing forms o f touristified cultural articulation that do not have overtly politicised ends.
54 This suggests ano ther im portant point o f  conjunction w ith sim ilar processes in the C aribbean, as well as 
in o ther Pacific islands w ith diasporic populations. C onversely, the frictions betw een discourses o f  
indigeneity  and diaspora in island contexts can result in v io lence and civil conflict, as in Fiji and Sri 
L anka (see C hapter 4).
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In this sense, ‘becoming indigenous’ is complemented by ‘indigenous becoming’, a distinction 
drawn by Pratt (2007) to acknowledge the differences between what might be called varieties of 
reindigenisation. This second category helps further negotiate some o f the restrictive and 
contradictory elements o f essentialist conceptions o f Hawaiian indigeneity by offering a 
processual, conceptual counterpart to more strategic articulations.
Vanya’s approach to becoming indigenous is bound up with her commitment to militarised 
activism and her desire to disrupt the encroachment o f unsustainable development in Hawai‘i, 
emblematised by the Halenani hotel. Her decision to move from the discursive sphere, 
characterised by involvement in anticolonial conventions, to that o f material intervention is 
challenged when Jess tries to tell her: ‘“This is America, Vanya. You can’t (368). Vanya 
interjects by saying: “Don’t tell me I can’t this, can’t that. The politics o f retreat are finished. 
You’ve seen w hat’s happening in the Pacific. [...] The point is, on a smaller scale, upheavals 
across the Pacific mirror what’s going on around the world. Island nations are fighting back. 
Terrorism is now our Mother Tongue” (368; original emphases). In this sense, Vanya claims a 
position o f indigeneity which is closer to the situated experiences o f  Pacific islanders than Jess, 
as a long-term resident o f New York, can access. Such detachment is further heightened by the 
fact that the visibility o f island nations’ plights in the context o f hegemonic media dissemination 
is distinctly limited; as the narrator notes, ‘[ljiving here now, [Jess] saw in the papers and on TV 
tragedies that never reached mainland America’ (368).
This notion o f attenuated indigeneity prompts Vanya to reject Jess’s offer to contribute to 
her group’s violent resistance plans on the basis not only that Jess is ‘a healer’ who does not 
have the ‘tem peram ent’ to ‘blow things up’, but also that her perspective on Hawai‘i reflects 
that o f many US mainlanders and tourists. As Vanya puts it, ‘“[y]ou came home looking for the 
past, some tropical Utopia. You romanticized us, now you feel betrayed’” (397). Jess could 
therefore be conceptualised as a ‘daughter for the return home’, bearing similarities to the New 
Zealand-based Samoan migrants referred to in the title o f W endt’s early novel, Sons for the 
Return Home (1973), whose eventual ‘return’ to Samoa annihilates their ‘neo-romantic 
stereotypes o f the Pacific’ (Keown 2005: 23).55 Yet, rather than dismissing Jess’s place in 
relation to ongoing cultural articulations in Hawai‘i, Vanya notes how her sister, in combination 
with her eventual partner Toru, can perform a contrapuntal function to her own militarised
55 On his flight back to N ew  Z ealand at the end o f  the novel, the p ro tagonist scraw ls a counter-discursive 
m essage ‘on the cover o f  the slick T echnicolor tourist brochure w hich he found in the plastic bag o f  
a irline g ifts’ (W endt 1973: 217), signalling a direct rejection o f  the place-m ythologies it m arkets.
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stance. Recognising the power o f articulating indigeneity ‘o f the blood and o f the heart’, as 
M cMillen puts it, Vanya states that, despite Jess’s previous romanticisms, “ ‘1 will only feel 
betrayed if you and Toru die or go to prison. This won’t be a family anymore. It will be just me 
and Rachel, struggling with this place’” (397). By acknowledging the probability o f 
imprisonment resulting from her actions, Vanya is driven to conceptualise other ways of 
negotiating the processes she opposes, claiming that the additional incarceration o f Toru and 
Jess would at once undo the work she is undertaking and destabilise their respective ‘indigenous 
becomings’.56 Cultural and familial reindigenisation in this context represents a multilayered 
process that is necessarily constellated between siblings, and which counters divide and rule 
logic by retaining ‘ohana affiliations.
In terms o f real-life political correlatives, this bears relations to the Ka Lahui Hawai‘i
native sovereignty movement, an expansive, grassroots organisation which builds ‘on Hawaiian
cultural values’, ‘locating its political structure throughout Native communities’ (Trask 2000a:
380). As Trask observes:
Ka Lahui empowers its citizens while also enabling their participation through a 
democratic process illustrating how the governing body o f the nation would operate 
once federally recognized. Rather than wait for the American government to include 
Hawaiians in the policy on recognized Native nations, Ka Lahui seized the political 
initiative and created its own self-governing structure, including a constitution.
(2000:380)
The kind o f political and non-political processes represented by these forms o f cultural 
articulation constitute positive and potentially redemptive steps towards achieving a level o f 
reindigenisation that is consonant with, for instance, the more emancipatory aspects of New 
Zealand biculturalism. At the same time, it also presents another base from which to negotiate 
tourist m odernity’s commoditising demands. The reindigenising ‘ohana portrayed in the private 
sphere o f Davenport’s novel reinforces the more public reassertion o f lahui (the Hawaiian 
nation, envisaged as a coherent community) promoted by the Ka Lahui Hawai‘i constitution. 
Importantly, this does not compete directly with US citizenship but operates as a parallel policy, 
open to participation from non-native Hawaiians. As such, it underscores the importance o f the 
differentiated approaches towards sovereignty associated with Vanya’s actions. For instance,
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56 L ike Jess, T o ru ’s ‘ind igeneity ’ in relation to native H aw aiian culture and genealogy is com plex. Both 
characters help reconstitu te the arguably debilitating reductionism  o f  P ono’s nativism (w hich she 
eventually  relents by g iv ing  land to Run Run tow ards the end o f  the novel). As Toru tells Simon: “ ‘I was 
born here, that m akes m e H aw aiian. I fought this coun try ’s war. They d id n ’t ask me, they told me to. [...] 
M y broken bones, m y blood, are in his [the plantation ow ner’s] soil. [...] I deserve ten acres, because I 
k illed for it. I slaved for it, in a system  that w ants to keep us slaves’”  (410).
whilst she and Simon remain marginalised outlaws at the end o f the novel, Jess and Toru 
successfully deny involvement with the bombing, retaining control o f the family’s land and 
endowing themselves with resources to ensure that a legacy is left for future generations. Rather 
than simply equating culture with land ownership (the tensions o f  which are manifest in the 
comparison o f Potiki and Kamau  in Chapter 2), the novel also valorises discursive bases for 
ongoing cultural articulation. Jess thinks to herself: ‘What would be more valuable than 
genealogy’, deciding to write down the family’s ‘wealth o f history’ which their offspring can 
‘use to aim at life, when life aimed at them ’ (476). Enhancing processes o f reindigenisation, this 
action asserts the primacy o f native Hawaiian genealogies in ways that are reinforced self- 
referentially by the form and content o f Davenport’s own historicised novel.
These issues o f familial and genealogical rearticulation provide a meeting point between 
M cM illen’s and Davenport’s texts. In his discussion o f ‘antitouristic writing’, Lyons states that: 
‘ Incarceration in both literal and figurative senses is at the heart o f  the complexes named here 
by “tourism”’ (2006: 178). As he observes, ‘contemporary Oceanian literatures protest the ways 
that imprisoning vision, the lockings up o f peoples in colonial systems that lock out Islander 
languages and cultural forms, is a form of jailing and a contributing cause of i f  (178). Lyons 
subscribes primarily to a counter-discursive method o f reading representations of tourism in 
Pacific literatures (advertised by his ‘antitourism’ coinage), which arguably occludes the more 
ambiguous, dialectically constellated spaces between poles. However, his description o f the 
‘imprisoning’ aspects o f the system speaks to the ‘reactionary’ and circumscribing forces that 
attend Bruner’s characterisation o f tourism ‘as chasing anthropology’s discarded discourse’. By 
examining forms o f cultural compromise and negotiation that occur between the poles o f 
touristic complicity and terrorist opposition in relation to M cM illen’s and Davenport’s texts, it 
is possible to identify creative process o f cultural articulation that attenuate the more 
imprisoning dimensions o f paradisal island tropes. The novels themselves are constitutive o f 
this, with their respective indigenisations o f paradise reflecting how the Caribbean and Pacific 
texts discussed in the first section o f the chapter self-reflexively exemplify the reindigenising 
role tourism can play with respect to local cultural production. Their differences emerge most 
prominently in relation to political strategy. School for Hawaiian Girls's lack of politicised 
intervention reinforces its subtle approach to the paradoxical relationship between cultural 
articulation and touristification; Shark Dialogues portrays more tactical forms of 
reindigenisation.
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There are dangers to this latter process, though, particularly as it harbours its own 
culturally imprisoning dimensions. For instance, in his analysis o f  early twentieth-century 
French colonial policy in West Africa, James Genova observes how colonial administrators 
wanted the ‘rural population to better understand their place in the imperial order o f things’ 
(2004: 55). This required retaining indigenous belief systems, rather than placing colonised 
populations in a confusing in-between position in relation to French and African epistemologies, 
prompting the ‘government general’ to pursue programmes that taught West Africans ‘how to 
be “authentically” African’ (56). Worryingly, Genova notes that this kind o f ‘“reindigenisation” 
o f  the colonized populations under French rule was a phenomenon throughout the colonial field 
in the 1930s, including in the metropole among conservative and Fascist politicians’ (56). A 
sceptical reading o f the reindigenising processes depicted in Shark Dialogues might in this 
sense correspond with Lyons’s criticism of how the novel’s feminist appropriation o f Michener 
fails to transcend forms o f colonial mythmaking (or to ‘write back’ effectively enough). 
M oreover, the way in which Kiana Davenport (born Diana Davenport) rebrands herself via a 
strategic reindigenisation o f her authorial identity could be viewed as a consummate exercise in 
exoticist marketing for the benefit o f  mainstream cultural consumers (Huggan 2001). Flowever, 
the forms o f reindigenisation ‘from below’ exhibited in the text complicate such negative 
conclusions. They foreground the practical enactment o f culturally enabling relationships 
between ‘westernisation’ (with its allied processes o f touristic commoditisation) and 
‘indigenous becom ing’. This is emblematised by how, despite the differences that attend 
M cM illen’s and Davenport’s respective representations o f reindigenisation, both narratives are 
products o f the intertwined genealogies they portray.
Tourism Histories and Genealogies
According to Halualani, one o f the most culturally threatening trends in Hawaiian tourism is the 
way in which, not only are post-contact narratives delivered to tourists from hegemonic 
perspectives (as in Alika’s tour bus speech in Kamau), but that these narratives are themselves 
now being supplanted with ‘the historicizing o f tourism itself into Hawaiian history’ (2002:
184). She states that:
With the alliance between dominant-vested historical memory and the tourist fantasy of 
getting close to and yet maintaining one’s safe distance from nativism, the era of 
tourism has dramatically changed into that o f a postmodern throwback to the golden age
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o f travel. There are historical tours o f the first hotels built in Waikiki in the heyday of 
the 1920s and 1930s; postcards, [...] advertisements, and Aloha shirts from the 1930s 
through the 1950s are emblazoned across tourist T-shirts and hotel displays as these 
become popular nostalgia kitsch and rare [...] collectibles. Thus, a new form o f tourism 
is revealed, one that ironically relies on historical nostalgia for class-specific travel and 
popular consumption as a way to experience the golden and class-privileged past.
(135)
The concerns raised here speak directly to the problems o f creating space for meaningful 
articulations o f  indigeneity within capital-driven, colonially inflected frameworks. These 
become all the more acute when the form of touristic historicising Halualani describes seems to 
go beyond drawing on ‘anthropology’s discarded discourse’ by ridding itself o f native culture as 
it is currently experienced and retaining only its representation in the history o f mainstream 
tourism marketing. As Halualani observes, ‘the images or faces o f  natives are not incorporated’ 
into these new historical narratives ‘but are articulated through other, silent signifiers’ (184). 
She is especially critical o f  how it is possible to find, ‘[s]ide by side, [the god] Ku, King 
Kamehameha, and the 1920s love-lorn modern couple in the Waikiki moonlight [...] stitched 
together as “Hawaiiana” (as the Hawaiian Historical)’ (187). Such ‘discursive suturing [...] 
sublates its original function as a politically conscientized practice. Framing early Hawaiian 
society in the same breath as the development o f tourism, they were deemed complementary 
and continuous’ (187-8).
Taken to its extreme, this ‘sublation’ implies that the discursive operations o f  mass tourism 
substitute the complexity o f indigenous cultural formations for a version o f itself. Thus 
Halualani asserts that: ‘Tourism has encased/framed/museumed itself as naturalized history, as 
“Hawaiiana”, so who needs the native anymore?’; as a ‘nativizing raced and classed travel’ 
practice, ‘tourism established itself as native to the islands’ (190). These comments describe one 
o f the most pernicious challenges to processes o f reindigenisation conducted in the context of a 
self-lauding tourist modernity that wilfully eclipses native subjects from their own place- 
histories. Yet, tourism ’s naturalisation as part o f the historical master narrative in Hawai‘i does 
not blind all tourists to the other stories it suppresses, and neither is it non-negotiable by local 
groups. Whilst in the late 1990s, Houston Wood observed that ‘Kanaka Maoli [native 
Hawaiians] have [...] become so absent from the expected sun, sand, and sex that visitors 
associate with W aikiki that some supporters o f the tourist industry have lately begun fretting 
that this Nativeless image might be costing them some money’ (1999: 85), he also notes how 
such effacements prompted George Kanahele to reassert W aikiki’s ‘Hawaiianess’ in the context
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o f tourism, which he labelled: ‘keeper o f the culture’ (Kanahele 1992; see Chapter 2 for more 
on Kanahele’s interventions). The merchandise offered by counter-discursive organisations such 
as Downwind Productions, which sells concrete blocks to Hawaiian tourists accompanied by 
explanations o f the histories that tourist developments suppress, represents another powerful 
local negotiation o f ‘Hawaiiana’ and associated cultural kitschification.
Halualani also notes that, by ‘[f]raming early Hawaiian society in the same breath as the 
development o f tourism ’ (tacitly negating the latter’s colonial affiliations), both ‘were deemed 
complementary and continuous’ (2002: 188). Clearly, such notions o f straightforward 
complementarity are fatuous given tourism’s role in actively suppressing ongoing indigenous 
articulations (as highlighted by Sam’s career trajectory in School fo r  Hawaiian Girls). However, 
rather than simply rejecting the historical link between tourism and native culture, the way in 
which both McMillen and Davenport represent tourism and culture as at times contrapuntal, at 
times co-constitutive, is reinforced by their texts’ formal strategies. These expose how familial 
genealogies relate to those o f the industry, a link that is heightened in small island contexts 
where the industry’s pervasiveness, bound up in wider processes o f globalised modernity, 
reduces the opportunities for independent cultural development.
In discussing tourism genealogies alongside cultural ones here, I am guided by Balme’s 
description o f genealogy (drawn in turn from the work o f Joseph Roach) as ‘“the historical 
transmission and dissemination of cultural practices through collective representations” which 
form a network o f interlocking discourses and practices that establish continuities over long 
periods o f  tim e’ (2007: 1-2). Considering genealogy both in a specifically familial sense and in 
terms o f historical transmission — as a living entity, enacted and transformed in everyday life 
(Najita 2006: 23) -  offers some insightful perspectives on both texts’ narrative form. School fo r  
Hawaiian Girls and Shark Dialogues each draw on aspects o f  the historical novel genre, with 
M cM illen’s novel juxtaposing stories from two distinct years (1922 and 1985), and Davenport’s 
offering a more directly continuous, epic retelling o f events spanning 1834 to the present time 
o f the novel in the early 1990s. Notably, in the historical trajectories o f both families, tourism is 
crucial to wealth accumulation. Shark Dialogues's first half highlights how the family’s 
plantation is built partly on money generated when Pono’s grandfather ‘formed a small 
consortium and built a hotel in Waikiki’ in the late nineteenth century. Part of Pono’s narrative, 
which Jess expresses a desire ‘to solve’ in the text’s opening, is therefore entangled with the 
growth o f the plantation industry and the constitution of tourist modernity. The ellipses in her
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genealogy not only reflect the way M oani’s genealogical investigations reach back to silenced 
ancestors like Lydie (representative o f pre-contact Hawai'i and the mythology surrounding it), 
but are also bound up with similar cultural and economic concerns to those that underpin Sam’s 
successful transformation into a tourism entrepreneur during School for Hawaiian Girls's 
narrative caesura. The complexity o f these affiliations, with their diverse array o f positives and 
negatives, costs and benefits, is such that it seems unhelpfully reductive to read tourism, 
cultural, and familial genealogies as anything other than deeply entwined in both novels.
Ironically, in School for Hawaiian Girls, Moani reassures a tour group after their trip has 
been postponed by telling them o f the company’s discounted ‘“arrangement with one o f 
W aikiki’s premier hotels’” , i t  was one o f Uncle’s Hideaways’, she narrates, ‘[o]nce called 
quaint and charming by the travel guides, now the City wanted to provide it with historic 
landmark status’ (McMillen 2005: 98). Reinforcing the way in which Sam’s touristic ventures 
partly collude with the industry’s culturally effacing effects, this example reflects Halualani’s 
assertion that the ‘Hawaiiana’ associated with tourism artefacts and infrastructure has become 
central to the archipelago’s historical narratives, as Sam ’s hotel becomes part of the 
metropolitan palimpsest. Yet, by refusing to assert the primacy o f one narrative over the other, 
both M cM illen’s and Davenport’s texts suggest that the interwoven nature o f tourism and 
cultural genealogies means that the erasure of one diminishes the other. Hawaiian tourism and 
the native culture it fetishises cannot be fully understood without simultaneous contemplation o f 
the narratives it subdues, whilst contemporary articulations o f indigeneity are also incomplete if 
they do not attend to tourism’s constitutive role in their formation. If  both novels are considered 
in terms o f the market forces and circuits o f consumption that also shape their construction, 
their respective generic manipulations can be read as contributing to a richer and more involved 
tourism product. The complex and culturally variegated effects o f  mass tourism expansion in 
H aw aii are foregrounded through the echoes and dissonances between the novels’ antiphonal 
narrative perspectives -  reflecting the competing accounts o f place that render H aw aii, as 
Wilson puts it, ‘a site o f heteroglossic spatiality’ (2000: 196). It could hence be argued that the 
terrorist attempt aimed at the hotel in Shark Dialogues by Vanya’s resistance group is bound to 
fail, as its destruction would symbolise partial demolition o f a genealogy that has become 
culturally constitutive in ways that are enhanced by the novel’s own historical articulations.
A powerful ambivalence still attends the lack of resolution o f both novels’ endings, which 
links to ongoing concerns over whether cultural sustainability will remain a viable concept in
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the increasingly tourism-dominated future. For instance, Shark Dialogues concludes with the 
projective term ‘im ua’, meaning ‘Go forward! Press on!’ (Davenport 1995: 479; this represents 
a slightly more active formulation than Apio’s ‘kamau’ -  ‘carry on ’). Nevertheless, the way in 
which Vanya and Simon end marooned in the wilderness, leaving only Jess and Toru to 
maintain the family plantation, injects an unsettling contingency regarding further processes of 
decolonisation and reindigenisation. Meanwhile, the ambiguity associated with School fo r  
Hawaiian Girls's  conclusion relates partly to how the process o f familial rearticulation 
undertaken by Moani leads her to target the family sector o f the tourism market. This 
provocatively implies that her ‘ohana in some senses incorporates the family structures o f 
tourists. Puanani’s daughter (also named Bernie) has been brought up amongst these touristic 
families “ ‘[sjince she was six months old’” , Moani states, when ‘Pu [•••] plopped her in the 
kayak between my legs’ (McMillen 2005: 191). Tourists hereby participate literally in Bernie’s 
socialisation, and could even be said to constitute aspects o f her ‘ohana. This engenders a 
projective ambivalence, enhanced by M cMillen’s decision to locate the novel’s events in 1985 
rather than closer to the cusp of the millennium when the novel was actually published. It 
invites readers to imagine the possible trajectories o f the child’s development in the interim, 
accounting for how processes o f reindigenisation might have proceeded in this time. Thus, 
events like Sam’s destruction o f the school, along with more recent tourism-related 
transformations in reality, indicate the propensity for cultural landscapes and repositories o f 
memory to be appropriated and destroyed, auctioned in H aw aii’s capitalist tourism market to 
the highest bidder. Baby Bernie’s genealogical understanding -  and the continued vitality o f her 
‘ohana more broadly — relies on the memorialisation if not the continued protection of such 
places. As such, the novel delivers a subtle imperative to continue processes o f cultural and 
historical re-narrativisation in relation to tourist modernity. This situates it (like Shark 
Dialogues) as a powerful resource for shaping industry development in line with more nuanced 
understandings o f the contested interface between cultural and tourism genealogies.
Returning in this light to the questions o f cultural sustainability addressed in the opening of 
this chapter, the comparative readings in both sections have shown that the kind o f ‘respect [...] 
for community culture’ advocated by Choi and Sirakaya requires acknowledging the slippery 
array o f subject-positions embraced by such a concept. These include the differences between 
groups which, for Kincaid, cause Antiguans to ‘laugh at your strangeness’ (1988: 17), and the 
similarities that underwrite her various equivalences between tourist and native identities.
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Powerful tensions remain attached o f course to the industry’s commoditising operations, not 
least as it can accentuate feelings o f rootlessness or incarceration at the extremes o f insular 
dialectics between movement and settlement. Yet, as the specific case o f  Hawai‘i shows, this 
does not necessitate recourse to the kind o f comparative victimisation rhetoric that attends 
Trask’s claim that indigenous Hawaiians are ‘among the most subordinated Natives in the 
Pacific Islands’ (1999: 87). The archipelago’s status as a ‘cautionary tale’, bridge and metaphor, 
for both the insular Pacific and the Caribbean, enhances the comparative significance o f its 
writers’ works in this context. By exploring how tourism ’s imprisoning dimensions can be 
negotiated not only economically but also in ways that enhance cultural growth and renewal, 
M cM illen’s and Davenport’s novels further demolish blanket assumptions about cultural 
‘fragility’ in island states. Like all the texts in this chapter, they assert that sustainability 
depends in part on a process o f  annexing tourism to evolving cultural ontologies and 
genealogical understandings.
Tourism, Terrorism, and Performance
In concluding this chapter, I want to move briefly away from the cultural concerns outlined 
above. This is in order to consider how a more successful form o f terrorism than that portrayed 
in Shark Dialogues, and the state crisis it would likely engender, might affect the arguments 
made regarding processes of touristification in island contexts. Davenport’s presentation o f the 
tourism -terrorism  nexus in Hawai‘i grounds it in acts that are oriented more around a culture of 
performance than one o f brutal contingency. As a result, the potential for real life destruction is 
shifted from the material to the discursive domain. To give an example, when Toru initially 
appeals to Jess and Vanya to join his resistance group, he reminds Vanya o f her inclination to 
“ ‘bomb a military installation, a hotel. Hit them with guerilla forces’” (Davenport 1995: 244). 
Following Vanya’s response that ‘“[i]t was just a way of getting media attention’” , Toru insists: 
“ ‘We tried everything else. Demonstrations, legislation, begging on our knees. They don’t give 
a damn about Hawaiians, we’re history. [...] In ten years we’ll be Disneyland. [...] You know 
what it takes. People want violence. Theater’” (244—5). Two different but not incompatible 
points emerge from this speech. On one hand, terrorist action is seen as a way to go beyond 
merely ‘getting media attention’ or attempting to reshape ‘legislation’ through non-violent
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protest. On the other hand, the product o f such action continues to be conceived in performative 
terms, as a form o f ‘theater’.
The latter point is reinforced at other key moments in the narrative. For instance, in 
deciding to assist Toru, Vanya subsequently considers her ‘years o f courting the media, the 
speeches, years o f shouting for her people’ to be ‘[tjheater, mere theater’ (316). This signals a 
tension between Toru’s motivation to engage in terrorist action — positing violence as a more 
effective performance ‘genre’ -  and Vanya’s intimation that such action will transcend the 
‘mere theater’ constituted by her previous commitment to discursive opposition. This is 
enhanced as performative and discursive metaphors overlay a similar discussion with Jess. 
Vanya conceptualises terrorism both as another language — “ ‘our Mother Tongue’” -  and as a 
form o f “ ‘fighting back’” , reminding Jess of the last decade’s events in “ ‘[ijsland nations’” : 
“ ‘Assassinations in Palau, military coups in Fiji. Armored tanks, the killing o f schoolchildren in 
New Caledonia [...] all accelerated by the French bombing o f the peace ship, Rainbow Warrior, 
in ’85’” (368). In response, Jess asks: “ ‘How much good can you do? [...] It’s theater, bad 
theater. Blowing up hotels won’t give Hawaiians back our land. Only sovereignty will’” (368). 
Her comments emphasise how Vanya’s terrorist plans fail to transcend the specific form  o f 
performance theatre implies, even if it represents a different genre within the form. Indeed, the 
negative qualification (‘bad’) suggests that violence may be no more productive than the 
discursive protest genre that Vanya has committed herself to rejecting.
The link between terrorist action and performance also chimes with the US Department o f 
State’s definition o f terrorism as ‘premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated 
against civilians and unarmed military personnel by subnational groups [...] usually intended to 
influence an audience’ (cited in Sonmez 1998: 417; my emphasis). On a symbolic level, the 
outcome o f the group’s actions — especially the lack o f effective destruction — relates to the 
contradictions and circumscriptions facing native Hawaiians as a group incorporated within 
America, not least as this puts pressure on essentialist understandings o f cultural and ethnic 
difference. As Vanya states after Toru initially suggests militarization, ‘“[y]ou don’t attack our 
parent country. W e’re part o f  the United States, remember?”’ (244). The internal conflicts of 
native Hawaiian communities suggest that Vanya’s initial reaction is more valid than her later 
commitment to a ‘w ar’ which, as the text’s subtle intertwining o f tourist and native genealogies 
suggests, can be considered as a form of self-mutilation. This is perhaps a Hawai‘i-specific 
point: the long interrogation o f terrorism’s potential to affect material change within the
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archipelago, and ultimate rejection o f its efficacy, emphasises the ongoing importance of 
discursive methods for negotiating cultural inequalities that result from government policy and 
market-driven ideologies. However theatrical it might be, the threat o f terrorist action can 
therefore play a significant role with respect to attaining native Hawaiian political leverage. As 
American journalist Ed Rampell comments, ‘[tjhe state [...] is terrified that Hawaiian militancy, 
even the guerrilla warfare [...] predicted in Kiana Davenport’s novel, Shark Dialogues, would 
destroy the tourist industry’ (cited in San Juan Jr. 2004: 313). This in turn accentuates the power 
o f discursive representations o f tourism, nativism, and terrorism. By engaging terrorism’s 
performative currency, portrayals such as Davenport’s can help short-circuit the need for 
politicised violence.
Yet, while there is a possibility -  or, given Am erica’s military power, necessity -  o f 
mobilising discourse in place o f direct violence in Hawai‘i, the question remains of what 
happens in island states where getting a voice in the media and participating in forms o f 
discursive intervention is less effective. As Sevil Sonmez puts it, ‘how do destinations burdened 
with political challenges deal with negative images? How does the industry manage the crisis o f 
terrorism or political strife? How can it become immune to the effects o f terrorism and political 
problems?’ (1998: 417). These are particularly pressing concerns in islands where tourism is 
central to economic growth; as Sonmez argues in another essay, ‘[pjeace and safety are 
prerequisites to the success o f any tourist destination, but more so for island destinations 
because they are viewed by tourists as more harmonious, if not idyllic, than mainland societies’ 
(2002: 161). He notes that, although many island destinations exhibit ‘a triadic interdependency 
[...] between peace and security, successful international tourism, and sustainable development 
[...], scholars have paid little attention to the magnitude o f the challenges presented by 
sociopolitical problems to the development o f sustainable tourism [in] islands’ (162). H aw aii’s 
tourism industry has, as yet, not been subject to the kind o f challenge to its profitability that 
results in extended and violent political discord. However, as Vanya’s list o f Pacific island 
unrest attests, other insular states are strongly affected by such upheavals.
Whereas in H aw aii performative analogies o f violent conflict can be interpreted as 
potentially liberating, in other contexts their deployment can be brutally reductive, at times even 
imperialistic. One prominent example is the US military’s description o f its activities in the 
Pacific Ocean during World War II as the ‘Pacific Theatre o f Operations’. This involves a 
dangerous discursive domestication of the material manifestations o f violence. The resulting
metaphorical transformation becomes a means by which, as Bruce Kapferer puts it, ‘the 
dreadful theatricalisation o f power’ is staged (2001: 62). This occurs in relation both to external 
threats and internal conflicts, with ‘[t]he political restructuring o f many islands [...] during the 
period o f decolonization in the 1960s and 1970s’ leading to independence, but failing to resolve 
the problems underpinning the fact that ‘at the dawn o f  the twenty-first century both the 
economies and political structures o f many island nations remain vulnerable’ (Sonmez 2002: 
162). Such vulnerability is exposed during periods o f violence, which swiftly shatter paradisal 
images o f social harmony. This presents the challenge o f how tourism sustainability is to be 
theorised more broadly in postcolonial islands experiencing forms o f crisis and disaster.
Island Tourism and Disaster
The distinctions drawn so far between tourism’s effects on island cultures and environments 
have emphasised the importance o f differentiating sensitively between social and natural 
sustainability concerns whilst at the same time exploring how the two are nevertheless variously 
enmeshed. Such readings have attempted to grapple with the ramifications o f points made in 
Chapter 1 regarding how, ‘[e]ven where economically and ecologically sustainable development 
options exist, they may conflict with island cultures’ (Apostolopoulos and Gayle 2002: 7). 
Disasters represent especially conspicuous instances o f how cultural, natural, and economic 
forms o f  sustainability are put under extreme pressure, highlighting not only the tensions 
between them but also where they significantly coalesce. 1 use the term disaster -  which features 
centrally with respect to Sri Lanka in the following chapter — in ways that also embrace what are 
sometimes referred to as crisis or emergency situations. The derivation o f ‘crisis’ from the 
Greek root meaning ‘to decide’ contributes to its distinction from emergency (a ‘juncture that 
arises or “turns up’” [OED 4.a]) as it describes a ‘decisive stage in the progress o f anything; a 
turning-point; also, a state o f affairs in which a decisive change for better or worse is imminent; 
now applied esp to times of difficulty, insecurity, and suspense in politics or commerce’ (OED 
3). Crisis situations are therefore defined partly in relation to acts o f human decision-making, 
which are often politicised. By contrast, disaster signifies ‘[ajnything that befalls of ruinous or 
distressing nature; a sudden or great misfortune, mishap, or misadventure; a calamity’ (OED 
2.a). This suggests an event that can have social or physical dimensions, and which need not be 
expressly political, even if  it impels political intervention. Although researchers remain divided
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both on what constitutes a disaster and the ‘precise thresholds o f when historical happenings are 
socially defined as disasters’ (Kreps 1998: 33), the term ’s flexibility in describing a broad range 
o f ‘ruinous [...] distressing’ or ‘calamitous’ phenomena, its power to galvanise attention in 
numerous discursive contexts (particularly mass media reports), and its inclusion o f social and 
environmental factors make it well suited to discussing the crises and catastrophes that intersect 
with mass tourism practices.
From a discursive perspective, it is interesting that disasters often metaphorically indicate 
the limit points o f more hopeful readings o f cultural emergence or reindigenisation in highly 
touristed postcolonial island contexts. For instance, the pressures o f marginalisation and the 
sheer force o f cultural commoditisation in Hawai‘i are dramatised by the vast discrepancy 
between the archipelago’s native population and the millions o f tourists who visit the islands 
each year.57 Trask states throughout From a Native Daughter that Hawai‘i has been ‘inundated 
by foreigners’ (1999: 87; see also 3; 9; 50), using this extended metaphor to align the tourist 
influx with extreme natural processes and events. Trask does not use the verb ‘inundate’ idly. 
Rather, she activates its connotations o f flooding to buttress her description o f how ‘the statistic 
o f thirty tourists for every Native means that land and water, public policy, law, and the general 
political attitude are shaped by the ebb and flow o f tourist industry demands’ (3). According to 
Trask, this influx o f visitors is not developing in step with the everyday ‘ebb and flow’ of tides 
but harbours the catastrophic potential o f  a ‘tidal wave’ (3).58
Even though such conjunctions between social and natural processes are constructed more
for rhetorical effect in Trask’s polemic than to offer coherent insights into very different threats
to insular sustainability, it is nevertheless interesting that other postcolonial island writers create
similar metaphorical connections between tourism and natural disaster. To offer a Caribbean
example, Jamaican writer Michael Collins’s poem, ‘Ise’s Iron’ (1986), depicts some o f the
consequences o f a hurricane in his birthplace:
It took a billion dollars out o f the island:
It was a big wind that fattened out at sea, 
a rowdy tourist that come and shake 
the airport runways and give the fat sun 
mad fits.
(1991:786)
57 The US C ensus o f  2000 found that ju s t over 80,000 people identified them selves as native H awaiian, a 
figure w hich rises to over 280,000 w hen considered in com bination w ith one o r more o ther ethnicities 
( ‘Profile o f  G eneral D em ographic C haracteristics: 2000, H aw aii’).
58 N ative H aw aiian activ ist K aleo Patterson draw s a sim ilar com parison w hen he states that ‘the 
developm ent o f  tourism  in a place like H awaii is like a tsunam i, w ashing away all that is real and once 
was and leaving behind som ething new  and foreign’ (cited in M cLaren 2003: 3 3 -4 ).
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In portraying the hurricane’s devastating economic and environmental effects as the 
metaphorical actions o f ‘a rowdy tourist’, Collins’s poem implies on one level that both are 
unwanted guests. But the association also invests them with similarly destructive powers, darkly 
intimating that the kind o f damage caused by tourism and hurricanes is directly comparable. In 
this sense, all mass island tourism could be considered a form o f ‘disaster tourism’, as the 
collective effect o f touristic presence on their ecologies is seismic.
This observation is enhanced from an economic perspective by recalling how high levels o f 
‘leakage’ in Caribbean tourism see much o f the income it generates siphoned away from the 
islands and returned to more economically powerful foreign states. Hence, both the hurricane 
and the ‘rowdy tourist’ (metonymic o f the tourism industry at large) in Collins’s poem could be 
accused o f taking ‘a billion dollars’ from host economies. The comparison between mass 
tourism and natural devastation seems further fitting when contextualised against Mexican 
writer Octavio Paz’s criticism o f capitalist development’s lack o f ethics. Arguing that, whilst the 
market ‘is highly efficient [...] it has no goal’, Paz suggests that it suffers from a form of 
‘aesthetic impoverishment’ which blinds it in particular to the ecological ramifications of its 
profit-oriented operations (cited in DeLoughrey et al. 2005: 22).59 Yet though the market may 
well be ethically ‘blind’, studies o f its demands are not. Few islands are targeted for tourism 
development at random, even if they are often subsequently co-opted as beach paradises that 
bear scant resemblance to local ecological specificities, and excessive naturalisation of industry 
operations threatens to gloss over tensions regarding human culpability for disastrous events. 
Unlike hurricanes and tidal waves, which raze whatever is in their paths, tourism development 
can be more selective; it is the extent to which it transforms and homogenises those 
environments it desires (as in H aw aii’s case) that partly dictates the level o f ‘destruction’ it 
appears to exact. Hence, the bilateral function of the tourism/natural disaster metaphor in 
Collins’ poem (and, less directly, in Trask’s polemic) highlights an important contention within 
disaster studies, namely that ‘disasters do not simply happen; they are caused’ (Oliver-Smith 
1999: 74). This implies that there is no such thing as a wholly natural disaster: disasters are 
always socially and historically conditioned. Likewise, social crises (such as war) cannot be 
conceived fully without accounting for their environmental dimensions.
S9 For further discussion  o f  P az ’s position w ith respect to environm ental exploitation, see Handley 
(2005b: 201 -2 ).
Trask’s and Collins’s respective use o f natural disaster as a metaphor for tourism suggest 
that considerations o f industry effects which do not account for the mutually constitutive 
character o f social and natural processes in island contexts are fundamentally flawed. If the 
most searching vision o f sustainability that emerges from postcolonial island texts is one which 
is simultaneously attentive to both these factors, as well as their intersections with economic 
concerns, another key question that emerges involves addressing how context-specific tensions 
between cultural and environmental issues might be practically worked through. Moving from 
the previous chapters’ relatively macroscopic analytical considerations to the intensely intimate 
domain o f sex, tourism, and embodied experience, the next chapter examines how this 
seemingly anthropocentric subject is bound up with wider ecological sustainability. Focusing 
firstly on the shaping influence o f environmental factors with respect to the ongoing disaster of 
child sex tourism, it explores how this practice’s intersections with other forms of crisis in 
contemporary Sri Lanka helps test tourism sustainability’s limit points with respect to culture, 
nature, and embodied experience in postcolonial island contexts more broadly.
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Chapter 4: Sex, Tourism, and Embodied Experience
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Entangled in manifold circuits o f power, and often deeply distressing and desire-fraught, sex 
tourism evokes a ‘peculiar poignancy’ as the ‘relationship between rich tourists and the sex 
workers they meet [...]  is one o f the rare occasions when privilege confronts poverty face to 
face’ (Seabrook 2001: xiii). Both discursively and materially embedded in histories o f colonial 
desire, which have five hundred years o f history in the Caribbean (Kempadoo 1999a) and 
extend from moments o f ‘discovery’ and ‘conquest’ in other postcolonial island states, the 
intersection o f tourism and sex is a potent example o f how indices o f global economic power, 
literally embodied by wealthy ‘western’ tourists, can become inescapably local in economically 
underprivileged regions. This chapter explores what might be gained by examining embodied 
experience and its related discourses in island contexts where different degrees o f sexual 
exploitation are bound up in the daily workings o f the tourist industry. In particular, it considers 
how the body’s portrayal as an extremely ‘labile and complex site o f reciprocal exchange’ 
(Balme 2007: 2) provides an interface between social and environmental considerations, helping 
to express some o f tourism’s most abusive dimensions as people from very different 
backgrounds are brought into ‘direct, immediate and inescapable’ contact (Seabrook 2001: xiii). 
The chapter begins by examining the links between sex tourism, animal abuse, and compound 
disaster in relation to this thesis’s secondary site o f analysis, Sri Lanka, and then proceeds to 
integrate these readings with Pacific and Caribbean concerns. It concludes by addressing the 
ramifications o f how postcolonial island writers deploy sex tourism and prostitution tropes to 
entire ecologies.
I. Sex, Exploitation, and Beach Ecology: Tourism and Compound Disaster 
in Sri Lanka
In his essay on ‘The Pitfalls o f National Consciousness’, Frantz Fanon outlines the proclivity of 
‘[t]he national bourgeoisie’ in newly decolonised states for ‘organizing] centres of rest and 
relaxation and pleasure resorts to meet the wishes o f the Western bourgeoisie’ in ‘the name o f 
tourism’. The result o f  this, claims Fanon, is that ‘the national middle class [...] will in practice 
set up its country as the brothel of Europe’ (2001: 123). Fanon’s sentiment here is prescient in 
its sensitivity to the importance o f sex, prostitution, and embodied desire in contemporary forms
of tourism development — a relationship that ‘Brazilians term “prostiturismo”’ (Altman 2001: 
107). From the sexualised marketing o f destinations -  ever prevalent in tropical island contexts
-  to more immediate desires for transactional relations, sex is intimately interwoven with 
tourism. Whilst the rise o f sex tourism is certainly a global phenomenon, the first section o f this 
chapter focuses primarily on its intersections with experiences o f disaster in Sri Lanka. 
Reinforcing the sustainability questions framed in relation to Caribbean and Pacific islands in 
the previous chapters, it highlights how the embodied experience o f those involved in sex 
tourism can still provide important bridges between social and environmental concerns in the 
deeply unsustainable context o f an island undergoing multiple crises. Unconventionally 
foregrounding the ecological dimensions o f sex tourism, the section shows how analysis o f the 
ways in which the embodied exploitation of humans and animals is metaphorically linked can 
help resituate some o f the challenges to littoral tourism sustainability in Sri Lanka and other 
disaster-afflicted island states. The fact that child sex tourism in Sri Lanka itself represents an 
overwhelming if  often overlooked crisis suggests that its portrayal can offer particularly acute 
insights into these issues.
Sex Tourism and Body Methodology
Given that sex tourism is complexly implicated in numerous discourses, histories, and travel 
practices -  extending from European colonialism to global tourism -  it is perhaps unsurprising 
that the social sciences offer no single definition o f the phenomenon. As Stephen Clift and 
Simon Carter comment, ‘to rigidly separate “sex tourism” from other forms of travel and 
tourism involving sex is to oversimplify a complex set o f interrelations and interactions’ (2000: 
6). The nuanced and plural systems of exchange, power, and agency implicated in tourism’s 
intersections with sexual practices resist overarching generalisations. For instance, while Clift 
and Carter note that ‘a normal working definition’ o f sex tourism ‘is taken as travel for which 
the main motivation is to engage in commercial sexual relations’ (6), Martin Oppermann claims 
that this represents an ‘oversimplification o f the whole concept and [...] an exclusion of the 
majority o f sex tourism cases and settings’ (1998a: 2). However, less prescriptive definitions 
can tend unhelpfully toward diffuseness. Ryan and Hall’s description o f sex tourism ‘as tourism 
where the main purpose or motivations o f at least part o f the trip is to consummate sexual 
relations’ (2001: x) is a case in point, implying that any sexually active couple holidaying
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together are sex tourists. Kempadoo’s notion o f ‘transactional sex’ provides a more useful layer
o f nuance as she uses it to ‘denote sexual-economic relationships and exchanges where gifts are
given in exchange for sex [...]  and an up-front monetary transaction does not necessarily take
place’ (2004: 42). Yet this in turn raises questions regarding the overlaps between prostitution
and sex tourism. Oppermann asserts that ‘[s]ex tourism is inseparably linked with prostitution,
but they are two different entities that just happen to share a lot o f commonalities. One may
consider their relationship similar to that o f tourism and leisure: 70% the same but 30%
different’ (1998a: 1). Which 70%? The pitfalls o f applying reductively quantitative models to
complex social issues like sex work are well glossed by Dennis Altman, who asserts that:
We should be skeptical o f those studies which claim to tell us that 36% o f sex workers 
are positive/negative/use condoms or whatever: this assumes a fixed population, which 
is a dangerous fiction. It seems useful to think o f prostitution not as a fixed state or 
identity, but rather as a continuum ranging from organized prostitution, through 
brothels, escort agencies, and so forth, to unpremeditated transactions resulting from 
chance encounters.
(2001:103)
In this light, then, how might sex tourism be most productively approached?
Clift and Carter argue that “ ‘sex tourism” [...] is a highly dynamic phenomenon that 
exhibits rapid changes in only a short space o f time’, linked to how ‘capital ebbs and flows in 
the world economic system ’ (2000: 7-8). It is certainly now big business; as Nancy Wonders 
and Raymond Michalowski observed in 2001, ‘[ejven conservative business publications have 
noted the growing strength and globalization o f the sex “industry”; The Economist [...] estimates 
that the global sex industry is worth “at least $20 billion a year and probably many times that’” 
(2001: 549). As a result, Clift and Carter acknowledge that ‘[t]he more sophisticated studies of 
tourism prostitution have used a multi-disciplinary approach to the subject in which historical, 
cultural, political, religious and economic factors are taken into account’ (2000: 8). Such 
complexities raise pressing methodological issues with respect to embodied experience, 
assertions o f agency, and the way literary readings are situated in the context o f social science 
research.
Building on Michel Foucault’s work on sexuality, Ann Laura Stoler argues that ‘sexual 
desire in colonial and postcolonial contexts has been a crucial transfer point of power, tangled 
with rapid exclusions in complicated ways’ (1995: 190). Taking issue with Foucault’s relative 
blindness to race and gender in The History o f Sexuality, Stoler’s work ‘places questions of 
homo- and heterosexual arrangements and identities not as the seedy underside of imperial
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history [...] but as charged sites o f  its tensions’ (1995: 10). These questions are equally pertinent
to analyses o f  sex tourism. If sex is understood as inextricably linked to contemporary tourism
practice, its manifestations may also be read as ‘charged sites’ o f  tourism ’s tensions as they
bring privilege and poverty into close proximity. This raises the kind o f pressing questions
articulated in Jan Jindy Pettman’s essay, ‘Body Politics: International Sex Tourism’ (1997):
How [...] can we represent the bodies entangled in that form o f international relations 
that is sex tourism? And in sex associated with bodies which are not only sexualised but 
nationalised, racialised and culturalised? How can we move women and children in the 
sex trade from a bodily presence to a voice/voices, in circumstances where power 
relations are so often loaded against them? How should we attend to particular bodies in 
a now globalised sex trade?
(1997:104)
One main problem this raises involves the level o f agency that ‘women and children’ are able to 
exercise in relation to their sexual experiences which, in the view o f  Wonders and Michalowski, 
seem primarily to offer ‘advantaged men from the developed world [...] an opportunity, not only 
to experience fantasized sexual freedom with imagined uninhibited women, but also the 
opportunity to experience -  in their bodies -  their own privilege’ (2001: 550).
Wonders and M ichalowski’s description sees sex tourism as reinforcing unequal and 
deeply exploitative power relations, a concern which maintains a position of central importance 
for research in the field. What space, though, does this allow for ‘movfing] women and children 
in the sex trade from a bodily presence to a voice’, and to what extent does it also reinscribe 
stereotypes regarding non-‘western’ destinations as sites o f production, in this case sexual, for 
the consumption o f ‘western’ actors? Wonders and Michalowski place specific emphasis on the 
need to ‘shift attention from individual “prostitutes” as social problems to “sex tourism” as a 
form o f global com m erce’ (546). In so doing, they move away from research that seems merely 
to pathologise prostitutes by addressing instead how ‘the meshing o f the supply and demand 
curves for sex creates a transnational business like any other’ (546). They are particularly 
attentive to how mass tourism and migration are enacting substantial changes to 
conceptualisations o f the international sex industry, noting that ‘the continual development o f 
new commodity forms’ demanded by ‘[globalized capitalism’ (548) means that bodies become 
increasingly commoditised ‘in both industrialized and developing countries’ (551). Yet, 
comparing their ethnographic observations o f sex industries involving migrant women in 
Amsterdam and local sex workers in Havana, they suggest that ‘the actual practice o f sex work 
reflects the positionality o f each city within the global economy’ (565). The effect is that:
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Amsterdam, a highly developed global city in an advanced capitalist nation, manifests a 
highly organized and stratified form o f sex tourism based on the commodification o f the 
‘otherly’ bodies o f  migrant women. In Cuba, the pattern is more characteristic o f a 
developing nation as a primary producer. That is, sex tourism in Cuba involves the 
exploitation and consumption by foreigners o f a local resource, in this case, Cuban 
women.
(565)
Whilst these observations are perhaps broadly representative o f the circuits o f consumption that 
characterise aspects o f  the global sex trade, they compound the problem o f seeing sex tourism in 
economically underprivileged states as a case o f ‘developed’ world demand being met by 
‘developing’ world supply. One o f the dangers o f this over-simplified relationship is the way it 
links states to individuals, with sex workers in postcolonial islands like Cuba or indeed Sri 
Lanka conceived as embodied ‘producers’ locked in binary relationships with sex tourist 
‘consumers’. This offers little space for degrees o f  negotiation and forms o f agency, however 
circumscribed, to be asserted.
Altman argues that, even as ‘[s]ex is framed by social, cultural, political, and economic 
factors’ -  especially the changes linked to globalisation and the forms o f ‘greater inequality’ this 
provokes -  it also ‘remains a powerful imperative resistant to all o f these’ (2001: 1-2). As 
Amalia Cabezas suggests in her work on prostitution in the Dominican Republic, despite 
manifold inequalities, sex workers ‘are using the international tourism industry to create and 
pursue opportunities for survival, socioeconomic mobility and migration. In integrating 
themselves into a complex transnational sexual economy, they are realizing the power o f  their 
sexuality and the sexuality o f  power’ (1999: 122). The way in which these considerations are 
borne out in literary texts is central to the readings in this chapter. In a world where 
‘[international prostitution appears to be increasing rapidly due to the spread of travel, 
migration, and liberal economic “development” across the globe’ (Cabezas 1999: 107), it 
examines the opportunities this allows for various assertions o f agency amongst sex workers. At 
the same time, it also addresses how these practices’ extremely destructive aspects, including 
physical abuse, trauma, and the threat of AIDS (located at the ‘threshold’ o f the disaster concept 
[Quarantelli 1999b: 4]), impede the emergence o f more sustainable tourism practices.
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Paradise in Flames, Paradise Enflamed: Postapocalyptic Tourism in Sri Lanka
The link between sex tourism and AIDS is just one example o f the intersections between
tourism and forms o f disaster that are often accentuated in postcolonial island contexts. As I
suggested in the conclusion to the previous chapter, it is vital to account for how sustainability
is circumscribed by the fact that ‘in many developing countries -  and despite its notable
economic power -  tourism is highly vulnerable to internal and external shocks as various as
economic downturns, natural disasters, epidemic disease, and sociopolitical turmoil’ (Sonmez
2002: 161). Although disastrous events severely affect island destinations’ marketability as
harmonious paradises, this does not preclude forms o f  tourism from continuing to prosper. War
and civil conflict again constitute powerful examples. As Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo Scofidio
note, ‘[tjourism and war appear to be polar extremes o f cultural activity -  the paradigm of
international accord at one end and discord at the other. The two practices, however, often
intersect: tourism o f war, war on tourism, tourism as war, war targeting tourism, tourism under
war, war as tourism ’ (cited in Sonmez 1998: 436). Such interdependencies highlight the extent
to which crisis situations not only contribute to warping more conventional tourism forms in
specific places, but become constitutive o f  them. Linked to forms o f ‘thanatourism’ (derived
from the Greek ‘thanatos’, meaning death) and ‘dark tourism’, ‘disaster tourism’ stretches
beyond war, taking sites o f tragedy, violence, and death as its subject.1 Such practices — which
include slavery and Holocaust tourism; trips to battlefields, warzones, and scenes o f human
atrocity; and tourism o f natural disaster sites -  raise complex issues that are aptly summarised
by Graham Dann and Tony Seaton when they ask:
Should such sites be memorialized? If so, what ethical issues have to be confronted and 
resolved? [...] Who should control the forms o f heritage development at dissonant sites? 
Whose past should be privileged? How, in pluralistic societies with a diverse ethnic 
mix, is it possible to narrate histories that include all constituent variants equitably?
(2001: 25)
These questions become all the more intractable when contextualised by the fact that certain 
forms o f ‘dark tourism ’ are relatively unregulated, and are involved less with past events than 
with recent or ongoing crises as tourists defy travel advisories and visit disaster zones regardless 
o f the dangers and ethical issues involved.
1 The concept o f  thanatourism  is defined by T ony Seaton as ‘travel to a location w holly, o r partially, 
m otivated by the desire for actual o r sym bolic encounters w ith death, particularly , but not exclusively, 
v io len t d ea th ’ (1996: 240). ‘D ark T ourism ’ was first coined by M alcolm  Foley and J. John Lennon 
(1996).
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Not all disaster tourism is necessarily exploitative. As Martin Mowforth and Ian Munt note, 
when Hurricane Mitch struck the Honduras, Nicaragua and El Salvador in 1998, the Honduran 
Institute o f Tourism responded to a severe drop in tourist arrivals by promoting ‘a type of 
“disaster tourism’” , inviting ‘wealthy North Americans to witness the devastation caused by the 
natural disaster and to assist in the recovery programme’ (2003: 255). However, even post­
disaster visitations with overtly benign motivations raise serious problems. For instance, 
following the South Asian tsunami o f December 2004, which devastated coastal areas in 
Indonesia, Thailand, India, and Sri Lanka, an article published on 7 January 2005 in The Times 
o f  India reported that, ‘a massive inflow of charitable organisations and aid volunteers to the 
tsunami-hit areas’ has, ‘unseemly as it sounds, [...] spawned a new industry -  disaster tourism’. 
Insisting that ‘their presence is doing more harm than good in many areas hit hard by the 
tsunam i’, the ‘disaster tourist’ influx was ‘seen as the second giant wave’ by many people, 
particularly as such ‘tourists’ often possess little local knowledge or idea o f what needs to be 
accomplished ( ‘Tsunami Spawns Disaster Tourism’ 2005). This is in addition to the more 
conventionally voyeuristic types o f  disaster tourists who seized the ‘lifetime opportunity’ to 
travel to tsunami-hit regions ‘wearing masks and loaded with latest cameras [s/c] to capture 
post-tsunami im ages’, as Nirmala Ramanathan commented in January 2005 (cited in ‘Disaster 
Tourism -  As Bad as Tsunami for Victims’ 2005).
Such circumstances pose significant challenges both to theorising and implementing more 
sustainable tourism strategies; hence, the effects o f  the tsunami on tourism represent an 
important part o f this section’s Sri Lankan focus. Yet though the tsunami served to draw 
international attention to some o f the problems associated with tourism-related development and 
forms o f employment on the island, the disaster is by no means isolated but is linked to several 
other ongoing crises that contribute to the discursive framing o f Sri Lanka outside the tourist 
brochures as dystopian or apocalyptic. Natural disasters, in the form o f hurricanes and volcanic 
eruptions especially, and social catastrophes, such as civil conflict, severe poverty, and AIDS, 
have severely affected both community life and tourism markets in many postcolonial island 
states. However, few have experienced the kind o f complex and concentrated interplay between 
multiple forms o f disaster that characterise the last thirty years o f Sri Lankan history, with the 
island’s fluctuating tourism industry now sustained economically by some o f the most culturally 
and environmentally unsustainable tourism practices. This raises the urgent question, central to 
Sri Lanka’s function in the thesis at large, o f what is to be made o f an island that is not only
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afflicted by experiences o f multiple crises or ‘compound disasters’, but whose tourism market 
operates under this very sign.2 My inclusion o f Sri Lanka is geared partly towards showing how 
portrayals o f  this pre-eminent example o f disaster’s intersections with island tourism can 
nevertheless advance perspectives on improving sustainability that are consonant with those of 
the Caribbean and Pacific islands addressed so far. I highlight especially how attention to 
negotiations o f  such negative tourism forms can shed important light on the cultural and 
environmental tensions identified in Chapters 2 and 3. This is not least by foregrounding how 
disasters ‘inhere in societal-environmental relations’ (Oliver-Smith 1998: 186) in ways that can 
be accessed by examining the mediating function o f embodied experience with respect to 
tourism.
One powerful dramatisation o f the tensions attached to how Sri Lanka’s tourism market 
operates under the sign o f compound disaster can be found in a passage from Sri Lankan 
migrant writer Romesh Gunesekera’s novel The Sandglass (1998). A story o f two antagonistic 
families that bridges Sri Lanka and the UK, it shifts between multiple time-frames and narrative 
perspectives, including those o f Sri Lankan tourism entrepreneur Prins, and London-based 
migrant Chip. Throughout the novel, Chip describes how Prins became a ‘real business 
visionary’ (Gunesekera 1998: 79), recalling at one point how the latter attempted to make 
‘tourism out o f terrorism’ (41) after being ‘appointed General Manager o f Gold Sands 
Enterprises -  a group o f hotels’ (79). After variously emphasising how Prins made money from 
‘selling paradise experience between death camps and suicide bombers to tourists who didn’t 
care’ (195), Chip proceeds towards the end of the book to outline a darkly ironic scene in which 
Prins speculates on the potential for his next tourism enterprise.
Following a trip with his new fiancee, escorted by ‘a couple o f photographers who wanted
to do yet another book o f the island’s vanishing wildlife’ (228), Prins tells Chip that:
‘I had had an idea, you know. I wanted to come up with a new kind o f safari for our 
hotel business. There’d been all these rumours about the Tigers hiding down there, so 1 
wondered whether I could dream up something. The place is brilliant, you know, for 
war-watching. If only they can shift the whole combat zone down there. Or maybe, in a 
few years, someone will dig another hell-hole there. Imagine: camouflage sarongs, 
sunset flares, Patriot missiles, tracer bullets. You could sit on the veranda and watch the 
explosions really colour up the sky. Why not? They say that this madness is what we do
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2 This notion o f  m ultip le crises relates to Q uaran te lli’s observations on w hat the UN labels ‘complex 
emergencies (or som etim es compound disasters) ’ w hich are ‘used by those w ho are prim arily involved in 
the provision o f  international re lie f  and hum anitarian assistance to v ictim s o f  w idespread and m ulti­
related phenom ena that result in extensive hum an suffering and m isery ’. These m ight include, for 
instance, ‘m ixtures o f  civil strife, fam ines, genocidal activities, epidem ics, and large-scale displacem ent 
and m ovem ent o f  re fu g ees’ (1998: 263; original em phasis).
best, and it’s better than the pimping o f kids that passes for tourism now.’ Despite his 
sarcasm, Prins’s face was sad.
(229)
As the narrative recognises, while this proposal is ironically loaded, the ‘sadness’ attending 
Prins’s expression stems from the fact that Sri Lanka’s political climate channels tourism 
ventures into a number o f highly undesirable forms. Gunesekera punningly shows how the 
political gravity o f the role played by the Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in Sri Lanka 
(the ‘Tigers’ in the passage, who have been violently opposing the Sinhalese ethnic majority 
since the outbreak o f civil war in 1983) can be transmuted into the subject o f a contemporary 
kind o f ‘safari tourism ’. Such unsparing sarcasm acts as a counterweight to official tourism 
industry rhetoric in Sri Lanka, which makes scant mention o f the more negative aspects o f post- 
1983 developments. For example, current recommendations optimistically address the potential 
for diversifying the industry into ‘separate segments, such as sports, history, beaches and eco- 
tourism ’ once arrivals top the one million mark (the figure in 2006 was 560,000 [Gunasekera 
and M omsen 2007: 91]). This echoes the desire expressed by a younger and less cynical Prins 
earlier in the narrative to ‘develop a modern cultural identity alongside the traditional tourist 
industry’, moving beyond “ ‘handicraft, handicraft, handicraft’” and showcasing instead 
“ ‘Modern art. Street theatre. TV shows, cartoons. Anything with a pulse’” (Gunesekera 1998: 
209). However, the practicality o f implementing such desirable industry diversification is 
undermined by extreme tourism market fluctuations, often relating to the latest bout o f violence. 
Hence the irony attending Prins’s proposal for ‘war-watching’ is undercut by the fact that, rather 
than representing a ludicrous idea, it may actually suggest a viable enterprise in a country where 
‘the pimping o f kids’ to tourists constitutes one of the more buoyant industry configurations.
Tourism in contemporary Sri Lanka is o f  course far more diverse than this sex-and-war 
dyad admits; like all tourism markets, it is subject to constant and often drastic change which is 
not merely defined by current levels of hostility between the LTTE and the Sinhalese military. It 
is therefore worth noting that Gunesekera’s portrayal o f Sri Lanka in The Sandglass has been 
criticised by Seneth Perera who states that ‘no individual or community can be exemplified as 
offering a positive outlook’; Sri Lanka is presented as ‘a theatre o f war for 365 days of the 
year’, implying that ‘the island has nothing to offer unless the visitor is a pedophile’ (cited in
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Salgado 2007: 150—1). Whilst this arguably misses the irony with which the novel is laced,1 it 
echoes Prins’s own early-1990s observations on Sri Lankan tourism, which highlight twin 
concerns relating to external perceptions of pre-tsunami Sri Lanka. But to what extent does the 
prevalence o f  such ‘dark tourism ’ practices foreclose the possibility o f achieving greater tourism 
sustainability in Sri Lanka, and how might literary depictions o f intersecting disaster discourses 
shed light on this? Approaching these questions requires more detailed exploration of how 
experiences o f compound disaster affect Sri Lankan tourism.
Like many other highly touristed postcolonial islands, Sri Lanka is subject to the ‘work o f 
the image constructors’ who, as Crick states, make ‘Third World tourist destinations into 
veritable paradises where time-honoured themes in the depiction o f  the “other” — primitivism, 
simplicity, sensuality, excess, harmony -  [...] are fervently recycled' (1994: 4). In this context, it 
hardly needs emphasising that the enduring experience o f a civil war which has so far claimed 
over 75,000 lives ( ‘Sri Lanka [LTTE]’) accentuates the inappropriateness of such paradisal 
discursive fashioning. Still retaining telling relevance today, Crick notes that, ‘[w]ith communal 
violence just beginning to flare up in 1983, Sri Lankan anthropologist Gananath Obeyesekere 
observed that it was a truly ugly irony that Air Lanka should still be advertising Sri Lanka as “A 
Taste o f Paradise” when the island was going up in flames’ (195). It is testament partly to the 
powerful role Sri Lanka continues to play in many tourists’ imaginations that, despite the 
unresolved conflict, the island retains a significant exoticised appeal.
Since 1983, Sri Lanka’s potential to re-establish a strong mass tourism market has been 
emphasised by impressive arrival figures in years when violence has been more subdued. Thus, 
‘as racial upheaval had abated’ by 1992, ‘tourists started to return, and the government once 
again had begun to hail tourism as a panacea for economic growth. Tourist arrivals in 1994 were 
the highest ever recorded in Sri Lanka’ (Beddoe 1998: 46). More recent hostility has dealt 
significant blows to the industry, though, particularly as it has involved tourism-related targets. 
For instance, in 1998 a ‘suicide bomber devastated Sri Lanka’s holiest Buddhist shrine, the 
Temple o f the Tooth, a major tourist attraction in the city o f Kandy’. And another ‘major crisis 
[...] befell the industry’ following the ‘2001 terrorist attack on the Bandaranayake International 
airport [...] the only port of entry for the vast majority o f tourists’. As Gunasekera and Momsen 
observe, ‘[t]he violence and ensuing instability turned the island into a destination only the
3 Salgado, fo r instance, cites John T hiem e’s argum ent that G unesekera’s ‘scrip ting  o f  the nation as a past 
or fallen paradise is self-conscious, as the distance betw een charac te rs’ U topian vision and the 
im possibility  o f  sustaining such perspectives is fo regrounded’ (2007: 148).
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adventurous would consider’ (2007: 90). After the announcement o f  a ceasefire as peace 
negotiations took place in 2002, visitor arrivals once again reached a new high; however, 
‘internal political rivalries over the distribution o f aid for victims o f  the 2004 tsunami led to the 
virtual collapse o f the ceasefire in 2006’ (90). The success o f the industry in attracting visitors 
remains largely entwined with the degree o f conflict experienced on the island. This is 
complicated, though, by the way in which other dominant forms o f  representation regarding Sri 
Lanka have clustered around aspects o f the island as disaster zone, with associated practices 
also bearing considerable imprints on tourist fluctuations.
The complexity o f how multiple disasters are interwoven in Sri Lanka emphasises the 
importance o f considering them as long-term processes that pervade numerous aspects o f social 
life. The tsunami represents a pressing example o f this. Sonmez notes how, in relation to such 
disasters as civil war, Rory Scott has ‘effectively stressed the potential for long-term damage: 
“ ... whereas a natural disaster creates havoc and passes, a political crisis may last for days, 
months, or even years”, totally destroying the fragile concept o f image for a developing tourism 
industry’ (Sonmez 1998: 433, citing Scott). Whilst this may be the case if disasters are 
considered simply as event-based phenomena, it is notable that the tsunami has, at different 
times since 2004, superseded, dramatised, and in some cases even precipitated the deepening o f 
other state crises. As Jane Ingram et al. point out in their discussion o f post-tsunami planning in 
Sri Lanka, ‘reactive policies generated under urgent pressures often fail to address the root 
causes o f vulnerability and, in the long term, may even amplify the social, economic and 
environmental weaknesses that turn natural hazards into large-scale disasters’ (2006: 607). This 
can be manipulated in sinister ways, such as those outlined by Naomi Klein’s book, The Shock 
Doctrine: The Rise o f  Disaster Capitalism (2007). This exposes how the global spread of 
neoliberal, ‘free market’ ideology is based on the systematic exploitation of crisis-shocked 
populations, primarily for the purpose o f land acquisition (Klein 2007: 8) -  a process which 
entwines event-based disasters (including wars) with long-term economic poverty and 
associated environmental abuse. Yet, whereas the tsunami is almost universally recognised as a 
disaster, debates over whether ‘conflict occurrences ought to be treated as “disasters’” have 
‘plagued the field o f  disaster studies from its beginnings’ (Quarantelli 1998: 239). For 
Quarantelli,
[d isasters are consensus occasions while riots are conflict situations. By consensus, is 
meant that those participating in the situation are generally in agreement that the crisis 
should be brought to a halt. This does not mean that there is no conflict in disaster
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occasions [...]. However, what is absent is a division into competing groups or factions, 
at least one o f  whom is interested in making the situation worst [s/c] for other parties. 
The latter can be seen in wars, revolutions, ethnic/religious clashes (like in 
contemporary Bosnia, Sri Lanka, Northern Ireland), riots, terrorist attacks.
( 2 4 1 )
Although Quarantelli cites Sri Lanka to illustrate his point, the island’s position as a site o f 
compound disaster complicates such straightforward categorisations. The following analyses 
therefore retain the term disaster as a means o f ensuring that the intricate links between the 
tsunami and other crisis phenomena, like mass impoverishment and war, are not occluded.
Analysis o f  the intersections between the apocalyptic dimensions o f both forms o f disaster 
(war and tsunami) can also shed light on how Sri Lanka as macrocosm and local communities 
as microcosms establish themselves in what Frederick Buell has termed (in relation to 
depictions o f  environmental crisis since the 1970s) a ‘postapocalyptic era’ (2003: 96). In Buell’s 
environmentally oriented conception, ‘[r]ather than dispelling apocalypse altogether, living in 
“postapocalypse” is closer to experiencing a very slow apocalypse’ (105; original emphasis). 
This nevertheless ‘raises a further possibility’, as ongoing forms o f risk and degradation prevail, 
‘that future change could come suddenly and seemingly out of the blue’ (106), as in the case of 
the tsunami. Linked to this is the way Sri Lanka challenges conventional conceptions of 
disasters as, in Kreps’s words, ''nonroutine events' — ‘unusual and dramatic happenings’ 
distinguished ‘from the reservoir o f  everyday problems and concerns which confront 
humankind’ (1998: 34; original emphasis). Such definitions raise the historicised problem o f 
how, as Kenneth Hewitt puts it, the ‘tacit assumption o f an unexamined normality’ is to be 
grappled with when one community’s ‘extraordinary situation’ may be another’s ‘everyday’ 
experience (1998: 80). This relates both to quotidian negotiations o f ‘forces such as 
overpopulation, debt, underdevelopment, rapid urbanization, pollution, global warming, 
militarization, and so forth’ (80), as well as to the specific ‘postapocalyptic’ conditions which 
frame Sri Lanka, in Kapferer’s words, as ‘a postcolonial state in crisis’ (2001: 36).
Oliver-Smith notes that disasters rely on populations being ‘in a socially and economically 
produced condition o f vulnerability’ (1998: 186). This links the disastrous effects of war and 
natural catastrophe to the social vulnerabilities engendered by legacies o f colonialism, and the 
present circumscriptions resulting from involvement in neoliberal economic markets. As 
Kapferer observes with respect to the latter, ‘the opening o f the economy profoundly affected 
the social fabric o f the island’, with ‘1977 mark[ing] the start o f a sharp increase in ethnic strife’ 
(2001: 37). To summarise briefly, economic crisis in Sri Lanka emerged from the intense -  and
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also arguably cataclysmic -  restructuring that resulted from the election o f the right-wing 
United National Party (UNP) in 1977 after seven years o f left-wing rule by the Sri Lankan 
Freedom Party. Governed partly by a ‘pro-Western’ ideological stance, particularly towards the 
United States (DeVotta 1998: 461), the UNP’s decision to follow the IMF and World Bank’s 
neoliberal Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in return for aid was geared towards increasing 
economic profitability. Tourism in particular was encouraged by these revised economic 
policies as a key foreign-exchange generator -  an initially successful move as ‘tourist arrivals 
increased by leaps and bounds each year’ between 1977 and 1982 (Crick 1994: 34). Yet, as 
investors made large amounts from the industry, those at the other end of the scale were left 
with relatively circumscribed options, as ‘[b]each-side development’ tended to ‘create tourist 
ghettos’ (Beddoe 1998: 47). Exacerbated by war and (post-2004) the tsunami, such conditions 
help contextualise the way in which tourism in Sri Lanka ‘is about sun, sand, sea — and, as Sri 
Lanka has also learned -  the sex that foreigners can purchase’ (Crick 1994: 33). Such compound 
crises have contributed to the island’s exoticisation as a site o f prostitution and sexual license 
which, as the example from Gunesekera emphasises, appeals especially to male homosexual 
paedophiles.
This experience is not, o f course, a Sri Lanka-specific phenomenon but rather ‘a
consequence o f globalization’ (Seabrook 2000: xi), extending through many destinations. As
O ’Connell Davidson points out with respect to global SAP trends:
At the same time as intensifying poverty and unemployment amongst already 
vulnerable women and youth, global economic restructuring [...]  encouraged an 
expansion o f the commercial sex industry. For example, since the 1970s, world 
financial institutions have encouraged indebted nations in Latin America and South- 
East Asia to respond to economic crisis by developing tourismf,] [...] creating] [...] a 
highly concentrated, effective demand for prostitution.
(2005:46)
It is therefore notable that ‘[t]he first international report o f child prostitution in Sri Lanka was 
conducted in 1980’ (before the outbreak o f war), and it ‘claimed Sri Lanka to be a major center 
for international pedophile activities’ (Beddoe 1998: 48). Similarly, Crick reports that ‘[cjhild 
prostitution was a very real concern in 1982. German “gay” magazines were quite openly 
speaking o f the cheapness and allure o f small Sri Lankan boys’ and surveys placed Sri Lanka 
‘second to the Philippines in 1981 for the prostitution o f young boys, estimating that 2000 boys 
aged between 8 and 17 years old were in the trade’ (1994: 60). Yet while this was observed by 
the government, few measures were taken to combat the practice; indeed, ‘a move to adopt
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harsh measures to deal with the problem was stopped by the M inister o f  State himself in 1983 
when he withdrew draft legislation because the tourism downturn caused by mounting civil 
unrest seemed to solve much o f the difficulty’ (Crick 1994: 60). This reasoning swiftly proved 
specious. Crick states that: ‘it is evident that in 1993 many o f  the problems apparent in 1982 are 
still there’, before proceeding to speculate that, ‘given the way in which the violence tended to 
divert other tourists elsewhere’, the ‘very downturn may have led to the percentage o f 
paedophile tourists going to the island greatly increasing over the past decade’ (199). Sri 
Lankan child sex tourism can hence be considered a disaster-expedited phenomenon which is 
also rooted in the global effects o f neoliberal economic policies.
Child Sex Tourism and Crises o f  Visibility
Given its status as a ‘marginal’ or ‘Iiminal activity’ (Ryan and Hall 2001), sex tourism can offer 
instructive perspectives on the nexus o f disasters in which it is ambivalently placed. Child sex 
tourism represents an especially Iiminal form o f ‘disaster’ for three reasons. Firstly, its status as 
a long-term process tends to segregate it from event-based disaster conceptions, although 
Quarantelli defends the importance o f identifying disaster subsets ‘on the basis o f exceptions to 
routines in the major institutional sectors o f society’ (1998: 244) -  a description which 
characterises Sri Lankan child sex tourism. Secondly, it occupies an uncertain space between 
conflict and consensus due to the severely circumscribed levels o f agency relating to children’s 
involvement, situating it between war and natural disaster according to Quarantelli’s definitions. 
Thirdly, it not only reflects general trends in the international growth o f sex tourism, but also 
represents a highly surreptitious form o f this. Dianne Perrons points out that ‘formal statistics 
are rare because [sex tourism] is generally clandestine. Governments are ambivalent, because it 
contributes to foreign exchange earnings and makes a significant contribution to the economies 
o f the countries involved’ (2004: 112—13). There is an acute crisis o f visibility with respect to 
child sex tourism in Sri Lanka, as government ‘blindness’ in relation to the phenomenon, 
resulting partly from economic need in times o f ongoing crisis, has meant that for years there 
has been very little solid evidence regarding the scale and nature o f this aspect of the tourism 
industry.4
4 In 2006 how ever, the Sri Lankan tourist board launched a  tw o-year ‘Zero  Tolerance for Child Sex 
T ourism ’ cam paign, supported by U N IC EF, w hich aim s to eradicate the phenom enon by targeting
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The lack o f information about Sri Lankan sex tourism relates to a paucity o f research 
opportunities -  government-sponsored or otherwise -  in the crisis-hit state, which impacts 
negatively on the organisation o f effective intervention into child sex markets. Indeed, rather 
than seeking to institute legislation regarding the sex trade, Oppermann (drawing on Richard 
Symanski) observes that ‘[o]ften, the state attempts to reduce the visibility o f prostitution 
whereby acceptable levels “are determined by the existing moral climate, available resources 
and the behavior o f those who define the immoral landscape’” (1998b: 153; my emphasis). This 
is especially worrying given that, in a 1993 report for Save the Children, Kevin Ireland asserts 
that ‘[e]ven more than in the Philippines and Thailand, the evidence available on the extent and 
nature o f  the sexual exploitation o f children [...] is drawn from a narrow base’ (1993: 30). One 
o f the reasons for this is that, much as the war has reduced Sri Lanka’s attraction as a holiday 
destination for many tourists, it has also attenuated the propensity o f academic researchers to 
conduct fieldwork on the island. For instance, Crick describes at the beginning o f his study how 
it resulted from ‘work carried out [...] from December 1980 until the end of January 1981’ and 
‘from April to October 1982’ (1994: ix). He proceeds to state that, ‘by 1986, when I was ready 
to look at my field material in a concerted fashion, the political situation in Sri Lanka had 
deteriorated so markedly that I decided not to make another visit but to write a book based on 
the material I already had’ (ix). Eventually published in 1994, and based largely on pre-war 
research, this remains the most recent monograph on Sri Lankan tourism available to date.
In light o f this lack o f nuanced information, it is difficult to assess what is to be done to 
improve the working conditions and expand the options o f those people who, as a result of the 
various circumscriptions affecting Sri Lankan communities, have chosen to engage in sex work 
as a means o f economic survival. Some of the best recent attempts to highlight the disastrous 
aspects o f  children’s involvement in sex tourism have been produced by NGOs in consultation 
with local governments across South-East Asia in particular.5 Yet these at times display a 
tendency to obfuscate key issues through deployment o f emotionally impassioned rhetoric -  
often linked to specific institutional agendas -  in research that draws wide-reaching conclusions 
from a limited empirical base. For instance, the ‘rapid assessment’ o f the commercial sexual 
exploitation o f children (CSEC) conducted by the International Programme on the Elimination
‘tourists, children and teenagers as w ell as hotel keepers, jou rnalists , fam ilies and com m unity leaders’ 
(M ead 2006).
5 A lthough sex tourism  is very m uch a  global phenom enon, its prevalence in this part o f  the world is 
particularly  conspicuous, w ith one com m entator asserting that ‘B angkok has becom e the global brothel’ 
(cited in A ltm an 2001: 10).
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o f Child Labour (IPEC) for the International Labour Organization in Sri Lanka in 2002 usefully 
substantiated the supposition that ‘existing demand in society for sex-with-children’ contributes 
to CSEC alongside tourism, with surveys ‘finding that paedophiles were not always foreign 
tourists and included people from the local com m unity’ (Amarasinghe 2002: xvii). It also 
established that ‘female children get involved in commercial sexual activities at a younger age 
than male children’; that ‘[t]he majority o f girl respondents were involved with local clients’, 
whereas boys’ clients ‘were mostly foreigners’; and that, ‘[a]s a result o f  the hidden nature o f 
the issue, children in commercial sex hardly enter the rehabilitation process’ (xvii). However, 
the survey only canvassed 120 children, due in part to the fact that ‘commercial sexual 
exploitation is not only a sensitive topic, but its activities lie hidden in society’ (xvi). As 
primary author Sarath Amarasinghe notes, the questionnaires were ‘not expected to give a 
representative sample o f the population involved in commercial sexual activity, or the children 
exploited’ (xvi-xvii).
There are also problems associated with the particular focus on children. IPEC’s survey 
begins by outlining the institution’s support for the declaration made at ‘the World Congress 
Against Commercial Sexual Exploitation o f Children, held in Stockholm in 1996’ that CSEC is 
a ‘modern form o f slavery’, and its agreement with the assertion made by the movement to End 
Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and the Trafficking o f Children for Sexual Purposes 
(ECPAT) that ‘children have become casualties in the march towards a global society, and have 
been made into objects to meet sex demands from adults, both local and foreign’ (xii). Whilst 
these are urgent arguments, O ’Connell Davidson points out that the ‘general impulse to separate 
children out as a special case when speaking o f economic, social and political problems’ also 
raises serious questions, particularly as ‘the same structural factors can underpin both adults’ 
and children’s entry into the sex trade and make them vulnerable within it’ (2005: 1; 3). This is 
not to say that children and adults are similarly susceptible to sexual abuse in general. Rather, 
campaigns like CSEC which see adults as being ‘in a position to make choices, whereas 
children are incapable o f making an informed decision about whether or not to trade sex’ are 
flawed as they ‘assume that the social categories “adult” and “child” refer to monolithic, 
homogeneous groups, and so overlook the reality o f many people’s lived experience’ (3).
O ’Connell Davidson importantly qualifies this be saying that ‘it would certainly be true to 
say that nowhere in the world are persons under the age o f 18 to be found amongst those sex 
workers who enjoy the highest earnings, best conditions and greatest control over their working
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lives, and that they are often found in the lowliest, most exploited and most vulnerable positions
in the sex trade’ (34). Nevertheless, she contends that ‘many children trade sex as part o f  a
survival strategy in just the same way that many adults “choose” prostitution because it is the
only or best means o f subsisting open to them’ (34). In addition, she states that it is not
always clear that CSEC represents the central or most significant aspect o f a child’s 
oppression. If  children trade sex because they will starve if  they do not, or use 
prostitution as part o f  a strategy to escape a life in which they are hungry and barefoot 
and/or experiencing physical or sexual violence, for example, then to identify their 
commercial sexual exploitation as the factor threatening their ‘physical, psychological, 
spiritual, moral and social development’ (ECPAT, 1999 [...]) seems rather to put the 
cart before the horse.
(142; original emphases)
The sexual exploitation o f children is without doubt physically and morally destructive in 
myriad ways, and in the age of AIDS has more acutely disastrous ramifications than ever 
before. Yet accounting for how less destructive survival strategies might emerge requires 
addressing the nexus o f problems that, in the Sri Lankan context, relate to the multiple forms o f 
state crisis which curtail the implementation o f more sustainable options.
O ’Connell Davidson concludes her book by arguing that we need to ‘find other ways of 
imagining our connections with each other’ than those conditioned ‘by the binaries of Western 
liberal thought’ (2005: 148). In this context she suggests that ‘telling more complicated stories 
about children’s presence in the sex trade not only is vital to the formulation o f effective, 
context-appropriate policies and interventions with regard to specific groups o f children, but can 
and must also contribute to a broader political project’ (2005: 151; my emphasis). Taking 
literary representation as an example of where these ‘more complicated stories’ might be found, 
the subsequent readings explore how reconfigurations o f genre and the portrayal o f embodied 
experience in relation to sex tourism can act as bridging points between human and nonhuman 
considerations, especially in terms of the lack of visibility that is often accorded to both 
domains. Focusing on Chandani Lokuge’s second novel, Turtle Nest (2003), I ask whether 
place-specific notions o f ecological sustainability can negotiate tensions between cultural and 
environmental concerns, particularly when both are conditioned by a postapocalyptic milieu 
characterised by compound disaster.6
6 It m ight be contended that focusing prim arily on one text here risks rehearsing the kind o f  over-arching 
conclusions associated  w ith m ore lim ited child sex tourism  surveys. H ow ever, rather than treating literary 
representation  as ano ther source o f  ‘em pirical’ evidence, I address how  it helps highlight the kind o f  
questions that need to  be asked in order to im prove tourism  sustainability  in exploitative environm ents. In 
this sense, I draw  on Ism ail’s assertion (via Spivak) that ‘to learn from  the singular is not to need several 
instances o f  objects deem ed analogous in order to m ake conclusions or find m ean ing’ but to draw
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Agency, Trauma, and Cycles o f  Abuse in Turtle Nest
Lokuge was born in Sri Lanka, migrating to Australia in 1987 when she was in her mid­
twenties. This diasporic perspective strongly informs the semi-porous boundaries between 
tourist and native identities in Turtle Nest,1 which uses a blend o f narrative perspectives to tell 
the story o f an impoverished contemporary beach community on the south-west coast o f Sri 
Lanka. It centres on the return of eighteen-year-old Aruni Ratnayake, who was born on the 
beach but abandoned by her mother, Mala. The offspring o f an adulterous encounter Mala 
shared with her employer, Mohan, while working as his domestic servant, Aruni seeks to find 
out why Mala abandoned her as a baby on M ohan’s doorstep before disappearing from the 
community forever. Having emigrated to Australia with Mohan and his wife Neela when she 
was ‘about eight’ (Lokuge 2003: 7), Aruni’s return is also marked by a desire to find out about 
‘my people [...] my home’ (9). Attempting to extract information from the remaining 
community, she learns that only one member o f her family, M ala’s brother Priya, continues to 
live on the beach in the present time o f the novel.8 Priya has become a forlorn, traumatised, and 
almost silent figure, partly as a result o f the fact that, as one tourist-vendor ‘remembers 
vaguely’, his ‘family was wiped out all in one year’ (15). Unable to establish any form o f direct 
communication with her uncle, Aruni turns to Simon, an elusive voyeur and long-time friend o f 
the family who now sells kurumba (drinking coconut) on the beach. Over the following days, he 
gradually reveals parts o f M ala’s story to Aruni. The narrative style o f the novel, however, is 
fragmented, negotiating individual characters’ perspectives both in the present time o f the novel, 
and via flashbacks to the years of Mala and Priya’s childhood and adolescence on the beach. 
This draws attention to the histories embedded in the local landscape, and throws light on how 
this impoverished, littoral community is bound up in national and global processes, not least 
through tourism. The narrative technique also foregrounds competing perspectives on the series 
o f tragic events that befall Mala and her family, juxtaposing them with Aruni’s current 
experiences.
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inference from  how  ‘singu lar narrative m om ents’ provide insights into ensem bles o f  questions that span
m ultiple d iscursive fields (2005: 172).
7 Lokuge states in interview  that the ‘m ig ran t’s double vision [...] is one o f  the m ost energetic areas o f  the 
creative p rocess’ (A thique 2006: 349).
8 D ates are vague th roughout the novel, although it is ev ident that A runi is born after the outbreak o f  civil 
w ar in 1983, and references to popular m usic such as C oldplay (31) suggest that the novel’s present time 
is roughly contem poraneous w ith its com position in reality.
As Aruni discovers, her mother grew up at a time when the village’s once vibrant fishing 
economy was rapidly declining, superseded by dependence on a fluctuating tourism industry. 
Further hamstrung in the present by deteriorating economic opportunities, which are linked to 
increasingly globalised ‘free trade’ policies (such as the way Japanese ‘dragnet fishing [...] 
trapped the fish in the high seas, leaving little for [local] men who fished in the mid sea’ [88]), 
the fishing community has grown moribund. Simon tells Aruni how, over the last couple o f 
decades, ‘the beach boys have come instead to live o ff the tourists. They learned their trade 
from one another, and by fourteen and fifteen, they knew all there was to know about drugs, 
prostitution, pimping and God knows what else’ (88). The description o f how local boys 
‘learned their trade from one another’ invokes a notion o f ‘apprenticeship’ that foregrounds how 
tourism-related wealth generation became central to social life on the beach, and hum an- 
environment relations more broadly. The effects o f  economic circumscription are further 
compounded by civil conflict; Simon remarks that, ‘[a]s the war went on and on, the rich 
tourists stopped coming over, so all those others in the fishing village who lived off the tourists 
went empty handed’ (47). The novel’s localised presentation o f sex, tourism, and beach 
employment thus connects contextually to broader historical and sociological considerations, as 
confluences o f disastrous processes lead to modes o f subsistence based increasingly around 
prostitution and drug-pushing. Bound up in these economies, the novel’s flashbacks depict how 
both Mala and Priya enter into sex tourism at the respective ages o f fifteen and eleven. In so 
doing, they expose urgent questions regarding the challenges posed to assertions o f agency in 
relation to sexual dynamics on the beach.
Lokuge emphasises in interview how Turtle Nest explores the ‘tragic [...] long-term effects 
o f  [...] [sexual] exploitation o f children and what it has led to, like the beach boys who grow up 
in that culture’ (Athique 2006: 352). Yet her portrayal of this nevertheless unsettles the logic of 
NGO campaigns that target child sex tourism’s eradication on the basis that ‘there can be no 
“voluntary” child prostitution [...] because children are incapable o f making a free and informed 
choice to enter prostitution’ (O ’Connell Davidson 2005: 30). O ’Connell Davidson 
acknowledges that children cannot ‘control the conditions in which they live’ and should not ‘be 
viewed as authors o f their own destinies’ (55); however, seeing Mala and Priya only as 
involuntary ‘victim s’ o f forces beyond their control denies levels o f individual agency, 
categorically objectifies notions of ‘the child’, and fails to address child sex tourism’s root
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causes or its intersections with other forms o f disaster.9 In contrast to this, Lokuge portrays 
M ala in particular as conducting a fraught yet powerful negotiation o f financial and ethnosexual 
economies. Although Priya is deeply concerned about M ala’s decision to defy their mother’s 
warnings ‘about the dangers o f getting caught in the suddha’s [white m an’s] net’ and being 
‘lured into the tourist hotels and cabanas far down’, Lokuge does not represent this as a wholly 
unidirectional process.
Differentiating between the age and motivations o f the siblings, Lokuge foregrounds 
several key considerations regarding how, ‘as tourism encroaches upon village communities’ in 
Sri Lanka, the ‘boundaries o f child-adult relationships are stretched as children become part of 
the tourist product’ (Beddoe 1998: 43). Mala’s initiation into the local sex trade is connected 
with her entry into adolescence, and increasing sexual awareness; ‘ [i]t all began when Mala 
started to grow up’ (55), states the narrator. Indeed, when Priya first observes that, by ‘smiling 
in her wayward way with a white m an’ (75), M ala’s behaviour may lead to a sexual encounter, 
she is described as ‘all grown up. No one could say she was only fifteen’ (74). ‘Swaying her 
body with that secret rhythm that glued m en’s eyes to her’ (75-6), she chooses to initiate sexual 
relations with tourists partly for economic gain, but also through sexual curiosity. Indeed, even 
after being ostracised from the beach later in the novel, she still dreams o f ‘the hotel rooms back 
in the village, and the white men who had guided her to taste the secret pleasures o f her body’ 
(166-7). M ala’s body is positioned here as an important site for negotiating racially charged 
patterns o f beach consumption, as Mala exercises some degree o f control over its 
commoditising demands by instigating sexual encounters. These lead to forms o f self- 
fulfilment, even as they involve the kind of highly uneven and exploitative power relations that 
cause her to become pregnant with a ‘half-white-half-brown baby’ (107) who is eventually sold 
by her father ‘to a beggar colony’ (115). Whilst the outcomes o f M ala’s sexual encounters are 
tragically inflected, then, they nevertheless contribute to challenging sweeping generalisations 
about ‘developing world’ production and ‘developed world’ consumption. This highlights the 
limitations o f such economically geared models in describing embodied dynamics o f this kind, 
showing instead how they are dialectically interwoven to a considerable extent.
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9 Indeed, O ’C onnell D avidson provocatively questions the im plicit (even unconscious) m otives o f  many 
anti-C SE C  cam paigners w hen she argues that ‘the discourse on child prostitutes as “ sex slaves” is one 
that sets ou t not sim ply to rescue individual children w ho are exploited  w ithin the sex trade, but also to 
redeem  certain  cherished cultural categories’ (31), especially  ‘w estern ’ notions o f  childhood ‘innocence’.
If Mala exercises a powerful yet highly circumscribed degree o f  agency in her sexual 
encounters, can the same be said o f Priya? Whereas M ala’s entry into sex tourism as a relatively 
worldly fifteen year old can be contextualised in terms o f a transition to post-adolescence, 
Priya’s involvement begins when he is only eleven. Indeed, during his first sexual transaction 
with ‘[a]n old, white [...]  tourist’ (106), he is effectively raped. The tourist entices him with 
offers o f  ‘chocolates and cigarettes’ (110), knowing that ‘the boy had little choice, and that he 
must succumb. If not today, then tomorrow or the next day’ (112). Yet, although Priya’s 
decision is based partly on the tourist’s predatory coercion, partly on his lack o f exposure to the 
proposed transaction’s specificities (he has only ‘a vague idea’ about the m an’s intentions), he is 
also acutely aware o f  the economic realities that afford him no greater sustenance than ‘plain 
tea’ for breakfast, causing ‘[h]is hunger [to] grow with the day’ and leading to his ‘craving’ for 
chocolate. As he is ‘too weak and timid' to ‘even sell a shell or a garland o f beads to a tourist 
without a bigger boy cuffing him [...] and grabbing the money’ (111), Priya understands that 
involvement in sex work represents one of the most viable economic options available to him.
Beddoe argues that ‘younger children, mostly boys’ become ‘easily lured’ into engaging in 
transactional sex in Sri Lanka ‘by the thought of pleasing foreigners and getting some money 
for their family’ (1998: 49). While her comments characterise Priya’s entrance into sex tourism, 
this does not occur without some diminished assertion o f agency. For instance, although he is 
unaware o f the physical realities o f involvement in transactional sex tourism, he is nevertheless 
‘excited that he had been employed at last to do the work o f the bigger boys’ (113), and keen to 
answer his mother Asilin’s questions as to ‘why he could not earn some money by mending a 
net or repairing a boat’ (111) and contribute to the family’s income. From a broadly sociological 
perspective then, both Priya’s and M ala’s experiences bear out -  albeit to significantly different 
degrees — observations made by sex tourism researchers working in postcolonial island contexts. 
As Kempadoo recounts in relation to her research into female sex work in Curafao: ‘Broader 
structuring factors nestled together with women’s personal and conscious decisions and acts, 
producfed] situations where women were simultaneously bound and free, coerced and 
constrained, victims and agents’. She describes such ‘fluidity and porousness’ between 
dialectically opposed positions as ‘striking’ (2004: 65). This complicates some the more 
overweening abolitionist rhetoric associated with the work (and institutional agendas) of
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external N G O s.10 At the same time, though, Lokuge’s aesthetic depiction o f child sex tourism 
as bound up in a wider array o f metaphorical and generic concerns challenges whether the 
recognition o f diminished autonomy in these contexts destabilises more straightforward 
abolitionist arguments in any meaningful ways. If sex tourism is becoming a deeply formative 
part o f  childhood experience, how does this compromise sustainability theorising?
Commenting on the Movement to Prevent Child Prostitution’s assertion that ‘[i]n the Sri
Lankan context to use the term “prostitute” to describe the occupation of these children is
misleading, for they are “consenting partners” to a homosexual relationship and willing to lend
themselves to sexual abuse for money and goods, promises o f jobs and a life abroad with their
lovers’, Ryan and Hall state that:
for the majority o f the children involved such promises do not come true. Many 
children suffer mental and psychological trauma while the rate o f sexually transmitted 
diseases, including AIDS, has increased dramatically during the 1990s. [...] [T]he extent 
to which abused children go on to act as pimps themselves indicates the potential for the 
cycle o f  abuse to continue.
(2001:127)
Even though commentators like Cabezas identify the potential for sex workers ‘to create and 
pursue opportunities for survival, socioeconomic mobility, and m igration’ (1999: 122), it is 
important to ask whether the debilitating effects of tourism’s intersection with multiple disasters 
in postapocalyptic Sri Lanka forecloses the possibility o f such empowering opportunities from 
arising. And if  this is the case, does Lokuge’s tragic depiction o f the physically, 
psychologically, and morally disastrous dimensions o f child sex tourism portend anything other 
than social destruction, emblematising the difficulty o f transcending ‘cycles of abuse’?
In approaching these questions, I explore first how the novel’s metaphorical conjunction o f 
human and animal experiences impels an environmentally oriented perspective on a 
conspicuously anthropocentric phenomenon. This involves drawing on Shields’s argument that, 
because ‘environments are participated in, being both an object o f reason and a container of the 
thinking subject who does not so much “interact with the whole environment” as participate in 
and depend on it’, it is possible to identify a ‘tremendous complicity between the body and 
environment’ as ‘the two interpenetrate each other’ (Shields 1991: 14). I am interested in how 
Lokuge’s interweaving o f human and environmental processes, particularly in relation to the 
titular sea turtles that breed on this stretch of the Sri Lankan coast, presents ways of working
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10 See O ’C onnell D avidson (2005) for a  nuanced exploration o f  these agendas w ith respect to  the global 
child sex trade.
through some o f the most challenging sustainability issues raised in this context. Secondly, 1 
examine whether the idea o f sex tourism as a ‘charged site’ o f tensions relating to 
postapocalyptic Sri Lankan tourism involves extending observations o f individuals’ embodied 
experiences, through human and nonhuman communities, to the ways ecologies are constituted, 
imagined, and lived. This requires addressing how Lokuge reconfigures tragic conventions in 
ways which challenge the notions o f predetermined helplessness that often attend discussions o f 
vulnerability in disaster situations, and which relate to tropes o f insular fragility.
Sex, Tourism, and Human-Environment Interrelations
M ala’s introduction to the text comes as a little girl who watches as ‘a baby turtle dropped off 
the sky with the rain’ and lies squirming on the beach (Lokuge 2003: 17). She attempts to nurse 
the injured creature, but after leaving it briefly to find food she returns to see that ‘the beach 
boys had got it. She screamed as they threw it like a ball from one to the other over her head [...] 
until her mother came out to scold her’ (17-18). Asilin’s consolation is pragmatically gloomy: 
“ ‘Child, that miserable creature is better dead [...]. Or else when it grows as big as a house, it 
will be cut up for raw meat’” (18). As the connection between abused turtles and sexually 
exploited children becomes manifest in the novel, Asilin’s commentary raises the question o f 
whether people who experience severely circumscribed or impoverished lives, ending in intense 
pain and tragedy, are also ‘better dead’."  When not at the mercy o f the beach boys who 
commoditise their bodies as tourist attractions (offering, amongst other things, glass-bottom 
boat trips to their breeding grounds), turtles are mostly meat for eagles. The novel’s epigraph 
reinforces the hum an-turtle link in relation to such processes o f predation:
... far out, among the rocks o f Lihiniya Island, dozens of baby turtles hatch under 
sand, and crawl out. They search blindly, and scramble to the silver sea. The eagle 
swoops. In mid-air the infant splays its limbs and reaches trustingly into the shell- 
crushing talons.
On the mainland, a woman rests against a coconut tree, her arm raised and circled 
around it. She sees, in silhouette, the eagle on the craggy ledge, dismembering its prey.
(v)
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11 The hum an—turtle link is also provocative given M arian S choltm eijer’s com m ents regarding 
representations o f  anim al victim s in locations, like the beach in Turtle Nest, that are ‘situated betw een the 
w ilderness, w ith its defiance o f  hum an control, and the city, with its obsessive celebration o f  civ ilization’ 
(1993: 180). She argues that these are often sexually charged dom ains, as they invoke ‘that sim ilarly 
troubled  region o f  the hum an psyche, that sexual w ilderness w hich hum an culture seeks m ost fervently to 
prune and transfo rm ’ (180).
The suggestive correlation established here through notably sexualised imagery is cemented 
when this scene is replayed later in the novel from M ala’s perspective as she ‘leaned back 
against a coconut tree and circled her arms around it in tired abandonment’ while looking 
towards Lihiniya (186-7). Illegitimately pregnant for a second time and on the verge o f being 
compelled to leave the beach forever, the book portrays Mala as fulfilling a pattern of pre­
determination with respect to the beach’s various predator-prey relationships.
Like turtles caught perennially in eagles’ talons, impoverished families such as Mala’s 
ultimately appear to have little choice but to submit to fates that are beyond their power to 
control. This invites a correlative reading that extends to the level o f national allegory, with the 
dismemberment enacted by eagles on turtles having strong political connotations. Meaning both 
‘[t]o divide and partition (a country or empire)’ (OED 2) and ‘[t]o cut off, separate, sever, from 
the main body: chiefly in reference to a country or region’ (OED 3.b), the fate o f baby turtles is 
redolent o f  ethnic divisions within Sri Lanka (a divided or ‘dismembered’ state). The analogy 
would therefore position the island as subject to larger forces, manipulated by global power 
interests and decimated by internal brutalities. This also links to more local involvement in sex 
tourism, given the negative outcomes o f M ala’s and Priya’s narratives following their entry into 
the industry. The seeming agency they assert in relation to this could be read as little more than 
a form o f self-expedited exploitation, as they embrace the ‘talons’ o f those same economic 
forces that position Sri Lanka as a baby turtle at the whim o f eagles’ appetites.
One way in which these points are simultaneously underwritten and undermined relates to 
how agency amongst the beach community is differentiated, allowing for degrees of counter­
exploitation that upset direct correlations between local residents and turtles, tourists and eagles. 
Throughout the novel, the abuse o f turtles is conducted primarily by the beach boys. Although 
prompted by tourist interest in the creatures, the boys manipulate turtles instrumentally as a 
means o f acquiring money from tourists. This can be seen during the first meeting, in the 
present time o f the novel, between Aruni and the local gang who offer her and Paul (a fellow 
Australian hotel companion, with whom she becomes intimate) a chance to see ‘turtles, black 
and white and brown [...], laying eggs, and beautiful corals at the bottom of the sea’ (12). 
Contributing to the voyeuristic economies that are entwined with sexualised, physical 
interactions throughout the novel, this proposal — which their leader, Premasari, later asserts 
‘[a]ll tourists go for’ (229) -  raises questions about invasive commoditisations of the natural 
environment, sponsored by tourist desires. These intrusions into the turtles’ breeding grounds,
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which can disrupt future reproduction patterns, interpenetrate attitudes regarding the 
instrumentalisation o f human bodies. Tourism’s role with respect to both is depicted as doing 
little more than enhancing the dominance o f predatory practices on the beach.
Circumscribed like M ala and Priya by limited economic opportunities, the beach boys’ 
agency operates within a kind o f predator-prey model through which social survival is 
perpetuated. This often includes moves to initiate sexual contact with visitors, as the boys 
glance ‘surreptitiously at the hotel windows for a lonely tourist’ (174) with ‘predatory eyes’ 
(120). The link between their treatment o f tourists and animals is viewed by Paul with 
suspicion, despite (or perhaps because of) his role as a guidebook author on a ‘[wjorking 
holiday [...] writing up a series on tourism in down south Sri Lanka’ (11). He disapproves 
especially o f the way Aruni interacts with the boys, allowing them to ‘cluster around’ (51) her 
and accepting their presents. Drawing near her protectively, ‘[h]e wonders whether Aruni knows 
what she is doing — behaving with such familiarity with these boys who seemed so feral to him’ 
(51-2). Paul’s consideration o f the beach boys as ‘feral’ betrays a tendency to objectify and 
animalise them which bears obvious debts to colonialist descriptions of natives as brutal, 
savage, uncultivated animals (OED 2.a). However, it also registers a sense o f the boys being 
‘[o]f deadly nature’ (OED l.a). This is darkly prescient o f  their final interaction with Aruni. 
which is indirectly engendered by her similarly problematic romanticisation o f the boys, and her 
attempts to be seen as part o f the beach community.
Appearing initially ‘from nowhere’, ‘flung onto the beach like a coconut desultorily husked 
by the sea’ (2) and occupying an ambiguous place in the text due to her diasporic identity (‘in 
her motherland, she is neither tourist nor local’ [72]), Aruni longs for local acceptance in ways 
that contribute centrally to her involvement with the beach’s power dynamics. On entering the 
text, she is first figuratively aligned with the dismembering eagles, forcing her desire to 
excavate M ala’s stories on Priya and Simon. ‘She knows nothing o f this place’, the narrator 
states, yet ‘[s]he wants to zoom in at once, to the very core o f it’ (3). This invasive appropriation 
o f others’ life-narratives -  from which she feels they are ‘barring her’, even though ‘it is her 
story, hers more than anyone else’s ’ (3; original emphasis) -  prompts Simon to think that ‘[s]he 
wants to gut them out [...] without a care for the blood and pain that would spill’ (5). But he also 
considers her to be ‘[d]esolate and confused’, with ‘the eyes o f [a] broken-winged bird’ (3). 
This ambivalent subject-position, located in the shifting space between exploiter and victim, 
underwrites why the beach boys call her ‘kalu suddhi’, meaning ‘black-white woman’ (72-3).
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A runi’s denial that such com m ents’ latent aggression presents a threat to her safety ultimately 
leads to her being viciously abused in the novel’s conclusion. Refusing to heed Simon’s 
warnings that “ ‘[y]ou must be a bit careful on this beach, missy’” (25), as it ‘is not always safe’ 
(50), the denouement sees Aruni being enticed by the beach boys from her hotel in order to see 
turtles laying eggs on the sand. Despite noting that ‘[t]here was hardly any m oon’, and recalling 
that ‘turtles by habit laid eggs on full-moon nights’ (236), she allows herself to be hurried across 
the deserted beach, towards the sea. Once isolated, the beach boys ‘held her by the arms [...] 
clamped shut her mouth, stifling her screams’ (238), and eventually take turns to rape her.
The gang violently counters Aruni’s romanticisation o f their shared relationship by 
objectifying her like a turtle, an association that is enhanced by the movements o f her body. The 
narrator notes how: ‘The wind flung her cloth out and away from her like violent flapping 
w ings’, as she ‘struggled for release’ (237). The term ‘flapping’ establishes a direct link with an 
earlier scene, where Aruni takes Paul to see a ‘massive’ turtle that has been ‘forced upside 
down’ by the beach boys and is ‘flapping its short stumps against its inner sides’ (128). Whilst 
A runi’s environmentalist sympathies prompt her to persuade Paul to pay the boys to release the 
turtle, he considers the gesture futile as he ‘is quite sure they will not free the turtle. They will 
force it away to another hotel, and then when it is exhausted and starved, they’ll dismember it 
for the m eat’ (129). Such abusive cycles characterise the book’s ending, with beach-space seen 
as an increasingly sub-human domain where turtles present no more than profoundly negative 
mediations with the natural world, local culture has turned ‘feral’, and all ecological actors are 
bound up in a pseudo-Darwinian ‘survival o f the fittest’.
In this sense, the brutal gang rape represents a consummation o f sex tourism’s destructively 
unsustainable energies, heightened by wider ongoing experiences o f compound disaster. It also 
bears out two points made by Altman in relation to sex in conditions of poverty and civil 
conflict. Drawing on work by Graeme Simpson and Gerald Kraak, he notes that ‘many young 
men who feel powerless and marginalized in a world of rapid change will turn to violence, and 
rape “becomes a way o f symbolically reasserting their masculine identity’” (2001: 8). On a 
more figurative level, he also states that ‘[ujnder conditions o f civil w ar’ -  and particularly 
those stemming from ‘new outbreaks o f local conflicts and unrest’ following ‘[t]he triumph of 
liberal capitalism at the end of the Cold War’ -  widespread rape means that ‘sex becomes as 
much a realm o f torture as o f pleasure’ (7). Aruni’s rape could therefore be seen as an assertion 
o f the beach boys’ own diminished autonomy, conditioned by the experience o f engaging in sex
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with tourists from deeply disadvantaged positions, and accentuated by the further 
circumscriptions o f living in a time of civil conflict.12 This in turn inflects forms o f local 
environmental abuse, including exploitation o f sea turtles, and dramatises the ways in which the 
beach environment can ‘become a theatre for violence and killing, as well as for commerce and 
escape’ (Hulme 2005: 59). Such metaphorical conjunctions imply that extended participation in 
sex tourism within Sri Lanka’s postapocalyptic milieu is inimical to environmental as well as 
social and cultural sustainability. Yet, as the next section suggests, the novel does offer some 
positive perspectives on the kind o f considerations that must be engaged if this deeply 
unsustainable form o f tourism is to be effectively negotiated.
Tragedy, Gender, and Community Constellation
Characterised by the elegiac silences and ellipses that emerge from intertwined narratives of 
death, loss, exploitation, and disaster, the text is distinguished generically by a strong tragic 
seam. This is particularly relevant to collective experience in postapocalyptic Sri Lanka, given 
tragedy’s link with catastrophe. Derived from the Greek meaning ‘sudden turn, conclusion’, 
catastrophe can be used generally to refer to the ‘change or revolution which produces the 
conclusion’ or denouement o f a dramatic piece (OED 1), and more specifically to signify ‘a 
conclusion generally unhappy’, ‘a disastrous end’, or a ‘calamitous fate’ (OED 2). However, the 
novel’s ambiguous lack o f closure, relating both to the natural environment and to the fates o f 
the main characters, unsettles the possibility o f interpreting it directly in these terms.
Despite being a conspicuously protean entity, changing over time and adopting numerous 
culturally specific guises, it is notable that significant challenges have been made to tragedy’s 
capacity for environmental representation, along with more predictably Eurocentric sentiments 
regarding its genesis and application.13 Both issues are relevant to Turtle Nest's negotiation of 
the genre given its cultural context and environmental sensitivity. The notion that tragedy is 
fundamentally unsuited to depicting ecological issues is the central claim o f one o f
12 The rape could also be read as allegorical o f  w ider political events, w ith the w ay in w hich Aruni -  the 
m inority  ou tsider w ith a tenuous claim  to indigeneity -  is brutalised by the gang reflecting certain 
tensions betw een supposedly  non-native Tam ils and the S inhalese m ajority . This could be seen as a 
v io len t consum m ation  o f  the rifts betw een diaspora and indigeneity  in postcolonial island contexts more 
broadly (m irrored  to som e extent by events in Fiji).
13 ‘E urope alone provided tragedy as we know  it’, asserts C lifford  Leech fo r instance (1989: 12). 
A lthough th is statem ent w as w ritten decades ago, it continues to be reprinted in volum es such as N ew  
C ritical Id iom ’s current introduction to literary tragedy.
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ecocriticism ’s more quixotic founding works, Joseph M eeker’s The Comedy o f  Survival (1974).
Trained both as an ecologist and a literary critic, M eeker claims that ‘structures in nature [...]
reveal organizational principles and processes which closely resemble the patterns found in
comedy. Productive and stable ecosystems are those which minimize destructive aggression,
encourage maximum diversity, and seek to establish equilibrium among their participants -
which is essentially what happens in literary comedy’. Set against his belief that ‘[c]omedy and
ecology are systems designed to accommodate necessity and to encourage acceptance o f it’,
Meeker sees tragedy as ‘concerned with avoiding or transcending the necessary in order to
accomplish the impossible’ (cited in Cheney 2003: 83). Hence he claims that:
literary tragedy and environmental exploitation in Western culture share many o f the 
same philosophical presuppositions. Neither tragedy nor environmental crisis could 
have developed as they have without the interweaving o f a few basic ideas that have 
attained in the Western tradition an importance far greater than they carry in other 
cultures.
Three such ideas will illustrate the point: the assumption that nature exists for the 
benefit o f humanity, the belief that human morality transcends natural limitations, and 
humanism’s insistence upon the supreme importance o f the individual personality.
(Meeker 1997: 24)
In Turtle Nest, M eeker’s arguments come into conflict. On one hand, the novel appropriates 
tragic tropes such as attempting to ‘accomplish the impossible’ -  which applies, in different 
ways, to both M ala’s and A runi’s attempts to intervene in the operation o f dominant social 
structures. Yet, on the other hand, it emerges in relation to non-‘western’ cultural reference 
points and its tragic protagonists (particularly Mala and Aruni) are highly sensitive to the local 
environment’s non-instrumental functions. This tension has important ramifications for 
interpreting Turtle Nest's aestheticisation o f sex tourism and sustainability.
It is worth noting first that, despite their tragic trajectories, none o f Lokuge’s principal 
characters is the subject o f  tragedy in the conventional sense, especially in terms o f the 
expectation o f closure through death. For instance, discussing Priya’s dull facade mid-way 
through the novel, Aruni compares him to Coleridge’s ancient mariner. Paul asks if he was 
saved at the end o f the poem, to which Aruni replies, “ ‘not entirely. He just lived to tell the 
tale’” (Lokuge 2003: 125-6). The uncertain degree o f closure that accompanies this 
ambiguously tragic parallel suits both Priya -  who remains deeply traumatised at the end of the 
novel, and Mala -  whose death is never confirmed, and who returns to Aruni ethereally in the 
concluding pages. It also extends importantly to Aruni’s narrative in the present time, which 
offers no further closure regarding the outcomes o f her rape, how it affects her future plans, or
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her relationship with Paul. Turtle Nest therefore only ambivalently realises or deliberately 
deflects from stock expectations o f tragic catharsis (the process o f purgation and emotional 
release). This suggests that, rather than reading it as a novel that flirts with tragedy but holds 
back from engaging its conventions fully, it is more productive to understand Turtle Nest as a 
reconfiguration o f the genre, representing a form o f ecology that involves a meeting point of 
postcolonial issues and environmental concerns.14
To elaborate, another tragic trope the novel subtly reworks is that o f  dismemberment.15 
This can be seen to link, for example, the literal dismemberment o f turtles by eagles and 
humans, the more metaphorical severing or dismemberment o f Mala and Priya’s family, and the 
tragic dimensions o f state dismemberment discussed above in relation to the war. Yet, like 
death, no actual human dismemberment is portrayed within beach space. This is emphasised as 
Mala and Priya’s parents are both literally dismembered when they move beyond the island- 
within-an-island represented by beach-space -  pointedly killed in a ‘suicide bombing at 
Kochichikade’ (118) that left their bodies so mangled they could only be ‘identified [...] by the 
silver cross still hanging from Asilin’s neck’ (117). On a social level, then, one implication is 
that, despite the severe forms o f exploitation that occur within the novel’s beach environment, 
straightforward classifications of these as tragic are destabilised when set in context o f the 
bloodshed associated with ethnic conflict on the island. There is a sense that, given the genocide 
that characterises Sri Lanka’s recent history -  which sees the nation literally at war with itself— 
to consider tragedy in individualistic terms is less meaningful than understanding it as collective 
experience. This presents a challenge to the form of tragedy conceptualised by Meeker, raising 
the question o f whether the aestheticisation o f collective tragedy might still be consonant with 
environmental processes, particularly those which, like ecocide, have tragic dimensions.16
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14 The m ovem ent described here betw een literary form and tragic events in reality has also been 
addressed by Q uayson in his w ork on the execution o f  N igerian  w riter and activist, Ken Saro-W iw a 
(w hich itse lf  resulted in part from his opposition to the social and environm ental dam age caused in 
N igeria  by the Shell Oil com pany; see Q uayson 2003: C hapter 3 and Y oung 1999). For Q uayson, literary 
paradigm s like tragedy  can ‘provide tools by w hich to analyze political actions at the dual levels o f  
structure and ag en cy ’, help ing  to ‘further our understanding o f  process, change, and contrad iction’ in 
relation to  ‘postcolonial h is to ry ’ (2003: 58).
15 N oting  the centrality  o f  this to G reek tragedy, Jennifer W allace com m ents that ‘m om ents when we 
w itness acts o f  v io lence and d ism em berm ent’ are ‘[cjentral to  the am bivalence o f  tragic perform ance’ 
(2007: 104).
16 The link betw een tragedy and disaster becom es further m anifest in relation to w hether they m ake sense 
as experiential categories w ithout hum an reference points. For instance, D om brow sky argues that 
‘[d isa s te rs  are sim ply the collapse o f  cultural p ro tec tions’ (1998: 25); at w hat point, then, does 
environm ental destruction  achieve social and cultural recognition as catastrophe? From w hose 
perspective, and fo r w hat reasons?
The tex t’s evasion o f  closure could therefore be related to the inappropriateness of 
signalling tragic endpoints when ethnic conflict continues in Sri Lanka. At the same time, it also 
gestures to the fact that such closure is unsuitable for describing the environmental processes at 
work in the novel. Whilst the fate o f the turtles -  already endangered and subject to further 
extreme pressure and possible extinction — could be considered tragic, it must still be placed in 
the context o f  wider ecological processes in order to avoid further romanticisation o f their 
condition. As Marian Scholtmeijer comments in her work on animal victims in modern fiction, 
animals ‘impress their reality upon narrative, not by the stability but by the instability o f their 
presence. They refuse to be incorporated neatly into the cultural field’ (1993: 8). This includes 
attempts to interpolate animals and their natural habitats into generic templates without formally 
reworking these so as to account for such ‘unstable’ subject-positions. Hence, just as Omeros 
concludes after intense speculation on St Lucia’s future by deliberately evading environmental 
closure, finishing with the line: ‘When he left the beach the sea was still going on’ (Walcott 
1990: 325), this novel likewise ends by adjusting tragic conventions that might otherwise 
condemn beach ecology to viciously dystopian cycles o f self-consumption. Such a tactic is all 
the more relevant in island contexts where, as emphasised throughout this thesis, culture and 
nature are all too frequently characterised in terms o f fragility, seen as teetering on the brink of 
annihilation, rather than as open-ended processes (albeit subject to postapocalyptic 
reconfiguration in Sri Lanka’s case).
These generic negotiations also have significant implications for how the novel’s various 
tourism-related, embodied experiences are interpreted. For instance, although the final rape 
scene represents both the vicious counter-exploitation o f a tourist with an idealised view of 
beach ecology, and the hopeless extension o f current brutality (reflecting local and national 
incarnations), it ultimately allows an intense connection to be forged between Aruni and the 
spirit o f  Mala -  real or imagined. Struggling against her captors, Aruni hears Mala saying: 
“ ‘Don’t be afraid, [...] I’m here, I’ll be with you’” (238). After this, Aruni ‘gave up struggling.
[...] She felt the fear drain away. She felt she was coming home. She felt she was home, on this 
wet sand, with this body up close against hers’ (238-9). On one level, these lines darkly suggest 
that sexual exploitation is the most direct route to community integration, intimated by the 
various connotations o f ‘coming home’. However they also show how even extreme violence 
can open up a perspective on tackling the energies and economies through which it is generated.
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J. Edward M allot comments that: ‘it is the physical body that often becomes a focal point 
in the literatures o f trauma; writers seek to make bodies the real texts by which others’ 
experiences can be understood’ (2006: 166). Significantly ‘bounded’ in one sense, the body 
becomes “ ‘the small, focused universe o f  the tormented and a vehicle for rendering 
unimaginable experience tangible to readers’” (174-5). In M allot’s analysis o f  Shauna Singh 
Baldwin’s What the Body Remembers (2000), the body offers a means not only o f expressing 
events that are ‘truly “unspeakable”’ but also functions as a medium wherein ‘one woman’s 
lived corporeal experience can speak through the bodies o f multiple women’, particularly as 
‘hopes, fears and desires’ are relocated and physically transferred (174-5). The connection 
forged between M ala and Aruni in Turtle Nest’s conclusion reflects these points, as their 
respective embodied experiences and objectifications throughout the text adopt similar import. 
This reinforces the body’s capacity to act as a bridge between human and nonhuman concerns in 
postcolonial contexts where exploitation o f individuals whose stories are buried and o f animals 
whose rights need theorising more fully is registered in potentially transformative ways. In 
Turtle Nest, the multidirectional character o f the text’s human-animal metaphors -  situating 
animals not so much as ‘symbols’ that protect ‘culture from awareness o f its hostility towards 
real anim als’ (Scholtmeijer 1993: 295) but as participants in a complex ecological system for 
which human actions are as much a metaphor as vice versa -  insists that a delicate balance 
needs to be achieved with respect to cultural and natural forms o f sustainability, acknowledging 
their mutual (although at times contradictory) entanglements.17 Hence, rather than acting as a 
point o f  hopeless closure, which would imply the tragic inevitability or even predetermination 
o f cycles o f abuse, the narrative’s ending demands a refocusing o f the assumptions made 
throughout, particularly those surrounding M ala’s empathy for nonhuman nature.
The transgressive yet environmentally attentive role Mala plays in relation to sex tourism 
raises critical questions regarding gender, ethics, and community constellation that all impinge 
on wider sustainability concerns and bring discussions of generic reconfiguration into further 
relief. Whilst the beach boys’ subsistence strategies function collectively to replace the 
previous, fishing-oriented community, their sexualised dominance o f beach space contrasts 
sharply with M ala’s experiences. Rather than constituting the kind o f harmonious unit fetishised 
in paradisal island tourism marketing, the fishing village functions in the text’s flashback scenes
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17 Scholtm eijer also com m ents that ‘the full significance o f  v ictim ization  o f  anim als can hardly be 
attained w here anim als are m erely literary m echanism s or sym bolic figu res’ (1993: 294).
as a cauldron o f  interpersonal, and often gendered, conflict. Whereas A runi’s objectification by 
members o f this conspicuously anti-romanticised community stems from her transgression of 
identity boundaries, Mala is stigmatised as a result o f her ‘bold and knowing’ (89) behaviour 
towards both tourists and locals. As the narrator observes, ‘the village gossiped about Mala all 
the time. It made Priya blush when even the smaller boys began to joke about his sister. They 
said everybody knew Mala was a free-for-all -  a basketball that could be shoved from hand to 
hand’ (90). This description o f Mala as ‘a basketball’ not only highlights how locals as well as 
visitors such as Paul objectify individuals, but suggests that this is done in order to devalue their 
autonomy and domesticate its radical implications. In particular, the form o f economic 
independence M ala gains from engaging in transactional sex with tourists is transgressive partly 
because it threatens structures o f  male dominance.
M ala’s ostracisation is compounded by men who ‘stream [...] insults’ at her and ‘flashed 
their torches at parts o f  her body’ (98-9), and by neighbours who ‘slung buckets o f excrement 
on the front door o f Jam is’s house’ (100). Such smearing seems on one hand communally self- 
protective, a way o f guarding against the morally destructive aspects o f involvement in sex 
tourism. The problem with this arises firstly when such codes do not apply directly to the beach 
boys, and secondly when Mala is objectified by the community in similar ways to the animals 
suffering local abuse. This second point is particularly problematic as it seems to enhance, 
rather than contribute towards disrupting, ‘negative cycle’ interpretations o f beach ecology. 
M ala’s objectification as ‘a basketball that could be shoved from hand to hand’ is 
metaphorically pre-empted by the way in which the beached turtle she tries to resuscitate as a 
small child also ends up being thrown by the beach boys ‘like a ball from one to the other’ (17). 
Her desire to return captured beach fauna to their natural habitats is therefore connected to the 
sexual economies in which she participates, with processes o f objectification underwriting their 
respective exploitation. Worryingly, the ethical codes o f the local community seem to have 
become partly entwined with the economies o f sex tourism and its associated abuses. Not only 
in her characterisation as a ‘basketball’ but also through the objectifying illumination o f ‘parts 
o f  her body’, Mala becomes a site o f commoditisation which diminishes her subjectivity. The 
textual correlation between Mala and the animals she tries to protect implies that a reduction in 
environmental exploitation is at some level bound to the capacity o f  Mala (and others like her) 
to assert autonomy over the beach’s economies o f consumption, sexual and otherwise. The logic 
o f this is not to justify less gender-segregated forms o f sex tourism on the beach, but to show
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how the novel’s commitment to addressing community frictions must be taken as a starting 
point for any informed process o f consultation concerning industry visibility and regulation in 
Sri Lanka. Without this, not only do stories such as M ala’s have the potential to remain invisible 
or suppressed, but wider ecological sustainability cannot be fully theorised or achieved. This is 
further compounded by the relative lack o f mobility and economic opportunity in 
postapocalyptic Sri Lanka, which contributes to enhancing the insularity -  in the sense of 
detachment or isolation -  o f  spaces like Turtle Nest’s beach.
In terms o f environmental imperatives, part o f what is illuminated here are the important 
contrasts that attend the hum an-turtle conjunction, involving variegated degrees o f human 
vulnerability and animal victimisation, especially as the turtles cannot intervene in their own 
exploitation. In this sense, the novel counterpoints Scholtmeijer’s assertion that ‘even our best 
efforts at breaking down cultural constructions and realizing an authentic vision of life rely 
oftentimes upon the victimization o f nonhuman animals’ (1993: 294) by suggesting that cultural 
reconstruction in the context of the tourism economies o f this Sri Lankan beach depends in part 
on attenuating such victimisation. Yet it also urges a subtle differentiation between human and 
nonhuman concerns on the grounds of agency that is reinforced by its evasion o f tragic closure. 
Any attempts to effectively regulate or indeed eradicate sex tourism need firstly and obviously 
to be conducted with the aim o f offering more sustainable alternatives for local communities.18 
But given that most commentators agree that, if it is possible at all, the cessation of sex tourism 
requires a departure from dominant, late capitalist forms o f development (a possibility which, 
for the foreseeable future, seems distinctly unlikely),19 one o f the most urgent requirements 
involves addressing how the considerations o f current sex workers, and particularly those like 
Mala whose culturally embedded environmental sympathies offer a powerful locus o f 
knowledge, can help shape the social and ecological responsibilities o f future tourism 
developments. As the novel highlights, this is an especially thorny aim given that, while the 
collectively dehumanising economies o f  consumption that characterise beach space need to be 
punctured in order for its destructive energies -  symbolised by Aruni’s rape and related 
instances o f animal victimisation -  to be dissipated, its cycles o f abuse have seen Mala expelled
18 The im portance o f  finding better alternatives is key; otherw ise, attem pts such as that found in the ‘Zero 
T olerance for Child Sex T ourism ’ in Sri L anka cam paign to  enable children to ‘“ feel safe in saying ‘no ’ 
to  being pulled into the sex industry’” , as U N IC EF Sri L anka’s Y asm in H aque has it (cited in Mead 
2006), rem ain partly  irrelevant.
19 For exam ple, see Seabrook (2001: 167); K em padoo (1999a: 29); O ’C onnell D avidson (2005: 46). This 
problem  is explored further in the next section.
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from the very environment that could benefit from her positive integration. Ironically, such 
cycles are reinforced by blanket attempts to ‘eradicate’ child sex tourism in Sri Lanka.
At present, much o f the strategising centred on curtailing sex tourism involves either 
demonising sex tourists and encouraging more responsible travellers (which tacitly casts local 
communities as helpless) or instigating attempts to ‘[rjevive feelings o f social responsibilities of 
the community, so that the community would be vigilant about those practicing [s/c] 
commercial sex’ (Amarasinghe 2002: xviii). This seems flawed as it conceives ‘social 
responsibilities’ as a ‘lapsed’, homogenous category, whilst its emphasis on vigilance is not 
only patronising but also sponsors the kind o f stigmatisation that Lokuge’s novel suggests 
works against sustainability in the long term. By contrast, the text emphasises the need for these 
considerations to be worked through in ways that confront external management impulses both 
to segregate social and environmental sustainability planning and to ‘eradicate’ child sex 
tourism without (a) addressing the deep structures o f inequality that provoke it or (b) giving 
voice to those actors (currently grappling with various forms o f abuse, stigmatisation, STDs, 
and difficulties raising children) whose insights might propel future sustainability planning. 
Awareness o f how various enfolded processes o f objectification characterise abuse o f both sex 
workers and animals can help fine-tune the kind o f context-specific sustainability planning 
required in vulnerable ecosystems. At the same time it also has the potential to empower local 
community members, particularly vulnerable women and children, with respect to processes of 
tourism development. The aestheticisation o f compound disaster and reconfiguration o f tragedy
-  as collective, environmental, non-cathartic, postapocalyptic -  which Turtle Nest presents can 
in this sense enable more expansive social and environmental tourism practices to be 
conceptualised. This includes the muddy but critical admission that the specific disaster 
represented by child sex tourism is bound up in the wider social, economic, and environmental 
pressures emerging from this localised ecology’s interaction with larger experiences of 
compound disaster. It is through reconsidering these processes together — and not by isolating 
and hierarchising one form o f disaster over another -  that sustainability might emerge in the 
long term. As Ingram et al. put it, ‘[vulnerability reduction requires a holistic understanding of 
the complex interactions between the physical, environmental and social factors that contribute 
to i f  (2006: 612). To give a practical example o f this, I will briefly address how the insights 
generated by these readings o f sex tourism, embodied experience, and environmental abuse 
relate to contemporary disaster management in Sri Lanka, which brings me back to the tsunami.
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Sex Tourism, Vulnerability, and Post-Tsunami Concerns
Arguing in an article in The Sydney Morning Herald on January 11, 2005 that the South Asian 
region affected by the tsunami has been ‘neglected’ by ‘“big-name” Australian writers’, Susan 
Wyndham cites Turtle Nest as an example o f lesser-known literature that is ‘starting to emerge 
from Asian immigrants to Australia and their children’. She notes how the novel is ‘set on the 
stretch o f beach washed away by the tsunami, and [Lokuge] was there with the turtle farmers 
last month. Her book is already a historical account “o f  the peaceful times o f one year before’” 
(Wyndham 2005). Confusingly, the phrase in inverted commas is not attributed, raising 
questions about the degree o f irony it might be trying to articulate, given that the novel’s violent 
ecology is anything but ‘peaceful’. Regardless o f this, though, the suggestion that the tsunami’s 
devastating effects on the beach portrayed in Turtle Nest (and others like it) render the novel ‘a 
historical account’ is troubling, particularly in light o f the future-oriented reading offered here. 
This is accentuated by the way post-tsunami disaster management has affected subsequent 
forms o f development (touristic and otherwise) in coastal Sri Lanka.
In October 2005, Tourism Concern (a UK-based NGO dedicated to ‘fighting exploitation 
in tourism ’) published a report entitled ‘Post-Tsunami Reconstruction and Tourism: A Second 
Disaster?’. Principal author Alison Rice opens the report with the following important 
observations:
ten months after the disaster, thousands o f survivors are still [...] in temporary camps. 
Many o f them are being refused permission to return home. Governments and big 
businesses have plans for the beaches -  and the plans don’t include the people who used 
to live and work there.
Tourism is the new occupying force. [...] Having suffered so much on 26 
December, the local communities now find themselves disempowered and their rights 
and interests marginalised.
If  we are not careful, only holidaymakers, governments and big business will 
benefit from the new post-tsunami tourism. Our future ‘paradise’ holidays will be 
enjoyed at the expense o f survivors who not only lost family, friends, their homes and 
possessions, but are also about to lose any hope of a future.
(2005: 5)
Expanding on how the sentiments expressed here intersect with official policy, Nadarajah 
Shanmugaratnam writes that, ‘[w]hen I reflect on turning a disaster into an opportunity, I am not 
enchanted by the post-tsunami vision o f the Sri Lanka Tourist Board: “In a cruel twist of fate, 
nature has presented Sri Lanka with a unique opportunity, and out o f this great tragedy will 
come a world class tourism destination’” (2005: 2). Here, ‘nature’ conveniently washes away 
social problems whilst presenting glorious new tourism opportunities -  a ‘tragedy’ with a
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convenient end-stop. As Shanmugaratnam recognises, ‘the cruelty o f  the human disaster is 
explained away entirely as a work o f nature’; the failures o f human policy with respect to 
disaster preparation and management -  especially in terms o f the capacity ‘to act effectively and 
impartially’ -  are ‘blacked out’; and ‘nature’ is ‘credited for offering an opportunity to 
transform the Lankan coastal areas [...], as if  nature has swept away the pre-existing socially 
embedded institutions [...] and left the beaches ready to be taken over by the “hospitality 
industry’” (2). Notably, Shanmugaratnam states that: i  am not against tourism but the Tourist 
Board’s lack o f  sensitivity to the social and political dimensions o f  the “great tragedy” it speaks 
o f and the apparent disregard for the complexity o f the challenges o f post-disaster development 
are disturbing, to say the least’ (2).
This analysis is reinforced by much local opinion. Rice comments that: ‘The quest for a 
luxury tourism industry is driving much o f the reconstruction plans and local communities have 
not been consulted. There is strong evidence o f corruption and a climate o f repression of 
dissenting voices’ (2005: I 1). She then quotes Klein’s discussion o f how reconstruction seems 
to be ‘victim ising’ local people ‘all over again’. Klein notes that, while ‘hundreds o f thousands 
[...] were still stuck in sweltering inland camps’, a group o f ‘the country’s most prominent 
businesspeople [...] were handing the coast over to tourist developers at a frantic pace’ (cited in 
Rice 2005: 16). This is bound up with her notion o f ‘disaster capitalism’, which involves 
‘perfecting’ the ‘strategy’ o f ‘waiting for a major crisis, then selling off pieces of the state to 
private players while citizens [are] still reeling’ (Klein 2007: 6; see Chapter 19 for analysis of 
disaster capitalism in post-tsunami Sri Lanka). It is therefore unsurprising that doubly 
disenfranchised locals ‘called reconstruction “the second tsunami” ’ (cited in Rice 2005: 16). As 
Shalmali Guttal, a researcher with the NGO Focus on the Global South, comments wryly: ‘We 
used to have vulgar colonialism [...]. Now we have sophisticated colonialism, and they call it 
“reconstruction”’ (cited in Klein 2005).
Juxtaposing these points on post-tsunami tourism development in coastal Sri Lanka 
alongside W yndham’s comment regarding how Turtle Nest now represents ‘a historical 
account’ o f  pre-tsunami concerns helps emphasise the dangers attending this position. 
Conceptualising the tsunami as a ‘great tragedy’ in a less glib manner than that displayed by the 
Sri Lankan tourist board requires consideration o f how the event’s tragic dimensions are 
embedded in the kind o f broader social and environmental processes described in Lokuge’s 
novel (and hence in the actions of people, not just destructive nature). Given that Turtle Nest
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powerfully resists tragic closure in relation to intersecting experiences o f compound disaster, 
consigning the novel to the status of ‘history’ suppresses the critical insights it offers into how 
the issues it portrays might be negotiated in the future. Indeed, the testimonies regarding post­
tsunami tourism management suggest that the processes o f community disenfranchisement it 
depicts threaten to continue being repeated and exacerbated. Such displacement augurs not the 
‘erasure’ o f undesirable elements from swanky new developments -  the aim o f ‘blank is 
beautiful’ ideologies that reflect the colonial terra nullius principle (Klein 2007: 3) -  but 
increased instances o f  sex tourism and environmental abuse as communities fragment.20
There is a tension, though, between the emphasis I have placed on the ecological 
reconfiguration o f  tragedy as process in Turtle Nest and the devastating, ‘out o f the blue’ change 
exacted by the tsunami, which realised the threat o f  sudden transformation that characterises 
postapocalyptic environments (Buell 2003: 106). Certainly in hard-hit areas, where up to 98 
percent o f the dead were ‘[s]mall-boat fishing people’ (Klein 2007: 388), the possibility of 
seeing natural disaster as part o f a long-term, postapocalyptic process is severely curtailed. 
Nevertheless, overly apocalyptic assertions o f depopulation also play into the hands o f disaster 
capitalists, augmenting a process o f tourism-related dispossession that, as Klein points out, had 
been initiated two years before the wave struck (2007: 391). The ‘disaster’ o f reconstruction 
was embedded in plans to capitalise on the 2002 civil war ceasefire (signalling the temporary 
cessation o f a different disaster), which demanded that ‘[mjillions o f people’ sacrifice their 
homes and traditional livelihoods ‘to free the beaches for tourists and the land for resorts’ (Klein 
2007: 393). In this context, the degree to which the potentially disastrous medium and long-term 
effects o f  the tsunami, both socially and environmentally, can be considered non-processual or 
‘out o f the blue’ is distinctly limited. This still leaves the question, though, of how Turtle Nest's 
nuanced portrayal o f  these procedures might contribute to crisis alleviation in the future. As 
discussed with reference to Brathwaite and CowPastor in Chapter 2, one resulting imperative 
regards the need for such insights to be presented as economically and ethically meaningful to 
tourism corporations and governments. This is all the more challenging as both stand to benefit, 
in the short term at least, from perpetuating a ‘divide and rule’ tactic with respect to local 
community opinion and potential resistance, fostering conflict rather than consensus and
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20 Indeed, these m ay be even less visible, even m ore unregulated than practices portrayed in Turtle Nest, 
as com m unities becom e dispossessed o f  the lim ited foothold provided by tenancy o f  coastal land.
allowing neoliberal rationale to drown objections to the exploitative aspects o f ‘world class’, 
‘luxury tourism ’ development.
In this light, Turtle Nest's representation o f island tourism and compound disaster raises at 
least two key points. Firstly, it challenges Quarantelli’s definition o f  disasters as events which, 
whilst not necessarily free from conflict, involve no ‘division into competing groups or factions, 
at least one o f  whom is interested in making the situation worst for other parties’ (1998: 241). 
The experience o f intense poverty and the ways in which Sri Lankan sex tourism presents a 
morally debilitating threat to survival that is accentuated by ongoing civil conflict and 
overshadowed by nature’s volatility demand more robust definitions of disaster than those 
establishing ‘general’ oppositions between consensus and conflict. Motivations in this sense are 
contingent on numerous considerations that feed in and through the experience of compound 
disaster. Failing to name the events portrayed in Turtle Nest as disastrous — with the demand for 
meaningful resolution in the long-term which the concept conveys -  effectively contributes to 
perpetuating the destructive energies that, as the novel emphasises, prevent more sustainable 
social and environmental practices from materialising. This is an important observation not least 
because it offers a platform from which to critique both the ethical and economic viability ol 
disenfranchising tourism policies.
Sonmez phrases the problem o f sustainability in disaster-stricken islands as follows:
It is unrealistic to believe that islands suffering from ongoing political problems, 
poverty and the inevitable violent crime that it spawns, can develop strategies for 
sustainable tourist industries until their major problems are resolved. Ironically, moving 
toward sustainable development would solve much o f the internal strife that riddles 
some islands.
(2002: 165-6)
Reinforcing this observation, he states that: ‘although international tourism offers these islands a 
realistic and permanent solution, it is jeopardized by the very problems it can help eliminate’ 
(177). This double-bind again partly underwrites how island communities are positioned as 
‘helpless’ in the face o f conflict and disaster, and therefore subject to external management. One 
method o f negotiating this is to break down problems in ways that enable realistic attenuations 
o f exploitative practices and gradually introduce greater options for local communities, 
particularly where sex tourism is a dominant industry form. However, without a holistic 
framework (such as that presented by Turtle Nest's intersecting concerns), there is the potential, 
as Dombrowsky notes, for disaster problems to be defined ‘according to the solution at hand’. 
This involves ‘cutting reality into the parts that fit into the organizational capabilities to handle
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them’. Such approaches fail to ‘focus on the vital problems o f the victims, but on the solutions 
they have at hand or can provide’ (1998: 22).
The second key point regarding Turtle Nest's depiction o f tourism and compound disaster 
suggests another double-bind as counterpoint to the one described by Sonmez. Importantly 
though, rather than accentuating the problems associated with ‘breaking down’ disaster 
phenomena into more manageable forms, it illuminates how unsustainable tourism development 
is itself vulnerable to the kind o f financial downturn that characterises its negative effects on 
local communities. This provides an economic as well as social and environmental rationale for 
placing intensely marginalised actors (such as child sex workers) at the centre o f sustainability 
planning. Although some villagers in Turtle Nest's coastal community blame the war for the 
fact that most visitors are ‘poorer tourists coming in on cheap deals’ (Lokuge 2003: 47), 
inculcating a culture in which even less reputable activities like sex tourism take the place of 
paradisal package tours, the novel’s emphasis on how the profitability o f beach tourism 
enterprises is implicated in the negative cycles o f local ecologies suggests that such declines are 
only partly political. In this context, lack o f local consultation -  and attendant complicity with 
the objectification, stigmatisation, and abuse of vulnerable people and animals — seems almost 
to render governments and tourism corporations ‘helpless’ in preventing disruption to their 
enterprises, rather than local people. External intervention o f this sort is shown to perpetuate the 
form o f postapocalypse that renders tourism markets unpredictable, threatening long-term 
investment and industry diversification, which most developers consider economically 
desirable. Importantly, Turtle Nest's own counter-intervention into these processes projects the 
possibility o f seeing the beach as a creative space from which new practices can emerge. As 
Dening has famously shown, whilst it is often threatening, traversing the beach can also bring 
productive change and renewal. The mediating function played by the titular turtles with respect 
to both humans and the natural environment recalls the fact that, even though such boundary 
crossing ‘is always dramatic’, it carries with it the potential to ‘adjust’ the ‘balance’ of 
continually changing island ecologies (Dening 1980: 31-2). By subtly illuminating marginalised 
perspectives on future social and environmental sustainability with respect to tourism, Lokuge’s 
text suggests that, just as the reproductive energies that underpin the beach’s representation (and 
are emphasised by the novel’s title) can be manipulated in disastrous ways, this ecology can 
also be a breeding ground for more positive ideas if sensitively approached. In this sense, one of 
the ‘undesirable’ social phenomena that the corporate tourism industry’s expropriating tactics
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attempt to ‘erase’ — what its agents might term sex worker ‘infestation’ — could ironically help 
solve some o f the social, environmental, and economic challenges posed by resorts.
With these points in mind, the novel can be aligned with Buell’s assessment o f  American 
representations o f environmental crisis. He states that, ‘[t]or the most part, even when most 
clearly political, this literature shows no clear path out o f crisis’ but ‘pulls back the curtain on a 
portrait o f deformation and fixes readers’ gazes on i f  (2003: 333). Buell continues to assert that 
literary engagement with serious global environmental issues ‘does not ask for a look of 
panicked horror, an urgent effort to change, and then denial and forgetfulness until the next 
look’; rather, it demands ‘that audiences realize just how deeply in the soup they themselves are 
and how difficult and uncertain solutions are’ (322). However, in contrast to this, the locally 
based concerns o f Turtle Nest, extending from specific beach ecologies to the case ot Sri Lanka 
as a whole, do suggest a need for forms of ‘urgent effort’ with long-term ramifications. These 
may well involve theorising numerous ‘difficult and uncertain solutions' but, unlike the wide- 
reaching problems with environmental sustainability discussed by Buell, their outcomes involve 
more immediate reductions o f human and animal abuse on a small but potentially expansive 
scale. If cycles o f abuse can be effectively linked to perpetually declining cycles of profitability
— and Lokuge’s imaginative representation suggests a powerful correlation -  the economic 
impetus behind further unsustainable tourism development might be threatened in ways that can 
be redemptive from short, medium, and long-term perspectives simultaneously. Rather than 
offering uncomplicated solutions, though, Turtle Nest inspires reorientation o f urgent debates, 
provoking important questions regarding local consultation (how, for instance, are the beach 
boys to be involved in more sustainable tourism transformations?) which need rapid attention if 
deeply damaging tourism forms are to be countered. Without such debates informing actions, 
the potential for less destructive futures to emerge may be lost; the unregulated sex trade will 
continue to flourish; and Sri Lanka’s coastal environments will be subject to further avoidable 
degradations.
II. Gendered Islands, Tourism, and Prostitution Discourse
The perspectives gained in the first part o f the chapter on interrelations between compound 
disaster, sexual exploitation, animal abuse, and tourism sustainability in coastal Sri Lanka have 
helped illuminate how, despite the severe circumscriptions facing the island, it nevertheless 
inspires debates comparable to those surrounding the insular Pacific and Caribbean. Indeed,
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Turtle Nest's negotiation o f tensions between cultural and environmental sustainability offer 
instructive insights into some o f the ways in which similar contestations might be tackled in 
postcolonial island contexts globally. In order to address these in more macroscopic terms, the 
second part o f  this chapter moves away from highly localised examinations o f  sex tourism and 
embodied experience so as to address how the points these raise extend from sexualised 
negotiations o f individuals and communities to entire islands. Discussing Sri Lankan sex 
tourism ’s implication in wider practices o f consumption that embrace ‘scenery, sights, [and] 
culture’ as well as people, Ireland notes that: ‘It is not uncommon for the basis of such tourism 
to be compared to prostitution in a wider sense, with reference to the extent to which the culture 
and environment become part o f a package to be consumed and, in the process, corrupted and 
degraded’ (1993: 68). This raises the question, however, o f the extent to which ‘culture and 
environment’ are ‘consum ed’ in similarly ‘degrading’ ways, characterised via readily 
translatable metaphors o f sexual exploitation. If portrayals o f grassroots prostitution in 
environments such as Turtle Nest’s littoral world telescope urgent issues regarding local 
sustainability strategies and the interface between culture, nature, and sex, what happens on a 
transnational level when the cultures and ecologies o f different touristed island regions are 
conflated through prostitution metaphors and sexual ised discourse? The following sections 
address this by exploring how concerns regarding tourism and prostitution in postapocalyptic 
Sri Lanka compare to perspectives on the same sexualised nexus in Caribbean and Pacific island 
writings.
Naturalisation, Culturalisation, and the Sexual Consumption o f  Islands
Sri Lankan migrant writer Shyam Selvadurai’s novel, Funny Boy (1994), is best known for
engendering debates about portrayals o f homosexuality in Sri Lankan literature. As Minoli
Salgado points out, it has been interpreted by Harry Thomas as
‘the story o f one young boy’s interior formation and integration set against the 
backdrop o f his country’s disintegration’ ([Salgado’s] emphasis) — a backdrop that was 
almost effaced in Sri Lanka where the novel was primarily positioned as a gay text, and 
responses ranged from one writer’s enraged evaluation o f the novel as filth to a national 
debate on the need to repeal the anti-sodomy law after the Sri Lankan President read it.
(2007: 20)
Notably, this intersection between civil unrest on a national level and the forging o f sexuality on 
a personal level operates partly in reference to the tourism industry. The novel traces the social
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and sexual identity construction of Arjie, its first-person narrator, during the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. As such, Beverley Pennell and John Stephens characterise it as a kind o f subverted 
Bildungsroman: rather than portraying the typical ‘integration o f the young adult into society’, it 
‘problematizes the desirability o f subscribing to normative social regimes, especially those 
structuring gender and sexuality’ (2002: 169). The text also challenges Bildungsroman 
conventions by questioning the possibility o f social integration in a state entering civil crisis, 
particularly as Arjie is part o f an economically privileged Tamil family.
Funny Boy highlights how changes occurring immediately after the UNP gained power in 
1977 are manifested in the private domain, enlarging the social and pecuniary opportunities 
available to A rjie’s family. As they participate in an increasing number o f cocktail parties and 
formal dances in section three, revelling in ‘the sudden availability o f imported goods’, Arjie 
learns from his father’s conversations that the family is benefiting from ‘the new government 
and something called “free economy” and “the end o f socialism’” (Selvadurai 1995: 102). This 
culminates with their entry into the tourism business as A rjie’s father becomes co-owner o f a 
newly constructed beachside hotel south o f Colombo (on the same stretch o f coast that is 
depicted in Turtle Nest). By section four, the business is thriving, and Arjie’s father invites 
Jegan, the son o f a family friend who has come to work for him, to see the hotel for the first 
time. Significantly, given the sexual themes that pervade the novel and tourism’s centrality to 
enhancing the fam ily’s pre-war prosperity, this is the only scene to deal directly with sex 
tourism. Nevertheless, it does allow the obvious ironies attached to state practices -  such as 
maintaining an anti-sodomy law while permitting widespread rises in child sex tourism -  to be 
subtly engaged. Although the plight of impoverished community members such as those 
depicted in Lokuge’s novel is not rigorously examined (Arjie’s privileged position distances 
him from such considerations), the short allusion in this scene to the economies and social 
practices that underpin the family’s business success offers a useful counterpoint to Turtle 
Nest's events. In particular, it foregrounds how interpersonal issues, enmeshed with sex and 
embodied experience, connect metaphorically with more macroscopic, national concerns.
As A rjie’s father takes drinks on the hotel veranda with Jegan, observing the beach in the 
background ‘crowded with foreigners and local villagers’, Jegan suddenly asks: i s  what is 
happening what I think is happening?’ (170). Arjie narrates the rest o f the scene as follows:
I turned to look down the beach now, wondering what Jegan had seen. There was 
nothing out o f the ordinary. As was usual at this time, there were many foreign men 
around. A lot o f them were talking to young boys from the village.
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‘Yes,’ my father said.
‘And they come back to the hotel?’
My father shrugged. ‘Sometimes.’
‘You don’t m ind?’
‘What am I to do? They have paid for the rooms. Besides, if I tried to stop it, 
they’d simply go to another hotel on the front.’
‘But isn’t it illegal?’
My father chuckled. ‘I don’t see any police out there, do you? [...] It’s not just our 
luscious beaches that keep the tourist industry going, you know. We have other natural 
resources as well.’
(170-1)
This passage emphasises how legal and moral concerns are overruled by the need to ensure 
tourism ’s continued economic viability even before the outbreak o f war. One example o f how 
the problems o f pre-war industry expansion were being probed can be found in a 1982 article 
entitled — with dark irony, given the following year’s violence — ‘Sri Lanka’s Image Blasted’. 
Published in Asian Business and quickly reprinted in Sri Lankan newspaper Weekend, it claimed 
that Sri Lanka ‘had become a jungle o f “beggars, greedy hoteliers, dishonest shopkeepers, touts, 
rip-off artists, pimps and prostitutes’” (Crick 1994: 58). Whilst hyperbolic, this nevertheless 
chimes with aspects o f the beach economy depicted in Funny Boy. In contradistinction to child 
sex tourism ’s lack o f official visibility, the scene above suggests that, not only are such 
practices highly legible aspects o f everyday beach life (Jegan swiftly identifies overtures to 
sexual exchange, and Arjie views them as ‘nothing out o f the ordinary’), but that they are also 
tacitly state-sanctioned (the area is unpoliced, rendering the visible invisible in the sense of legal 
monitoring). Yet, even though similar points might be readily extrapolated from Turtle Nest, the 
conclusion o f the passage offers a further troubling perspective on the domestication of child 
sex tourism, as Arjie’s father describes the local boys as ‘natural resources’. This discursively 
reinforces stereotypes regarding ‘third world’ production o f ‘raw materials’ for ‘first world’ 
consumption, converting the specificity of Sri Lankan children’s bodies to undifferentiated and 
dehumanised ‘amenities’. Such processes could be seen as accentuated in island contexts, as 
resource scarcity augments conversion o f human bodies into commodities. These are then 
naturalised and amalgamated with wider environmental attractions like the beaches which, in 
being described as ‘luscious’, are at the same time partly sexualised.21
The way that distinctions between individual sex workers and island environments are 
conflated in this passage is symptomatic o f tourism discourse in economically underprivileged,
21 M oreover, in assign ing  this description to  A rjie’s father, the d iscursive objectification o f  local children 
is show n to be both w orryingly  class-based (w ould he be so blase about reducing his own son and his 
peers to tourist ‘resou rces’?) and intim ately entw ined w ith the w ay local tourism  entrepreneurs 
contem plate the ir responsibilities regarding child sex tourism .
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postcolonial states more broadly. For instance, discussing how the vast disparities on which
Caribbean tourism is founded are effaced, Sheller explains that:
the ‘naturalisation’ o f  the social and economic inequalities o f  the contemporary tourist 
economy occurs via three steps: the objectification o f Caribbean people as part o f the 
natural landscape, the equation o f that landscape (and hence those who people it) with 
sexuality and corruption, and finally the marketing o f the Caribbean via imagined 
geographies o f tropical enticement and sexual availability.
(2003:31)
As the Sri Lanka examples show, this is not a Caribbean-specific phenomenon. Rather, it is 
often the case globally that ‘[rjeceiving states are feminised, and along with women are aligned 
with nature, receptivity, and sexual allure and danger. These images collude provocatively with 
colonial representations, though this time they may be called up and sold by ex-colonised or 
Third World men and states, too’ (Pettman 1997: 97). It is hence unsurprising that host nations’ 
relationships with tourism have been conceived through prostitution metaphors, particularly 
given the economic necessity that underpins industry dynamics in many ‘third world’ states.
There are problems attached, though, to the way in which the tourism-as-prostitution 
metaphor functions, and to the gendering o f destinations more broadly. Citing Nelson Graburn’s 
conviction that many ‘developing’ nations ‘are forced into the “female” role o f servitude, of 
being “penetrated” for money, often against their w ill’, Oppermann notes that such approaches 
only ‘scrutinize one particular part o f the whole world sex tourism industry, namely tourists 
from the developed to developing countries who engage in sexual activities with commercial 
sex workers’ (1998b: 154). They therefore fail to account for the complexity o f local 
involvement in the trade at the same time as reinscribing production/consumption binaries. 
Although gender is a crucial category in sex tourism practices and their related discursive 
ensembles, Sri Lanka’s male homosexual sex trade emphasises the importance o f not 
essentialising wider industry operations through male/female stereotypes. This carries weight on 
a global level. For instance, feminist theorist M. Jacqui Alexander explains how, during her 
early work on tourism and neocolonialism in the Caribbean, she ‘only narrowly engaged the 
question o f the organization and production o f gay tourism, assuming largely that the processes 
o f ideological and material exploitation [...] followed a trajectory that was intrinsic to 
heterosexualized tourism and the operation of neo-colonial states alone’ (2005: 66). However, 
following a visit to Jamaica, she found evidence for ‘a systemic, interdependent relationship 
between heterosexual capital and gay capital’, in which ‘capitalist competition’ pushed ‘these 
two systems to draw from the same epistemic frameworks, to consume from the same site’ (66).
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This recognition emerged in relation especially to the ‘covert racial trade in illicit sex’ in 
Jam aica’s Negril Beach area, ‘an issue of which everyone was aware (including the police) but 
reluctant to discuss’ (67). Given the emphasis I have placed on the importance o f interpreting 
postcolonial island tourism practices both in particularist terms (inflected by local 
environments, politics, social structures, and colonial histories) and via transnational 
comparison, it is notable that Alexander proceeds to assert that ‘[t]his trade pertained as much to 
heterosexual practice as it did to same-sex desire among men. The transactions seemed to carry 
that same covert valence o f unnamed knowing that Shyam Selvadurai described on a beach in 
Sri Lanka, in his coming-of-age novel Funny Boy’ (67).
Quoting likewise from the passage discussed above, Alexander not only observes how ‘this 
scene in Sri Lanka bears close resemblance to the sexual contours o f  Bahamian tourism’ 
described earlier in her book, but also that it ‘raises an important question regarding whether the 
erotic consumptive patterns o f white gay tourism followed the trajectory that had been mapped 
by white heterosexual capital’ (67). Her comparative analysis is interesting from my perspective 
firstly because it emphasises careful contextualisation both o f the gendering of islands and the 
metaphorical uses o f prostitution discourse in relation to tourism, highlighting the importance of 
negotiating over-simplifications o f these phenomena when addressing the intersections of 
transnational industry and interpersonal practice.22 Secondly, its association o f sexual 
economies on Jamaican and Sri Lankan beaches brings Caribbean and South Asian examples of 
insular sex tourism into dialogue. O f course, the extent to which these two industries’ 
characteristics reflect one another swiftly breaks down when the postapocalyptic dimensions of 
contemporary Sri Lankan experience are engaged more directly. Yet, as neoliberal economic 
agreements were instituted in both Sri Lanka and Jamaica in 197 7,23 there are significant 
grounds for comparing how ‘free market’ strategies that position tourism as developmental 
panacea for islands are interwoven with their global eroticisation.
Even though the tourism/prostitution correlation applies to many postcolonial tourism 
destinations, links between forms o f sexual and environmental exploitation are often acutely 
expressed in island contexts. For instance, recalling the issues touched on in the 1982 article 
regarding the seedier side of pre-war Sri Lankan tourism discussed in the previous section, it is
22 It is w orth  noting, for instance, that the prevalence o f  m ale prostitu tion  in the Caribbean also 
com plicates gendered characterisations o f  states, particularly  as relatively w ealthy ‘w estern ’ women 
occupy em pow ered positions (fo r m ore on this so-called ‘rom ance to u rism ’, see Pruitt and LaFont 1995).
23 The d iscussion w ith form er Jam aican Prim e M inister M ichael M anley in Life and Debt, addressed 
further below , provides an insightful introduction into these negotiations from  a Jam aican perspective.
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significant that earlier in the same year, Minister o f State Anandatissa de Alwis voiced related 
concerns in an address to the Tourism Marketing Conference in Colombo. Crick notes that 
during this speech, de Alwis ‘made [the] memorable remark that Sri Lanka was “not the only 
girl on the beach” [...]; she was not, in other words, in a position to rest on her laurels by virtue 
o f having a captive market since there were so many other tourist destinations offering very 
similar attractions’ (1994: 48).24 Here, Sri Lanka, like the Caribbean, is explicitly gendered in a 
way that further beclouds distinctions between culture and nature, islands and individuals. 
Whereas local sex workers are naturalised in the extract from Funny Boy, here Sri Lankan 
ecology is correspondingly culturalised as a ‘girl on the beach’ whose sexual availability casts 
the whole island as a metaphorical prostitute. This has significant ramifications as the ‘girl on 
the beach’ trope is also prevalent in other examples o f postcolonial island tourism marketing.
Discussing the genealogy o f key tourism marketing tropes, Strachan notes that colonial 
conceptions o f the Caribbean as ‘a wholly exploitable, penetrable space’ in which ‘landscape is 
feminized’ provided an image from which ‘[t]he Caribbean has never been able to extricate 
itself. It survives today in the brochure representation o f the Caribbean as a woman on a beach, 
alone and inviting’ (2002: 30).25 He then examines a postcard bearing the slogan, ‘wrapped up 
in the Bahamas’, which depicts a ‘barely clad, slender, black beauty lying in repose on the 
sand’, ‘wrapped in the Bahamian flag’ (30-1). As Strachan observes, the image implies that 
‘[t]he land, the woman, and the nation [...] are all awaiting penetration and possession' (31). 
Read alongside the Sri Lankan examples o f how nature and culture are mapped onto one 
another in processes o f tourism-related commoditisation, this highlights the discursive tendency 
for island nations to be reduced in ways that reinforce sexually exploitative practices. The 
condensed image o f the girl on the beach -  a landscape component that functions itself as a 
hyper-commoditised and archetypically iconic island-within-an-island -  is centrally implicated 
in the homogenising processes o f  brochure discourse. Such sexualisation has also been 
disturbingly used in the Pacific to mask the devastation of nuclear testing. Observing how the 
name o f the Bikini Atoll (which was blasted by ‘twenty-five nuclear bombs between 1946 and
24 de A lw is’s characterisation  o f  Sri Lanka continues to be repeated in contem porary tourism 
developm ent planning. For instance, in February 2007, the Sri Lankan new spaper Daily Mirror reported 
that, in a speech  on foreign investm ent, new  M inister o f  Investm ent Prom otion and Enterprise 
D evelopm ent, Sarath A m unugam a, also ‘stressed that Sri L anka w as no t the only  girl on the beach’ 
( ‘A m unugam a W ants BOI to  Think Big, Targets $4b in F D I’ 2007).
25 D eL oughrey also  concurs that ‘the island is often represented as a fem ale body ’, citing as evidence 
D iana L ox ley ’s observation  that, h istorically, “ ‘an unrelenting feature o f  island discourse is that the 
adventurer-hero  o f  this free environm ent should not be constrained by the hegem onising pow er o f  (he 
fem inine’”  (2007b: 13-14).
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1958’) was co-opted to describe the popular bathing suit, Teaiwa argues that: ‘By drawing 
attention to a sexualized and supposedly depoliticized female body, the bikini distracts from the 
colonial and highly political origins o f its name’ (2000: 91). In light o f these discursive 
manoeuvres then, it is crucial to note how, while it is vital for competing destinations to 
advertise the distinctiveness of their ‘attractions’, the seductiveness o f islands conditions notions 
about their sexual economies, as well as their sexualisation more broadly.
A potentially debilitating kind of hermeneutic circle is introduced when islands are 
metaphorically represented as alluring girls on beaches: they are further miniaturised or 
simplified. As I noted in Chapter 2, Cartier states that, ‘if the beachscape is the ultimately 
seductive natural environment, then the island, the oceanic island, is that essence reduced’, ‘the 
ultimate beach’ (2005: 15). Given the culture/nature conflation embodied by the ‘girl on the 
beach’ trope, the attractiveness of islands to tourists appears enmeshed in the same discursive 
machinery as stereotypes regarding sexually available natives: both are commodities that can be 
similarly possessed and consumed. Further, if beaches are often mobilised in brochure discourse 
as reductive synecdoches o f islands, local inhabitants -  reduced metonymically to the sexually 
alluring girl on the beach -  are co-opted by another system o f embodied insularity. Part o f the 
exoticised beach-package that attracts so many tourists to island destinations, they become 
falsely detached from the social realities of their own communities and from those of their 
visitors. Portrayed as isolated human islands, their commoditisation and potential abuse is 
underwritten by a politics o f hedonistic disconnection that is linked to tourism’s involvement in 
processes o f  environmental pollution and desecration.
Sheller summarises these issues well from a Caribbean perspective when she states that:
The West Indies are inscribed as ‘resorts’ beyond civilisation, utopian/dystopian places 
where the normal rules o f  civility can be suspended. The deep layering and reiteration 
o f such representations o f the Caribbean has reinforced an imaginary geography in 
which it becomes a carnivalistic site for hedonistic consumption [...]. The transgression 
o f moral boundaries serves to reinforce the constitution o f geographies o f difference 
that define the North as ‘civilised’ and the Caribbean as ‘unreal’ [...]. These touristic 
performances reflect a long history o f the inscription o f corruption into the landscapes 
and inhabitants o f these ‘pleasure islands’.
(2004: 34-5)
Reflecting on the 1982 Falklands War, former Argentinean Foreign Minister Guido di Telia 
noted wryly that ‘the problem with islands in general is that they have sex appeal’ (cited in 
Dodds 2003: 188). However, rather than being perennial or ‘timeless’, this allure is eminently 
corruptible: island ‘utopias’ often bear the imprint o f a dystopian obverse through which they
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can be imaginatively transformed.26 In both cases, though, touristic consumption o f island 
cultures, environments, and inhabitants is often bound up with colonially inflected fantasies of 
possession. This suggests that, if  prostitution discourse is characteristic o f many forms of 
postcolonial tourism, islands could be said to represent the most tangible embodiments o f how 
this operates materially. Yet there is a danger o f over-emphasising the culture-nature links 
evoked by such observations, which speaks to the emphasis placed throughout this thesis on the 
importance o f differentiating sensitively between social and environmental sustainability in 
island contexts. Such concerns are critical to the following analysis o f how Walcott and Trask 
draw on prostitution discourse in their respective polemical engagements with exploitative 
tourism practices. This reintegrates Caribbean and Pacific perspectives by looking 
comparatively at how their macroscopic use o f sexualised metaphors can present community- 
level problems in the process o f developing more sustainable practices.
Tourism is Whorism? Prostitution Discourse in Walcott and Trask
One o f the most direct early Caribbean examples o f how the tourism-as-prostitution trope has 
been mobilised politically is in the anti-tourism rhetoric o f Evan X. Hyde, who led the Black 
Power movement in his homeland of Belize (then British Honduras). In a 1970 interview, he 
coined the pithy if problematic phrase ‘tourism is whorism’ (‘Tourism is Whorism’ 1970) as he 
rejected the industry’s alignment with ongoing colonialism (Belize achieved independence in 
1981). The sentiment chimed with other anti-colonial movements which rejected the repetitions 
o f plantation economics that seemed wedded to certain forms o f Caribbean tourism in the 1970s 
especially. Pattullo notes that during this period ‘there was alarm about cultural dependency, the 
way in which the region’s beliefs and values appeared to be determined by North America. This 
process followed the long-time cultural conditioning by Europe through colonization’, with the 
Caribbean being defined ‘not [...] by its own peoples, but by tourists and others according to 
their own needs and perceptions o f sun-baked islands’ (Pattullo 1996: 180). Notably, the link 
between this process and prostitution is of central figurative relevance to Walcott’s criticisms in
26 This operates w ith alarm ing speed in both directions, as in the afterm ath o f  natural disaster, or in 
response to  a  declaration  o f  arm istice follow ing periods o f  war. John M cL eod’s essay, ‘W hen M em ory 
D ies: Tourism , Terror, and L iterary R epresentations o f  the Sri L ankan Civil W ar’, provides a b rief 
com m entary  on the problem atic transform ation o f  Sri L anka from w arzone to tourist destination, show ing 
how  tourism  can be ‘com plicit in the very acts o f  forgetting and disappearance w hich also characterised 
the effects o f  the w ar on perspectives o f  Sri Lankan histo ry’ (2005: 173).
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‘What the Twilight Says’ (also published in 1970) o f  how Caribbean ‘folk arts’ have been 
reduced to emblems o f an ‘accommodating culture [...]  adjunct to tourism ’ (1998b: 7).
Drawing conclusions from his experiences in St Lucia and Trinidad, Walcott argues that:
The lean, sinewy strength of the folk dance has been fattened and sucked into the limbo 
o f the nightclub, the hotel cabaret, and all the other prostitutions o f a tourist culture [...] 
and who dares tell the Tourism Boards and Cultural Development Committees that the 
blacks in bondage at least had the resilience o f their dignity [...]  while their descendants 
have gone both flaccid and colourful, covering their suffering with artificial rage or 
commercial elation?
( 2 4 )
W alcott’s critique here has clear affinities with the sentiments expressed by Naipaul in Chapter 
3, particularly the latter’s claim that Trinidadian culture has become ‘a night-club turn’. Here, 
however, Walcott articulates his objections through a distinctly sexualised idiom, seeing 
commoditised cultural practices as ‘prostitutions’ with no collaborative value for local people 
beyond economic exchange. In this sense he amplifies the sense o f  disgust attached to Naipaul’s 
pronouncement towards the end o f The Middle Passage that: ‘Every poor country accepts 
tourism as an unavoidable degradation. None has gone as far as some o f these West Indian 
islands, which, in the name o f tourism, are selling themselves into a new slavery’ (2001: 198). 
The discourse o f impotence Walcott invokes in describing contemporary Caribbean cultural 
performances as ‘flaccid’ also bears relations to the sentiments expressed by Pepe in Leaves o f  
the Banyan Tree in Chapter 2. Yet, whilst this rhetorically foregrounds the forms of exploitation 
that accompany tourism-related commoditisation, the generalised assumption that prostitution is 
a submissive act occludes the more subversive forms o f agency encoded in the industry 
dynamics described by Walcott. This is also evident in other sexualised interrogations of 
tourism’s negative effects which, despite manifold social and historical differences, present a 
further important comparison point between Caribbean and insular Pacific perspectives. Culture 
is a major category around which these critiques coalesce, as is stressed by the title of the essay 
with which this thesis opens, Trask’s “ ‘Lovely Hula Hands”: Corporate Tourism and the 
Prostitution o f Hawaiian Culture’.27
Like Walcott, Trask argues that: ‘The latest affliction of corporate tourism has meant a 
particularly insidious form o f cultural prostitution’ (1999: 17). In defining her key term she
27 The title  o f  the essay includes a reference to the prolific hapa-haole ( ‘o f  w hite descen t’) com poser R. 
A lex A nderson’s 1939 song ‘Lovely H ula H ands’. It foregrounds the w ay in w hich native H awaiian 
w om en are represented  synecdochically  by exoticised body parts: the lyrics explicitly  sexualise native 
hands, w ith the chorus reading: ‘I can feel you r soft caresses o f  your hula hands /  Y our lovely hula hands 
/ [...] /  A ll tender m eaning / [...] / F ingertips that say A loha’. The conventional synecdoche o f ‘hands’ for 
‘w orkers’ ironically highlights the com m oditised nature o f  such dances in the context o f  T rask ’s essay.
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explains that, ‘[bjecause o f  mass-based corporate tourism, our women have become purveyors 
o f our dances, our language, our islands [...]. This is cultural prostitution, often with our own 
people’s willing, if unexamined, participation’ (106). She notes how the state is explicitly 
feminised, objecting to a form of US colonialism which not only suggests to ‘most Americans’ 
that ‘Hawai‘i is theirs: to use, to take, and, above all, to fantasize about’, but also creates a 
situation in which ‘Hawai‘i is “she”, the Western image o f the Native “female” in her magical 
allure’ (135-6; original emphasis). Trask’s deployment o f prostitution discourse involves a 
relatively unilateral consideration o f gender dynamics so as to maintain the polemical force of 
the metaphor, reinforcing the kind o f stereotypical oppositions between ‘male’ dominance and 
‘female’ subservience that Alexander warns should be guarded against. She states that her 
notion o f cultural prostitution ‘refers to the entire institution that defines a woman (and by 
extension the female) as an object o f degraded and victimized sexual value for use and exchange 
through the medium o f money’ (140; original emphasis). Corresponding with Walcott’s 
description o f Caribbean culture as ‘flaccid’, this characterisation also positions native 
Hawaiians as disempowered victims of cultural ‘emasculation’. She proceeds to assert that: 
‘The prostitute is a woman who sells her sexual capacities and is seen, thereby, to possess and 
reproduce them at will, that is, by her very “nature”’ (140; original emphasis). The analogy 
suggests that commoditisation ‘naturalises’ Hawaiian culture as an exploitable entity that serves 
to gratify mass tourist desires.
One problem with such polemic is that its emphasis on prostitutes as women conflates local 
culture and native communities with the gendering of islands in tourism marketing. Although 
Trask admits that ‘[tjhere is much more to prostitution than my sketch reveals’ (140), and that 
she is ‘interested in using the largest sense of this term as a metaphor in understanding what has 
happened to Hawaiian culture’ (140), the effectiveness o f this is discursively limited by its blunt 
engagement with prostitution’s entangled dynamics and the wider ramifications o f its 
metaphorical use. As with Walcott’s 1970s conception o f tourism’s effects on Caribbean 
culture, the notion that prostitution is unilaterally demeaning glosses over the many embedded 
power contestations and assertions of agency it can involve, and crucially threatens to alienate 
those employed within the sex industry whose individual subjectivities are reduced to generic 
metonyms. Moreover, situating the practice as a rhetorical means of ‘conveyfing] the utter 
degradation o f our culture and our people under corporate tourism ’ (140) risks estranging the 
wider, highly variegated general tourism workforce, whose members are also negotiating the
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contradictions involved in working within the industry. In this light, lack o f attention to
prostitution’s social and metaphorical complexity renders aspects o f  both W alcott’s and Trask’s
polemics superficial with respect to the touristic phenomena they describe.
Further pitfalls associated with this tourism-as-prostitution rhetoric are revealed from
recalling that, in finding him self at odds with the local workforce whilst objecting to the Pitons’
development in St Lucia, Walcott again compares the proposed infrastructure’s effects to
prostitution. He states in interview that, by resisting the Jalousie development:
I mean more than just to hate the idea o f the hotel, or to challenge it, and if possible to 
have stopped that hotel from being built there, because aesthetically it is like a wound, 
and if I could look down at that hotel and see what I see, and it looks like any other 
hotel, then the Pitons will become what? They become prostitutes; you’re making them 
whores. Basically you’re saying it’s okay to violate the landscape, it’s okay to desecrate 
it, because they’re the real thing that’s bringing people money.
(Handley 2005a: 129)
By invoking prostitution as a means o f analytical critique, Walcott equates landscape ‘violation’
with enforced sex work. Environmental desecration is figured via a cultural metaphor, with
prostitution becoming shorthand for the kind of ‘utter degradation’ described by Trask. In this
light, it is arguable that when Walcott complains o f the difficulty in ‘communicating’ his own
sense o f the Pitons’ sacredness ‘to people in Soufriere who’, according to him, ‘can’t feel some
ancestral anything about’ the landscape (Handley 2005a: 129), the alienation expressed by some
community members to his points may be partly due to this use o f prostitution discourse. Not
only does it demean any locals who are involved in sex tourism, but there is again the sense that
those employed within the industry more broadly are implicated in sexualised circuits o f  abuse.
This reflects Trask’s contention that, ‘[djespite their exploitation’, many native Hawaiians
second their ‘com plicity’ with corporate tourism ‘to the economic hopelessness that drives
Hawaiians into the industry’ (1999: 145). She states that:
O f course, many Hawaiians do not see tourism as part o f  their colonization. Thus, 
tourism is viewed as providing jobs, not as a form o f cultural prostitution. [...] This is a 
measure o f the depth o f our mental oppression: we cannot understand our own cultural 
degradation because we are living it.
(145)
Such pathologising o f prostitution reinforces her rhetoric’s failure to account both for the lived 
realities o f sex workers, and the specific ways these coincide with and differ from other forms 
o f tourism-related employment.28 In attempting to explain cultural (and, in the case o f the
28 T rask ’s sentim ents do correspond, how ever, w ith K incaid’s frustration regarding how A ntiguans ‘speak 
o f  em ancipation  as if  it happened yesterday’, yet ‘cannot see a re lationship  betw een their obsession with 
slavery and em ancipation  and their celebration o f  the H otel T raining S choo l’ (1988: 55).
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Pitons, ecological) change through prostitution discourses, both Walcott and Trask elide 
important points o f specificity with respect to social and natural sustainability issues. This 
engenders a contradictory tension regarding attempts to intervene in exploitative practices 
which, if the critique is stretched, render the diversity o f practices collected under the banner of 
tourism invisible, even as they purport to ‘lay bare’ the parallels between tourism, prostitution, 
and sexual exploitation. Both tourism and transactional sex are hence simplified in ways which 
offer little conceptual insight into the mechanisms for achieving greater industry sustainability.
The point is amplified by Lisa Law in the following passage:
Prostitute bodies are the objects o f  a disciplinary power that polices morals and public 
health, and become marked by the practices they engage in [...]. These practices are 
surveyed, regulated and controlled — usually but not exclusively through the machinery 
and technologies o f the ‘state’ -  and this exertion o f power creates much knowledge 
about a pathologized subject ( ‘prostitution’). The discourse o f prostitution therefore 
produces a singular and unambiguous prostitute identity that is reflective of the (sexual) 
practices in which they engage.
(2000: 24)
By comparing the effects o f  tourism to forms of prostitution, both Trask and Walcott collude in 
producing the kind o f ‘singular and unambiguous prostitute identity’ critiqued by Law. This is 
ironic from the perspective of insular analysis as it relates to the problems associated with 
undifferentiated approaches to specific islands. Yet, despite the criticisms outlined above, both 
Trask’s and W alcott’s uses o f  prostitution discourse simultaneously counter such effacements of 
particularity, providing potentially productive perspectives on tensions between wider cultural 
and environmental sustainability issues.
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‘From the Shame o f  N ecessityIslands fo r  Sale and the Prisonhouse o f  Colonialism
Law’s characterisation o f the state as a locus o f power with respect to prostitution is reflected in 
Trask’s assertion that:
Hawai‘i, like a lovely woman, is there for the taking. Those with only a little money get 
a brief encounter, those with a lot of money get more. [...] The State [...] will give tax 
breaks, build infrastructure, and have the governor personally welcome tourists to 
ensure they keep coming. Just as the pimp regulates prices and guards the commodity of 
the prostitute, so the state bargains with developers for access to Hawaiian land and 
culture.
( 1999: 144-5)
By positioning the state as ‘pimp’ (the drive to ensure ‘tourists [...] keep coming’ adopts clear 
sexual overtones here), Trask views its development strategies as central to the ‘prostitution’
complex she describes.29 Reflections of this can also be seen in the Caribbean, particularly 
through the similar conclusions Alexander draws in her analysis o f  the Bahamian tourist 
economy when she argues that ‘state institutionalization o f  economic viability through 
heterosexual sex for pleasure’ has important ‘economic and psychic’ ramifications as ‘the state 
actively socializes loyal heterosexual citizens into tourism, its primary strategy for economic 
modernization, by sexualizing them and by positioning them as com m odities’ (2005: 27; 29). In 
Sri Lanka’s case, it is similarly significant that the ‘only girl on the beach’ comment came from 
the then M inister o f State. Both Trask’s and Alexander’s commentaries are aligned with Law’s 
Foucauldian reading o f state interventions into prostitution, which involve surveillance and 
regulation o f bodies and foreclose articulations o f independent or polysemous identities. It is in 
this sense that the lack o f  differentiation in Trask’s metaphorical description of cultural and 
environmental prostitution (she speaks here o f ‘land’ as well as culture) is apposite: it telescopes 
the similarly commoditising strategies affecting all aspects o f island ecologies as a result of 
capitalist tourism development.
One effective aspect o f  Trask’s culture-nature conflation links to how a holistic
relationship between land and society is fundamental to native Hawaiian epistemologies (with
parallels existing across numerous Pacific island cultures, as discussed in Chapter 2). Drawing
on native Hawaiian artist and historian Lilikala Kame‘eleihiwa’s discussion o f how the
‘mo'olelo, or history of Hawaiians’, is found in the genealogies from which ‘Hawaiian identity’
is derived, Trask notes that one key component of ‘our great cosmic genealogy, the kumulipo’
centres on “ ‘the interrelatedness o f the Hawaiian world, and the inseparability o f its constituent
parts’” (1999: 140). This involves the kind o f ‘“familial relationship to land"’ (141) that
motivates certain contestations in Apio’s plays, and relates to issues raised in the New Zealand
context o f Grace’s work. It also underpins Trask’s observation that:
the commercialization o f Hawaiian culture proceeds with calls for more sensitive 
marketing o f  our Native values and practices. After all, a prostitute is only as good as 
her income-producing talents. These talents, in Hawaiian terms, are the hula', the 
generosity, or aloha, o f our people; the u ‘i, or youthful beauty o f our women and men; 
and the continuing allure o f our lands and waters [...].
The selling o f these talents must produce income. And the function o f tourism and 
the State o f Hawai‘i is to convert these attributes into profit.
(144)
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29 L yons notes that ‘[t]he p im p-prostitute m etaphor is w idespread in O cean ia’, citing Tahitian poet Turo 
R aapoto as saying: ‘Y esterday the [noble] savage, today Tahiti is first o f  all a nice butt [...]. The product 
“ T ahiti” , w hich the B ureau o f  Tourism  sells to  the w orld, isn ’t it a  place o f  prostitution w here the women 
are easy and cost nex t to  no th ing?’ (2006: 225).
Here, cultural practices (hula and aloha), embodied attributes ( ‘youthful beauty’), and the 
physical environment are all ‘prostituted’ in accordance with their capacities for generating 
wealth, with ‘more sensitive marketing’ aimed at ensuring their sustainability as tourism 
products rather attenuating their respective exploitation. Further, in claiming that, as an ‘object 
of degraded and victimized sexual value’, Hawaiian “ aina, or lands, are not any longer the 
source o f food and shelter, but [...] o f money’ (143), Trask highlights how the dependence on 
imports that has become increasingly characteristic o f postcolonial islands worldwide is bound 
up with ecological use-value. This has some clear cultural parallels.
As Walcott indicates from a Caribbean perspective in his Nobel speech, the hedonistic and 
paradisal marketing strategies that position the region as ‘a blue pool’ o f ‘inflated rubber 
islands’ wherein the American ‘republic dangles the extended foot o f Florida’ are produced in 
relation to ‘how the islands from the shame o f necessity sell themselves’ (1998a: 81). What 
results ‘is the seasonal erosion o f their identity, that high-pitched repetition o f the same images 
o f service that cannot distinguish one island from the other’ (81). The way Caribbean island 
commoditisation co-opts culture and nature is evident here from Walcott’s use of a term with 
strong geological connotations (‘erosion’) to describe processes o f identity change whilst at the 
same time invoking a register o f  consumption (the Latin root o f  ‘erode’ means ‘to gnaw’) that 
reflects the market-driven nature o f mass tourism development. The sense o f economic 
‘necessity’ that underpins this reductive image o f the Caribbean, and contrasts with Walcott’s 
assertion that ‘[tjhere is a territory wider than this -  wider than the limits made by the map of an 
island’ (82), gestures towards the imprisoning effects o f regional poverty, which is bound up in 
cycles o f dependency and prostitution as the islands ‘sell themselves’. This portrayal of how 
conscription to neoliberal development ideologies contributes to cultural and physical island 
transformation reinforces the more microcosmic observations regarding sex tourism and 
economic privation in Sri Lanka.
One reason why prostitution becomes a catch-all metaphor for island tourism links to how
the industry has in many cases replaced more diverse development schemes, creating what
Brathwaite calls an ‘economonotomy’ (2005b). As he inimitably puts it,
[i]n physically ‘small’ tourist ‘destinations’(l) like Bahamas, the Virgin Islands, the 
Dutch antilles [sic] and now increasingly in Barbados, all the local 
‘industry’/production has gone -  sugar, nutmeg, cotton, coffee, [...] to be replaced by 




Nature here is envisaged not just as being transformed by tourism development, but strategically 
replaced,30 This underpins Brathwaite’s punning observation regarding how "plottedplants' are 
preferred to ‘growing trees' (2005b; original emphasis). A highly restrictive form o f 
dependence is hereby fostered, putting islands in what Walcott calls ‘a very perilous and fragile’ 
position (Handley 2005a: 127). Walcott’s evocation o f  the contested discourse o f ‘fragility’ 
applies most directly to fiscal imperatives. As he proceeds to say, ‘economists have settled 
down into an idea that tourism is the alternative to agriculture’, creating a situation in which ‘the 
generosity o f  tourism becomes the equivalent o f a waiter looking for a big tip, and depending on 
that big tip for sustenance, for his livelihood’ (127). Although this is felt most acutely in highly 
tourism-dependent regions, such as the Caribbean and Hawai‘i, it is nevertheless a concern for 
all island communities that are subject to the industry’s pervasive economic influence.
This financial perspective brings some o f the clearest contours o f tourism-as-
neocolonialism into view. The neoliberal economic problems associated with structural
adjustment programs in islands across the Caribbean are compared by former Jamaican Prime
Minister Michael Manley to colonial power relations, although he does not foreclose the
possibility o f wresting control over the industry from multinational corporations. In his 1995
foreword to Pattullo’s book, Manley states that:
The vacation industry is clearly here to stay. But the question which we dare not ignore 
is whether we [...] are going to have the wit and the will to make it the servant o f our 
needs. If not, it will become our master, dispensing pleasure on a curve o f diminishing 
returns while it exacerbates social divisions and widens that legacy o f colonialism.
(19 9 6 :ix-x)
It is precisely this postcolonial perpetuation of master/servant dialectics that DeLoughrey et al. 
identify from an ecocritical perspective when they state that a Caribbean ‘poetics that imagines 
what Buell has named the “environmental unconscious” may serve to rekindle our 
environmental awareness that has been lost since the advent o f  industrialization, [...] but it may 
also simultaneously serve to reflect the prisonhouse o f colonialism’ (2005: 22).31 There are of 
course significant differences between the forms o f incarceration experienced by populations in 
the various islands discussed in this thesis. For instance, Manley describes in Stephanie Black’s 
documentary film, Life and Debt (2001), how IMF and World Bank loan restrictions in the
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30 This concern has haunted  B rathw aite throughout his career, as in the fo llow ing lines from his poem 
‘F rancina’ (1969): ‘hotels w here there w ere pebbles, / casinos w here the casuarinas sang, /  and flowing 
fields o f  tourists for o u r daily  b read’ (1973: 214).
31 Buell uses the term  ‘environm ental unconscious’ to signal the potential o f  achieving ‘fuller 
apprehension o f  [the] physical environm ent and o n e’s interdependence w ith it’ (Buell 2001: 22).
1970s created a situation in Jamaica where only short-term support was offered ‘to get you out 
o f the bind’, creating a situation where long-term development was almost impossible and 
circuits o f  dependence were wilfully perpetuated (Black 2001). Yet his belief in the possibility 
o f making tourism ‘the servant o f  our needs’ and therefore achieving further economic 
autonomy differs significantly from the severe circumscriptions attached to the ‘cycles o f abuse’ 
experienced in postapocalyptic Sri Lanka, despite its greater resource diversity and larger land- 
base. Hawai‘i presents a further point o f contrast, as the relative economic development that 
accompanies its position as an American state attenuates over-arching notions o f dependence 
even as the island has become heavily import-oriented, with tourism adopting the central place 
in maintaining a ‘familiar one-crop monopoly economy’ (Brathwaite 2005b). The ‘prisonhouse 
o f colonialism’ is in this sense felt not so directly on a national level as in relation to the kind of 
marginalised native Hawaiian experience discussed in Chapter 3, resulting from internal 
colonialism.32 With these differences in mind, however, the prevalence o f the tourism-as- 
prostitution trope in island contexts nevertheless speaks to a set o f  shared experiences of relative 
poverty, both on national levels and within specific communities. It is also linked to a 
diminishment o f possible subject-positions on an individual basis, and to the monocultural 
appropriation o f land for resort development. Recognition of this prompts Strachan to claim, in 
terms which reflect Trask’s rhetoric, that ‘the Caribbean is a whore paid to play the virgin’ 
(2002: 89). This reductive binary is symptomatic o f wider discursive constructions of islands as 
paradisal utopias (as reflected in picture postcard aesthetics) or dystopian wastelands (as in 
postapocalyptic Sri Lanka).
Such observations cast serious doubts over the extent to which the strategies derived from 
literary readings can contribute to negotiating the deep-set structures o f discursive and material 
exploitation associated with corporate-driven tourism development. If local or national crises 
put a dent in sustainability planning on one level, the perpetuation of neocolonial power 
relations within a globalised framework could be read as an ongoing disaster for economically 
underprivileged island states, undermining the conceptual possibility o f sustainable tourism 
wholesale. This creates a direct parallel with more locally grounded analyses o f sex tourism, as 
commentators are frequently pessimistic about the possibility o f attenuating sexual exploitation 
in this exact context. Altman for instance states that he is ‘sympathetic to the views o f Hoigard
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32 This said, the w ealth  disparities caused by ram pant capitalism  are currently  putting  increasing numbers 
o f  people across various social groups at risk o f  losing their hom es in H aw ai‘i, particularly  on O 'ahu.
and Finstad who argue: “One should, in every way possible, try to make it as easy as possible
for the women while they are in prostitution. One should simultaneously work to provide them
with better alternatives to prostitution’” . Nevertheless, he remains ‘deeply skeptical that the
latter is realistic without changes in the socioeconomic structures o f almost all societies which
go beyond even my utopian hopes for a radical politics’ (2001: 114). Likewise, Seabrook
concludes Travels in the Skin Trade: Tourism and the Sex Trade (2001) by asserting that:
It might be possible to eliminate sex tourism, but it cannot be done simply by targeting 
either the customers or the sex workers. It is feasible, but extremely difficult, because 
the struggle would have to be waged against a form o f development that impoverishes 
vast numbers o f  people and leaves them with little choice o f occupation.
(2001: 167)
Even though there are clear limitations to over-emphasising connections between the choices 
and embodied experiences o f individuals, and the macroscopic circumscriptions facing tourism- 
dependent states (not least because it threatens to reinforce notions o f ‘helplessness’), Altman’s 
and Seabrook’s comments reinforce the significance o f examining correlations between the two 
phenomena. Are there any ways, then, in which imaginative works suggest that these entwined, 
micro- and macroscopic circumscriptions can be productively negotiated? Addressing this, the 
last part o f the chapter turns again to Walcott’s Omeros, and the allegorical implications of his 
depiction o f Helen.
Helen at the Halcyon
Walcott’s approach to tourism in his later work moves increasingly away from the kind of
culture-specific considerations expressed in ‘What the Twilight Said’. For instance, in his 1986
interview with Hirsch he states that:
Once I saw tourism as a terrible danger to a culture. [...] But a culture is only in danger 
if it allows itself to be. [...] During the period I’m talking about, certainly, servility was 
a part o f the whole deal — the waiters had to smile [...] and so forth. In tourism, it was 
just an extension really o f master/servant. I don’t think it’s so anymore. Here we have a 
generation that has strengthened itself beyond that.
(Hirsch 1996: 220)
Walcott notably rejects the ‘master/servant’ dialectic employed by Manley, outlining a more 
projective vision which, while still highly attentive to the kind o f structural inequalities 
associated with neoliberal development policies (as his subsequent work attests), also
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emphasises the potential for less restrictive industry negotiations on a cultural level at least.33 In 
this sense, it is significant that W alcott’s feelings just prior to writing Omeros correspond to the 
increasingly ecological nature o f his concerns with tourism sustainability and exploitation, 
which foreground the interdependence o f culture and nature from a St Lucian perspective and 
inform the various depictions o f tourism in his epic.
One o f the most powerful ways in which questions o f cultural, environmental, and 
economic sustainability are telescoped in Walcott’s poem is through the island’s metaphorical 
relationship with Helen. Encapsulating issues o f gender, prostitution, and tourism-related 
exchange, this once again situates embodied description as a locus from which to analyse the 
macroscopic ‘located subjectivity’ (Cartier 2005: 2) o f landscape. It also embraces community- 
level cultural issues, and more individuated forms of social and sexual exploitation. The link 
between Helen and St Lucia — known as ‘Helen o f the West Indies’ (Walcott 1990: 311) — 
extends to the level o f allegory as her negotiation o f the circumscriptions facing individuals in 
contemporary St Lucia coalesces with, and acts as a cipher for, those faced by the island more 
widely. In this light, the ways in which her touristic engagements draw attention to the sexual 
attractiveness and commoditisation o f female bodies are especially significant.
Helen enters the poem in Book One looking for ‘work as a waitress’ (33). However, she is 
rebuffed on account o f her past actions and personality: on being told ‘the tables was full’, the 
narrator comments that:
What the white manager mean 
to say was she was too rude, ’cause she dint take no shit 
from white people and some o f them tourist — the men
only out to touch local girls; every minute -  
was brushing their hand from her backside.
(33)
Helen describes to two restaurant workers how ‘she get fed up with all their [tourists’] 
nastiness’ in her previous job ‘so she tell / the cashier that w asn’t part o f her focking pay, / take 
off her costume, and walk straight out the hotel / [...] not naked completely, I / still had panty 
and bra, a man shout out, “Beautifool! / More!” So I show him my ass. People nearly die’ (33—
4). The scene cuts in two directions, condensing the entangled politics o f  resistance with forms 
o f voyeurism and the harassment o f women working in the tourism sector. At the same time,
33 C learly, the notion  tha t ‘a culture is only in danger i f  it allow s itse lf  to b e ’ depends on a differentiation 
betw een contem porary  form s o f  com m oditisation and histories o f  cultural decim ation attached to 
enforced d iaspora and genocidal colonial histories. This foregrounds ano ther m aterial point around which 
notions o f  tourism -as-(neo)colonialism  require careful navigation.
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Helen’s refusal to accept sexual exploitation as part o f her vocation links allegorically to how 
opposition is staged on a national level. In particular, her objection to the fetishisation and 
misuse o f her body recalls Walcott’s own criticism o f development in the Pitons.34 Burnett 
observes that:
The critique o f tourism incorporated in Omeros is informed by this campaigning stance. 
When Helen quits her waitress job [...] Walcott is drawing attention to the particular 
self-debasement that the economically vulnerable islands enact when they effectively 
prostitute themselves to the rich North as sites for tourism fuelled by erotic fantasy. 
Helen, who symbolizes the island, is heroic in her refusal o f tourism’s degradations, 
though at personal cost, as if Walcott wishes to suggest that a stand can be made.
(2001: 54)
The level o f ‘debasem ent’ Burnett describes is encapsulated in Pattullo’s summary of Walcott’s 
ultimate position on the Jalousie development: ‘Selling the Pitons, he concluded, was like 
selling your mother into prostitution’ (1996: 3). Yet, even as Helen's individual ‘refusal’ of 
tourism ’s sexually exploitative dynamics dramatises the possibility o f collectively rejecting 
such processes, the nuances attached to Omeros's  subsequent portrayals o f  her also highlight the 
problems (or ‘personal costs’) associated with this act. The difficulty Helen proceeds to 
experience in finding work reflects the island’s limited employment options, unsettling the 
prospect o f  achieving individual, communal, and national economic stability that does not 
comply at some level with the demands o f tourism operators and the markets they manipulate.
Burnett’s reading o f  Helen’s ‘refusal o f tourism’s degradations’ is complicated in Book
Two, for instance, when Achille continues to compare the process o f touristic commoditisation
in which both Helen and Gros Islet (the village where the majority o f Omeros's  community is
based) participate to self-expedited prostitution. Observing the weekly Friday Night Street
Party, which is now a popular tourist attraction in the town, Achille focuses on Helen’s
negotiation o f the crowds as she enjoys “ ‘the music, / the people’” (Walcott 1990: 110). The
narrator describes how, refusing to join in himself, Achille:
watched her high head moving through the tourists, 
through flying stars from the coalpots, the painted mouth 
still eagerly parted. Murder throbbed in his wrists
to the loudspeaker’s pelvic thud, her floating move.
She was selling herself like the island, without 
any pain, and the village did not seem to care
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34 These are im agined in B ook Seven as part o f  H elen’s body, w ith the narrato r collapsing distinctions 
betw een desires targeted  at her and at the island w hen he asks: ‘W as that im m ense enterprise on /  the 
baize tables o f  em pires for one w ho carries /  cheap sandals on a hooked finger with the / Pitons for 
b reasts?’ (312).
that it was dying in its change, the way it whored
away a simple life that would soon disappear
while its children writhed on the sidewalks to the sounds
o f  the DJ’s fresh-water-Yankee-cool-Creole.
( I l l )
The passage reflects part o f  a larger critical commentary in ‘The Antilles’ on what Walcott calls 
‘the dangers o f change’ (1998a: 82), which sets a more romanticised, provincial past against the 
negative aspects o f involvement in tourist modernity. Achille’s rage, which responds to the 
imminent loss o f Helen to Hector, relates once more to his frustration with St Lucia’s transition 
from its agricultural past to a tourism-oriented future. The commoditised nature o f such change 
reflects forms o f prostitution for Achille -  a type o f ‘whoring’ that afflicts individuals, 
communities, and the island as a whole. Hence, he predicts that ‘the sandy alleys would go and 
their simple stores, / the smell o f fresh bread drawn from its Creole oven, / its flour turned into 
cocaine, its daughters to whores’ (1990: 112). What is perhaps most worrying about how such 
predictions affect Omeros's  internal logic and its ramifications for conceptualising sustainability 
is that, rather than finding resources through which the sexually exploitative aspects o f tourist 
modernity — literally and figurative — can be rejected, Helen and the island she allegorises seem 
only to enact diminished negotiations of these processes in the poem’s conclusion.
Following Hector’s death and her reconciliation with Achille, the last description of Helen
comes in Omeros's  closing pages, symbolising the kind o f future both she and St Lucia more
broadly might be involved in forging. The narrator states that:
You can see Helen at the Halcyon. She is dressed 
in the national costume: white, low-cut bodice, 
with frilled lace at the collar, just a cleft o f a breast
for the customers when she places their orders 
on the shields o f  the tables. They can guess the rest 
under the madras skirt with its golden borders
and the flirtatious knot of the madras head-tie.
(322)
This conclusion, with its acquiescence to the inevitability o f  tourism-related service and its hint 
o f continued sexual exploitation (undermined to some extent by Helen’s own proprietary gaze, 
which forces ‘you [to] lower your eyes / away from hers’ as ‘[s]he waits for your order’ [323]) 
has caused division amongst critics. On one hand, for instance, Loretta Collins states that 
W alcott’s ‘depiction in Helen o f a strong woman character who ultimately refuses to be 
dominated by either men or postcolonial tourist enterprises’ works ‘to align him with Caribbean
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women writers who attempt to unsettle rigid colonial hierarchies o f  race, class, and gender’ 
(Collins 1995: 160). On the other hand, Luis Fernando Restrepo reads this passage as exposing 
how W alcott’s representation o f Helen as ‘social metaphor appears to rest on several 
assumptions o f the colonial discourse about wom en’. Restrepo argues that, throughout the 
poem, ‘Helen is seen as nature, as an irrational being, and as a prostitute’, and that this depiction 
therefore contributes to, rather than subverts, the ways in which ‘during the past two centuries 
the figure o f the black servant and prostitute have been essential to the development o f an 
iconography o f the sexualized female’ (2001: 263). He also asserts that Walcott portrays 
Helen’s body as ‘a site o f capitalist alienation. She wears plastic sandals, lipstick, and a 
“national costume”. Dressed up for the tourists, she herself becomes a commodity’ (262).
There are some interesting implications attached to the fact that this ‘national costume’ is a
waitress’s uniform. On an allegorical level, the detail dovetails with Sheller’s observation that:
In St Lucia, [...] the sexual nature o f the Caribbean is written onto the land itself. Here 
the former owner o f the ‘luxury’ island o f Mustique, Colin Tennant, operates a bar 
known as ‘Bang Between the Pitons’, situated in the symbolic ‘cleavage’ between the 
two breast-shaped hills.
(2004: 34)
In this sense, as sexual exploitation and (neo)colonial desire overwrite and homogenise so much 
o f nature and society, sustainability seems to recede as a chimerical ideal. Continued affiliation 
with sexualised, commoditising tourism practices that are literally embodied through Helen and 
which affect both social and environmental domains suggest that, even as Walcott’s allegorical 
depiction o f Helen-as-St Lucia appears to destabilise exploitative patterns o f consumption and 
control (Collins), it simultaneously reinscribes the very discourses that underwrite such 
patterns’ emergence (Restrepo). This contradiction links directly to the circumscribed and 
arguably unsustainable position in which Helen and St Lucia are left at the end of the poem: 
both are still dependent financially on forms o f tourism that promote their raced, gendered, and 
sexualised consumption.
Yet there is a more productive way of reading the various tensions surrounding Walcott’s 
representation o f Helen which, as Burnett notes, has often been criticised in over-generalised 
fashion by critics keen to repudiate ‘masculine discourse’s capture o f the trope o f the female 
body as territory symbolizing the nation’ (2001: 45).35 This involves addressing how these
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35 B urnett explains how  these readings flatten individual specificities, arguing for instance that Elaine 
S avory ’s criticism  o f  how  W alco tt’s fem ale characters bear ‘“no relation to  the feisty, em otionally 
various, strong, vulnerable and generally com plex picture em erging by black w om en them selves” takes
tensions reflect the complex ambiguities built into her allegorical construction. The relationship 
Helen shares with St Lucia as an ecological whole does not imply a simple one-to-one mapping. 
As Jameson observes in his much-maligned essay on ‘Third-W orld literature’ and national 
allegory, ‘the allegorical spirit is profoundly discontinuous, a matter o f breaks and 
heterogeneities, o f  the multiple polysemia o f the dream rather than the homogenous 
representation o f the symbol’ (1986: 73).36 Such ‘polysemia’ is characteristic o f  Omeros’s 
allegorical dimensions, and is bound up in the kind o f dialectically constellated representations 
o f person, community, and location that unsettle readings which rivet relationships 
prescriptively in place. Susan Stewart comments that ‘[rjarely has a poem resisted allegory as 
strenuously as Omeros does[;] Hector is [Homeric] Hector, but in his taxi, The Comet, he is also 
Phaeton’ (2002: 320). However, the ‘resistance’ to allegory she identifies might more accurately 
be seen as a manipulation o f precisely the interpretative plurality that a nuanced use of allegory 
invites; Omeros, as Stewart identifies, employs heroic and allegorical types only to undermine 
their stability.37 This links to W alcott’s attempts throughout the poem to demolish discursive 
forms o f simplification that threaten to efface the complexities o f everyday St Lucian life (see 
Chapter 2). Readers are asked to remember that Helen, and the symbolic ensemble she 
represents in relation to the island more broadly, is only one constituent o f a highly diverse and 
variegated community that exhibits a wide array o f continually modifying attitudes to tourism 
involvement, and contributes to the material and conceptual forging o f contemporary St Lucia.
Helen’s final position as sexualised waitress at the Halcyon undoubtedly foregrounds 
metaphorical questions regarding ongoing neocolonial power dynamics within St Lucia. Yet it
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no account o f  such personas as H elen and M a Kilm an in Omeros, w ho d isplay  all the qualities listed’ 
(2001: 46).
36 W hilst this essay has been roundly criticised for its incredibly over-generalised  conception o f  ‘third 
w o rld ’ cultural production  (see especially  A hm ad 1994: 9 5 -122 ), Im re Szem an (2001) has m ore recently 
m ade a p rovocative case for its continued relevance to cultural and g lobalisation  studies.
37 In adapting  H o m er’s Iliad, W alcott draw s on the allegorical resonances o f  H elen as an object o f  
w arfare -  both at an interpersonal level, involving conflict betw een A chille and H ector, and at a state 
level, allud ing  to how  St L ucia ‘changed hands betw een France and England thirteen tim es before an 
1814 treaty  aw arded it to the E ng lish ’ (B reslin 2001: 12). H ow ever, w hereas in the Iliad, the future o f  the 
G reek and Trojan  states is constitu tively  bound up in the battle betw een M enelaus and Paris over H elen’s 
love, such ind iv idua l-sta te  correlations are m ore am bivalently  realised in Omeros. This charts a 
deliberately  d ifferen t kind o f  history through its creative negotiation  o f  epic form . As 1 note elsew here, 
"Omeros’s status as an epic is contested. W alcott h im self d isavow s it as such, and critical opinion is 
divided over w hether it represents a  relatively unproblem atic extension o f  the canonical genre, a rejection 
o f  ep ics’ “ im perial” com plicities, o r a  postcolonial redefinition o f  the fo rm ’ (C arrigan 2007: 150). In this 
context, W alco tt’s H elen is less a political signifier than a m eeting  point o f  m ultiple social, historical, 
econom ic, and ecological tensions, all o f  w hich find consonance in her and the island’s involvem ent with 
contem porary  tourism  and are interrogated at the level o f  content and form . As such, even as her body is 
co-opted allegorically  and com m oditised  as an object o f  touristic  desire, space rem ains for assertions o f  
autonom y that are arguably  denied  to H om er’s H elen due to her political overdeterm ination.
also undermines the kind o f straightforward correlations between tourism and prostitution 
articulated by Achille in the Gros Islet scene in Book Two. It is worth emphasising that, 
although Walcott is consistently sympathetic to Achille (contentiously termed ‘the protagonist 
o f Omeros' by Burnett [2001: 23]), there are nuances in his characterisation which undercut 
nostalgic ideals o f St Lucia as non-commoditised space. These are reflected on an allegorical 
level: while Achille outlives Hector and wins back Helen, the paternity o f Helen’s unborn child 
(representative o f St Lucia’s future) is not resolved. Moreover, his influence over its upbringing 
is also symbolically uncertain, with Ma Kilman commenting to Seven Seas in Book Seven that: 
“ ‘Achille want to give it, / even is Hector’s, an African name. Helen don’t want no African 
child’” (318). This suggests that, rather than reading Achille’s pastoral romanticisation o f St 
Lucia as intrinsic to the poem ’s projective morals, it is more helpful to view him as one who is 
at times too fixed in his figurative conception o f St Lucia’s changing ecology. In jealously 
asserting that Helen is ‘selling herself like the island’, he rehearses the broad contours ol 
W alcott’s non-fictional polemic against the ‘whoring’ o f St Lucia for the purposes of tourism 
development, but fails to achieve any significant material intervention.
This ironically highlights the problem associated with unilateral and patronising 
conceptions o f prostitute identities. Like more restrictive, one-to-one forms of allegory, these 
threaten to flatten the often intricately embedded dynamics that characterise the relationship 
between tourism, sexual exploitation, and forms o f embodied experience. Such problems are 
further compounded when simplifications o f this sort are magnified to encompass island nature 
and society as a whole. The process has the potential to reflect the kind of colonially inflected, 
discursive miniaturisation o f islands — evoking the domesticated belittlement that converts 
islands into laboratories -  even as it accentuates aspects o f  tourism’s most endangering 
practices. This exposes the flaws associated with failing to understand prostitution as one 
subject position amongst many, and Helen herself as individual rather than archetype who 
nevertheless embraces a historically differentiated constellation o f ‘Helens’. As Burnett 
observes, W alcott’s epic, like the Nobel prize he accepted not as himself but as ‘gens Ste. 
Lucie’ (cited in Burnett 2001: 36), ‘focuses [...] on the plural “Helens” o f all St. Lucian women’ 
(2001: 174). This helps negotiate the imprisoning forms o f closure implied by a one-to-one 
allegorical reading o f Omeros's  ending. Walcott’s aggravation o f narrow allegorical mappings, 
and his creative manipulation o f epic conventions, speaks to a complexity o f island experience 
that cannot be overdetermined via generalised registers o f sexual exploitation. But it could also
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be argued that the reductive force o f the prostitution discourse employed in his non-fictional 
rhetoric foregrounds the ways in which a phenomenon that compromises future sustainability 
can be shown through imaginative representation to involve more nuanced social dimensions. 
Such tensions might be seen in this light as enabling spaces from which conceptions o f less 
imprisoning futures can emerge.
O f course, one allegory does not fit all. It is clear that positioning prostitution as an over­
arching metaphor for internal processes o f insular exploitation risks uncritically collapsing 
sexual economies with broader cultural or environmental sustainability issues, even as it raises 
provocative points o f comparison. Moreover, as with all the readings in this thesis, there are 
limitations as to how readily place-specific analyses can be expanded and transposed, like so 
many templates o f exploitation, from one island to another in a process that can potentially co­
opt whole regions in ways that ironically reflect the insular homogenisations typical o f brochure 
discourse. It is therefore possible to contend that the reason why Jameson’s conception o f 
disjunctive, polysemous allegory applies so well to Caribbean texts like Omeros is due to the 
region’s own discontinuous cultural history. At the same time, however, trans-regional island 
comparisons that attend to a shared sense o f postcolonialism -  foregrounding the widespread 
and no less profound disjunctures that resulted from rapid European colonial expansion -  
suggest that the specific negotiations o f place, society, and genre encapsulated in Walcott’s epic 
retain relevance beyond Caribbean contexts. This is compounded by the fact that, even as 
tourism commoditises and homogenises diverse cultures and physical environments, it is also 
implicated in the kind o f disintegration o f communities and environmental endangerment 
depicted in Turtle Nest.
One example o f this, which is again derived from interrogation o f the industry’s sexual
dimensions, can be found in Seabrook’s observation that:
It is a savage irony that sex tourism should be one symptom o f globalisation, the 
‘integration’ o f the whole world into a single economy, when both the workers in the 
industry and the clients from abroad are themselves the products o f disintegration of 
local communities, the dissolution o f rootedness and belonging, the breaking of old 
patterns o f labour and traditional livelihoods; and the psychic disintegration o f so many 
people caught up in the great epic changes, of which they have little understanding and 
over which they have less control.
(2001:169-70)
Representations o f sex tourism and embodied experience foreground the contradictions 
embedded in these events on multiple levels, situating related processes o f social fracturing as 
‘charged sites’ from which insights into intersecting forms o f cultural and environmental
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exploitation can be gained. They also offer crucial ways o f apprehending more fully the ‘great 
epic changes’ in which many individuals are implicated, encapsulated so brilliantly by 
Walcott’s own negotiations o f epic form. Rather than submitting to these processes’ more 
destructive aspects, this kind o f imaginative work helps perform the traversal between fictional 
and social domains that for Appadurai is vital to achieving progressive social — and, it should be 
added, environmental -  change. It hence provides an enabling array o f confrontations to the 
‘prisonhouse o f  colonialism’ in the era o f late capitalist globalisation. This challenges 
projections o f insular futures that rely more on continued circulations o f utopian/dystopian 
cliches than on the spectrum o f subject positions that more readily characterise changing 







in our choice 





o f  prostituting
their bodies
for the tourist market
particularly
in the Hotel Industry
as has inevitably
happened
in more developed countries.
Grant that we may receive
HIGH CLASS tourists who will 
appreciate
our cultural diversity
our primitive grotesque artefacts
and revel in
the unadulterated beauty 
o f our virgin bushes 
and natural environment.
This
we ask you 
heavenly father 
in the name of Burns Philp 
Air Vanuatu
and the Tourist Authority.
Lead
our young men and women
Grace Molisa, ‘Vatu Invocation’ 
(1983: 66-8)
My conclusion’s epigraph is taken from a poem by Ni-Vanuatu writer and activist Grace Molisa 
which shares affinities with some o f the more astringent critiques o f postcolonial island tourism 
examined in this thesis. Commenting on Molisa’s work as a whole, Ngaire Douglas states that: 
‘Generally nothing o f the colonial inheritance escaped the stabs o f her pen' (1997: 87). ‘Stabs’ 
is an appropriate term given that, like many of the other pieces in M olisa’s repertoire, ‘Vatu 
Invocation’ (1983) is partly a vehicle for invective against the various forms o f contemporary 
Ni-Vanuatu exploitation connected to the islands’ colonial history.1 Recalling aspects of School 
fo r  Hawaiian Girls and Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree, the poem ’s ironically religious tenor 
emphasises conjunctions between colonialism, missionary culture, and tourism development in 
the insular Pacific. However, whereas McMillen’s and Wendt’s texts highlight possibilities for 
negotiating the industry that derive from its differences from forms o f colonial intervention, 
M olisa’s poem is more unilateral in the links it draws between both systems’ operations. 
Although not unremittingly negative -  there is at least a suggestion that the state can exert some 
autonomy over industry development by ‘choosing’ the most beneficial kinds o f ‘tourists / [...] / 
investors and entrepreneurs’ — its attention to this choice’s circumscriptions implies a strong
1 This po in t is felt all the m ore acutely w hen factoring in the poem ’s position as the final piece in 
M olisa’s collection Black Stone (1983). This placem ent reinforces its them es in relation to such preceding 
poem s as ‘V ictim  o f  Foreign A buse’, ‘T raditional L eaders’, ‘C ustom ’, and ‘N eo-C olon ialism ’.
anti-tourism agenda.2 It therefore reflects the relatively reductive rhetoric o f insular 
victimisation that mars Trask’s work (as discussed in Chapter 1).
Such comparisons appear to place M olisa’s inverted sermon on the ‘threat’ o f tourism and 
neocolonial dependency at odds with the more constructive literary contributions to ecological 
sustainability addressed in this thesis. As the previous chapters have shown, even works that 
convey relatively entrenched anti-tourism sentiments -  The Middle Passage, A Small Place, and 
Shark Dialogues, for instance -  also illuminate more positive ways o f conceiving industry 
relations. Taken together, these not only compel literary and cultural critics to examine how 
nuanced depictions o f tourism inflect broader textual concerns, but also enhance core debates 
within mainstream tourism studies. In particular, they underscore the importance o f attending to 
the variety o f  local narratives that emerge in dialogue with past, present, and future tourism 
configurations. The textual readings in this thesis have examined how discursive demolitions of 
paradisal island tropes are bound up with dialectically complex forms o f industry negotiation. 
This has highlighted the important roles postcolonial island writers’ portrayals o f tourism can 
play in extending conceptualisations of the interface between cultural, environmental, and 
economic sustainability. By contrast, Molisa’s cynical presentiments regarding Vanuatuan mass 
tourism development in the early 1980s seem to offer little by way of addition. Yet, as I 
suggested in relation to Trask’s comments in this thesis’s opening, one of my aims throughout 
has been to show how even the most narrowly anti-tourism positions serve as sites from which 
productive insights into wider sustainability debates can be drawn. In this light, M olisa’s poem, 
which indigenises the Lord’s Prayer by evoking a litany o f challenges associated with 
postcolonial island tourism, offers some useful perspectives on my concluding observations.
Written in the context o f an emerging Pacific island tourism market which, like the Samoa 
o f Leaves o f  the Banyan Tree, is on the threshold o f significant expansion, ‘Vatu Invocation’ 
sardonically foregrounds the importance o f receiving visitors who ‘appreciate [...] cultural 
diversity’, respect the ‘beauty’ o f the (pointedly sexualised) ‘natural environment’, and do not 
‘tem pt’ the islands’ ‘young men and women’ to ‘prostitut[e] / their bodies / for the tourist 
market’. Focusing on the three strands o f touristic interaction analysed in the preceding chapters
2 The relationship  M olisa  establishes in this poem betw een tourism  and neocolonialism  is underscored by 
a deeply  ironic m anipulation  o f  external aid idiom s, especially  in her punning use o f ‘G ran t’ in the second 
stanza. This highlights the econom ic links betw een external aid and tourist incom e in sm all islands that 
are transform ing  from  M IR A B  to TO U R A B  econom ies (A posto lopoulos and G ayle 2002), questioning 
the degree o f  control they  can exert over a process w hich retains strongly  neocolonial dim ensions. As 
such, its sentim ents provide an interesting counterpart to  the concerns w ith neocolonialism  and external 
aid exhibited th roughout H a u 'o fa ’s satirical collection, Tales o f  the Tikongs (1983).
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(culture, nature, and sex), the poem represents a concentrated statement on the problems 
associated with negotiating the touristic consumption o f these interwoven facets o f island life. 
The difficulty o f achieving a sustainable balance between local resource management, 
intergenerational equity, and the demands o f what M olisa’s narrator terms ‘corporate greed / 
and / individual / pleasure seekers’ (1983: 66) is compounded by the distinctly uneven political 
and economic power relations that continue to inflect everyday experience in Vanuatu. This 
places the islands in a bond o f ongoing fealty to their former administrators, with the ‘Heavenly 
Father’ o f  the invocation depicted as ‘omnipresent / in London / Paris /  and Canberra’ and 
gazing down upon those who are ‘doomed /  to the colonial legacy o f /  watching / passively / 
from the periphery’ (66). Yet although such stereotypical fetishisation o f Pacific island culture 
and nature reinforces rigidly paternalistic — even voyeuristic — notions o f these metropoles’ 
influence in the archipelago, the imaginative connections Molisa draws between ‘peripheral' 
island hosts and mainland tourist experience have some intriguing ramifications. These become 
apparent when considering the intertextual relationship this poem shares with a gently ironic 
piece published a decade earlier by American humorist Art Buchwald.
‘The Tourist’s Prayer’ (1973) conveys the imagined orisons o f ‘western’ tourists in relation 
to their travel expectations, opening with the lines: ‘Heavenly Father, look down on us, your 
humble obedient tourist servants, who are doomed to travel this earth, taking photographs, 
mailing postcards, buying souvenirs’. After detailing a number o f stereotypical tourist pleas -  
regarding, for instance, protection from ‘unscrupulous taxi drivers’, serendipity in finding 
‘inexpensive restaurants where the food is superb’, and hope that ‘the natives love us for what 
we are and not what we can contribute to their worldly goods’ — the poem ends with the 
invocation: ‘This we ask o f you in the Name o f Conrad Hilton, Thomas Cook, and the 
American Express. Am en’ (cited in Khan 2005: 29—30). Still widely quoted and anthologised, 
‘The Tourist’s Prayer’ first appeared three years before M acCannell’s groundbreaking 
sociological monograph, The Tourist. As discussed in Chapter 3, MacCannelPs book opens by 
positioning the tourist as ‘one o f the best models available for modern-man-in-general’ (1999:
1). This assertion is pre-empted by Buchwald’s own use o f the most widely recited Christian 
prayer to present tourism as a mode o f ‘religious’ practice whose mass participation places it in 
an archetypical relationship to the rituals o f  modernity.3 At the same time, Buchwald also
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3 The links betw een tourism  and religious practice are am ongst som e o f  the earliest to have been analysed 
and typologised  w ithin m ainstream  tourism  studies. M acC annell’s notion  o f ‘sight sacralisation’ (1999:
anticipates the correlation drawn by Zygmunt Bauman in the mid-1990s between the pilgrim as 
a ‘metaphor for the modern life strategy preoccupied with the [...] task o f  identity-building’, and 
the tourist as part-metaphor for a more characteristically ‘postmodern strategy moved by the 
horror o f being bound and fixed’ (1996: 26).4 However, as 1 discussed in relation to A Small 
Place in Chapter 3, the heavily tourist-centred view o f modernity that emerges in different ways 
from Buchwald’s, M acCannell’s, and Bauman’s works represents only a partial account o f the 
processes o f exchange in which host ecologies are constitutively involved. As M olisa’s 
refashioning o f  Buchwald insists, if  notions o f ‘modern m an’ -  or indeed ‘modern civilization’ 
(MacCannell 1999:1) -  are to be deemed meaningful, they must be seen as intrinsically bound 
up with the viewpoints, experiences, and cultural productions emanating from touristically 
fetishised states.
Significantly, M olisa’s reconfiguration o f Buchwald’s ‘holy trinity’ o f  capitalist tourism 
entrepreneurs (‘Conrad Hilton, Thomas Cook, and the American Express’) in the conclusion to 
‘Vatu Invocation’ creates a direct link with similar corporate interventions in the South Pacific. 
This is especially relevant in terms o f the legacy o f Burns Philp -  a Thomas Cook equivalent 
which began offering tours of New Guinea in the late nineteenth century, and proceeded to 
appropriate substantial quantities o f indigenous land (not least in Vanuatu) during its early 
twentieth-century expansion (Van Trease 1987: 116). The conclusion to M olisa’s poem 
therefore subtly foregrounds the interrelationship between early Pacific tourism expansion and 
the kind o f contemporary conflicts over land use that, as Apio’s and Grace’s texts show, are 
often central to articulations o f local sustainability practices in island states. Furthermore, 
although the respective trinities o f ‘higher authorities’ in M olisa’s and Buchwald’s texts are 
appealed to from extremely different positions o f power and exploitation, it is notable that -  as 
in numerous examples throughout this thesis -  both tourists and natives are variously 
manipulated by these capitalist organisations. This establishes another point o f mutuality 
between seemingly contrastive viewpoints which is self-reflexively reinforced by the 
collaborative (if archly critical) exchange that Molisa initiates with Buchwald. Derived from the 
imaginative interface between touristic and postcolonial island perspectives, such affinities
4 4 -5 ) , as noted in C hapter 2, contributed im portantly to  founding th is discourse. For an early assessm ent 
o f  the links betw een tourism , ritual, and pilgrim age that draw s on M acC annell, see G rabum  (1983: 11-
i 7)-
A lthough this provides another im portant connection betw een tourism  and religious practice, B aum an’s 
postm odern  identity  m etaphors are plural rather than singular as, for him , ‘postm odern life is too messy 
and incoherent to  be grasped by any one cohesive m odel’ (1996: 26). A longside the tourist, they also 
include w hat he term s the stroller, the vagabond, and the player.
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present a further route into the multifaceted dimensions o f sustainability debates. They suggest 
that this highly decentralised industry can be negotiated partly through nuanced consideration o f 
how tourists and natives are participants (as I began Chapter 1 by observing) in the same system 
of desire, exchange, and circumscription.
Although several o f the texts in this thesis offer more involved insights into these issues, I 
have chosen to conclude with M olisa’s poem in order to show how it also enhances the non- 
prescriptive and often entangled tourism sustainability considerations raised throughout the 
previous analyses. I also want to emphasise the importance o f maintaining the kind of expansive 
dialogue between different modes o f representation that has been central to the diverse 
collection o f perspectives assembled in this thesis, reflecting the variety o f island ecologies 
more broadly. Rather than mapping a geographically determinate discourse o f boundedness 
onto insular cultural productions, 1 have shown how postcolonial island writers’ representations 
o f tourism engage in open-ended forms o f social and environmental exchange. The material and 
textual interplay this involves is embedded in my methodological approach, which attempts to 
contribute to a much wider set o f debates that extend across the postcolonial field and literary 
studies in general. The readings in this thesis have not only affirmed literature’s projective 
dimensions but tried to account substantively for what is being transformed in the process of 
writing, reading, and collective imagining. In the opening to his book, Post-Colonial 
Transformation (2001), Bill Ashcroft discusses the forms o f ‘change and adaptation’ associated 
with the ‘resilience’ o f ‘colonized cultures’ (Ashcroft 2001: 2). Although he asserts that, ‘[b]y 
taking hold o f  the means o f representation, colonized people throughout the world have 
appropriated and transformed those processes into culturally appropriate vehicles’ in a ‘struggle 
over representation’ (2001: 5), he draws back from suggesting that cultural productions are 
constitutive o f  fundamentally different forms o f transformation to those which operate in 
society more broadly. As he puts it, ‘artists, writers and performers only capture more 
evocatively that capacity for transformation which is demonstrated at every level o f society’ (5). 
Whilst Appadurai’s description of the collective ‘work o f imagination’ supports this socially 
pervasive notion o f transformation, Ashcroft’s description o f cultural production as merely an 
‘evocative’ means o f ‘capturing’ these procedures fails to account fully for the complex 
interrelationship between the artistic and the everyday.5 It positions the aesthetic domain more 
as a commentary on (and component of) over-arching processes of cultural transformation,
5 For a fu rther critique o f  A shcro ft’s notion o f ‘post-colonial tran sfo rm ation ’, see M cLeod (2004: 12-13).
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rather than as a boundary-crossing procedure between the different imaginary frameworks 
outlined in Chapter 1.
The latter point has been central to the close reading techniques o f  this thesis, guided by the 
theoretical dialogue initiated with respect to work by Appadurai and Quayson. My analyses 
have been organised with the aim o f providing concrete insights into how the nexus between 
imaginative writing, audience reception, and literary critique can enhance collective action and 
transform understandings o f what is possible across various intersecting social imaginaries. This 
has involved foregrounding the productive conjunctions that arise from transnational, inter­
island comparison when negotiating exploitative tourism demands, and maintaining an active 
commitment to interdisciplinary methods. The latter especially has helped augment the 
emerging dialogue between postcolonial studies and ecocriticism that I have engaged with here, 
highlighting the constructive interactions that can take place between the aesthetic domain on 
one hand, and the social and environmental sciences on the other. In so doing, I have contended 
that it is important not only to show what aesthetic works can contribute to wider discussions, 
but also to explore the mechanisms through which this exchange might be facilitated.
The specific relevance o f  this thesis’s readings to progressive research agendas across the 
tourism studies field can be seen in relation, for instance, to participatory methods that reject 
how ‘[sjocial scientists have far too frequently treated the real world as merely a source of 
examples with which to validate their theories’ (Dodman and Dodman 2006: 102). Arguing 
against such approaches as a result o f  grassroots work in Kingston, Jamaica, David Dodman and 
Jane Dodman emphasise the need to focus instead ‘on the lived experiences o f individuals in a 
variety o f settings’ (102), privileging local knowledge and the diversity o f community opinion 
in assessing social and environmental change. It is therefore significant that Dodman and 
Dodman also assert that ‘[cjultural productions in the forms o f art, literature, and music can 
provide a rich vein o f historical and contemporary information about social processes’, with the 
‘use o f visual imagery and stories’ offering ‘integrative insights into the separate realities of 
diverse groups o f people, based on the situated interpretations o f both “narrators” and “readers’” 
(100). Whilst broadly consonant with the aims of this thesis, Dodman and Dodman’s statement 
exhibits the potentially reductive tendency to mine literary texts for sociological detail in line 
with specific research agendas. This is where a methodological approach that is attentive to how 
the interplay o f the social and the aesthetic is bound up with cultural productions’ formal 
complexities represents particularly fertile ground for critical development. Integrating such
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analyses into the policy-oriented networks associated with interdisciplinary tourism studies can 
enhance notions o f  sustainability in political spheres. This in turn promises to help propel the 
ongoing decolonisation -  both conceptual and pedagogical -  o f  tourism studies as a field.
One way o f progressively augmenting this process relates to how issues o f uneven wealth 
distribution within tourism economies can be confronted in the context o f late capitalist 
development strategies and desires. In this sense, it is worth noting that, alongside its portrayal 
o f  the frictions and collaborative possibilities which emerge through negotiating tourist and 
native viewpoints, M olisa’s poem also condenses another o f the thesis’s key concerns as it 
foregrounds the economic complexity o f tourism practices. In particular, it highlights the often 
precarious dialectic between autonomy and circumscription by alluding to the interplay between 
local need, sacrifice, and compromise (as discussed in Chapter 2). These are critical issues to 
postcolonial island communities dealing with the material contradictions — cultural, social, 
environmental, and economic -  that come from living in ‘the tension [...] o f decolonization and 
globalization’ (Clifford 2004: 154). It is therefore sobering to note that, almost a quarter of a 
century after the publication o f ‘Vatu Invocation’ and forty-five years after The Middle Passage 
first appeared, Weibing Zhao and J.R. Brent Ritchie observed in 2007 that ‘the relationship 
between tourism and poverty alleviation largely remains terra incognita among tourism 
academics’ (cited in Bramwell and Lane 2008: 2). Given the previous chapter’s discussion of 
‘free m arket’ capitalism’s pursuit of the colonial principle o f terra nullius (or ‘blank is 
beautiful’ [Klein 2007: 3]), Zhao and Ritchie’s comments make for disturbing reading. This is 
not least because the blank space o f poverty alleviation in such an expansive field as tourism 
studies seems tacitly to reflect the ‘fact o f blankness’ propounded within the most pernicious of 
development strategies. These observations highlight a worrying institutional reticence towards 
interrogating how the highly variegated forms o f human—environmental interaction exhibited 
within postcolonial island ecologies are to be approached in ways that can enable greater 
tourism sustainability.
Such reticence contrasts distinctly with the sensitivities shown by all the imaginative 
approaches to postcolonial island tourism in this thesis, especially with regard to how cultural 
and environmental sustainability strategies must contend with often painfully reductive 
economic imperatives if their objectives are to be most fully realised. In this light, another 
central contribution they make to sustainability theory more broadly involves elevating such 
considerations, which rarely constitute ‘terra incognita' for economically disadvantaged island
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communities, to positions o f  greater visibility. This is especially urgent in situations where 
poverty, economic need, and mass travel coalesce to produce such exploitative practices as child 
sex tourism in coastal Sri Lanka, or the erasures o f contested landscapes’ sacred and historical 
dimensions as in H awai‘i, New Zealand, Barbados, and St Lucia. Whilst the ethical and moral 
considerations that accompany these sustainability concerns are seldom straightforward, the 
textual comparisons constructed here consistently draw attention to the complexities o f practices 
that receive insufficient consideration from governments as well as mainstream researchers. As 
a result, they provide context-specific strategies for negotiating these phenomena which must be 
factored into any serious conceptual reckoning with sustainability.
The representations o f tourism addressed in this thesis position sustainability as a 
contested, inherently plural, and often dialectically constellated notion which unravels under its 
own weight when conceived simply as a ‘solution’ or endpoint. Instead they suggest that, in 
postcolonial island contexts at least, it should be seen to embrace an array of relatively 
contingent tactics and imperatives which can be imported, adapted, and reconfigured according 
to particular circumstances. The differences observed, for instance, between the reindigenising 
function o f tourism in Hawai‘i (see Chapter 3) and the institution o f genealogical relationships 
with sacred land in Barbados (see Chapter 2) highlight the critical need to adapt over-arching 
notions o f sustainability to local histories, politics, ideologies, and environments in island 
contexts.6 At the same time, however, even the compound disasters afflicting contemporary Sri 
Lanka do not prevent it from being placed in nuanced dialogue with developments in other 
highly touristed postcolonial island states. Such comparative resonances underscore how a 
multi-layered conception o f sustainability can be constructed by comparing a highly diverse 
series o f islands. This in turn reinforces the constitutive role that insular regions continue to play 
with respect to the experiences of global modernity to which sustainability theory responds.
These observations could be productively extended in future research which probes the 
limit points o f  the island-oriented analyses offered here. For instance, the correlations between 
ideological contestations over land in New Zealand and Hawai‘i stress the importance of 
attending to processes o f internal colonialism that create islands-within-islands as indigenous 
communities are comparatively ‘insularised’. The relative size o f New Zealand in particular
6 As Shari S tone-M ediatore points ou t in the slightly d ifferent context o f  notions o f  resistance, ‘[w]hile a 
theory o f  language or society m ay contribute to ideology critique o r to the developm ent o f  
counterhegem onic discourses, only the continual reckoning w ith historically  specific experiences ensures 
that those alternative discourses do not them selves becom e dogm atic but are responsive to evolving, 
m ultifaceted  historical strugg les’ (2003: 158).
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suggests that it can perform a useful bridging function (like Hawai‘i with regard to the insular 
Pacific and the Caribbean) between the island-specific concerns o f  this thesis, and further 
critical investigations into depictions o f tourism in postcolonial literatures. Just as I have 
attempted to show how Maori negotiations o f capitalist tourism development can benefit 
through comparison with similar processes in other Pacific island states, it is also possible to 
place them in dialogue with the experiences o f marginalised groups in mainland contexts, 
especially as these are also often framed as ‘culture islands’ in the functionalist sense. Tropes of 
isolation retain particular significance from this perspective; as Curtin observes in relation to 
environmental rights disputes: ‘We need to ask, “Why are these conflicts so common today?” 
One answer, surely, is that the people who are most directly affected are “remote” from those 
who benefit’ (2005: 16-17). By interrogating such connections, it will be possible both to 
clarify how the contributions to tourism sustainability theory discussed here apply to other 
postcolonial contexts, and to refine the island-specific aspects o f my observations.7 This 
ongoing interaction between the particular and the general promises to offer further positive 
contributions both to comparative critical practices, and to the wider arena o f industrial 
development.
Returning finally to the general level o f theoretical analysis, this thesis has consistently 
shown how representations o f tourism in postcolonial literatures can provide leading insights 
into the creation o f what Bramwell and Lane call ‘truly sustainable’ societies. These demand 
that ‘questions o f social needs[,] [...] welfare, and economic opportunity are integrally related to 
the environmental constraints imposed by supporting ecosystems and the climate’ (2008: 1). 
Notably, Bramwell and Lane articulate this concept in the context o f a recent Journal o f  
Sustainable Tourism editorial that opens by observing the ‘huge increase in concern about 
tourism’s impacts on climate change’ which has resulted from ‘the claimed significance of 
aviation for greenhouse gas [...] emissions and thus for global warming’ (2008: 1). The idea that 
tourism might be significantly precipitating the future inundation o f islands’ crowded coastal 
areas with respect to rising sea levels holds potentially disastrous implications for these 
vulnerable ecologies. Indeed, it augurs situations in which the concerns expressed in relation to 
compound disaster in Sri Lanka become inescapably relevant to many other touristed island
7 O ne tex t that w ould offer an intriguing parallel w ith M aori concerns in this light is South African 
novelist Z akes M d a’s The Heart o f  Redness (2000). This draw s d irect com parisons between land 
developm ent policies in colonial South A frica and N ew  Z ealand in relation to its portrayal o f  tourism 
developm ent dem ands in the im aginary coastal village o f  Q olorha-by-Sea.
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states. It also underscores, however, the pitfalls o f believing that international tourism can ever 
represent a ‘truly sustainable’ practice. At this moment, such cataclysmic change remains a 
theoretical -  if  increasingly distinct -  possibility. What seems more certain is that island tourist 
arrivals are going to continue to increase substantially over the forthcoming decades. This will 
further accentuate the need for strategies that negotiate the entwined cultural and environmental 
ramifications o f  these influxes, and which continue to confront the neocolonial dimensions of 
industry expansion. If such concerns can be tackled in ways that frustrate paradigmatic 
assertions o f insular ‘fragility’, they may also provide insights into contending with more drastic 
forms o f ecological change, whenever these arise. In this context, postcolonial island regions 
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